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PREFACE

The problem of devising instrument systems for the accurate measure-
ment of the speed and altitude of aircraft has been the subject of a great

many research invest. .:..tions during the past 50 years. The greater part of
-- thhis-researeh has- been-perfocmed-by. a varietyof£ .organizations in Great Britain,

Germany, and the United States. In the United States, investigations have been
conducted by government agencies (National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), its predecessor, the National Advisory Comittee on Aeronautics (NACA),
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS), the U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. Navy), by aeronautical schools in the
universities, and by aircraft manufacturers, instrument manufacturers, and air
carriers. Studies relating to one area of the altitude-measuring problem (the
vertical separation of aircraft) have been promoted by international orgaaiza-
tions such as the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and tL'e
International Air Transport Association (IATA).

The results of this research have been published in several hundred
reports, each of which deals with only one, or a few, of the many facets of the
speed- and altitude-measuring problem. In this text, the information in these
reports has been combined and is presented in a condensed, organized form. In
the presentation of the material on some of the topics, only enough data have
been included to define a concept or illustrate a point. For a more detailed
discussion of these subjects, the reader is referred to the reference reports
which are listed at the end of each chapter.

The scales of the instruments described in this text and all of the test
data derived from their calibration and operational use are in U.S. Customary
Units. Accordingly, it appeared inappropriate in this text to adhere to the
prevailing practice of giving test values in the International System of Units
(SI) as well as in the U.S. Customary system. For those readers having a need
to convert any of the data to metric units, a table of conversion factors and
metric equivalents is included in appendix A. Also included in appendix A are
tables of airspeed and altitude in SI Units.

In writing this book, I received considerable help and support from many
of my former associates at NASA Langley Research Center. I would like to
acknowledge this assistance and to thank, in particular, the following:

John P. Campbell, Laurence K. Loftin, Jr., and Joseph W. Stickle who
reviewed the original manuscript.

John C. Houbolt, Howard B. Edwards, Albert W. Hall, Thomas M. Moul,
Virgil S. Ritchie, and Robert T. Taylor who, as members of a technical
review covinittee, made many valuable suggestions for improving and
expanding the book.

The staff of the Langley Technical Library who were most helpful in
supplying reference material.

The staff of the Langley Scientific and Technical Information Programs
Division who prepared the manuscript for publication.
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I would also like to acknowledge the contributions of the following members
of the aviation industry:

James Angus of the Kollsman Instrument Company, who provided information
on servoed instruments and photographs of mechanical instruments.

0. E. E. Anderson of United Airlines, who provided information on pressure-
system leak experimers and static-pressure-installation maintenance

Jerome M. Paros of Paroscientific, Inc., who provided information and
diagrams on digital pressure transducers.

Herbert Sandberg of Harowe Systems, Inc., who provided information on
pressure-transducer systems.

William Gracey
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

a speed of sound

av vertical acceleration

ax longitudinal acceleration

b wing span of airplane

b' wing span of airplane image on camera film

c wing chord

C total volume of instrument chambers

CL lift coefficient

CL confidence level

d,D diameter

E elevation of airport

f compressibility factor; focal length of camera lens

g acceleration of gravity

h height of aircraft above camera

H pressure altitude, geopotential feet

H' indicated (or measured) pressure altitude (barometric scale set
to QFE)

Hi indicated altitude 'barometric scale set to QNH)

AH altitude error, H' - H

K recovery factor of temperature probe

I length of aircraft

It length of aircraft image on camera film

L length of pressure tubing

M free-str~eam Mach number

M' indicated (or measuted) Mach number

viii



AA

Mach number error, M' - M

NRe Reynolds number, P -, where I is a linear dimension

p free-stream static pressure

p I measured static pressure

Ap static-pressure error or position error, p' - p; pressure drop in
tubing

6p static-pressure increment

Pa pressure at altitude

PC cabin or compartment pressure

Pi pressure inside instrument

PI local static pressure

ApI pressure error due to leak

Pt free-stream total pressure for subsonic flow and total pressure
behind normal shock wave for supersonic flow

Pt measured total pressure

Apt total pressure error, Pt - pt; total pressure loss through normal
shock wave

PTr test pressure

q dynamic pressure

qc free-stream impact pressure

q measured impact pressure

QFE stazxdard altimeter setting (barometric scale set to 29.92 in. Hg)

QNE barometric scale setting for altimeter to indicate zero at airport
elevation

QNH barometric scale setting for altimeter to indicate elevation of airport

R gas constant for air, ft-lb/slug-°R

R gas constant for air, ft-lb/lb-mol- 0 R

R* universal gas constant
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S wing area of aircraft

t free-air temperature, °C or OF; thickness of wing or mounting strut
of pitot-static tube; time

T free-air temperature, OK or OR

TI indicated (or measured) total temperature, OK or OR

AT temperature error, T' - T; temperature rise due to adiabatic heating

Tm mean temperature of column of air, OK or OR

u horizontal component of induced velocity

v vertical velocity

V free-stream velocity; true airspeed

VC calibrated airspeed (indicated airspeed corrected for static-pressure
error)

Ve equivalent airspeed

-Vi indicated airspeed (corrected for instrument scale error)

VI local velocity

AVc airspeed error, Vi - Vc

W weight of aircraft

Wm mean molecular weight of "ir

x axial location of orifices (1) along static-pressure tube, (2) ahead
of strut or collar of tube, (3) ahead of aircraft, or (4) to center
of wave on fuselage skin

y height of protuberance at fuselage vent

Z height, geometric feet

AZ height increment

Az vertical displacement of aircraft image from center line of film frame

8 angle of conical entry on total pressure tube

y ratio of specific heats of air, 1.4

0 pitch attitude of airplane

A pressure lag constant

pressure lag of leak

x



Ii coefficient of viscosity

p density (mass), slugs/ft 3

i p density (weight), lb/ft 3

0 standard deviation

T acoustic lag tiu. ..

* radial location of orifices around static-pressure tube or fuselage

Subrcripts:

1 initial

a altitude: actual

c critical; computed; camera

1 local; leak

M measured; midpoint

o sea level

s standard

"Abbreviations:

AAEE Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment (British)

AFCV Air Force Cambridge Research Center

AFMTC Air Force Missile Test Center

ANA Air Force-Navy Aeronautical

A.R.C. Aeronautical Research Committee (British)

FAA Federal Aviation Administration

NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (predecessor to NASA)

NAES Naval Air Experimental Station

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NBS National Bureau of Standards

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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R.A.E. Royal Aircraft Establishment (British)

WADC Wright Air Development Center (USAF)

NACA and NASA Reports:

ARR Advanced Restricted Report

RM Research Memorandum ..

SP Special Publication

TM Technical Memorandum

TN Technical Note

TP Technical Paper

TR or Rep. Technical Report

WR Wartime Report
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CHAPTER I

SINTRODUCTION

Accurate measurements of speed aad altitude are essential to the safe and
efficient operation of aircraft. Accurate speed measurements, for exam.ple, are

needed to avoid loss of control at low speeds (stall condition) and to prevent
exceedance of the aerodynamic and structural limitations of the aircraft at

high spee4s, whereas accurate altitude measurements are needed to insure clear-
ance of terrain obstacles and to maintain prescribed vertical separation minima
along the airways.

The instruments that are used to measure speed and altitude include the
altimeter, the airspeed indicator, the trLe-airspeed indicator, the Machmeter,

and the rate-of-climb (or vertical-speed) indicator. All these instruments are

actuated by pressures, while one, the true-airspeed indicator, is actuated b-y

air temperature as well.

Two basic pressures, static pressure and total pressure, are used to actu-
ate the instruments. The static pre-sure is the atmospheric pressure at the
flight level of the aircraft, while the total pressure is the sum of the static
pressure and the impact pressure, which is the pressure developed by the for-ward
speed of the aircraft. The relation of the three pressures can thus be
expressed by the following equation:

pt.= P + qc (!.I)

where pt is the total pressure, p the static pressure, and cc the impact
pressure.

The static pressure is used to actuate both the altimeter and the rate-cf-
climb indicator. Although this pressur(- varies from day to day, the decrease in
static pressure with height is generally cont-nuous at any one time and place.
Accordingly, a pressure-height relation based on average atmospheric conditions
has been adopted as a standard (see "standard atmosphere" in chapter III).
Measurements of static pressure are then used to provide indications of hei:nt
in terms of pressure altitude (chapter XII) and indications of vertical speed
in terms of rate of change in the pressure altitude.

For the three forward-speed indicators, impact pressure is derived ., a
differential pressure from measurements of total pressure and static pressurea
in accordance with equation (1.1). The airspeed indicator iz actuated sole'?
k. impact pressure and is calibrated to indicate true airspeed at sea-level
density in the standard atmosphere; at altitude, however, the indicated airrzeed
is lower than the true airspeed (chapter III). The true-airspeed indicator. on
the other hand, combines the measurement of impact pressure with measuremenrts
4tatic pressure and temperature to ind'-ate true airspeed indevendent of alti-
tude. The Machmeter (named for the Austrian physicist, Ernst Xach) combines

0



measurements of impact pressure and static pressure to provide indications of
true airspeed as a fraction or multiple of the speed of sound (sonic speed).

The airspeed indicator, true-airspeed indicator, and Machmeter measure
speed with respect to the air mass. Since the air mass can move with respect to
the ground, the measurement of ground speed, the speed of basic importance to
air navigation, must be derived from inputs from ground navigational aids.

The pressures and temperatures that actuate the instruments are derived
from pressure and temperature sensors located at positions on the aircraft which
are remote from the instruments. The problem of designing and locating the
sensors for the accurate measurement of pressure and temperature is complicated
by many factoi.s. As a consequence, the pressures and temperatures registered by
the sensors can be in error by amounts which, in some cases, produce sizable
errors in the indications of the instruments. The indications of an instrument
can also be in error because of imperfections in the instrument itself. Addi-
tional errors may be introduced because of a time lag in the transmission of
the pressures to the instruments whenever the pressure at the pressure source
is changing rapidly, as in the case of high-speed climbs or dives.

-In the following chapter, a typical instrument system is described, and the
various errors associated with the system are defined. In succeeding chapters,
the errors relating to the design of the total- and static-pressure sensors and
to the location of the sensors on an aircraft are discussed, and the flight
calibration methods for determining the pressure errors are described. Informa-
tion is then presented on ways of applying corrections for these errors and on

*methods of keeping the other errors within acceptable limits.
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CHAPTER II

INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS AND ERJMRS

The five types of instruments which are usc.i to measure speed and altitude
"-i--and-the-pressurv" and -temperature sensors -which actuate -the-instruments-were . ..

described in chapter I. This chapter describes a typical instrument system
(instruments and sensors) and the errors associated with the various parts of
the system.

As noted in the first chapter, the two basic pressures that are employed in
the measurement of speed and altitude are total pressure and static pressure.
Total pressure is sensed by an opening in a forward-facing tube called a total-
pressure tube or pitot tube (named for the French physicist, Henri Pitot). The
static pressure is sensed by orifices in the side of another type of tube, called
a static-pressure tube, or by a set of holes in the side of an aircraft fuselage,
called fuselage vents or static ports. Since the pitot tube and the static-
pressure tube can be combined into a single tube, two types of pressure-measuring
installations are possible: a pitot-static tube installation or a pitot tube in
combination with a fuselage--vent system. Diagrams of a pitot tube, a static-
pressure tube, a pitot-static tube, and a pitot-tube/fuselage-vent installation
are shown in figure 2.1.

The pressures that are sensed by the pitot tube and the static-pressure
tube (or fuselage vents) are conveyed through tubing to pressure-sensing ele-
ments which are generally in the form of capsules, diaphragms, or bellows. All
of these types of sensing elements are used in the electrical instrument systems
to be described in chapter XI. The capsule-type sensing element is used in
simpler, mechanical instruments described in this chapter.

The pressure capsules are formed by joining together two corrugated dia-
phragms which are about 2 in. in diameter. Two types of capsule are used in
aircraft instruments: one for measuring absolute pressure and the other for
measuring differential pressure. The absolute-pressur- (or aneroid) capsule is
evacuated and sealed, while the differential-pressure capsule has an opening
that is connected to a pressure source. As indicated in figure 2.2, the
absolute-pressure capsule reacts to the pressure inside the instrument case.
while the differential-pressure capsule reacts to the difference between the
pressure inside the capsule and the pressure in the instrument case. Thus, for
both types of capsule, the instrument case is used as a pressure chamber to form
one element of the pressure-measuring system.

Also shown in figure 2.2 are the directions of the deflection of the cap-
sules for a given pressure change. These deflections, which are very small, are
amplified through a system of gears and levers (gear train) to rotate a pointer
in front of the scale on the dial of the instrument.

The routing of the pressure tubing from a total-pressure tube, static-
pressure tube, and temperature probe to a set of "he five types of instruments
is shown in figure 2.3. The static-pressure tube is connected to all the
instruments, whereas the total-pressure tube is connected only to those instru-

3



Sments that measure forward speed. The temperature probe, which is connected to
the true-airspeed indicator, is a type used with liquid-pressure thermometers.
The pressure tubing from the total-pressure and static-pressure tubes is qener-
ally about 0.2 to 0.3 in. in inside diameter, whereas the capillary tubing from
the temperature probe is about 0.01 to 0.02 in.

The pressure-sensing element of the altimeter (fig. 2.3) is an aneroid
capsule that expands. as the_ tatic-pressureinside-the instrument case decreases
Swith increasing altitude. (See fig. 2.2 (a).)

In the rate-of-climb indicator, the static-pressure tube is connected to a
differential-pressure capsule and to a capillary tube that opens into the instru-
ment case. With a change in static pressure, the simultaneous flow of air into,
or out of, the capsule and the capillary tube is adjusted (by the size of the
capillary leak) so that the capsule deflects in terms of a raLe of change of
pressure, which is calibrated to yield a measure of vertical speed.

The pressure-sensing element of the airspeed indicator is a differential-
pressure capsule that expands as the total pressure increases. Since the pres-
sure inside the case is the static pressure, the instrument performs a mechanical
subtraction of total and static pressures to yield a measure of impact pressure
in accordance witn equation (1.1). (See fig. 2.2(b).)

The Machmeter contains both an aneroid capsule and a differential-pressure
capsule to provide measures of static pressure and impact pressure. The deflec-
tions of the two capsules are coupled to yield, mechanically, the ratio of
impact, pressure to static pressure (qc/p) which, as discussed in the next
chapter, is a function of Mach number.

The true-airspeed indicator contains (1) two differential-pressure capsules
to provide measures of impact pressure and air temperature and (2) an aneroid
capsule to provide a measure of static pressure. Since the true airspeed is a
function of dynamic pressure, derived from the measured impact pressure and
static pressure as discussed in chapter V, and the air density, derived from
static pressure and temperature, the deflections of the three capsules can be
coupled to yield a measure of true airspeed.

Also shown in figure 2.3 are the pressures (pt and p-) sensed by the
total- and static-pressure tubes and the temperature (T) sensed by the tempera-
ture probe. For any one flight condition, the differences between pt and the
free-stream total pressure Pt and between T1 and the free-air temperature T
depend primarily on the design characteristics of the pitot tube and the tem-
perature probe. The difference between p' and the free-stream static pressure
p depends on both the design of the static-pressure tube and on the location
of the tube in the pressure field surrounding the aircraft (chapter V).

The difference between pt and Pt, called the total-pressure error Apt,
is defined by

Apt = P; - Pt (2.1)

* 4



Similarly, the difference between p' and p, the static-pressure error Ap,
is defined by

Ap - p' - p (2.2)

The difference between T' and T, the temperature error AT, is defined by

AT - T' - T (2.3)

As noted in the previous chapter, the indications of the instruments may be
affected by errors due to the time lag in the transmission of the pressures and
to imperfections in the instrument mechanism. The errors associated with the
instrument mechanism depend on (1) the elastic properties of the pressure cap-
sule (scale error, hysteresis, and drift) and (2) the effects of temperature,
acceleration, and friction on the linkage mechanism. The scale error is the
difference, for a given applied pressure, between the value indicated by the
instrument and the correct value corresponding to the applied pressure. From
the foregoing discussion, the overall error of an instrument system is a combi-
nation of

1. Total- and static-pressure errors of the pitot-static installation and
the temperature error of the temperature probe

0 ,2. Errors due to time lag in the transmission of the pressures

3. Errors relating to the operation of the instrument mechanism

The magnitude and nature of the errors vary widely, so that different means
are used to minimize different errors. The total-pressure, static-pressure, and
temperature errors, for example, are systematic; that is, for a given flight
condition, the errors are essentially repeatable and hence can be determined by
calibration. The static-pressure error can be quite large, whereas the total-
pressure error is generally negligible (chapters IV and VII). The magnitude of
the temperature error, expressed in terms of a recovery factor, is discussed in
chapter III.

The errors due to pressure lag are transitory and vary with the rate of
climb or descent of the aircraft. For a given rate of change of altitude, the
magnitude of the lag error depends primarily on the length and diameter of the
pressure tubing and on the volume of the instruments connected to the tubing.
Accordingly, the lag errors of a particular pressure system are kept within
acceptable limits by proper design of the system (chapter X).

of the various instrument errors, the scale error is systematic, while the
other errors are generally random. The scale error is usually the largest of
the instrument errors and can be determined by laboratory calibration. The
remaining errors are kept within acceptable limits by careful design, construc-
tion, and adjustment of the instrument mechanism.

*5



The instrument errors and the errors of the pitot-static installation are
required to meet specified tolerances (allovable errors). The tolerances for
the instrument errors can be combined to yield an "instrument er:or," and this
error can be combined with the tolerance for the static-pressure etror to yield
an "instrument system error" (chapter XII). Mathematical procedures for coso-
bining the tolerances for the irstrument errors and the static-pressure error
are described in references 1 through 4.

Since the scale error o-f;he instrmen dni-the c ~pissreerror:of
the installation can be determined by calibration, corrections for these two
errors can be applied. With mechanical instrument systems, corrections for
these errors are applied by means of correction charts, or cards, that are
supplied to the pilot. With electrical instruments, the corrections are applied
automatically by some form of computer (chapter XI). For systems in which cor-
rections for the two errors are applied, the instrument system error is usually
much lower than the error derived from a summation of the instrument and static-
pressure error tolerances. The laboratory procedures for determining the scale
error are described in chapter X1 and the flight procedures for determining the
static-pressure error are described in chapter IX. Since the procedures for
determining the scale error are well established, this text emphasizes flight
procedures by which static-pressure installations are calibrated.

0
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CHAPTER III

STANDARD ATMOSPHERE AND EQUATIONS FOR AIRSPEED,

MACH NUMBER, AND TRUE AIRSPEED

... As n6tid-inichapter I, the pressure altimeter is calibrated in accordance
with the pressure-height relation in the standard atmosphere. In the first sec-
tion of this chapter, the equations and the atmospheric properties on which the
standard atmosphere is based are presented. In succeeding sections, the equa-
tions relating (1) impact pressure to airspeed, (2) impact pressure and static
pressure to Mach number, and (3) impact pressure, static pressure, and tempera-
ture to true airspeed are described. These equations are of fundamental impor-
tance to both the laboratory calibrations of the instruments and the deduction
of flight parameters from measured pressures and temperature.

In the following sections, reference is made to tables of airspeed and
altitude in U.S. Customary Units (appendix A). As noted in the Preface, tables
of the same quantities in the International (metric) System of Units (SI) are
also included in appendix A.

Standard Atmosphere

The so-called standard atmosphere is a representation of the atmosphere
based on average conditions at a latitude of 450 north. A number of standard
atmospheres have been developed through the years (ref.. ý through 13). Each
new standard has differed from the previous standard because of the adoption of
revised values of some of the physical constants on which the atmospheres are
based or because of the acquisition of new information on some of the atmospheric
properties (particularly at the higher altitudes). All the atmospheres are based
on mean values of pressure, temperature, density, and ý.le acceleration cf gravity
at sea level and on a mean value of the variation of temperature with height.

In the construction of a standard atmosphere on the basis of these mean
values, assumptions are made that

1. The air is a dry, perfect gas that obeys the laws of Charles and Boyle,

PTO
P p- (3.0P

and thus the perfect gas law,

P .Pm ý P (3.2)
p z.
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2. The atmosphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium, so that the relation
between the pressure p and the geometric height Z can be expressed by the
equations,

dp = -gP dZ - dZ (3.3)

dp - -g -L dZ dZ (3.4)

where P (or 5) is the density, p the pressure, T the temperature, g the
acceleration of gravity, Wm the mean molecular weight of air, R* the uni-
versal gas constant, and R (or R) the gas constant for air. The two symbols
given for density and the gas constant for air denote differences in units which
are found in some of the reference reports. For the symbols given in this text,
the unit of p is slugs per cubic foot and the unit of 5 is pounds per cubic
foot. The value of R is 1716.5 ft-lb/slug-°R and the value of R is
53.352 ft-lb/(Ib mol)°R.

The earlier atmospheres (refs. 1 through 5) were based on the assumption
that the acceleration of gravity remained constant at its sea-level value go.
For the later atmospheres (refs. 6 through 13), the decrease of g with height
was taken into account by tile formation of a new height parameter called geo-

potential altitude H. The relation between H and Z is given by

*9
dZ = -- dH (3.5)

g

The value of z/H varies uniformly from 1.0 at sea level to 1.0048 at
100 000 ft. The relation between p and H is given by the following
equations:

dp = -gop dH - p dH (3.6)
9

or

dp = -go - dH - !2 P- dH (3.7)
RT g RT

Pressure-altitude tables for the calibration of altimeters in terms of geo-
potential feet are given in references 6 through 13. All these tables are tne
same for altitudes up to 65 800 ft, and the tables of references 11 through 13
are the same for altitudes up to 100 000 ft. The tables of reference 11 (the
U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1962) have been selected for presentation in this :ext
because the pressures and altitudes are given in both U.S. Customary Units (the
system of units used in this text) and SI Units. The pressure-altitude tables
of references 12 and 13 are in SI Units.
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Th.- sea-level values of pressure, temperature, density, and the accelera-

tion cf gravity for the atmosphere of reference 11 are as follows:

PO 0  29.9213 in. Hg or 2116.22 lb/ft 2

to - 59.00 F or 15.00 C

=TO 518.670 R or 288.150 K

-- --- 0----- • - - O•OO23769-slug/fft 3  .. .. . . . .. ..... .. ......... ......

o= 0.076474 lb/ft3

go= 32.1741 ft/sec'

The temperature gradient or lapse rate dT/dH is -0.003566160 F per geo-
potential foot from sea level to 36 09C geopotential feet. From this altitude
to 65 800 ft, the temperature is constant at -69.70 F and then increases to
-50.8360 F at 100 000 ft.

Tables of pressure, density, temperature, coefficient of viscosity, speed
of sound, and the acceleration of gravity are given in appendix A for geopoten-
tial altitudes up to 100 000 ft:

In table Al, values of pressure are given in inches of mercury (00 C)
(to correspond with the scales of mercury-in-glass barometers used for
calibration of altimeters); in table A2, the values are given in pounds per
square foot.

In table A3, values of air density are given in pounds per cubic foot.
Values in units of slugs per cubic foot can be derived by dividing the
valueg of table A3 by the acceleration of gravity.

In tables A4 and A5, values of free-air temperature are given in
degrees Fahrenheit and Celsius. Values of absolute temperature in
degrees Rankine and Kelvin can be derived by means of the following
equations:

T(°R) = t(°F) + 459.67 (3.8)

T(°K) = t(°C) + 273.15 (3.9)

In table A6, values of the coefficient of viscosity are given in
pound-seconds per square foot. Values in pounds per foot-second (the unit
used in ref. 11) can be derived by multiplying the values in table A6 by
the acceleration of gravity.
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In table A7, values of the speed of sond are given in miles per hour

and knots.

In table AS, values of the acceleration of gravity are given in feet
per second squared.

Airspeed Equations

In-incompressible -flow,-the pressure developed by. theforward motion of a
body is called the dynazic pressure a. which is related to the true airspeed V
by the equation,

1 pV2 (3.10)

where p is the density of the air and V is the speed of the body relative to
the air. Air, however, is compressible, and when airspeed is measured with a
pitot-static tube, the air is compressed as it is brought to a stop in the pitot
tube. As a consequence of this compression, the measured impact pressure qc
(eq. (1.1)) is higher than the dynamic pressure of equation (3.10). The effects
of compressibility can be taken into account by determining the relation between
the true airspeed V and the impact pressure qc by means of the following
equations:

1. The equation for the total pressure (eq. (1.1)),

Pt = qc + p (1.1)

2. The equation for the speed of sound a -a air,

S(3.11)

where y is the ratio of the specific heats of air.

3. Bernoulli's formula for total pressure in compressible flow,

Pt p 1 + -- P v2)Y-1(312
2y (3.12)

4. The formula for total pressure behind a normal shock wave (for V - a),
1r 2 -

(YT +,, 112) Pv2

2y p - 2(y - 1)(v = a) 3.13)
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With the substitution of equation (1.1) in equation (3.12) and equa-
tions (1.1) and (3.11) in equation (3.13), V can be expressed in terms of q,
by the following equations:

27 p 1 4 2.A P- V2 (3.14)

and

II + -. 2X)2-V~ 2 a 2 p (] a)

For the calibration of airspeed indicators, the concept of calibrated air-
speed Vc, is introduced and, by definition, Vc is made equal to V at sea
level for standard sea-level conditions. Thus, by substituting the standard
sea-level values of p, p, and a in equations (3.14) and (3.15), Vc can be
related to qc by the following equations:

l c =po [(l + 2 --IPoVC2y-l (Vc !5 a°) (3.16)

*andTyp
1

qMc 1+Y C)[ (y + .1) 2• ,1 - Po (Vc ý ao) (3.17)

4Y - 2 (If - 1)

Airspeed indicators are calibrated in accordance with equation (3.16) for sub-
sonic speeds (Vc < aO) and equation (3.17) for supersonic speeds (Vc 24 ao). The
sea-level values of pressure, density, and speed of sound used in these equa-
tions are those given in reference 11, namely,

PO 0 2116.22 lb/ft 2

Po = 0.0023769 slug/ft
3

ao = 1116.45 ft/sec

7he value that has been adopted for y is 1.4. Note, however, that at high
altitudes, the value of Y may vary slightly from 1.4 (refs. 11 and 14).
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For subsonic speeds, the true airspeed V can be deduced fro: the cali-
brated airspeed Vc and the air density p by means of the following equation
which is derived by dividing equation (3.14) by equation (3.16):

V = V ( (V:_ a) (3.18)"0 O

where f is a compressibility factor defined by

f = l- [ qc +(1 - (3.19)

Values of f and f0  (the compressibility factor for ntandard sea-level
conditions) are given in figure 3.1 for values of qc/p up to 0.893 (the ratio
for M = 1.0 for which V = a). The value of P for use in equation (3.18)
can be determined from equation (3.1) and measured values of static pressure
and air temperature.

In aircraft structural design, use is made of an airspeed that equates the

dynamic pressure at altitude q = I OV2 to the dynamic pressure at sea level

for ztandard sea-level density (q = I ore2 . This airspeed V. is called the

equivalent airspeed and is related to V by the following ezuation):

S= V (3.20)

Another airspeed term, indicated airspeed, is generally defined as the
indication of an airspeed indicator uncorrected for instrument error and the
error of the pitot-static installation. In this text, however, the indicated
airspeed Vi is defined as the airspeed indication corrected for instrument
scale error (chapter II). Thus, since the calibrated airspeed Vc is the
indication of an airspeed indicator corrected for both instr--..ent scale error
and static-pressure error, the difference between 7i and ";. is a measure of
the static-pressure error.

To summarize the relations between Vi, Vc, and V in simple terms; Vi
is the indication of an airspeed indicator corrected for instrument scale error,
Vc is Vi corrected for static-pressure error, and V is the true airspeed,
which is equal to Vc at sea level.

Tables relating calibrated airspeed to impact pressure are presented in
references 4, 10, 12, 15, 16, and 17. The tables of reference 10 are given in
this text because they are based on a revised value of the nautical mile adopted
in 1959 and because the units of Vc and qc are in U.S. Cu;tomary Units.
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Values of impact pressure qc for calibrated airspeeds Vc (or qc' for
indicated airspeeds Vi) up to 1100 mph and 1000 knots are given in tables A9

through Al2 of appendix A. The values in miles per hour are based on a statute

mile equal to 5280 ft, and the values in knots are based on the 1959 value of

the nautical mile (6076.12 ft).

As noted in chapter I, the Mach number M is the ratio of the true air-
speed V to the speed of sound a in the ambient air; that is,

M - V/a (3.21)

By substituting in this expression the equation for the speed of sound given in
equation (3.11), M can be related to V by the following equation:

V = H (3.22)

The Mach number may then be expressed in terms of Pt by substituting equa-
tion (3.22) in equations (3.12) and (3.13), which then become

_I_
pt = P I + Y- 1M2)y-1 (3.23)

and

1 +_ (I )2M2 p(M 1) (3.24)

pt 2 L4YM2 - 2(y -_

With the additional substitution of equation (1.1) in equatinnz (3.23) and

(3.24), H can be expressed as a function of qc/p as follows:

-(1 + Y = 1 M2) _ 1 (4 I 1) (3.25)p2

and

qc 3. l+Y2[ .42 1-1 (M - 1) (3.26)

p 2  
4"f2 - 2 (y -

Machmeters are calibrated in accordance with equation (3.25) for subsonic speeds
(H < 1) and equation (3.26) for supersonic speeds V1 a 1).
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In table A26 of appendix A, values of qc/p for given values of M (or
values of q4/p' for given values of M') are tabulated for Mach numbers up
to 5.G (from ref. 4).

True-Airspeed Equations

As noted earlier, true_airspeed can be, derived-from calibrated airspeed in
the subsonic range by means of equation (3.18). The true airspeed can also be
determined, at both subsonic and supersonic speeds, from its relation to Mach
number and the speed of sound in equation (3.21). For this case, M is deter-
mined from equations (3.25) and (3.26) and a is determined by combining equa-
tions (3.1) and .3.11) which yields the following equation relating a to the
temperature of the ambient air:

Po T (3.27)

where T is the absolute temperature in degrees Rankine or Kelvin. For po in
slugs per cubic foot and po in pounds per square foot, the value of a is in
feet per second.

For values in terms of miles per hour or knots, the speed of sound can ;;e
calculated from any of the following equations derived from equation (3.271:

1. If a is in miles per hour an-.' T is in degrees Rankine,

a = 33.424

2. If a is in knots and T is in degrees Rankine,

a = 29.045 FT

3. If a is in miles per hour and T is in degrees Kelvin,

a = 44.844 FT

4. If a is in knots and T is in degrees Kelvin,

a = 38.968 4

The value of T required for the calculation of a is the temperature of
the free strezm. While some aircraft temperature probes register free-stream
temperature directly, the temperature registered by other types of probes is
higher than the stream value because of the adiabatic heating effect of the air-
flow on the sensor. The extent to which the probe measures the adiabatic heat-
ing effect is stated in terms of a recovery factor, which ranges from zero (no
adiabatic heating) to 1.0 (full adiabatic temperature rise). The recovery
factor of a temperature probe can be determined from calibration tests in a wind
tunnel. An electrical-type temperature probe having a recovery factor near
unity (0.99) is shown in figure 3.2 (from ref. 18).
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If the recovery factor of the probe is 1.0 or if the probe is located in a
region where the local velocity of the air is equal to the free-stream velocity,
the free-air temperature T can be calculated from the following equation:

T = (3.28)
1 + 2 _ _ -

where TO is the measured (or total) temperature and K is the recovery factor
of the probe. For the more general case in which the recovery factor is less
than 1.0 and the probe is located in a region where the local velocity differs
from the free-stream value, the free-air temperature can be calculated from the
following:

T Y 2 1 12)(l+ 1 (3.29)

+ 2L10 ..± K2

where KI is the local Mach number, which can be determined from measurements
of the loccl impact and static pressures in the region in which the probe is
located.

Values of the speed of .- u-nd a in miles per hour and knots are given in
table A7 of appendix A for geopotential altitudes up to 100 000 ft. The values
of a are based on the values of T in the standard atmosphere of reference 11.

Values of true airspeed V for calibrated airspeeds from 0 to 1000 knots
and geopotential altitudes frosm 0 to 100 000 ft are given in table A13 of
appendix A. The values of V, Vc, and H in this table are based on the
standard atmosphere of reference 11.

A chart showing the relations of calibrated airspeed, true airspeed, anC
Mach number for altitudes up to 60 000 ft and temperatures from -1000 F to
1200 F is presented in figure 3.3 (from ref. 19).

Conversion Factors

For applications requiring the conversion of the pressure units in
tables Al and A2 and A9 through A12 of appendix A to other units, conversion
factors for a variety of other pressure units are given in table A27 of
appendix A. For conversion of U.S. Customary Units to SI Units, conversion
factors and metric equivalents are given in table 4.8 of appendix A (ref. 20).
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Figure 3.2.- Electrical-type temperature probe having a
recovery factor of 0.99. (Adapted from ref. 18.)
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CHAPTER IV

TOTAL-PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

The equations for airspeed, Mach number, and true airspeed given in the
previous chapter are all based on the measurement of impact pressure. As shown
by equation (1.1), however, the impact pressure is derived from measured values
of total pressure and static pressure. In this and the following chapters,

-- 4--thereforei--the-problems-relating to the-measurement of-total pressure with pitot
tubes and the measurement of static pressure with static-pressure tubes or
fuselage vents are considered in some detail.

As noted in the next chapter, the static pressure at successive points
along lines of airflow past a body can vary widely, whereas the total pressure
along these lines of flow remains constant. For this reason, the measurement
of total pressure is much less difficult than the measurement of free-stream
static pressure. The measurement of total pressure is also easier because the
problem of total-pressure tube design is less difficult than the design problem
for static-pressure tubes.

The principal difficulty encountered in the measurement of total pressure
relates to the change in the measured pressure when the pitot tube is inclined
to the airflow. Since the magnitude of this change is largely dependent on the
design, or configuration, of the pitot tube (which can take a wide variety of
forms), the problem of measuring total pressure with tubes inclined to the flow
is considered separately from the simpler case of tubes aligned with the flow.

Tubes Aligned With the Flow

When aligned with the flow in the subsonic speed range, almost any open-end
tube registers total pressure correctly provided that the tube is located away
from any boundary layer, wake, propeller slipstream, or engine exhaust. For
operations at high subsonic speeds, the tube should be located away from anj
area of high curvature on the structure where shock waves form when the local
speed becomes sonic. As all these locations can usually be avoided, there is
generally little problem in measuring total pr. ýsure at subsonic speeds when
the tube is aligned with the flow. Locations which have proved satisfactory
for pitot-tube installations include positions ahead of the fuselage, wing, or
vertical fin for tubes mounted on short horizontal booms or positions along the
fuselage or under the wing for tibes mounted on short struts. Exaz.'ples of
service-type pitot tabes designed for end-mounting .nM strut-mounting are shown
in figure 4.1.

For operations in the supersonic speed range, the tube should be located
ahead of shock waves emanating •roC- ani part of the aircraft. The location
that best meets this requirement is, obviously, a position ahead of the fuse-
lage nose. When located ahead of the fuselage bow shock, however, the tube is
still influenced by a shock, for a small normal shock wave forms ahead of the
tube. The presence of this shock is important to the measurement of total
pressure because the total pressure decreases through the shock, so that the
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pressure measured by the tube is lower than the free-stream value ahead of the
shock. The magnitude of the total-pressure loss through the shock Apt as a
fraction of the free-stream total pressure Pt is given by the following

expression derived by subtracting equation (3.24) from equation (3.23), dividi
the resulting quantity by equation (3.23), and assigning the value of 1.4 to

pt 
1.2M2( 5.76M2 

)2.5
S" \5.6M2 - 0.8/ S(1 

+ 0.2M2 )3.5

where H is the free-stream Mach number. The variation of Apt/pt with Mach
number for the Mach range from 1.0 to 3.0 is shown in figure 4.2. For the lab
ratory calibration of airspeed indicators and Machmeters in the supersonic spe
range, the total-pressure loss through the shock is taken into account in the
computation of the pressure tables by which the instruments are calibrated
(see eqs. (3.17) and (3.26)).

Tubes Inclined to the Flow

When a pitot tube is inclined to the flow, the total pressure begins to
decrease at some angle of inclination. The angular range through which the tu:
measures total pressure correctly is called the range of insensitivity to
inclination. In this text, the range of insensitivity is defined as the angu
range through which the total-pressure error remains within 1 percent of the
impact pressure. For a criterion based on a smaller total-pressure error, the
range of insensitivity would, of course, be smaller than that quoted for the
tubes to be described in this chapter.

The configurations of the total-pressure tubes to be described are of two
general types: simple pitot tubes and pitot tubes enclosed in a cylindrical
shield. For the simple pitot tubes, the range of insensitivity is shown to
depend for the most part on the shape of the nose section of the tube and on
the size of the impact opening relative to the frontal area of the tube.

Early designers favored tubes with hemispherical nose shapes and small
impact openings. An ex.Aple of the use of small-bore, round-nosed tubes was
the pitot-static tube designed by the German physicist, Ludwig Prandtl. The
pitot part of this tube (fig. 6.5) was very sensitive to inclination, for the
range of insensitivity was only ±50 (ref. 1). Of interest here is the fact th
the sensitivity of the pitot tube to inclination was considered to be of littl
concern, because the static-pressure portion of the tube was equally sensitive
to inclination in a compensating manner. As a result, the impact pressure mea-
sured by the tube remained unaffected by inclination through an angular range
about ±120. As discussed in this chapter and in chapter VI, later designers
have tried to reduce the sensitivity to inclination of both total- and static-
pressure tubes.
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In an investigation of a number of pitot-static tubes in 1935 (ref. 2,
tests of pitot tubes having cylindrical nose shapes disclosed a significant
design feature, namely, that the range of insensitivity could be increased by
increasing the size of the pitot opening. An extrapolation of test results
indicated that maximum insensitivity to inclination should be achieved with a
thin-wall tube.

In another investigation in 1935, G. Kiel, a German aerodynamicist, showed
in reference 3 that the range of insensitivity could be extended considerably by
placing the pitot tube inside a venturi-like shield, as shown in figure 4.3. In
tests -of-this tube-at low-speeds,- the range of insensitivity was found to be
±430. Later tests of the tube in a NASA wind tunnel confirmed this range of
insensitivity, but showed that the tube could not be used at Mach numbers
greater than 0.6 because of excessive vibrations caused by the airflow around
the mounting strut.

The errors of simple tubes due to inclination can be avoided by equipping
the tube with a piv¢,c and vanes to align the tube with the airstream (fig. 4.3).
While swiveling tubes ire satisfactory for flight-test work at subsonic speeds,
they are impractical for service use on operational aircraft.

In an effort to devise fixed (as opposed to swiveling) total-pressure tubes
that would be insensitive to inclination and suitable for use on both opera-
tional and flight-test aircraft, the NACA conducted a series of wind-tunnel
tests on a variety of tube designs from 1951 to 1954 (ref s. 4 through 9). The
tests were conducted in five wind tunnels at Mach numbers ranging from 0.26 to
2.40 and at angles of inclination up to 670. Diagrams of the tube configi'ra-
tions that were investigated are presented in figure 4.4. As indicated by the
six series of tube designs, the configurations included shielded tubes based on

the Kiel design and simple tubes with cylindrical, conical, and ogival nose
shapes. For the simple tubes, the principal design variables, aside from the
nose shape, were the shape of the entry to the impact opening (cylindrical,
hemispherical, and conical) and the relative size of the impact opening on the
face of the tube. The shielded tubes were all designed with vent holes along
the aft portion of the tube to allow mounting at the end of a horizontal boom.
The variables tested with the shielded tubes included (1) the shape of the entry
to the throat (conical and curved), (2) the relative size of the throat (D2 /D),
(3) the position of the pitot tube from the face of the shield (a/D), and
(4) the area of the vents with respect to the frontal area of the shield
(Av/Ao).

The results of the tests of a few of the tubes have been selected for this
text to show the effects of some of the more significant design features. An
assessment of all of the design variables is given in the summary report of the
investigation in reference 9.

Tn the presentation of the results in the figures to follow, the angle of
inclination of the tube is the angle in the vertical plane (angle of attack).
For symmetrical tubes, the variation of the total- essure error is the same in
the horizontal plane (angle of yaw). For unsymmetrical tubes A-6, As-l0, As-11,
E-3, and E-4 of figure 4.4, however, the error variation at angles of attack and
angles of yaw are different.
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The affect of varying the size of the impact opening with - :spect to the
frontal area of cylindrical tubes is shown by a comparison of the test results
of tubes A-1 and A-2 at a Mach number of 0.26 (fig. 4.5). For the small-bore
tube, the range of insensitivity is ±110, while for the thin-wall tube, it
is ±230. These results confirm the data from reference 2 in showing the xange
of i.zernitivity to increase with an increase in the size of the impact opening.

The test data on figure 4.6(a) show the effect of cutting the nose of the
thin-wall tube at a slant angle of 10. - The range of insensitivity is increased
(from the ±230 value for the thin-wall tube) to 320 at positive angles of attack
but decreased to 130 at negative angles. The effect of the 100 slant profile,
therefore, is simply to shift the curve of figure 4.5(b) 100 along the angle-of-
attack axis. At angles of yaw, the range of insensitivity is ±230, the same as
that for the thin-wall tube. For some applications, the use of a slant-profile
tube could be advantageous, since the angle-of-attack range through which an
aircraft operates is greater at positive angles than at negative.

The effect of changing the shape of the internal entry of cylin.-rical tubes
can be shown from a comparison of the test data of tubes A-2, A-5, and A-7
through A-11. Changing the entry from a cylindrical shape (tube A-2) to a
hemispherical shape (tube A-5) increased the range of insensitivity by about 3°0

A change to a 500 conical entry (tube A-11) showed no improvement over the value
for the cylindrical entry. By decreasing the internal cone angle to 300, how-
ever, the range of insensitivity increased to a value of m270 (tube A-9 in
fig. 4.6(b)). Decreasing the cone angle to 200 (tube A-8) and to 100 (tube A-7)
produced no further extension in the range of insensitivity.

The 270 range of insensitivity for the tube with the 30° conical entry
is 50 lower than that for the thi.m-wall, slant-profile tube at positive angles
of attack. However, because of the relative fragility of the slant-profile
tube and the lack of space for the installation of a deicing heating element,
the tube with the 300 conical ent-j would be a more practical tube for service
operations.

Some effects of the external nose shape on the range of insensitivity can
be shown from a comparison of the data for the tubes having conical and ogival
nose sections. For the tube with a 150 conical nose (tube B-1), the range of
insensitivity is ±219 (fig. 4.7(a)); for the 300 nose (tube C-i), the range is
±17.50; and for the 450 nose (tube D-l), it is ±140.

The ogival-nose tube in figure 4.7(b) is a service-type tube which, in the
production model, had a small wall thickness at the impact opening. To make
the pitot configuration of this tube comparable with that of tubes B-1, C-1,
and D-1, the impact opening was reamed to a sharp leading edge. As shown in
figure 4.7(b), the range of insensitivity of this modified tube was ±160, which
is about midway between that for the 300 and 450 conical-nose tubes.

The test data for a Kiel-type shielded tube having a vent area equal to th
frontal area of the shield are shown on figure 4.8(a). The range of insensi-
tivity of this tube is ±410, which is very nearly the same as that for the
original Kiel design. These tests are significant, therefore, in showing that
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a shielded tube can be vented along the walls of the shield, as opposed to the
straight-through venting of the Kiel shield, without loss in performance.

The test data presented thus far were all obtained at a Mach number of
0.26. When tubes A-2, A-6, A-9, and B-I (figs. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7) were tested
at M - 1.62, the range of insensitivity was greater than that at M = 0.26 by
as much as 40 to 100. In contrast, the range of insensitivity of shielded
tube As-3 (fig. 4.8(a)) was lower at M = 1.62 by about 30.

In tests of the shielded tubes with the c,.rved entries, the entry with the
highest- degree of curvature (tube As-12) provided the greatest range of insensi-
tivity. At M = 0.26, for example, the range was ±630 (fig. 4.8(b)). With
increasing Mach number, the range of insensitivity decreased to about 580 at
M = l.0 and to about 400 at M = 1.61 (fig. 4.9). Despite this loss in per-
formance with increasing Mach number, however, the range of insensitivity of
this shielded tube is still greater than that of any of the simple tubes at both
subsonic and supersonic speeds.

In the foregoing discussion, only the aerodynamic aspects of the design of
pitot tubes have been considered. For a tube intended for operational use, the
nose configuration would have to allow for the installation of an electric
heating element for deicing and drain holes for the removal of any water that
may be ingested. In at least two cases, pitot configurations examined in the
NASA investigation have been successfully incorporated in the design of service-
type pitot and pitot-static tubes; the configuration of tube A-9 is incorporated
in the pitot tube shown in figure 4.10 and the configuration of tube B-4 is
incorporated in the pitot-static t'be detcribed in reference 10 and shown in
figure 6.14.
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(Adapted from ref. 4.)
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(Adapted from ref. 4.)
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Figure 4.7.- Variation of total-pressure error with angle of attack
for tubes having conical- and ogival-nose shapes. M = 0.26.
(Adapted from ref. 4.)
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CHAPTER V

STATIC-PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

For a steady flow condition, the flow of the air over a body creates a
-- •---pressure-field-In-vhich-the static- pressures vary from point to point, while

the total pressure at all points remains the same. For this reason, the
measurement of fvee-z-sream static pressure on an aircraft is mach more compli-
cated than the measurement of free-stream total pressure. The pressure field
created by the airflow may change with the configuration of the aircraft and
with Mach number and angle of attack. For a given aircraft configuration,
therefore, the problem of designing a static-pressure-measuring system is pri-
marily one of finding a location where the static-pressure error varies by the
least amount throughout the operating range of tVe aircraft.

The variation of the pressures in the flow field can be described by
Bernoulli's equation for the total pressure Pt in incompressible flow:

S+1 pV12 _ Constant (5.1)

where p, is the local static pressure and V, is the local flow velocity.
This equation states that the total pressure remains constant (at the free-
stream value) at all points along lines of flow, whereas the local static pres-
sure varies inversely with the square of the local velocity.

The variation of local static pressure expressed by equation (5.1) is
illustrated by the diagram of the flow around a fuselagelike body in figure 5.1.
The five lines of flow (streamlines) shown in this figure represent the paths
of the individual particles of the air. At a great distance ahead of the body,
the streamlines are parallel and the total pressure Pt, static pressure p,
and velocity of the particles V on each of the streamlines are the free-stream
values. As the air particles move closer to the body, the streamlines begin to
diverge and the velocities of the particles begin to increase as the air flows
past the body. At some considerable distance behind the body, the streamlines
return to parallel flow and the pressures and velocities return to their free-
stream values.

Relative magnitudes of the local pressure and the local velocity at three
points near the nose of the body are also shown in figure 5.1. At a position
just aft of the nose, the local velocity is higher than the free-stream velocity
and the local static pressure is lower than the free-stream static pressure.
At a position directly ahead of the nose, the local velocity is lower than the
stream velocity, so that the local static pressure is higher than the stream
value. At a point on the leading edge of the nose, where the air particles
come to a stop, the local static pressure is equal to the free-stream total
pressure.
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The flow pattern, or field, shown in figure 5.1 applies to incompressible
flow or to compressible flow at very low speeds. For higher speeds in com-
pressible flow, the flow field changes markedly, particularly at transonic and
supersonic speeds.

In the subsonic speed range, the flow field extends in all directions from
the aircraft. The difference between the local static pressure and the free-

. 4  . .stream static- pressure. is greatest-in 4the vicinity of- the aircraft and decreases
with distance from it. In the transonic speed range, the flow field is altered
by shock waves that form along the lines of maximum curvature of the fuselage,
wings, and tail surfaces. At supersonic speeds, the flow field is confined to
the regions behind the shock wave that forms ahead of the nose of the fuselage
(fuselage bow shock). As discussed in the next two chapters, the changes in
the characteristics of the flow fields in the three speed ranges can produce
large variations in the pressures measured by a static-pressure installation.

An orifice on a surface oriented parallel to the airstream has been uni-
versally used to measure static pressure on aircraft. The orifice may be
located on the surface of the fuselage cr on a static-pressure tube attached to
some part of the aircraft. For fuselage-vent installations, the orifices are
usually installed in pairs (one on each side of the fuselage) and are generally
located some distance aft of the nose of t.e fuselage. With the static-pressure
tube, the orifices are ordinarily located well aft of the nose of the tube and
may either encircle the tube or be oriented in unsymetrical arrangements
described in the next chapter. On some early static-pressure tubes, the orifices
were in the form of rectangular slots; on present-day tubes, the orifices are
circular.

Like the total-pressure tubes described in the last chapter, the static-
pressure tubes are designed with either a transverse strut for attachment to
some part of the aircraft structure or with end fittings for mounting on a
horizontal boom. Since the diameter of the boom is generally larger than that
of the tube, the aft end of the tube "s enlarged to form a collar of the same
diameter as the boom. As shown in the next chapter, the mounting struts and
the collars of the tubes can have a marked influence on the pressures measured
by the tubes. The tubes with strut supports have generally been attached either
to the underside of the wing or, in pairs, to the sidas of the fuselage. The
tubes designed for end-mounting on booms have been installed on the nose of the
fuselage, the outboard section of the wing, and the tip of the vertical fin.
Examples of service-type pitot-static tubes designed for end-mounting and strut-
mounting are shown in figure 5.2.

A diagram showing four types of static-pressure-measuring installations
(static-pressure tubes ahead of the fuselage nose, wing tip, and vertical fin
and fuselage vents on the side of the fuselage) is presented in figure 5.3.
Also shown are the local static pressures p, and the measured static pres-
sures p' at tae four pressure sensors. For each installation, the difference
between the measured pressure and the free-stream static pressure p is defined
by equation (2.2):

Ap= P - p (2.2)
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*1
where Ap is the static-pressure error of the installation, or installation
errors this error is also called the position error because the magnitude of
the static-pressure error depends primarily on the position of the pressure
sensor in the flow field of the aircraft.

For the fuselage-vent installation, the measured static pressure is
essentially the same as the local static pressure at the vents. With the
static-pressure-tube installations, on the other hand, the local static pressure

f-4 s.altered by'the-presence-of the-tube,-because the tube creates a sall flow
field of its own. Since the flow of the air causes the pressures along the tube
to vary in a manner similar to that described for flow about the aircraft, some
part of the position error of a static-pressure-tube installation is due to the
configuration of the tube (size, shape, and location of the orifices).

The errors of a static-pressure tube vary primarily with Mach number and
angle of attack, while the position errors of a static-pressure installation
vary primarily with Mach number and lift coefficient (a function of angle of
attack). The errors of a static-pressure tube are determined by wind-tunnel
tests, whereas the position errors of a static-pressure installation are deter-
mined by flight calibrations.

In steady, level flight, the lift coefficient CL is normally a linear
function of angle of attack at speeds above the stall. For this condition, CL
is defined by the following equation:

W (5.2)CL = qS

where W is the weight of the aircraft, S the area of the wing, and q. the
dynamic pressure. Values of q can be determined from measured values of the
impact pressure qc and the static pressure p and the following equation
derived from equations (3.10) and (3.22):

q= 2(5.3)

where M is determined from the ratio qc/p as discussed in chapter III.

In wind-tunnel calibrations of static-pressure tubes and flight calibra-
tions of static-pressure installations, the static-pressure errors are usually
presented as fractions of the static pressure, Ap/p, or as fractions of the
impact pressure, AP/qc. For calibrations at high Mach numbers, the static-
pressure error is often converted to an error in Mach number A/ and expressed
as a fraction of the Mach number, AM/M. In this text, the static-pressure
errors for all of the wind-tunnel and flight calibrations are presented in
terms of AP/q%. For a comparison of a position error calibration in terms of
Ap/qc, Ap/p, and AM/m, see figure 7.23.

Values of Lp/qc .n be converted to values of Ap/p by means of the
qc/p values given in table A26 of appendix A. A graph showing the relation
of Ap/p to Ap/qc for Mach numbers up to 2.0 is presented in figure 5.4.
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Values of &p/qc and Ap/p can be converted to values of AM/N by means
of the following equations from reference 1:

A_- 1.42-12  Am (5.4)
-p 1 + 0. 2M2 M

c (1 + 0.221)"5 - i 11 ÷0.2M2 Am (5.5)

for M< 1, and

A 1 4.0 AM.rse
§Z.(-. 2)m (5.6)

P .6j 2 - 0.8

and

k. ( 4.0 2) AM (57)E.6M"-o 12) ___.____ -1
qc0.8 2( 5.76M 2  2.5 M

1.2M~ 64 -0."5\.6M2 - 0.8)

for K -l. A graph of the relation between Ap/p and AN/M and between
Ap/qc and AM/N for Mach numbers up to 5.0 is presented in figure 5.5.

The altitude error AH, airspeed error AVc, and Mach number error L4
that are associated with the position error Ap are defined by the following
equations:

AH = H' - H (5.8)

where H' is the indicated altitude and H is the pressure altitude,

AVc = Vi - VC (5.9)

where Vi is the indicated airspeed and Vc is the calibrated airspeed,

Am = M, - M (5.10)

where M' is the indicated Mach number and M is the free-stream Mach number.
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To provide an indication of the errors in airspeed and altitude that
result from a given static-pressure error, the altitude errors AH and the
airspeed errors AVc corresponding to a static-pressure error equal to I per-
cent of the impact pressure (Ap/qc = 0.01) are presented in figure 5.6 for Mach
numbers up to 1.0 and altitudes up to 40 000 ft. The altitude errors corre-
sponding to an error of 1 percent of the static pressure (Cp/p - 0.01) are pre-
sented in figure 5.7 for altitudes up to 50 000 ft, and the altitude errors
corresponding to an error of 1 percent of the Mach number (AM/M = 0.01) are

.. -4-presented-in-figme -5.8-for- Mach- numbers-up-to-1.0 and altitudes up to
40 000 ft. For positive static-pressure errors (Ap/qc or Ap/p), the signs
of both AH and AVc are negative; for positive values of AN/M, the signs
of AH and AVc are positive.

In appendix B, sample calculations are given for the determination of AH,
AVe, and An from a given value of bp and the indicated altitude H', the
indicated airspeed Vi, and the indicated Mach number M'.

Reference

1. Zalovcik, John A.: A Radar Method of Calibrating Airspeed Installations on
Airplanes in Maneuvers at High Altitudes and at Transonic and Supersonic
Speeds. NPAM Rep. 985, 1950. (Supersedes NACA TN 1979.)
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Figure 5.4.- The relation between Ap/p and Ap/qc.
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Figure 5.6.- Altitude e-rors AH and airspeed errors AVc corresponding to
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CHAPTER VI

STATIC-PRESSURE TUBES

As discussed in the previous chapter, the flow of the air past a static-
.... pressure tube-causes the pressures along the surface of the tube to vary from

one point to another. These variations in static pressure can be described in
terms of pressure distribut.ac," along the tube (when the tube is aligned with
the flow) and pressure distributions around the tube (when the tube is inclined
to the flow).

The difference between the pressure sensed by the orifices and the free-
stream static pressure is the static-pressure error of the tube, sometimes
cailed the error of the isolated tube. In the following sections, the errors
of tubes aligned with the fiow are considered separately from the errors of
tubes inclined to the flow. At the end of the chapter, data are presented on
the effects of orifice size and shape on the pressure sensed by the tube.

Tubes Aligned With the Flow

Theoretical pressure distributions along cylindrical bodies (fig. 6.1, from
ref. 1) are useful in understanding the problem of locating orifices along a
static-pressure tube. For both the subsonic and supersonic flw conditions
shown in the figure, the static-pressure errors are negative at a station just
beyond 1 tube diameter from the nose of the tube. The pressures at this point
on the tube are, taerefore, below the free-stream pressure. With increasing
distance from the nose, the pressures approach the free-stream pressure and
should reach that value at a distance of about 5 tube diameters in subsonic flow
and about 8 tube diameters in supersonic flow.

"In using the theoretical data to design a tube to measure free-stream
pressure, many designers place the orifices a greater distance from the nose
than that indicated by the theoretical distributions. A typical example is the
10-diameter location on the tube in figure 6.2. A; shown by the calibration
data, the static-pressure error is near zero throughout most of the subsonic
speed range.

In the subsonic speed range, the pressure at the orifices can be infl'cn,:-.;d
by the presence of a strut or collar downstream from the orifices. The eff,:c,
of a strut is illustrated by figure 6.3 which shows the vressurv dsitribut1,:.
for incompressible, two-dimensional flow ahead of a body of infi:.ite lcnq-n
transverse to the flow. For application to pressure .mea_,urenents with a
pressure tube, this body ca;, be considered to represtnt the su.:Z.ort of a
tube. The curve on this figure shows that the pressurt- errors a3h-ad of
strut are positive (measured .,ressures above free-stream arnssure) *nd :.-
diminish toward the free-stream value with increasing di:;tance from the sr•.
"This effect of a strut or othur body in creatinq a Losi.iv-- ..ry -urv fiC:1ur
upstream from trhe body is called the blocking eff,_-ct.



Wind-tunnel tests of the blocking effect of a strut at a number of dis-
tances behind a set of static-pressure orifices were reported in reference 2.
The results of the tests (fig. 6.4) confirm the theoretical variation by showing
the errors to be greatest for the shortest strut position (x/t = 3.6) and least
for the longest (x/t - 10.5). Tht rise in the errors at Mach numbers above 0.5
shows that the blocking effect increases in the upper subsonic speed range.

-...- Early. designers- of. static-pressure -tubes- favored short tubes for strut-
mounting, because the blocking effect of the strut could be used to balance the
negative errors incurred by locating the orifices near the nose of the tube.
The outstanding example of this design concept was the Prandtl pitot-static
tube (fig. 6.5) on which the orifices were located 3 tube diameters aft of the
nose and 10 strut thicknesses ahead of the strut. This tube, and variations of
the original design, has been the subject of many wind-tunnel investigations
(refs. 3, 4, and 5, for example). In the most extensive of these tests (ref. 5),
the error was essentially zero in the Mach range up to 0.5 (fig. 6.5), but
increased at higher Mach numbers in the same manner as the errors of the tubes
in figure 6.4.

In contrast to early tubes designed for strut-mounting, later tubes were
designed for end-mounting on h-0rizontal booms. These designs permitted the use
of longer tubes on which the orifices could be located a greater distance from
the nose. In addition, the collars at the rear of the tube could be so located
that the blocking effect would be smaller than that of a strut. Thus, the
positive and negative pressure errors at the orifices could both be made smaller
than those of the strut-mounted tubes.

The blocking effect of a collar on the pressures at orifices at three loca-
tions ahead of a collar was investigated in the tests of reference 2. The
results of the tests (fig. 6.6) show that even for orifices located as :lose to

-- -the collar as 1.8 collar diameters, the errors are relatively small (1.5 percent
qc) and essentially constant for Mach numbers up to 0.8.

A number of service-type tubes have been designed for end-mounting on
booms. On one of the most widely used of these tubes (fig. 6.7), the orifices
are located 5.5 tube diameters from the nose and 2.8 collar diameters ahead of
the collar. As shown by figure 6.7, the static-pressure error of this tube is
constant at about 0.5 percent qC up to a Mach numbet of about 0.9.

Another end-mounted tube, designed for use on high-speed research aircraft,
has the orifices located 9.1 tube diameters behind the nose and 5.3 collar diam-
eters ahead of the collar. The calibration of this tube (fig. 6.8, from ref. 9)
at both subsonic and supersonic speeds shows an error of 1 perzent a, at
.- M = 0.6, a sharp rise in error at Mach numbers around 0.9, and an abrupt
decrease to error', near zero at a Mach number just beyond 1.0. The abrupt fall

- - of the error is due to the passage over the orifices of a shock wave that f-.rms
ahead of the collar when the flow reaches sonic speed. A similar dpcrea.:e :n
static-pressure error at low supersonic speeds is experie7 1t". fusiel :,-:.,
installations, as is discussed in some detail in the nx. .
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Tubes Inclined to the Flow

The pressures sensed by a static-pressure tube inclined to the flow depends
not only on the location of the orifices along the tube but also on their spac-
ing around the tube. When the orifices encircle the tube, the measured pressure
decreases as the tube is inclined, and the static-pressure error reaches a value

of -1 percent qc at angles of attack and yaw of about 5°.

The range of insensitivity of a tube at positive angles of attack can be
extended by spacing the orifices around the tube in oge of two unsymmetrical
arrangements. The selection of the proper spacing can be illustrated by the
pressure distribution around a circular cylinder at an angle of attack of 450
and a Mach number of 0.2 (fig. 6.9, from ref. 7). This distribution shows the
static-pressure error to be positive at the bottom of the tube (I = 00), nega-
tive on the top (0 - 1800), and zero at radial stations of about 350. These

- data suggest that a tube could be made less sensitive to inclination at positive
angles of attack by (1) locating two orifices approximately ±350 from the bottom
of the tube or (2) locating a number of orifices o,. the top and bottom of the
tube to achieve a balance of the positive and negative pressures in these
regions. Since the pressure distribution, and thus the radial position for
"zero pressure error, varies with angle of attack and Mach number, null-type
(dual orifice) tubes have been designed with a number of orifice statlons (±300
to +4l.50) in an attempt to produce a configuration that would be satisfactory
through a range of angles of attack and Mach numbers.

In tests of a tube with orifices at the ±300 station (ref. 8), the range of
insensitivity at positive angles of attack was found to be 200 at M = 0.3 and
about 90 at M = 0.65 (fig. 6.10). Note that for the static-pressure tubes,
the range of insensitivity is define•i the angular range through which the
static-pressure error remains withi -ercent qc of its value at an angle of
attack of 00. This definition is d. ...- nt from that given for the total-
pressure tubes because the errors of static-pressure tubes at an angle of attack
of 00 are usually not zero. However, whenever corrections are applied for the
errors of static-pressure-tube installations at or near an angle of attack
of 00, the definition of the range of insensitivity for static-pressure tubes
becomes the same as that for the total-pressure tubes, namely, the range through
which the error remains within 1 percent qc.

In an investigation to determine the errors at a number of orifice statio'ns"(ref. 9), a cylindrical tube was tested with orifices located at the :310, :330,

t360, !37.$ 0 , and ±40° stations. The tests were ccnducted with the tube at an
angle of attack of 120 through a Mach range f.-om 0.4 to 1.2. The results of
the tests (fig. 6.11) show the errors to be positive at the :300, -330, and :360
stations and negative at the -400 station. For the t37.50 station, the ,_-rrors
were near zero through the Mach range up to 1.2.

A top-and-bottom orifice arrangem:ert is used on the serviCe-tv-.re t'.Ze
shown in figure 6.7. With this arrangement, /-,ir orific•s. art stýcod "v1s:.
radial angle of t200 on the top cf the tube and hx orifices witht1n * rv.i"
angle of "300 on the bottom. Tests of this t' aL at a h -u.mk•er -: "

(ref. 10) showed the rang., of t:'ssi izv ýto zý -i.9 _
At angles of yaw, the rang( , nf sonLtivity was -50.



In an attempt to extend the range of insensitivity of this tube at positive
angles of attack, the orifice configuration was altered by progressively increas-
ing the orifice area on the bottom of the tube. For the final configuraticn
tested (fig. 6.12(b)), the two orifices at the ±300 station cn the bottom were
enlarged from 0.043 in. in diameter to 0.052 in., and an additional orifice,
0.052 in. in diameter, was drilled at the 00 station just aft of the six ori-
fices. With this configuration, the range of insensitivity was extended to
*450- at M - 0.2, but-to-only +20_-at--M'- 0.68_.._-......... .

The modified orifice configuration on the service tube in figure 6.12(b)
was incorporated in the design of the research-type tube in figure 6.8. In
tests of this tube through a Mach range from 0.6 to 2.87 (fig 6.13), the range
of insensitivity at positive angles nf attack was found to be about 150 at both
subsonic and supersonic speeds.

A service-type pitot-static tube exemplifying modern design trends is
shown in figure 6.14 (ref. 11). For small errors at zero inclination, the
orifices are located 13 tube diameters aft of the nose and 3.6 collar diameters
ahead of the collar (x/(O - d) = 7.2). The radial position of the two orifices
is ±37.50 which, as showt, by the data of figure 6.11, minimizes the error at
positive angles of attack up to at least 120. The pitot configuration is the
same as that of tube B-4 (chapter IV) which is insensitive to inclination (to

00
within 1 percent qc) at angles of attack and yaw of ±21.

Orifice Size and Shape

The influence of orifice diameter and edge shape on the pressures measured
by a static-pressure tube can be seen in figure 6.15 (from ref. 12). The varia-
tion of the static-pressure error with orifice diameter for a square-edge orifice
at Mach numbers of 0.4 and 0.8 is shown in f".gure 6.15(a). These errors can be

-. - related to the orifice size of static-pressure tubes by noting that for tubes
with multiple orifices, the orifice diameter is usually on the order of 0.04 in.
and for dual orifice tubes, the orifice diameter is 0.06 to 0.08 in. The effect
of orifice size is, of course, included with the other effects (axial and radial
location of the orifices and blocking effects of strut or collar) th3t contrib-
ate to the error of a static-pressure tube.

The effect of varying the edge shape of a 0.032-in.-dianneter orifice for a
Hach range from 0.4 to 0.8 is shown in figure 6.15(b). The errors for the
rounded and angled edge shapes are referenced to the error of the square-edge
orifice (which can be found from fig. 6.15(a)). The data for the variou. orifice
configurations show the effect of edge shape to he relatively small except for
the orifice with the wide curved entry. with present-day tubes, it is con-
sidered good practice to drill orifices with clean, sharp edges, free from
Durrs, and to make certain that the orifices are not damaged or deformed in
operational use.
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cylindrical bodies. (Adapted from ref. 1.)
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Figure 6.2.- Calibration of a static-pressure tu.'•e algned with the 'ow.
Support for this tube was located about 30 in. downstrŽxm from-.
orifices.
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Figure 6.3.- Theoreticai pressure distribution ahead of a body of
infinite length transverse to the flow. (Adapted from ref. I.)
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Figure 6.4.- Blocking effect of a transverse strut for a
static-pressure tube aligned with the flow. (Adapted
from ref. 2.)
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Figure 6.5.- Calibration of Prandtl pitot-static tube aligned
with the flow. (Adapted from ref. 3.)
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Figure 6.6.- Blocking effect of a collar for static-pressure tube
aligned with the flow. (Adapted from ref. 2.)
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Figure 6.7.- Calibration of a service-type pitot-static tube
aligned with the flow.
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Figure 6.9.- Pressure distribution around a cylinder at an angle of

attack of 450 and a Mach number of 0.2. The two pressure distri-
butions are for flow conditions below and above the critical
Reynolds number NRec at which flow separation c:curs.

(Adapted from ref. 7.)
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Figure 6.10.- Calibration at angle- of attack of a static-pressure tube
with orifices at radial stations of ±300. (Adapted from ref. 8.)
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(b) Modified orifice configuration.

Figure 6.12.- Calibration of a service-type pitot-static tube at
angles of attack. (Adapted from ref. 10.)
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F-igure 6.13.- Calibraticn of resear:h-type pl:n3t-static tube
at a::gles of attack. (A.jaited from ref. 6.)
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CHAPTER V I I

STATIC-PRE!3SUt*X IPSTALLATIONS

- - As noted in chapter V, the position ,!rror of a static-pr,:n;sur, in-tail.iti,:
varies with Mach number ind lift coefficient. In the low subsonic :;peed r.,nqcu

where large changes in lift coefficient can occur over a small Mach number
range, th-i error depends largely on lift coefficient. In the high subSnic

-_- speed range, the change in lift coefficient is usually quite small, so that tho.-
error in this range depends mainly on !%ach number. The errors at the low Mich
numbers are determincd from calibration tests 4t low altitudes:, wher,e.Js the
errors at the higher M4ach numbers are determined in calibrations .,it igqh alti-
"tudes (because of the speed limitations of the aircraft at low altitiad's). 'dhI
thv low-altitud'e. calibration tests are conducted at heights near sea 1,±vel, t",,.

-- -• curves are laheled "sea-level calibration" on the calibration .:hart:;.

As the variations of the errors with lift coefficient and :-'c`. n. iber
differ markedly for different types of Lnstallations, the characto rlr:tIc c are
describ.d for four typical installations: static-pressu're tuba::, *:.. d ,f.
"fusel.-,ge %ose, the wing tip, and the vertical fin, and fa'elae-vrnt :;tal'.,-
tiors. For each installation, the variitions of the -. rror:i in th• lcw ,:.: .
.Mach ranges are considered separately. For one of the i: tall,:-,.0;.
tne errors at low altitudes are combined with the orrors at lijr. ,"
form a complete calibration throughout the lift ,oef tent av..:-:::.as:..r
ranges.

All the calibrations to Le presented apply to lv.vel-fliqht, cruý_.:. -'.:.i-
tions. For the landing configuration, the calibratio:n is yvn.erll-:-.r.t
because of changes in the flow field that result froni deflecti,;n ,-., : ,;.:;
and extension of the landing 'ear.

The t':yes of static-pressur, tubes u;.. t.. .;_..-
"and vvrtical-fin installat ijn;; an.-: :•h(;wn i-, fi -u.. 7.1, .,:.i
u!;ed on each of tnhe ;:.;tall;;tions (tuba. A, r, 7 ) ,,
zalibrlt:.c.-i _:hart!; :i., i.:,.d i:. t.: :h ~ ,r

•'IH •' .V . :2) ., ';x't -' it - .

,•r a i,,iv-n pos tI.2n of th.. i-c. ,1h.'a'- . s . .! . "-. - .. .

v'ariaticn -f -he :;tatxc-: r..-cur- .. re r " - ." is:. " . ..
and] tht! ..maxi-it.ri d~j-ht..- t'.l2 ":-.'J..

The .- ff.o2t )f "•o>* .:'A}, :a , -:. ."r..n a:..-. ::.: t.; :
r..,;oliti o:i 4~vx~n :xr:~:u-., *'..:]-"ti:sl ;:.d *.. ::'.

::"..:1.. :..te.. .t

Th .f

)r thv r - 7.
1 bodr:.it ue (/ f, r -:.- *, :.~



circular nose, 4 percent q. for the elliptical nose, and I percent q. for
the ogival nose.

The magnitude of the static-pressure error at three positions ahead of an
airplane having an elliptical nose section is shown in figure 7.3. Also shown
in the figure is the curve for the wind-tunnel model with the elliptical nose
in figure 7.2. The errors for the airplane installations were determined at a
low speed"(M - 0.37) and a low angle of attack (CL = 0.3), a cond...tion comparable
with that of the wind-tunnel tests. As shown by the two curve.,, the variation
of the error with orifice position (x/D) is about the same fot the two testt.

The variation of the error with Mach number at low subsoioic speeds foL each
- of the three boom lengths on the airplane in figure 7.3 is shown in figure 7.4.

As this is the speed range in which the effects of lift coetficient (or angle
of attack) predominate, the lift coefficients at the stall speed (CL = 1.2) and
at the maximum speed of the tests (CL = 0.3) are noted in the figure. As shown

?- by the three curves, the errors for nose-boom installations decrease with
increasing lift coefficient.

The variation of the error of a nose-boom installation in the transonic
speed range can be illustrated with calibrations of static-pressure probes ahead
of a body of revolution (fig. 7.5, from ref. 2) having a profile like the ",-1
research airplane (fig. 7.6). The errors were determined at three -,ositions
ahead of the body through a Mach range from 0.68 to 1.05 (fig. 7.5). For each
orifice position, the errors increase rapidly in the upper subsoni= rangt-, reach
peak values at Mach numters just beyond 1.0, and then decrease abr:Ptly to
values near zero. The initial increase in the error is caused by a shock that
forms around the body at its maximum diameter when the flow at that point
becomes sonic. This shock isolates the negative pressure region along the rear
of the body, so that the pressures at the orifices are then determined by the
positive pressures along the nose section. When the free-stream flow be o:iys
sonic, a shock wave forms ahead of the body (bow shock), and the L-rror cont1:.uos
to increase as the shock moves tcward the body. When the bow shock passes ,_,. r
the orifices, the stati.- pressure at the orifices becomes that of -he :r,.e
stream, because the pressure field of the body is then confined t: th.Ž r.:q-cn
behind the shock. For all higher :4ach numbers, the pr.essure ah -)ai f thi v,:.

is that of the free stream, and the Pressuru mvasired hy a scat- -- r u. I
is that of the isolated tube.

In fligqt tests of the X-1 airLlane with a t'/ne A ;tat,.---,- .-';,it. .
located 0.6D ahead of the nose (ref. 3), the variation of t-h..
transonic speed range (fig. 7.6) waý found to be similar to th.t ..
tests (fig. 7.5). After shock passage, the error beccrne -,.5
which is the tube error of the typ.e A tube. in later tcst.ý of tr.n- *- ,,:
airplane with a rse-boom installation with a t':pe B tub4.-, -he.. ."

error after shocK passage was also fov..d to be that of the ".i . , "'o.

numbers up to 2.87 (refs. 4 arid 5).

That the sharp rise in the i:. i-cr.ssure .2rror :. th a":: .'::.:. :r - .

to 1.1i is characteristiz of fuselaqe-nose instalti,)n.; s, ;".-wn, :.
tions of installations on, five :cher airrlant.s (f:. 7.7, frz. r.:). T.
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data on this figure also show a fairly consistent decrease in the error with
increasing boom length, despite the variations in the shapes of the nose
sections.

The variation with Mach number of the static-pressure error ahead of f..se-
lages with nose inlets has been determined from both mudel tests (ref. 2) a:.i
flight tests (ref. 7). The results of the two tests (figs. 7.8 and 7.9) shce
the same general variation of the error in the transonic speed range as for the
X-l model in figure 7.5 and the X-1 airplane in figure 7.6. The calibrations
of nose-boom installations on five other airplanes with nose inlets (fig. 7.1),
from ref. 6) show the errors in the Mach range from 0.8 to 1.0 to rise shar;iy
in a manner similar to those for the airplanes on figure 7.7.

Wing-Tip Installations

For a given position of static-pressure orifices ahead of a wing, the
magnitude and variation of the error depend on the shape of the airfoil sect:on,
the maximum thickness of the airfoil, and the spanwise location of the boom.
In ordci. to lessen the influence of the pressure field of the fuselage, the
change in the flow-field about the wing die to flap deflection and landinq-qear
extension, and the effect of propeller slipstream or jet engine exhaust, the
static-pressure tube should be installed on the outboard span of the wing. For
the installations to be described here, the booms were in all cases located r..ar

* the wing tip.

The magnitudes of the errors ahead of a wing tip are shown in figure 7.'l
for six orifice locations expressed in terms of #he maximum wing thickness :.
The errors were measured with the airplane at a low angle of attack (CL = 0.-)
at a :!ach number of 0.30 (ref. 8). The test data show that the error is hi-xst
at the position closest to the wing and it decreases rapidly to a value oa f.out
I percent qc at an orifice location of x/t = 10. Beyond this point, furt:..ýr
reduction in the error is minimal.

The distance x/t = 8 for the wing in figure 7.11 is the sarn as the
chord length of the wing at the spanwise location of the boom. For i compa_-
son with the error at this location, the -rrors of 1-chord installat.irn3 -;,-
nine other airplanes are includ4A in figure 7.11. The staic-pressiure tube :-jr
all the installations was the swrou (tute A) and the errors w' re all .,>jsur.-.
about the same lift coefficient. Although the airfoil settixmn:; of t., var.
wings differed, the static-pressure errors are all in the same rar.n.:. Thus
the shape of the airfoil section -ppears to have little_, effect on t_-. -
of the errors at a distance of I chord lungth (or greater) ahead of the winr.

The variations of the errors in the ltd Mach ra:,ge for ,-ach c:f th.- six
boom lengths on the airplane in figure 7.11 are shown in figurc 7.i2. :n
figure, the orifice locations are given in terms of the local wing c*:e,,r i
For boom lengths of 1 chord or greater, the error Ls very nearly ,;n.3tant 5t
mach numbers above 0.15. As speeds decr.se- ;eluw th-.z Mach nn.i.r, -
for all the boom lengths become increasingly neqative and reach a "alu,: f
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about -6 percent qc at the stall speed. For such large variations of the
error over a small Mach range, the problem of applying corrections for the
errors would be quite difficult.

In order to show the relative decreasý of the error with lift coefficient
for comparable boom lengths of fuselaqe-nose and wing-tip installations, the
calibration of the 1.5D boom of the airplane in figure 7.4 is compared in fig-
u e 7.13 with that of a I-chord wing-tip boom on the same airplane. For both of
the installations, the static-pressure tube was the same (tube A) and the tests
were conduct-d through the saw lift coefficient range. As shown by the two
calibrations, the magnitude of the error of the fuselage nose installation is
higher than that of the wing-tip installation, buit the variation of the error
with lift coefficient is considerably greater for the wing-tip installation.
Thus, corrections for the errors of the nose-boom installation could be .5!,li.-d
more accurately, even though the magnitudes of the errors are higher than tho

of the wing-tip installation.

The variation of the errors of a wing-tip installation in the transonic
speed range can be described from the calibration of a 1-chord installation on
the X-i airplane (fig. 7.14, from ref. 3). It is apparent from this calibraticn.
that the variation of the error is the same as that fur the fuselage-nose instal-
lations up to the Mach number at which the discontinuity due to shock ..assage
occurs. At this point; however, the error falls to a large negative value and
then, with increasing Mach number, begins to increase to positive values. The
explanation for this behavior may best be illustrated by diagrams of the shock
waves ahead of the airplane (fig. 7.15). At a Mach number of 1. 02, the wing hc-.-
shock has passed the orifices, and thus has effectivel-,, isolated them frrm tne
pressure field of the wing. The pressure at the orifices is then influenced b'-.
the negative pressures aro'ind the rear portion of the fuselage nose, the effect
of which extends outward from the surface of the fuselage behind the Mach cone.
As the Mach number increases, the cone slants backward, and the orifices come
under the influence of the positive pressures around the forward portion of thc-
fuselage nose and behind the fuselage bow shock. At some hi-her Mach numher,
the fuselage bow shock traverses the orifices, which are then isolated fr.•m the
flow fields of both wing and fuselage. At this and higher Mach nu..-aer2;, th,_
static-pressure error, like that for the fuselage-nose installations, i3 nk.
error of the --.be itself.

.Vertical-Fin Installations

The factors that affect the ..easurem.%et o)f :;tat.: ;.resstre -heCd -)f a
vertical fin are similar to those for wina-tip in-tallations. 2'libri n:- .
a 0.55-chord vertical-fin installation at 1,-w and high s3hbonic ý:., i- :r.
sented in figure 7.16. In the low subsoniz ran._., t"t. ,:rror i i
a va!ue that :- about 1 percent lower than that for the X.5-chord wx:;--
installation in figure 7.12. In the high sajb-•onic ranqc, the *error r
with :ach nuru.-er in a manner similar to that f-,r -he wing-tii
figure 7.14. At :=cne higher Mach numner an:ve 1. j, I.), .:rrx -. ' --

to decrease =hruptly -.hen the shock wave •h.Ža. h fin -.

orifices.
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Fuselage-Vent Installatiuns

For the purpose of selecting a location for static ports, the fusela- ca:..

in a general way, be likened to a static-pressure tube. When the fuselag- is
aligned with the flow, the pressure at a vent is determined by its location
along the body, and when the fuselage is inclined to the flow, the pressur-, is
dependent on the radial position of the orifi-e around the body. The prerr-ur
at any given poLnt on the body may, of course, be modified by the effý,-cts f
the wing or othe protuberance on the fuselage.

Because of the complex nature of the pressure distribution along the f:se-
lage, it is difficult to predict, with any degree of certainty, those locat:ozi!
where t.ie static-pressure error is a minimum. It is customary, tnurefore, :-
make pressure-distribution tests in a wind tunnel with a detailed replica ;: trn--
aircraft and to =hoose from the results a number of vent locations that afiear
promising. These locations are then calibrated on the full-scale airzraft .nd

the best location is chocen for the operational installation.

In the midsibsonic speed range, the errors of the three statiz-pr•-ssur--
tube installations (fuselage nose, wing tip, and vertical fin) are in all :a:ie2
positive. In coatrast, the errors of fuselage-vent installations --an ie .::.cr
positive or negative. This fact is illustrated by tne calibrations of thne

fuselage-vent systems on three tr.-.3nport airplanes (fig. 7.17, from re. if.

In the high subsonic speed range, the errors of .uselag,-vent jn•taL:: ,r.

can vary with .4a:h number in the sa-Ae general o.,y as t:ne error:; of *he -tt:

pressure-tube installations. For the installation on the turbojet tra..ý-Pcr:
shown in figure ".18 (ref. 10), for example, the error rises in the M.ach range
above 0.8 (due t3 the blocking effect of the wing) in a manner similar to -nat
for each of the 5tatic-pressure-tube installations.

With another vent installation, for which the vents were located -ust ýft

of the fuselage tose (fig. 7.19, from ref. 11), the error exhibits a
nuity similar tc that of the wing-tip installation of figureŽ 7.14. Wtth t:.-Ž
fuselage-vent sy--tem, however, the discontinuity in the calibration ,c.-lrs i- i
.iach number belac 1.0 and through 3 range of Macn 'u.) .r:; (as o.:,:'ra _".:-

abrupt discontiniity of the winq-tlp installation at "ach 1. )2). Th .;iici
nuity occars beliw Mach 1./ because -3f pas3aq,, of local 7c•..:',r •.
and the measured pressures" fluctuat-- becau:,o -)` :nStaiL: .I t:y ". -

To minimize -:he errors due to angle of jttac, l.,c. "... .-

turbojet transpcrts are installed in pairs at radial .sit~o:.u o: - _: -4

from the bottom .f the fuselage. This vent .arrcn.ene:.: 1I;o r.d I.:"

extent the effuc--i of angl,-- of yaw ir sideslip:. in u:.nubI :ni .; -

system on a tra.-p.-rt aircraft, for e!xample, the *--rr-r r. main.. ;::::.
1 percent qc j: in.;Ivs of siv.;-. jp to -t 7 " r

The static :.;rts on .resent-f'.. aircraft r-- f-.
sinqle large hol- (on tne o)rder of 3/8 in. :n iiant.:r ! r i 7,: .

orifizes arrangc: in a .;al:-shakcr iattern. .i-h tn. r-
measured pressur.i can be iltered "eformat: .%:; --f



With the salt-shaker pattern, the measured pressures can be affected by defor=.a-
tions of the orifices as discussed in chapter VI. .or both types of ports, tIe
measured pressures can also be altered by changes ia the contour of the fuse1ige
skin in the vicinity of the port; such changes can result from damage caused z=y
ground handling, repairs to the skin, or aging of the aircraft.

The effects of simulated damage to the ports (in the form of protuberanc'-s
and changes in edge shape) and of skin waviness in the vicinity of the ports
were determined in tests reported in reference 12. The results of the tests
(fig. 7.20(a)) show that even relatively small deformations at the edge of the
vent can produce sizable changes in the measured pressure. For a vent locate.:i
close to a wave in the fuselage skin, the effects can also be appreciable
(fig. 7.20(b)). To avoid the possibility of the kind of skin waviness that ca---
occur with thin skins and to provide a uniform vent configuration, some manu-
facturers install a thick plate having a machined surface that extends some dms-
tance around the vents. Such plates also provide a higher degree of consistern--y
in the calibrations of a given type aircraft (ref. 10).

Combined Calibrations at Low and High Altitudes

As mentioned earlier, the calibrations of installations at low and high
altitudes usually are not joined (e.g., fig. 7.16), because the low-altitude
calibration is not carried to sufficiently high Mach numbers and the high-
altitude calibration is not carried to sufficiently low Mach num.;ers. In one
case, however, the calibration of a wing-tip installation was extended down to.
the stall at a series of altitudes by means of a high-speed trailing bomb to
described in chapter IX.

The calibrations at five altitudes are shown in figure 7.21 (from ref. i:).
For the sea-level caliuration, the variation of the error with lift coetficier_--
in the low Mach range is the characteristic variation expected of wing-tip
installations. Of interest with this set of calibrations, however, is the fac-:
that the error variation at each of the altitudes above sea level is essential.ly
the same. Of further interest is the fact that the calibrations all converge
at a Mach number of about 0.75. At Mach numbers beyond this point, where the
errors are basically a function of Mach number, the error variation for all t-ý-
altitudes can be represented by a single curve.

In the lower Mach range where the error is primarily a function of llf-t
coefficient (below M = 0.75 for this installation), the lift zcefflzient f';r
a given value of the error should be the same at each altitude. For an error
of -0.075. for example, the lift coefficient at M = 1.9 at sea level shoild
be the same as that at M = 2.3 at 10 000 ft, M = 2.7 at 20 ,00 ft, Qtz.

oomputations cf the lift coefficients at each altitude show that the' are, in
fact, approximately the same.

The primary dependence of the static-pr.ossure error on lift c::fci-. _-
the lower Mach range has led a number of investigators to devis_-e anal-'tical
methods for predicting the errors at altitude from the errors measur,: L ir,
lev.l calibration. in two methods proposed by British investigators (rofs. 14
and :5), the errors at alti -ide are computed from a ccnsiderati-n of :h,-
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number as well as the lift coefficient at which the sea-level value was deter-
mined. Other investigators have extrapolated the sea-level values on the s4=ipl-i
assumption that the errors are dependent solely on lift zefficient. Zacn czf
these methods 'i limited, of course, to the Mach range below that at which
shocks form on the body.

An example of the application of the extrapolation method based only or- th.-
lift .oefficient dependence is shown in figure 7.22 (from ref. 16). In this
example, the extrapolation of a sea-level calibration to 25 000 ft is compar-ed
with the flight-test calibration at 25 000 ft. The test data from which the sea-
level and 25 000-foot calibrations were derived are discussed in chapter Ix. ;.
indicated by rhe agreement between the measured and computed errors at altit.Ide,
the simpler coriputi"ional method would appear to be adequate for the prediction
of the errors at altitude.

Calibration Presentations

The errors of the static-pressure installations described in this chapter
have in all case!s been expressed as fractions of the impact pressure, as .*.p :c"
As noted in chapter V, howev'er, the static-pressure errors are sometimes .re-
sented as fractions of the static pressure, Lp/p, or the Mach number, ,

Comparable values of AP/qc, Ap/p, and AM/M for a hypothetical
variation based on calibrations of fuselage nose installations are shown :n fig-
ure 7.23 for a :4ach number range from 0.2 (the stall speed) to 2.0. For i-hiz
example, the variations in terms of ?:.p/p and tM.M/M were derived from the
Ap/qc variation by using figures 5.4 and 5.5.

In the high subsonic range (above M = 0.8), the variation of the errors
with Mach number for each of the three calibrations is roughly the same an d f-±
peak values of the errors are generally of the same magnitude.. In the low s.-
sonic range, however, the variation of the error with lift coefficyent, as sr:w:
by the decrease in the magnitude of the error from :4 = 0.4 to ).2, is great-:z t
for the 1p/qc calibration and least for the -p/p caiibrzticn. In the suz•r-
sonic range, where Ap/qc is constant, the magnitudes of .p/1 ,,.d .. M --t?
increase with increasing Mach number.

Even thouqh the position error of an installation in terms of t:/q i.
supersonic range may be small, the altitude error corresponding tc. the s:_,_
pressure error can be quite large. For a value of "p,'o. of 1 percent, for
example, the altitude error at M = 2.0 and an altitude of 40 :00 ft is 415 ft.

Installation-Error Tolerances

The errors of static-pressure installations on civ,.l and m:1 .rirv r~r'-
are required to conform to specified tolerances (refs. 17 ..d i•)...:..-:. _
transport aircraft, the allowable static-pressure error ... :
altitude error of 30 ft per 100 knots indicated ajr:iced, -- rril.. -
:onditions. 7or military aircraft, tne statlc-, res.E;r. _. rr:or -. - .
same terms, except that the allowable altitude error is . f--r f.



The altitude errors -zorrespondiig ta the civil znd military raquirements for
a Macn range up to 1.0 and for altitudes up to 40 000 ft are presented ,n
figure 7.24.

installation Design Cosidurations

From a consideration of the variations of the errors of the four t-..'pes
static-pressure installations with lift coefficient and Mach numbexr, it sn,,':
be evident that a primary consideration in the selection of an ixnstallation
a new aircraft is the Mach range through wnic! it is designed to operate.

If the operating range extends to supersonic speeds, the fuselage-nose
installation is obviously the best choice, because the installation error at
supersonic speeds will be that of the tube itself. The error of the tube a,
supersonic speeds can be determined from wind-tunnel tests, so that the flz
calibration of the installation could be limited to the subsonic speed rang,
The errors in the subsonic range might be relatively large, but the variati,
of the errors with Mach number and lift coefficient follows a consistent pa,
for which corrections for the errors can be applied by means of air data cor.-
puters to be described in chapter XI. The errors of fuselage-nose installat
at subsonic speeds can also be minimized by use of specially designed cotito.
tubes to be discussed in the next chapter.

Aircraft designed for operations in the subsonic speed rang-q ordinaril.
cruise at Mach numbers below 0.9. For this Mach ranqe, any of the other th:
installations - wing tip, vertical fin, and fuselage vent - should :)rcve ;a-
factory. If the shape of the fuselage approximates that of a circular cyli:
satisfactory locations can usually be found in areas where the static-uresi.
errors will be small and where the measured pressures will not be adversely
affected by local shocks in the upper subsonic range. With the wing-tip an,:
vertical-fin installations, very small (and consistent) err.,rs zan be reali.-
when the boom length is about 0.5 chord length at the vertical fin or 1 chne:
length at the wing tip.

With all the installations, the pressure sensor should be zaesiend an,,'
located to prevent obstruction of the F.tatic-uressure orifices or fuselagqe
by dubris, water ingestion, or ice. The distance of the pre.-sure ,four:,2
the cockpit should also be consiaered because long lengths of i.ressurc tub:
can introduce pressure lag errors, a subject to be discu:;se& in cha.ter X.
These considerations, together with the many other factors that t-.st 'J
into account in the design of pitot-static s:.,;tens, are discus:;L• .i. I
able detail in reference 19.
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.igure 7.1.- Diagrams of static-pressure tubes used on

aircraft installations.
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Figure 7.2.- Static-press-re errors "t various -istances ahead
of three bodies of revolution aligned with the flc at

0.21. (Adapted from ref. 1.)
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Figure 7.3.- Static-pressure errors at three positions
ahead of the fuselage nose of an airplane. (Adapted
from ref. 8.)
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Figure 7.4.- Variation of static-pressure errors of
fuselage-nose installations in low subsonic speed
range. (Adapted from ref. 8.)
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Figure 7.5.- Variation of static-pressure error ahead of a
model of an airplane fuselage in the transonic speed
range. (Adapted from ref. 2.)
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Figure 7.6.- Variation of static-pressure error of
fuselage-nose installation in transonic spec.
range. (Adapted from ref. 3.)
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Figure 7.7.- Calibrations of fuselage-nose installations
on five airplanes. (Adapted from ref. 6.)
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Figure 7.8.- Variation of static-pressure error ahead of
model with nose inlet in transonic speed range.
(Adapted from ref. 7.)
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Figure 7.9.- Variation of static-pressure errors in transonic
speed range of fuselage-nose installations on airplane with
nose inlet. (Adapted from ref. 7.)
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Figure 7.10.- Calibrations of fuselage-nose installations on
five airplanes with nose inlets. (Adapted from ref. 6.)
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Figure 7.11.- Static-pressure errors at various positions ahead
of wing tips of ten airplanes. (Adapted from ref. 8.)
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Figure 7.12.- Variation of static-pressure errors of wing-tip
installations in low subsonic speed range. (Adapted from
ief. 8.)
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CHAPTER VIII

AERODYNAMIC COMPENSATION OF POSITiON ERROR

For research-type static-pressure instdllations, cocrections for the posi-
tion errors are normally applied during the reduction of the test data after the
flight. For service-type installations, corrections for the position errors are

... applied during the flight by means of correction cards or automatic computing
systems (chapter II). With some service installations, however, the position
errors are effectively canceled at the static-pressure source, so that the need
for manual or automatic corrections is eliminated. This cancellation or reduc-
tion of the position errors at the static-pressure source is accomplished by
applying the concept of aerodynamic compensation to be discussed in this
chapter.

With fuselage-vent installations, the position errors of the original vent
configuration are compensated by installing small ramps or projecting plates in
the vicinity of the vents (ref. 1). These devices are designed to alter the
local flow in such a way that the local static pressure at the vents is changed
to a value more nearly equal to the static pressure of the free stream.

With static-pressure-tube installations, the conventional tube is replaced
with a specially contoured tube, called a compensated tube, that is designed to
nullify the position errors of the conventional tube installation. The shape of
the compensated tube and the lo,-ation of the orifices along the tube are so
designed that the static-pressure errors of the tube are equal and opposite to
the position errors of the conventional tube installation.

The 'concept of compensation of position error is illustrated in figure 8.1
by hypothetical calibrations of a fuselage-nose installation. The curve labeled
"position error" represents the calibration of a conventional tube at a given
position ahead of the fuselage nose, the curve labeled "compensated tu.-e error"
represents the variation of the static-pressure error of the isolated compen-
sated tube, and the dashed line along the zero axis represents the calibration
of the compensated tube when installed at the same position as the conventional
tube.

In an investigation of compensated tubes designed to reduce the position
errors of fuselage-nose installations in the subsonic speed range (ref. 2,, the
negative tube errors required to balance the positive oosition errors were
created with a tube having a collar with a conical af ody and orifices at the
base of the afterbody. In a more extensive investigat, a (ref. 3), the negative
tube errors were developed with two types of tubes having ogival nose shapes.
In one type, the orifices were located along the ogive near the nose, while in
the other type they were located on a contoured contraction of the tube some
distance behind the nose. With both types of tubes, the shape of the tube and
the location of the orifices along the tube can be designed to compensate the
position errors at a given position ahead of a fuselage having a given nose
shape.
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in the investigation of reference 3, three compensated tubes (a long oqival
tube, a short ogival tube, and a contoured contraction tube (fig. 8.2)) were
tested on a body of revolution having an ogival nose shape. The calibration of
the long ogival tube with its orifices 0.95 of the body diameter (D) ahead of
the body is shown in figure 8.3. The data for the curve labeled "position
error" were obtained with a conventional (i.e., cylindrical) tube with orifices
10 tube diameters aft of the nose of the tube. The data obtained with the com-
pensated tube (circular test points) show the position error to be effectively
compensatf.d throughout the subsonic speed range. To determine how well the
larger position- errors at a shorter. distance ahead of -the body could be conpen-
sated, tests were conducted with the short ogival tube with the orifices at a
distance of 0.27D ahead of the body. As indicated by the data from these tests
(fig. 8.4), the position error for this location was also compensated throughout
the subsonic speed range. In tests of the contoured contraction tube with ori-
tices at a distance ahead of the body, comparable with that of the tube with the
long ogival nose (fig. 8.5), the position error was compensated to the same
extent throughout the subsonic speed range.

Since the tube errors of the compensated tubes are negative in the subsonic
speed range, the position errors of the nose-boom installations in figures 8.3,
8.4, and 8.5 would be expected to become negative at the low supersonic speed
at which the body bow shock traverses the orifices. In tests of the installa-
tions of figures 8.3 and 8.5 at low supersonic speeds, the position errors at a
Mach number just beyond 1 were found to be -3 percent qc for the installation
in figure 8.3 and -4 percent qc for the installation of figure 8.5.

However, for a tube having a shape similar to that of the long ogival tube
but with orifices nearer the nose (fig. 8.6 from ref. 4), the error is only
-0.5 percent qc at the Mach number following shock passage (M = 1.01). At
M = 1.2 the error is still small, bqit at M = 1.65 the error is about -
1 percent qc, a sizable error in terms of altitude error (550 ft, for example,
at 40 000 ft).

In other tests in reference 3, the nose of the long ogival tube was cut to
form a pitot opening having a conical entry of 820. Cutting the tip of the tube
was found to change the error compensation by less than 0.3 percent qc at Mach
numbers up to 1.2.

In further tests of the long ogival tube, orifices were located at a radial
station of t37.50 to reduce the errors at positive angles of attack. The
results of the tests of this tube (fig. 8.7) show the error to be essentially
zero at angles of attack up to 150 at a Mach number of 0.6. Note that the
errors on this figure are incremental errors from the error of the tube at an
angle of attack of 00.

Compensated static-pressure tubes similar to those tested in the investiga-
tion of reference 3 have been used on the fuselage-nose installations of at
least three airplanes (refs. 4, 5, and 6). The calibration of an installation
on an F-104 fighter is shown in figure 8.8(a), on a B-70 bon~ber in figure a.8(b).
and on a British Harrier VTOL airplane in figure 8.8(c). For each of the instal-
lations, the static-pressure errors with the compensated tubes are within about
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1 percent q• throughout the subsonic speed range. The tubes used on these
installations were pitot-static tubes with pitot openings similar to that of

the tube in figure 8.6.

Although compensated tubes have been designed to minimize the errors of
fuselage-nose installations at Mach numbers as high as 1.2, the errors of these
tubes would be expected to be larger than those of conventional tubes at higher
supersonic speeds. As a means of achieving small errors at both subsonic and
supersonic speeds, it was suggested in reference 3 that a tube could be designed

S-that-would combine the features of-the compensated tube for subsonic operation
and the conventional tube for supersonic operations. With this type' tube, one
set of orifices would be located on the ogival nose of a cylindrical tube and a
secend set of orifices at least 10 tube diameters aft of the nose. A tube of
this type would, of course, require an automatic pressure switch which would be
activated at the speed at which the shock passes over the rear set of orifices.
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CHAPTER IX

FLIGHT CALIBRATION METHODS

The accuracy with which altitude, airspeed, and Mach number are determined
from pitot-static measurements depends for the most part on the accuracy with
which the position error of the static-pressure installation is established by

Sa .flight-calibration.of- the -installation. The, accuracy..of..airspeed and. Mach
number also depends on the accuracy of the total-pressure measurement, but as
noted in chapter IV, the total-pressure error at low angles of attack is gener-
ally negligible. For flight tests in which accurate measurements of total pres-
sure at high angles of attack are required, the total-pressure installation can
be calibrated against a test installation (swiveling or shielded total-pressure
tube) which is insensitive to angle of attack. Since the difference between
the pressures of the two installations can be measured with a sensitive
differential-pressure instrument, the errors of the aircraft total-pressure
installation can be determined with a high degree of accuracy.

In contrast to the ease with which the total-pressure error can be deter-
.* mined, the position error of the static-pressure installation can be quite dif-

ficult to determine. This difficulty is reflected in the wide variety of cali-
bration methods that have been devised for the determination of this error.
These methods are first discussed in terms of the measuring principles that form
the basis of the calibration techniques. Application of each of the methods is
then described in terms of accuracies, operational limitation-., and instrumen-
tation requirements. In a final section, the calibration of an airplane instal-
lation by two of the methods is described in some detail.

Calibration Methods for Deriving Position Error

As an introduction to the description of the various methods for deter-
mining the position error Ap, the calibration technique- are classified in
terms of four parameters from which position error is derived: (1) free-stream
static pressure p, (2) free-air temperature T, (3) true airspeed V, and
(4) Mach number M. A listing of the calibration methods in accordance with
this classification is as follows:

1. Free-stream static-pressure methods (Ap derived from measurements
of p' and p)

(a) p measured at reference pressure source

Trailing-bomb method
Trailing-cone method
Pacer-aircraft method

?RECEDD;G PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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(b) p derived from height of aircraft and measured pressure gradient

Tower method
Tracking-radar method
Radar-altimeter method

(c) p at height of aircraft calculated from p and T at ground

Ground-camera method

(d) p derived from change in height of airplane from initial height

Tracking-radar/pressure-altimeter method
Accelerometer method

2. Temperature method (Ap derived from T' and pressure-temperature

survey)

Recording- thermometer method

3. True-airspeed methods (6p derived from values of V)

Trailing-anemcmeter method
Speed-course method

4. Mach number methods (Ap derived from values of M' and M)

Sonic-speed method
Total-temperature method

Note that although the names given to most of the methods are based on specific
measuring equipment, the measuring principles of some of the methods can be
applied with other types of equipment.

For the free-stream static-pressure methods, tp is determined as the dif-
ference between the static pressure p' measured by the aircraft installation
and the free-stream static pressure p at the flight level of the aircraft.
The four basic techniques for determining the value of p at the flight level
are illustrated by the diagrams in figure 9.1.

With the first of these techniques, p is measured from a reference pres-
sure source moving with the aircraft, but located where the effect of the pres-
sure field of the aircraft is negligible. As shown in figure 9.1(a), the ref-
erence pressure source is either (1) a pressure sensor trailed below the
a :craft (trailing bomb) or behind it (trailing cone) or (2) a calibrated
static-pressure installation on another aircraft (pacer aircraft) flying along-
zide the test aircraft.

In the second technique (fig. 9.1(b)), the value of p at the flight
level Z is obtained from an interpolation of the measured pressure gradient
through the test altitude range. For the tower method, the pressure gradient
is measured through a qmal'- height range near the ground, while for the
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tracking-radar and radar-altimeter methods, the gradient is determined through
a wide height range at high altitudes.

In the third technique (fig. 9.1(c)), p at the height Z of the aircraft
is calculated from measurements of p and T at the ground and an assumed
standard temperature gradient up to the flight level. To minimize the errors
that might be introduced by the assumption of the standard temperature gradient,
the height of the aircraft should be less than about 500 ft.

.---.. ith-the.fourth-technique-(fig. 9.1(d)),- p at the height Z of the air-
craft is derived from (1) measurements of the change in height from an initial
height, (2) measurements of p and T' at the initial height and at an air-
speed for which Ap is known, and (3) either an assumption of a standard tem-
perature gradient or an integration of equation (3.4). For the tracking-radar/
pressure-altimeter method, the height increment is determined from a tracking
radar, whereas with the accelerometer method, the height increment is derived
from measurements of the aircraft accelerations and attitude.

In the temperature method (recording thermometer), values of Ap are
determined from measurements of p' and values of p derived from (1) measure-
ments of T' and (2) a pressure-temperature survey of the test altitude range.

For the true-airspeed methodsi values of Ap are derived from measured
values of V, p', qc, and T'. The values of V are determined by two tech-
niques: from measurements with a wind-driven anemometer suspended below the
aircraft or by timed runs over a prescribed ground course.

With the Mach number methods, Ap is derived from values of AM, which are
determined from measurements of M' and M. In the sonic-speed method, the
values of M are derived from measurements of V and the speed of sound a,
while in the total-temperature method, the values of M are determined from
measurements of T' and T (derived from a temperature-height survey of the
test altitude range).

Of the various methods outlined in the foregoing paragraphs, some can be
applied only at low altitudes, while others can be applied only at high alti-
tudes. For the low-altitude calibration methods, the maximum speed at which the
tests can be conducted is restricted by the speed capability of the aircr: ft at
the test altitude or by some limitation in tthe calibration method. For the high-
altitude methods, the speed range of the calioration is determined by the mini-
mum and maximum Mach numbers at which thc aircraft can be flown at the test
altitude. Thus, for some airplanes, a complete calibration throughout the Mach
range may require tests at a number of altitudes using more tha- one calibration
method.

With some of the methods, the tests must be conducted in steady, level
flight, whereas with others, the tests can be conducted in dives and accelerated
maneuvers as well as in level flight. In the first case, indicating instruments
can be used for the measurement of the flight quantities, whereas in the second,
recording instruments must be employed. Recording instruments provide measure-
ments of the flight quantities against a time scale and, in addition, generally
provide greater accuracy than indicating instruments.
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In the following sections, the operational limitations (speed and altitude),
instrumentations requirements, and accuracy (or precision) of each method are
discussed in detail. As an aid in comparing the various calibration techniques,
the characteristics of each method are summarized in table 9.1. From an exami-
nation of this table, it is evident that the selection of a method for the cali-
bration of an installation on a particular airplane requires consideration of a
variety of factors, such as (1) the desired accuracy in the determination of Ap,
(2) the speed and altitude range for which calibration data are required, and
(3) the available instrumentation. In general, greater accuracy, and thus more
complex instrumentation, is required for the calibrations of flight research
installations-than for the installations on service aircraft.

Trailing-Bomb Method

With the trailing-bomb method, the static pressure measured by the aircraft
installation is compared directly with the static pressure measured by orifices
on a bomb-shaped body suspended on a long length of pressure tubing below the
aircraft (refs. 1 and 2). With one type of bomb (fig. 9.2). the orifices are on
the body of the bomb, while with another type (fig. 9.3), they are .,n a static-
pressure tube ahead of the bomb. The type of bomb shown in figure 9.2 is a
weighted body (15 lb), whereas the type shown in figure 9.3 has small wings set
at a negative angle of incidence to keep the bomb below the aircraft. Both
types are equipped with vanes on the afterbody to keep tne orifices aligned with
the airflow.

Since a trailing bomb, like static-pressure tube, may have static-pressure
error, this error shculd be determined (by calibration in a wind tunnel) so that
corrections for the error can be applied. For both of the bombs in figures 9.2
and 9.3, the static-pressure error is 0.5 percent qc"

The length of tubing required to place the bomb in a region where the local
static pressure approximates free-stream static pressure was shown in refer-
ence 1 to be about 2 times the wing span of the aircraft (fig. 9.l'a)). Since
the bomb is below the aircraft, the static pressure at the bomb is higher than
the static pressure at the flight level of the aircraft. However, as the
decrease in pressure with height inside the suspension tubing is the same as
that of the outside air, the pressure measured by the instrument in the aircraft
is the pressure at the flight level.

The accuracy with which Ap is determined with the trailing-bomb method
depends on (1) the accuracy of the measurement of *he difference between p'
and the local pressure p, at the bomb and (2) how closely the value of PZ
approximates p. SincL- Ap is very small compared with p' and p,, the dif-
ference between the two pressures is measured most precisely with a sensitive
differential-pressure indicator or recorder.

With trailing bombs, calibrations can be conducted through a wide range of
altitudes and through a speed range from the stall speed to the maximum speed at
which the bomb can be towed. This limiting speed is determined by the speed at
which the suspension tubing develops unstable oscillations (ref. 3). For the
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bomb in figure 9.2, instability of the suspension tubing is encountered at a
Mach number of about 0.4. The bomb in figure 9.3, or. the other hand, has neen
towed successfully at Mach numbers as high as 0.85 (at an altitude of 38 000 ft).

The accuracy of the trailing-bomb method with the equipment used in the
tests of reference 4 varied from about ±2.0 percent qc at 60 knots (M = 0.1)
to about ±0.2 percent qc at 220 knots (H = 0.35).

Trailing-Cone method

With the trailing-cone method (ref. 5), the static pressure measured ),y the
aircraft installation is compared with the pressure measured by a set of orifices
near the end of a long length of pressure tubing trailed behind the aircraft
(figs. 9.1(a) and 9.4). A lightweight drag cone is attached to the end of the
tube to Leep the tubing taut.

The accuracy with which free-stream static pressure is measured with a
trailing- q.n system depends on the configuration of the cone system (size and
shape of the cone and position of the orifices ahead of the cone (ref. 6)), on
the distance of the co-re behind the aircraft, znd on the type of the aircraft
(size, configuration, aim; propulsion system). Because of the uncertainties
associated with each of these variables, trailing-cone systems have not been
considered suitable for the basic calibration of an aircraft static-pressure
installation. However, since the difference between the pressures of the cone
system and the aircraft installation can be measured with good precision (i.e.,
repeatability), a calibrated cone system is useful as a secondary standard for
production line testing. In practice, a cone system at a given trail length
behind a particular airplane is calibrated by methods such as the tower or
tracking-radar methods for which values of the free-stream static pressure are
determined with a higher degree of certainty. The calibrated cone system is
then used for the periodic recalibration of the installation on that airplane
or for the original calibrations on airplanes of the same model iref. 7).

With trailing-cone systems, calibrations can be conducted through a wide
range of altitude and from relatively low speeds (defined by the minimum speed
at which the pressure tubing trails straight back) to speeds as high as M = 1.5
(ref. 8).

In unpublished tests of a variety of cone systems, conducted by NASA
Langley Research Center, the precision of the measurement of Ap was found to
be ±0.2 percent qc at M = 0.7 to 0.68.

Pacer-Aircraft Method

With the pacer-aircraft method, a measure of the free-stream static pres-
sure is derived from the calibrated static-pressure installation of a pacer
aircraft flying alongside the test aircraft being calibrated (refs. 9 and 10).
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The difference AR between the altimeter indication H' in the test air-
craft and the corrected altimeter indication H in the pacer aircraft is found
from equation (5.8):

AH = H' - H (5.8)

where tH is the altitude error. The pressures p' and p corresponding to
the values cf H' and H can be found in table A2 of appendix A. The differ-
ence b.etween p' and p is then the position error Ap for the test aircraft.

-.- The value of.. Ap can also be -found from the value of AH and equation (3.6).
An example of the determination of tp by the two procedures is given in
part II of appendix B.

Since the value of tp (a small quantity) is determined as the difference
between two large quantities (p' and p), the altimeters in the two aircraft
should be precision instruments which, to minimize hysteresis errors, should be
calibrated only to the altitudes at which the tests are to be conducted. The
precision with which Ap is determined, however, depends not only on the accu-
racy of the two altimeters, but also on the degree to which the two aircraft
maintain formation flight. At very low speeds, the precision of the measure-
ments generally deteriorates because of an inability to maintain formation
flight. At high speeds, on the other hand, where speed and position control are
more precise, the value of tp can be- determined with good precision
(±0.2 percent M for H up to 1.0 and altitudes up to 35 000 ft (ref. 101).
The corresponding precision in terms of Ap/qc is about ±0.7 percent at
M - 0.5 and about ±0.2 percent at M = 1.0.

For best results with the pacer-aircraft method, the speed capability of
the pacer aircraft should be very nearly that of the test aircraft. The speed
range of the calibration tests is limited to speeds well above the stall of
either aircraft and to the maximum level-flight speed of either aircraft.

In a variation of the pacer-aircraft method, a reference aircraft is flown
at constant altitude at a low airspeed for which the position error is known
(rEes. 11 and 12). The test aircraft is then flown past the reference aircraft
in a series of level-flight, constant-speed runs. The indications of the altim-
eters in the two aircraft are noted at the instant the test aircraft flies past,
and the position error of the test aircraft is determined from the difference
between the indications of the two altimeters.

The reference-aircraft method differs from the pacer-aircraft method in
that the installation in the reference aircraft requires a calibration at only
one airspeed, and the speed range of the calibration of the test aircraft is no:
limited to the speed capability of the reference aircraft.

The accuracy of this method is generally lower than that of the pacer-
aircraft method because of the difficulty in synchronizing the altimeter indica-
tions in the two aircraft and because the height of the test aircraft at the
time of tne fly-by may differ from that of the reference aircraft.
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Tower Method

For calibrations with the tower method, the aircraft is flown at 7cnstant
speed and constant altitude past the top of a tall tower (ref. 11). For each
test run, the position error Ap is determined as the difference between
(1) the static pressure pl as measured by the cockpit altimeter at the instant
the aircraft passes the tower and (2) the free-streai' static pressure p at
the height of the aircraft determined by interpolation of measured values of p
at a number of points along the tower height (fig. 9.1(b)).

A movie camera mounted, with the axisof _the lens aligned with the hori-
zontal is often used to determine the airplane height. With this technique, the
height increment AZ of the airplane with respect to the lens axis is computed
from the equation:

AZ - LAZ (9.1)

where I is the length of the aircraft, P' is the length of its image, and
Az is the displacement of the image from the center line of the film frame.
The aircraft height Z is then determined from the elevation of the camera and
the height increment AZ.

It may be noted that precise measures of AZ are more important in deter-
mining Ap in terms of Ap/qc than in terms of Ap/p. For an error of I ft
in AZ, for example, the error in Ap/p would be only 0.004 percent, whereas
the error in Ap/qc would be 1 percent at 50 knots, 0.2 percent at 100 knots,
and 0.1 percent at 150 knots. The reference point on the aircraft for the AZ
measurements should be the vertical position of the altimeter in the aircraft.

For accurate measurements of p', the cockpit altimeter should be a pre-
cision instrument, and to minimize hysteresis errors, the laboratory calibration
of the instrument should be limited to an altitude range only slightly greater
than the tower height. Since the altimeler is used to measure pressure rather
than altitude, it is convenient to calibiate the instrument as a pressure gage,
that is, in terms of pressure versus altimeter indication.

The accuracy of the tower method depends primarily on the accuracy of the
pressure measurements p' and p, since the height measurements (aircraft and
pressure gradient) can be measured with good accuracy. To retain the advantage
of the limited-range calibration of the altimeter in the laboratory, the height
of the aircraft during the calibration tests should at all times be restricted
to the same limited altitude range.

The speed range fcc calibrations by the tower method is. limited to air-
speeds well above the stall speed and up to the maximum level-flight speed of
the aircraft at the tower height.

In tests (unpublished) of the tower method at the NASA Langley Research
Center, the accuracy of the measurement of Ap was found to range from
±1.0 percent qc at 90 knots (M = 0.15) to ±0.2 percent qc at 190 knots
(M = 0.3).
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Tracking-Radar Method

With this high-altitude calibration method, the position error AV is
determined as the difference between the measured static pressure p' a.id the
free-stream static pressure p which is determined from measurements of the
height of the aircraft by the tracking radar and from a pressure-height survey
of the test altitude range (ref. 13).

The pressure-height survey is conducted prior to the calibration tests in
one of two ways: (1) by tracking a radiosonde (transmitting pressure measure-
ments) as it ascends through the test altitude range or (2) tracking the air-

* craft-through the test altitude range while flying at a low indicated airspeed
for which the position error Ap is known from a calibration by a low-altitude
method (fig. 9.1(b)). With the aircraft tracking procedure, the value of p at
each height is determined from equation (2.2) expressed here as

p = p' - Ap (9.2)

where p' is the static pressure measured by the aircraft installation and Ap
is the. position error of the installation at the airspeed of the ascent.

For the higher speeds of the calibration test runs, the height of the air-
craft is measured cco.tinuously by the tracking radar. The Cosition error Ap
at the test airspeed is then determined from equation (2.2) here restated as

Ap = Ps - p (2.2)

where p' is the pressure of the aircraft installation during the test run and
p is the free-stream static pressure at the height of the aircraft determined
from the pressure-height survey. Because the pressure-height relation may
change during the period of the tests, it is advisable to repeat the survey at
the conclusion of the test runs.

With the tracking-radar method, calibrations can be conducted in dives as
well as in level flight. The accuracy of the method, as determined by calibra-
tion tests to be described later in the chapter, is about ±0.2 percent qc at
:4 = 0.5 and ±0.1 percent q. at M = 0.88.

It may be noted that this calibration i-ethod has also been used with other
types of ground-tracking equipment such as the radar-phototheodolite ok refer-
ences 14 and 15 and the phototheodolite of reference 16.

Radar-Altimeter Method

With tis high-altitude method, the position error ot the aircraft instal-

lation is derived from the height of the aircraft measured with an onboard radar
alti.:.L-- z-d from a pressure-height survey of the test altitude range (ref. 17).
The pressure-ht•ght survey is cconducted by flying the aircraft at a low, constant
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airspeed for which the position error is known from a calibration by one of the
low-altitude methods.

Because of the height-measuring characteristics of the radar altimeter, the
calibration tests are restricted to level-flight runs and to test areas over a
level ground reference plane, such as a large body of water.

The accuracy of the method at a Mach number of 0.8 and an altitude of
30 000 ft is about ±1 percent qc (ref. 17).

Ground-Camera Method

For calibrations with this method, the aircraft is flown in a series of
constant-speed, level-flight runs over a camera located on the ground (ref. 13).
For each test run, the position error Ap is deterrined as the difference
between (1) the static pressure pl measured by the aircraft installation when
the aircraft is directly above the camera and (2) the free-stream static pres-
sure p computed from the measured height of the aircraft, measured values
of p and T at the camera station, and the assumption of a standard tempera-
ture gradient. The height of the aircraft above the camera is calculated on
the basis of the dimensions of the aircraft and its film image and the focal
length of the camera lens (fig. 9.1(c)).

The calibration tests with the camera method are Limited to speeds well
above the stall and up to the maximum level-flight airspeed of the aircraft at
the height of the tests. Since the application of the method requires the
assumption of a standard temperature gradient, accurate measurements of the
free-stream static pressure can be realized at heights no gr .- er than about
500 ft.

The accuracy of the method, as determined in calibration tests to be
described later in the chapter, is about -0.2 percent qc at 200 knots
(M - 0.3) and tO.1 percent qc at 320 knots (M = 0.5).

In another method for determining the height of an aircraft with a camera,
a movie camera is installed in the aircraft with the camera lens facing downward
(ref. 18). The camera photographs reference marks on a runway as the aircraft
flies at a constant speed and altitude along the runway. Its height above the
runway is then determined from the geometry of the camera lens system as in the
ground-camera method.

With another calibration technique for measuring aircraf: heights near the
ground, the height is determined from ir-.asurements of elevaticn angles with a
theodolite (ref. 19). With two theodolites located an equal distance on each
side of a ground course, the height of an aircraft flying at :ons:ant altitude
along the ground course is determined from the intersection of the two lines of
sight to the aircraft. The theodolite used in the tests of reference 14 was a
simple angle-measuring device called a sighting stand.
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Tracking-Radar/Pressure-Altimeter Method

For calibration tests with this high-altitude method, the aircraft is first
stabilized at a selected height and at a low airspeed fnr which the position
error Ap is known from a calibration by one of the low-altitude methods. The
aircraft is then accelerated at a constant altitude (constar.t p') indicated by
the cockpit altimeter (ref. 10). During the calibration test run, the variation

. of '6p - with airspeed causes the pilot to vary the height of the aircraft in
order to maintain constant p'. At any given airspeed, therefore, the change in
height corresponds to a change in free-stream static pressure from which the
position error Ap can be determined from the following equation:

AP = Pj - (PI - 6p) (9.3)

where p! is the initial (and constant) value of the static pressure measured
by aircraft installation, p1  is the free-stream static pressure at the initial
height, and 6p is the change in free-stream static pressure corresponding to
the change in height (fig. 9.1(d)).

The initial height Z1 of the aircraft and the change in height AZ from
the initial height are determined from continuous measurements with a tracking
radar. The free-stream values of p, qc, and T at the initial height are
determined from the initial indicated values p', qý, and T' corrected for
the known position error Ap1  at the initial airspeed. The pressure increment
6p corresponding to a height increment AZ is computed from equation (3.3),
expressed here as

6p = -gP 1 AZ (9.4)

where p, is the density at the initial height and is calculated from equa-
tion (3.1), expressed here as

P1 To

P 0 = r 0 'o (9.5)

where P0  and To are the standard sea-level values.

Since p1  p P*i+ tIP1' P1  can be substituted in equation (9.3) to yield

tp = AP]p + 6p (9.6)

Since the values of p during the calibration test run are based on a
constant value of P determined at the initial height, the accuracy in the
determination of 6p varies with AZ. Whenever AZ is too great for accurate
determinations of 6p from a single initial height, successive sets of initial
conditions can be established at various points during the flight.
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The accuracy of this method, as determined in the tes;ts reported in ref-
erence 10, varies from about ±0.01M at M - 0.5 to about ±0.02M at H = 3.0.
The corresponding errors in terms cf Ap/qc are ±3.5 percent and -0.1 percent.

Accelerometer Method

I Zn the accelerometer method - (ref.- 20), the value of Ap is determined from
tho :aeasured static pressure p' and the free-stream static pressure p cal-
culated from the value of p at an initial reference height. The value of p
at the reference height is established by flying the aircraft at a constait,
lo. airspeed for which the position error Ap is known from a calibration by a
low-altitude method. The chinge in p from its initial value is derived from
the change in height from the initial height which is calculated from measure-
ments of the accelerations and pitch attitude of the aircraft (fig. 9.1(d)).

The application of the method is restricted to vertical-plane maneuvers
from the initial stabilized condition. During the maneuver, the variation of p
with height Z is obtained from equation (3.4):

dp = - *- dZ (3.4)RT'

The value of T can be derived approximately from the measured temperature T'
and equation (3.28). Since the value o: M in this equation is not known, the
value of T at any given airspeed in the test run ca.& be stated in terms of X'
as follows:

T TO T 2 (9.7)1 + 0. 2L-'

where K is the recovery factor of the temperature probe and y in equa-
tion (3.28) is 1.4. Since the use of M' in equation (3.28) results in a small
error in the value of p in equation (3o.4); two or more approximations may be
necessary.

The integration of equation (3.4) results in :'.- following -quation:

n rZ _pn
- 1 -n (l) (9.8)(Pl) f1 P

where the subscript 1 refers to initial conditions.

Substitution of p' for p in the right side of equation (9.8) and
further substitution of equation (9.7) for T results in

(--n n ZJ) . '2dZ (9.9)
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The values of n may be selected so that only one approximation is required for
the dete..aination of p (appendix A of ref. 20). For a value of K near unity

and for subysonic and low supersonic speeds, a value of n of - 1 or 0.286
Y

gives satisfactory results.

The change in height dZ in equation (9.9) may be determined f;roi the
vertical velocity computed from (1) values of p' and T' for an initial con-
dition where Ap is known and (2) the vertical acceleration computed from
measurements of normal and longitudinal accelerations and pitch attitude angles:

dZ v1 +J av dt)dt (9.10)

where t is time and the initial vertical velocity v, is

"V = t (9.11)

and

av - az cos e - ax sin e - g (9.12)

where av is the vertical acceleration, a. is the normal acceleration,
a. is the longitudinal acceleration, and 6 is the pitch attitude angle of
the aircraft.

For any given instant during the calibration test run, the difference
between the value of p determined from equation (9.9) and the measured value
of p' is the position error Ap of the aircraft installation at that instant.

The application of the accelerometer method requires the continuous measure-
ment of p', q•, TV, az, ax, and e against a time scale. The pressures,
temperatures, and accelerations should be measured with research-type recording
instruments. For the measurement of V, the recovery factor K of the tempera-
ture probe should be very nearly 1.0. The attitude angle 9 can be measured
with a horizon camera, a Sun camera, or an attitude gyroscope. A detailed dis-
cussion of the problems associated with the use of each of the three attitude-
angle measuring instruments is given in reference 20.

The accuracy of the method depends primarily on the accuracy I-n the deter-
mination of 9 and the accuracy of the acceleration measurements. In a flight
evaluation of -he accuracy of the method (ref. 20), the position error 1p of
an aircraft installation was determined with an accuracy of about ±0.5 per-
cent qc in shailow dives from an altitude of 31 000 ft at .Mach numbers from 0.6
to 0.8.
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With the restriction that maneuvers during the test runs be conducted in a
vertical plane, calibration data can be obtained with the aircraft in level
flight, climbs, dives, push-downs, pull-outs, or any combination of these maneu-
vers. The test maneuver should cover as short a time interval as practical
(less than 2 minutes) in order to avoid an accumulation of errors in the

measurements.

Recordinq-Thermometer Method-

With this high-altitude method, values of Ap are determined from values
of pI measured by the aircraft installation and values of the free-stream
static pressure p derived from a pressure-temperature survey of the test
altitude range (ref. 21).

The p/T relation is deteicined by flying the aircraft at a low airspeed
for which the value of Ap of the static-pressure installation is known from
a calibration by a low-altitude calibration method. The value of T at the
survey airspeed is determined from measurements of TO and equation (3.28)
with I - 1.4:

T TO (9.13)
1 + 0.2KN2

where K is the recovery factor of the temperature probe and M is derived
from values of qý ana p' (both corrected for the value of Ap at the survey
speed). As noted in chapter III, the use of equation (3.28) requires that K
be near unity.

For the calibration test runs, continuous recordings are made of p', qý,
and TO. Then, at any given instant during the test run, the value of p can
be obtained as a function of T from the measured value of TV. equation 09.13),
and equations (3.23) and (3.24), expressed here (with y = 1.4) as

PtPt (1 + 0.2M2)3. (14 :- 1)

and (9.14)

- 1.242( 5.62 2.5 1)
p \5.6M2 - 0.8)

where pt is derived from measured values of p' and qc. Combining equa-
tions (9.13) and (9.14) and eliminating M yields the following equitions:
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and [1+(. l]1 9.15)

Pt T 1  0 .8

PN 6 ) 28-8(L_ .J 1

÷TKKTTT

Equation (9.15) is an expression of another p/T curve which, when compared
with the p/T survey plot, yields an intersection that defines the values of
p and T for the ..est condition.

The accuracy of the recording thermometer method depends, for the most
part, on the variation of the free-air temperature T with time and dis-
tance (both vertical and horizontal', on the value of the recovery factor K.
and on the a-curacy with which K is known.

The effects of atmospheric temperature variations can be minimized by con-
ducting the calibration tests on days when the thermal currents at the test alti-
tudes are very small or at altitudes where the thermal currents are negligible
(generally above 35 000 ft). The effects of air temperature variations can also
be reduced by repeating the p/T surveys at various times during the calibration
tests. Since there is no temperature gradient at altitudes above 35 000 ft. the
accuracy of this calibration method improves appreciably at these altitudes. At
altitudes below 35 000 ft, for example, an error of 10 F in the measurement
of T' at ! = 0.8 corresponds to an error in M of about 0.02. Above
35 000 ft, the error in M for a temperature error of 10 F would be 1/3 of
this value.

For altitudes below 35 000 ft, an error of 0.01 in the value of K (for K
of unity) corresponds to an error in M of about 0.01 at M = 0.8. For higher
altitudes, the error in M is appreciably lower.

With pressure recorders having an accuracy of 0.25 percent of full scale,
the combined error in the measurement of p' and qý produces an error in m'
of about 0.004 at M - 0.8 and 30 000 ft (ref. 21).

The accuracy of the method at M = 0.8 and an altitude of 30 000 ft based
on the errors given for V, K, p', and qý is estimated to be about
±2.3 percent M. The corresponding error in Ap/qc is about ±4.5 percent.

Trailing-Anemometer Method

With this calibration method, the position error .1p of the aircraft
installation is derived from measured values of true airspeed V, impact
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pressure qý, static pressure p', and air temperature T'. The true airspeed
is measured with a wind-driven anemometer suspended on a long cable below the
aircraft (ref. 22).

For speeds below M - 0.2, the effects of compressibility are sufficiently
small that qc can be approximated (within 1 percent) by q. Therefore, from
equation (3.10),

qc % q 2 • (;g-0.2) (9.16)

In equation (1.1). Pt can usually be considered correct, so that

S- pt - pe (9.171

From equation (2.2),

p' - p + Ap (9.18)

By combining equations (9.17) and (9.--8B),

q- - Pt - (P + Ap) (9.19)

Then, since qc = pt - pr

- q1 + Ap (9.20)

Equation (9.16) can then be written as

a+ &p p 0V2  (M IS 0.2) (9.21)
-2

With the substitution of equation (3.2),

p = -E- (3.2)
RT

for p in equation (9.21),

S+ Ap = pv (. O 0.2) (9.22)2RT

With the further substitution of p' - Ap for p (eq. (9.2)) and T for T
(since, for 1 ; 0.2, V T), equation (9.22) becomes
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2+(p, -p)V
2  

(M < 0.2) (9.23)
2RT

The position error Ap can then Le found from the following equation:

WV 
2

= 2RT' -V2 (M 0.2) (9.24)

V2

2RT'

The anemometer assembly of reference 22 consists of (1) a small six-bladed,
low-inertia propeller that activates a self-generating tachometer, (2) a low-
drag housing with tail fins to keep the body aligned with the airstream, and
(3) a support cable that transmits the tachometer signals to a magnetic tape
recorder in the aircraft (fig. 9.5).

The rotational speed of the anemometer propeller is proportional to true
airspeed. Accurate measurements of true airspeed are realized, however, only
when the anemometer is trailed in a region where the local velocity is that of
the free stream, that is, where the velocity induced by the flow around the air-
craft is zero (or nearly so). An example of an induced velocity field below an
airplane is presented in figure 9.6 as contours of constant velocity ratios
u/V, where u is the horizontal component of induced velocity. The vertical
and horizontal distances below the airplane are given in terms of the fractions
z/b and x/b, where b is the wing span. Also shown in the figure are ane-
mometer positions (with a 100-ft cable length) for the airplane at a low speed
with flaps down and at a high speed with flaps up. For both anemometer posi-
tions, the irduced velocity is essentially zero and, since V, = V - u, the
local velocizy, is very nearly the free-stream velocity.

The usable speed range of the anemometer system of figure 9.5 is from
7 knots to about 165 knots (the speed at which the suspension cable develops
unstable oscillations). Because of the M = 0.2 limitation of this method,
however, the maximum speed of the calibration tests is restricted to airspeeds
of about 130 knots at altitudes near sea level.

In tests of the anemometer of figure 9.5 with impact pressure recorders of
widely differing sensitivities, the accuracy of the calibration tes s with the
most sensitive recorder was ±0.5 knot at 40 knots, while that with -.:e least
sensitive recorder was ±3.0 knots at 50 knots. The effect of this single ele-
ment of the instrumentation on the accuracy of the test results illustrates
the fact that the stated accuracy of a calibration method is dependent not only
on the inherent accuracy of the calibration technique, but also on the a.cu-
racies of each of the component instruments. For an insight into the contri-
bution of the various component errors for the anemometer tests 'f reference 22,
the reader is referred to table I of that report.
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For the anemometer system having an accuracy of ±0.5 knot at 40 knotsS(M -0.08), the accuracy at 100 knots (M - 0.16) was also ±-0.5 knot. The cor-

responding accuracies in terms of Ap/qc are ±2.5 percent and ±1 percent.

i. Speed-Course Method

The measured quantities and equations for the measurement of Ap by the
speed-course method are the same as those for the trailing-anemometer method.
With- the- speed-course method, however, the true airspeed is derived from mea-

Ssurements of the ground speed of the aircraft and the wind speed at the flight
'-level (ref. 23).

The ground speed is determined by measuring the time for the aircraft to
fly, in a constant indicated airspeed and altitude, between landmarks a known
distance apart. The wind speed at the flight level can be measured by a wind-
speed indicator or the effects of the winds can be effectively canceled by fly-

*ing a triangular course or by flying in opposite directions along a straight-
line course. For best results, the tests should be conducted when the wind
speed is near zero, such as the period just after sunrise or before sunset.

The values of qý, p', and T' needed for the solution of equation (9.24)
can be derived from measurements with an airspeed indicator, pressure altimeter,
and indicating thermometer. From values of the indicated airspeed Vi, the
value of qý can be calculated from the equation,

= Pov2 (9.25)

where the unit of Po is slugs per cubic foot and the unit of Vi is feet
per second.

The application of the speed-course method is limited to airspeeds well
above the stall speed and up to maximum speeds defined by the M = 0.2 limita-
tion referred to in the preceding discussion, namely, about 130 knots at alti-
tudes near sea level.

The accuracy of the method is largely dependent on the accuracy of the time
measurements of the speed run, the constancy of the wind speed, and the constancy
of the airspeed throughout the speed run.

Sonic-Speed Method

With the sonic-speed method (ref. 15), the position error Ap is derived
from the Mach number error AM which is defired as

LM = M' - M (5.10)

where M is the free-stream Mach number and M' is the indicated Mach number
which is derived from measurements of qc and p'.
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The value of H is derived from equation (3. 21)

M = V/a (3.21)

where V is the true airspeed of the aircraft and a is the speed of sound at
the level of i-he test runs. The true airspeed V is determined from the ground
speed of the aircraft and the wind speed ac. the flight level, and the speed of
sound a is derived from the free-airtemperature T at the flight level and

equaion(3.27).

For the calibration tests, the aircraft is flown in a series of constant-
speed, level-flight runs during which the ground speed and the height of the
aircraft dre measured with a tracking radar. Prior to the test runs, the varia-
tions of wind speed and free-air temperature with height are determined by
tracking a rawinsonde through the test altitude range.

The values of AM determined by this method can be converted to values
of Ap/p or Ap/qc by means of equations (5.4) through (5.7).

The accuracy of the method depends on the accuracy of the rawinsonde
thermometer and the accuracy of the ground-tracking equipment in measuring the
speed and height of the aircraft and the rawinsonde.

In calibration tests with the sonic-speed method using a radar-
phototheodolite for ground tracking (ref. 15), the accuracy in the measurement
of the ground speed of the airplane was found to be 50 to 75 ft/sec. The accu-
racy of the measurement of wind speed was found to depend on the height and
elevation angle of the rawinsonde from the tracking station; at a height of
50 000 ft and an elevation angle of 200, the accuracy of the wind-speed measure-
ment was 1.8 knots. The accuracy of the measurements of the height of the air-
plane and the rawinsonde was about 100 ft, and the accuracy of the temperature
measured by the rawinsonde thermometer was about 10 C.

In an analysis based on the foregoing accuracies, the accuracy in the
measurement of Mach number was estimated, in reference 15, to be about 0.06M
at M. = 1.0 and altitudes between 50 000 and 80 000 ft. The corresponding
error in Ap/qc at M - 1.0 is about 8 percent.

Total-Temrkerature Method

With the total-temperature method (ref. 24), the position error Ap is
derived from AM = X' - M, where MI is determined from qc and p' and M
is calculated from equation (3.28) with Y = 1.4, here expressed as

M o)(9.26)

where T is the free-air temperature, T' the measured (or total) tempezat'vre,
and K the recovery factor of the temperature probe. As noted in chapter III,
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equation (3.28) is valid only when K - 1 or when the probe is located in a
region where the local velocity V1  is equal to the free-stream velocity V.
Since V1 in the regions near the aircraft where a probe might be located is
usually different from V, the application of this method requires, essentially,
that the recovery factor of the probe be I.

The calibration tests are conducted by flying the aircraft in a series of
speed runs during which the height of the aircraft is measured with ground-
tracking equipment and T', qý, and pl are measured with recording instru-
ments. The value of T at the height of the test run is derived from a

6 temperature-height survey which is made prior to the calibration tests by track-
ing a radiosonde (transmitting temperature measurements) through the test alti-
tude range.

As in the case of the sontc-speed method, the values of Am derived from
M' and M can be converted to values of Ap/p or Ap/qc by use of equa-
tions (5.4) through (5.7).

The accuracy of the calibration method depends, for the most part, on the
accuracies in the measurement of T' and T.

In one series of calibration tests using the total-temperature method
(ref. 24), the overall accuracy in the measurement of T (including accuracies
of radiosonde thermometer and ground-tracking equipment) was estimated to be
±2.50 F. The accuracy of the measurement of T' by the recording the.-mometer
was about ±10 F. For these two accuracies in the temperature measurements, the
accuracy of the value of M was estimated to be about ±0.02M.

In a later series c.f tests (ref. 10), the accuracy of the determirn-ion
of M was found to range from ±0.01M4 at M - 1.5 (30 000 ft) to ±0.04M at
M = 3.0 (60 000 to 70 0o0 ft). The corresponding errors in terms o-- AP/qc
are ±0.5 percent and ±2.0 percent.

Calibrations by Ground-Camera and Tracking-Radar Methods

In this section, a series of tests designed to determine the accuracies
that can be realized with the ground-camera and tracking-radar -ethods is
desct__.,ed. These two methods were selected for accuracy tests (ref. 13) becau'se
(1) the ground-camera method like the tower method provides accurate determina-
tions of the free-stream static pressure at heights near the ground, while at
the same time allowing greater flexibility in the choice of test heights and
locations, and (2) the tracking-radar method, using the aircraft tracking pro-
cedure for measuring static pressure in the pressure-height survey, provides
the most direct means of deriving precise measures of free-stream static pres-
sure at high altitudes.

The tests of the two calibratic-. m.L!.ods were conducted using a large
turbojet transport as the test vehicle. The calibration tests with the ground-
camera method were conducted at heights of about 500 ft and those with the
tracking-radar method at altitudes of about 25 000 ft.
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Test instrumentation.- The pressure-measuring instruments used for both

calibration methods consisted of an airspeed-altitude recorder and a recording

statoscope (fig. 9.7). The airspeed-altitude recorder was connected to the
service pitot-static installation of the airplane and the recording statoscope
to the statec-pressure source (fuselag4. vents) cf that installation.

The recording statoscope is a sensitive d-fferential-pressure instrument
which, for these tests, measured the difference between the pressures from the
fuselage-vent system and a constant reference pressure in a thermostatically

. controlled chamber._ Sincethe reference pressure in the chamber could be fixed
at any selected height, the difference between the static press re at that height
and the static pressure at other heights could be measured more precisely with
the statoscope than with the recording altimeter.

The pressures measured by both the recording statoscope and the airspeed-
altitude recorder were recorded as traces along a moving photographic film.
Each of the recorders was equipped with an event-markiin device for synchronizing
the measured pressures with the heights of the airplane measured with the ground
camera or tracking radar.

The instrumentation for the ground-camera method consisted of a 5 by 5 in.
single-exposure cam#.-a having a 7-in. focal length, a mercury-in-glass thermom-
eter, a precision altimeter, and a radio transmitter (fig. 9.8). The camera was
mounted with its optical axis align-ed with the vertical and was equipped with a
sighting device to aid in photographing the airplane when it was direcr-ly over-
head. By transmitting a radio signal the instant he actuated the camera, the
photographer synchronizec, the records of the instr-mcnts in the airplane with
the photograph of the airplane. At the tim- of each test run, the atmospheric

pressure and temperature at the camera station were measured with the 0 ltimeter
and the thermometer.

The precision-trazking radar was used for the ground-radar methoa
(fig. 9.9). This _, Ldar provided measurements of elevation angle and slant
range from which the geometric height of the airplane could be computed. The
elevation angle and slant ra-rje were rec-orded on a magnetic tape whict. wis syn-
chronized with the records :ýf the airborne instruments by radio Signals.

Ground-camera tests.- With the airplane at rest on the ground p.ior to the
test runs, the statoscope chamber was sealed and the pressure in the chamber
recorded. The airplane was then flown over the camera at an altitude of about
500 ft at a succession of test airspeeds. When the airplane returned to the
ground, the pressure in the stz Loscope was recoL,7qd a'ain to measure any differ-
ence from the initial recording.

The pressure recorded by &he statoscope when the airplane is above the
camera is the sum of (1) t"':e difference between the static pressure at the
ground level where the st3toscope was sealed and the static pressure at the
flight level of the airplane and (2) the position error of the static-pressure
installation.
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As shown in figure 9.10, the flight level Z of the airplane is determined
from the elevation Ec of the camera station, the height hc of the camera
lens a&ove Ec, and the height h of the airplane above the camera lens, mea-
sured at the level of the wing tips. For airplanes with wings tiat flex upward
in flight, the value of h is adjusted by an amount Ah to account for the
deflection of the wing tips. The height h is calculated from

bh f b-- (9.27)

. h 6ee is• the wing- -spla-Of-the "airplane ,-b-- the -span of the ai rplane image
on the photographic film, and f the focal length of the camera lens.

& Since the reference height at which the statoscope is sealed is Zr, the
difference between this height and the flight level is Z - Zr = AZ. The
decrease in the static pressure 6 pc through this height increment is computed
fron equation (3.3) expressed here as

apc = -om AZ (9.28)

where Dm is the density at th.e midpoint between Zr and Z. The density at
the midpoint is computed from the following equation:

5 = s,m) (9.29)

where p is the density at the camera (determined from measurements of p
and T at that elevation), ps is the standard density at the camera elevation,

,and Ds,m is the standard density at the midpoint.

The position error Ap of the aircraft installation is then determined
from

Ap = 6p - 6 pc (9.30)

where 6p is the pressure increment measured by the statoscope and 6 pc is
the pressure increment computed from equation (9.28).

A sample calculation of the determination of Ap by the ground-camera
method is given in part I of appendix B.

In the tests to determine the accuracy of the ground-camera method, four
test runs were made at each of four airspeeds (150, 200, 260, and 320 knots)
during one flight and at two airspeeds during a second flight. Since the weight
of the airplane varied by as much as 15 percent during a flight, the weight for
each test run was computed (from indications of the fuel consumed) so that the
static-pressure errors at each test speed could be compared directly on the
basis of lift coefficient.
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The results of the tests are presented in figure 9.11 in terms of the vanl
ation of the position error of the aircraft installation with lift coefficient.
The standard deviation a of these data, determined from measurements of the
displacement of the data points from the faired curve, is about 0.3 lb/ft
which corresponds to an altitude error of about 4 ft at sea level. For this
value of 0, the waximum probable error (defined as 3 times the standard devia-
tiou and having a probability of 99.7 percent) is about I lb/ft 2, or about
12 ft at sea level. The corresponding error (10) in terms of pP/qc is
-0.2 percent at 200 knots (4 - 0.3) and ±0.1 percent at 320 knots (M = 0.5).

4----__The_confidence with which the mean value of the data was determined is
given by the following equation for a confidence level- CLo-0f 99 percent:

0

CL 9 9 = 5.84 • (9.3:

where n is the number of measurements for a given test condition. For the
value of a of 4 ft and for four measurements at each of the test airspeeds,
the confidence level of t.he data is 10 ft. Thus, for a given position error i:
terms of an altitude error, the accuracy of the value of the altitude error,
for a confidence level of 99 percent, is ±10 ft.

Tracking-radar tests.- For the pressure-height survey required of the
tracking-radar method, the airplane was flown in a series of level-flight runs
at each of three altitudes (24 000, 25 000, and 26 000 ft) through an area abo
10 miles in diameter. For each survey run, the geometric height of the airpla:
was measured by the radar. Prior to the first survey run, the statoscope was
sealed at an altitude of 24 000 ft with the airplane at an indicated airspeed
200 knots. With the airplane remaining at 200 knots, survey runs were then ma

at six locations at each of the three test altitudes. For each survey run, th
value of the pressure measured by the statoscope was corrected for the positic
error at the 200-knot spued determined by the ground-camera tests. These cor-
rected pressures thus provided a measure of free-stream static pressure at eac
measured geometric height.

After the initial pressure-height survey, four calibration test runs were
made at each of three airspeeds (235, 320, and 370 knots) at an altitude of
about 25 000 ft. Immediately after the last test run, a second pressure-heigh
survey was made at the same airspeed and altitudes as in the initial survey

Figure 9.12 is a plot of the initial pressure-height survey; and of the
second survey 72 min later. For each calibration test run, the free-stream
static pressure was determined from the geometric height of the airplane, the
time of the run after the initial survey, and an interpolation of the two sur-
veys for the pressure at that time. Note that the pressure and height scales
the figure are broken to provide expanded scales for the two measurements. F-
the evaluation of the data of the tests, the surveys were plotted on a much
larger chart to form continuous curves throughout the height range.
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The results of the high-altitude calibration tests are presented is. fig-
ure 9.13 in terms of the variation of the position error of the aircraft intal-
lation with lift coefficient. For these data, the standard deviation is about
0.34 lb/ft 2 with a corresponding altitude error of about 10 ft at an altitude
of 25 000 ft. The maximum probable error, therefore, is about. I lb/ft 2 or
about 30 ft at 25 000 ft. The corresponding error (10) in terms of Ap/qc is
±0.2 percent at 235 knots (M = 0.5) and ±0.1 percent at 370 knots (m - 0.88).
The confidence level of the mean of the data (for CL = 99 percent) is ±34 ft.

The variation of the static-pressure errors of figures 9.11 and 9.13 as a
-A - function of .M rather than CL was shown previously in figure 7.22.

Since the flight manual for the test airplane gives the position errors of
the fuselage-vent system in terms of altitude errors, the position errors in
figures 9.11 and 9.13 have been converted to altitude errors and plotted in
figure 9.14. For sea-level calibrations, the flight-manual values and the cali-
bration with the ground-camera method are essentially the same. At an altitude
of 25 000 ft, the flight-manual values and the tracking-radar calibration differ
by less than 50 ft for airspeeds up to 350 knots.

In the description of the tracking-radar method given in this chapter,
some details relating to the experimental procedure and the test data evaluation
have been omitted. For P. complete discussion of the application of this rethod,
the reader is referred to reference 13.

1
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TABLE 9.1.- FLIGHT CALIBRATIONI METHODS FOR DETFRMINfNG

Method accuracy or precisiona(approximate 1G values)

Calibration Test Speed restrictions
method altite Accuracy, Precision,

ra.,ge e'znismz Mapercent qc percent qc

Trailing bomb Low/high Stall cm - 0-4 ±2.0 (m a 0.1)
speed to 0.85 10.2 (M - 0.35)

Trailing cone Low/hish min. en - 1.5 -0.2
(M - 0.7 to 0.88)

Pacer a.,.. aft Low/%hgh Min. LFS Max. LFS ±0.7 (M - 0.5)
-±0.2 (M - 1.0)

Tower Very low Kinz. LFS Max. LFS -1.0 (N4- 0.15)
t_0.2 (V. - 0.30)

Tracking radar High Min. LFS Max. dive ±0.2 (M = 0.5)
_ _speed ±0-.1 (M = 0.88)

Radar altimeter High Min. LFS Max. LFS t1.0 (N = 0.8)

Ground camera Very low Min. LFS Max. LFS t0.2 (M - 0.3)
±0.1 (H - 0.5)

Tracking-radar/ High Min. LFS Max. LFS 113.5 (14 = 0.5)
pressure- ±0.1 (K = 3.0k
altimeter

Accelerometer High Min. LF5 Max. dive ±0.5
speed (H - 0.6 to 0.8)

Recording High Min. LFS Max. dive ±4.5 (N = 0.8)
thermometer upeed

Trailing Low Stall hM - 0.2 ±2.5 (1 = 0.08)
anefometer speed ±1.0 (N = 0.16)

Speed course Low M.in. LFS hM - 0.2

Sonic speed High Min. LUS Max. LFS ±8.0 (H - 1.0)

Total High Min. LFS Max. dive ±0.5 (M - 1.5)
lemperature speed ±2.0 (N = 3.0)

See page 148 foL footnotes.
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POSITON ERROR OF STATIC-PRESSURE INSTALLATION

Calibration method requirements

Initial Measurements Instruments Refs.
reference Survey of (b)

pressure, pe a.osphere
obtained Aircraft Ground Aircraft Ground

from -

qc,p',p -- AS!, Alt, DPI 1,2,3,4

- - q .p 'P --- AS T, Alt, DPI 5,6,7,8

"q-,P AS!, Alt 9,10

Pressure- Iqc&,p Zc,• AS!, Alt Camera in 11
height tower

Low-speed Pressure- qc,pl Z IPR, APR Tcacking 13
calibrationf height I radac

Low-speed Pressure- qc,.p,z -- AS!, Alt, 17
calibration height Radar alt.

...... qc,p pT,Z AS!, Alt Camera, 13
Alt or
barograph,
IT

Low-speed --- q,p'.T' Z Alt, IPR, Tracking 10
calibration APR, RT radar

Low-speed -- p.T', --- IPR, APR, RT, 20
calibration ax1 az,8 RA. AAR

Low-speed Pressure- ,p'.,T --- IPR, APR, RT - 21

calibration temperature

--- --- IPR, APR, RT, --- 22

T#,V Trailing
anemometer

--- _ q'tp-,T' 1
•VT ASI, Alt, IT Stop watch 23

Temperature- qcp' VqZ IPR, APR Tracking 15
height, radar,

wind speed Rawinsonde

Temperature- q ,p*,T* Z IPR. APR, RT Tracking 10,24
height j radar,

l-Radiosonde
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9I

FOOTNOTES FOR TABLE 9.1

avalues quoted have been achieved. With different instrumentation and

experimental techniques, the accuracy or precision obtained may vary from these
values.

bThe following abbreviations are used in this column:

AAR attitude-angle recorder
Alt altimeter
APR absolute-pressure recorder
ASI airspeed indicator
DPI differential-pressure instrument
IPR impact-pressure recorder
IT indicating thermometer
RA recording accelerometer
RT recording thermometer

CMaximu- speed at which bomb can be trailed without unstable oscillations

in suspension cable.

dLFS level flight speed

em - 1.5 is the highest speed at which tests have been ccnducted (ref. 8).

SLow-speed calibration is necessary if radiosonde is not used to make
pressure-height survey.

gManeuvers must be conducted in vertical plane.

hM = 2.0 limitation determined by a requirement that qc q.

'9 ground speed of aircraft
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- p Pacer aircraft

Trailing

P I. P"p

PI Trailing
bomb

(a) p measured at reference pressure source below,
behind, or alongside aircraft.

i-P
5

From 
pP4

tracking I-P3
radar

P3 - P

P2 -

Z Low altitude High altitude

(b) p derived from measurement of height of aircraft and
pressure gradient at test altitude range.

Figure 9.1.- Four techniques for determining free-stream stat:c
pressure p at flight level of aircraft.
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pP

Z <500 ft

p andT I

IIii I/111I

(c) p at height of aircraft calculated from p and T at
ground and assumption of standard temperature gradient.

p Flight path T'1

AZ (or-Z

z t

(d) p at height of aircraft derived from change in
height from an initial height.

Figure 9.1.- Concluded.
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Differential-pressure
recorder (capsule type)

To aircraft in aircraft
static-pressure
source

Zorifices

16 in.

(a) Diagram.

Figure 9.2.- Trailing bomb. Weight = 15 lb. (Adapted from ref. 1.)
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L-79-357
(b) Photograph.

Figure 9.2.- Concluded.
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2.0 ft

0

1' 0 incidence

-4.1 ft

Figure 9.3.- Trailing bomb with wings at negative angle of
incidence. (Adapted from ref. 2.)
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Figure 9.6.- Anemometer trail positions for two flight co.nditions
superimposed on induced velocity field below airplane. z is
vertical distance, x is horizontal distance, and b is wing
span. (Adapted from ret. 22.)
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L-62-1489. 1
Figiure 9.8.- Ground-based equipment used for calibrations

at low altitudes. (Adapted from ref. 13.)
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Figure 9.13.- Calibration of fuselage-vent system

at an altitude of 25 000 ft. (Adapted from

ref. 13.)
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CHAPTER X

ERRORS DUE TO PFESSURE-SYSTEM LAG AND LEAKS

As noted in chapter II, the pressure at an instrument car, be different from
the pressure at the pressure source because of a time lag in tae transmission of
pressures. The pressur. at the instrument can also differ from that at the
pressure source when there is a leak in the pressure system. For both cases,
the instrument indications will be in error by an amount corresponding to the
pressure drop in the system. In this chapter, analytical and experimental
methods &'or determining the errors due to pressure-system lag and leaks are
discussed. Sample calculations of an estimation of the lag and leak errors of
a c.iven pressure system are given in part II of appendix B.

System Lag

When the pressure at the pressure source is changing rapidly, as in the
case of high-speed dives or climbs, air flows into, or out of, the pressure
source (pitot tube, static-pressure tube, or fuselage vents). Under these con-
ditions, the pressure at the instruments lags behind the pressure at the source
because of (1) the time for the pressure change to propagate along the tubing
(acoustic lag) and (2) the pressure drop associated with the flow through the
tubing (pressure lag). In the following sections, mathematical expressions for
both forms of lag are described.

Acoustic lag.- As noted in reference 1, the speed of the pressure propaga-
tion along the pressure tubing is the speed of sound. The magnitude of the
acoustic lag thus depends only on the speed of sound a and the length of the
tubing L as expressed in the following equation:

T = L/a (10.1)

where T is the acoustic lag time. Since the speed of sound at the lower alti-
tudes is on the order of 1000 ft/sec, errors due to acoustic lag are of concern
only for pressure systems having very long lengths of pressure tubing. For the
tubing lengths of the instrument systers in service aircraft, errors aesociated
with acoustic lag are of no significance.

Pressure lag.- When air in tubing between a pressure source and an instru-
ment is flowing, the pressure at the instrument is different from the pressure
at the source, and the indication of the instrument is in error by an amount
equivalent to the pressure drop between the two ends of the tubing. For a rate
of pressure change dp/dt at the pressure source, the pressure drop Ap and
the lag of the pressure sys.em are related by the following equation:

•p= Ad (10.2)
dt
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where X is the lag constant of the system defined by the following equation
from reference 2:

A 1281LLC (10.3;d4p

where L and d are the length and internal diameter of the tubing, C Ls th,
total volume of the instrument chambers, p is the pressure, and w is the
coefficient of viscosity of air. This equation assumes laminar flow in the
tubing and applies rigorously only to straight tubing of constant diameter.

Once the value of A of an instrument system is known, the errors in air-
speed and altitude associated with any given rate of climb or descent of the air
craft can be determined from equation (10.2) and the appropriate pressure table
in appendix A.

The condition of laminar flow required by equation (10.2) is met when the
pressure drop Ap along the tubing remains lower than that given by the follow-
ing equation frnm reference 2:

32U2 LNReAp -110.4

pd
3

where NRe is the Reynolds number. Since airflow in a straight tube remains
laminar for NRe no greater than about 2000, the limiting pressure drop for
laminar flow at sea lev'el can be expressed as

k = 6.5 x 10-3 (10.5
L d3

where Ap/L is in pounds per square ft per ft and d is the internal diameter
of the tubing in inches. At altitude, the limiting pressure drop for lamirar
flow is given by

Ap- _o a) a 6.5 x103(.E
L Pac 24 \l0d3

where the subscripts o and a refer to sea level and altitude. In table 10.
the limiting pressure drops for laminar flow at sea level and 30 000 ft are giv:-
for four tubing diameters.

For relatively simple pressure systems with few bends and tees in the
tubing, the lag -onstant can usually be calculat3d with satisfactory accuracy
from equation (10.2) and a knowledge of the geometry of the system. For more
complex pressure systems, and especially for those research installations :n
which lag is in important factor, the lag constant of the system zan be deter-
mined experimentally by one of the three test procedures described in refer-
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ence .. The computational procedures for correcting measured pressures for
press-ire-lag errors are also given in reference 1.

For pitot-static pressure systems, the lag characteristics of mechanical

instrument systems differ markedly from those of systems incorporating electrical
pressure transducers. With tý? mechanical instruments, for example, the lag of
the pitot system is very much smaller than that of the static-pressure system
because of the great difference in the volumes at the ends of the two pressure
lines. The volume at the end of the pitot line is very small (the volume of
the differential-pressure capsule), whereas the volume at the end of the static-
pressure line is the combined volume of all instrument chambers connected to the
line (fig. 2.3). Thus, for those instruments coniected to both the pitot and
static-pressure lines, the errors in the indications due to lag are determined
primarily by the lag in the static-pressure system.

For the measurement of airspeed (or impact pressure) in research investi-
gations, the lags of the pitot and static-pressure systems are sometimes
"balanced" in an attempt to eliminate the airspeed error due to the difference
in the lag of the two systems. This balancing of the lag of the two systems is
accomplished by adding tubing to the pitot system until the lag of that system
equals the lag of the static-pressure system. However, while balancing the
pressure lines can often eliminate airspeed errors in rate-of-climb testing,
airspeed errors in dive testing can be larger than those that were present
before balancing (ref. 1).

With systems employing electrical pressure transducers (figs. 11.13
and 11.14), the lag in the pi-ct and static-pressure lines is essentially the
same because the volumes at the ends of the two lines are very nearly equal.
Since the volumes of the transducers are also very small and since the length of
tubing between the transducer and the pressure source is generally short, the
lag of this type system is usually so small that it is of no concern.

Means of reducing lag.- In the design of a pressure system incorporating
mechanical instruments, the principal means of reducing the acoustic lag and
pressure lag are related to the size of the tubing and the instrument volume.
For example, the acoustic lag (eq. (10.1)) can be minimized by simply keeping
the pressure tubing line reasonably short, while the pressure lag (eq. (10.2))
can be reduced by reducing tubing length, increasing tubing diameter, or reduc-
ing instrument volume. For installations requiring more than one set of instru-
ments, the volume at the end of each preE re line can be reduced by installing
a separate pressure source for each set o- instruments. For a system with a
given instr,,unent volume, the lag can generally be reduced by increasing the
diameter of the tubing. However, if the tubing is connected to a static-
pressure tube, any increase in the tubing diameter should be related to the
number and size of the orifices, because usually the total area of the orifices
should be about the same as the cross-sectional area of the tubing. Finally,
for any pressure system, the pressure lag can be reduced by minimizing the num-
ber of bends and connections in the tubing system. For a more extensive dis-
cussion of the influence of the various design parameters on the lag of Dressure-
measuring systems, the reader is referred to reference 3.
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With systems employing electrical pressure transducers, both forms of
are small because of the snall volume of the pressure chambers and the shc:
lengths of tubing ordinarily used with this type system.

System Leaks

The pressure at the instrument can be different from that at the pres
source if there is a l',ak in the system and if the pressure outside the s-.,
is different from that inside. A leak within the cockpit of a pressurized
cabin, for example, can alter the pressure inside the instrument when the
craft is at a high altitude. On the other hand, a leak in a part of the s
in an unpressurized azea might have little effect. The magnitude of the p.
sure error due to a leak, therefore, depends not only on the size of the 1
but also on the pressure drop across the leak.

To minimize pressure errors resulting from leaks, the civil and milit
agencies require leak tests of individual instruments (for case leaks) and
the complete instrument system installed in the aircraft. The tests of th.
static-pressure system are conducted by applying suction to the static-pre.
source until the pressure in the system reaches a specified pressure altit
With the pressure held constant, the effects of any leaks appear as rates
change in airspeed and altitude indicated by the cockpit instruments. Tes
the pitot system are conducted in the same manner, except that pressure is
applied to the pitot tube.

A number of different leak tolerances for the systems have been spec:
from time to time, by the civil and military agencies. The most stringen-
these tolerances requires the leak rate for the static-pressure system to
more than 100 ft/min (indicated by the altimeter) when the system pressure
sponds to the maximum pressure altitude for which the airciaft is certifie
For the pitot system, the tolerance is 1 knot/min (indicated by the airspL

indicator) when the system pressure equals the impact pressure correspond±
the maximum speed of the aircraft.

The errors in airspeed and altitude that result from a leak of a give
and a given pressure differential across the leak can be determined from
leak rate (i.e., the rate of pressure change dp/dt) determined from a gr:
test of the system, (2) the lag constant A computed from equacion (10.3:
(3) the lag constant X1  of the leak. The value of A? can be calculat-c
from the following equation:

(T0-PT, a) IPo + PT, a
-= dp/dt + •c + Pa )

where

PT,o ambient pressure during ground test

PT,a test pressure in system during ground test
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dp/dt rate of pressure change due to leak measured in ground test

Pa pressure at pitot or static-pressure source at flight altitude

PC compartment or cabin pressure at flight altitude

The pressure error Apj due to the leak can then be cowputed from

Ap = Pi - Pa = X-I + A(pc - Pa) (10.8)

where pi is the pressure inside the instrument. From the value of Apj, the
corresponding errors in airspeed and altitude can be determined from the tables
in appendix A.

The errors in the instrument indications that result from a leak in the
pressure system can also be determined experimentally in flight. In tests
reported in reference 4, for example, a calibrated leak device, capable of
introducing five different size leaks into a pressure system, was connected to
the static-pressure line in the cockpit of a transport airplane. The altitude
error produced by each leak was then determined at a number of altitudes and for
different cabin pressures. After the flight tests, ground tests were conducted
to measure the leak rate of each leak in terms of altitude change per minute.
The ground and flight tests thus provided a means of directly relating the
altitude error and leak rate of a given size leak. The results of these tests
showed that for leaks producing altitude errors as small as 10 ft, the leak rate
was much larger than the 100 ft/min rate specified for the leak tolerance dis-
cussed earlier. In other words, the altimeter errors of systems complying with
this leak tolerance would be essentially negligible.
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TABLE 10.1.- LIMITING PRESSURE DROP PER FOOT FOR

LAMINAR FLOW IN T"BING

Tubing diameter, Limiting Ap/L,
in. (lb/ft 2 )/ft, at -

Outside Inside Sea level 30 000 ft

1/8 j 0.060 30.1 69.4
3/16 .114 4.4 10.0
1/4 .188 1.0 2.3
5/16 .250 .4 1.0
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CHAPTER XI

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT ERRORS

Aircraft instruments are required to meet specified standards of accuracy.
These accuracies are expressed in terms of error tolerances (allowable errois)
which may be stated as a percent of the measured quantity, as a percent of the
full-scale range of the instrument, or as a series of individual tolerances for
given values of the measured quantities.

The specified accuracies of the instruments vary depending in the type of
instrument and on the state of the art at the time the instrument was developed.
The accuracy of the "precision" mechanical altimeter, for example, is greater
than that of the older "sensitive" altimeter. Similarly, the accuracics of
electrical instruments are greater than those of the mechanical types, and of
the twc electrical instrument systems, the electronic pressure-transducer system
is som.what more accurate than the servoed instrument systems.

Until recent years, mechanical instruments were used in all types of air-
craft; they are still widely used in general aviation aircraft and in older
civil transport and military aircraft. Servoed instrument sys:ems, a later
development, have been used for some years in turbojet transport and military
jet aircraft, while electronic pressure-transducer systems, an even later
development, are now being used in some turbojet transport and military jet
aircraft.

The Federal Aviation Administration specifies the accuracy of instruments
used in civil aircraft, while the U.S. Air Force, Army, and Na-.v specify :ne
accuracy of instruments used in military aircraft. For the instruments dis-
cussed in this chapter, the accuracies have, for the most part, beer, extracted
from instrument standards specified by the Air Force.

Mechanical Instruments

As noted in chapter II, the scale error (i.e., the difference between an
instrument indication and the correct value) is generally the largest of the
various instrument errors. Thus, the determination of this error is the nrimar-,
concern of the laboratory testing of the instrumeents.

When it has been determined that the scale errors of a particular instr-
ment conform to the specified toleranzes, the instrument is considered acc,,ct-
able for operational use However, since the scale error is systematic
(repeatable), many aircraft operators require that correctionz for the error
be applied in order to achieve an accuracy greater than the set--ified accuracy.

In this section, the specified tolerances :or the errors -ýf each type f
instrument are presented and the 'aboratory teŽst procedures f:r the calibration
of the instruments are outlined.
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- -. Altimeter.- The altitude display of the mnechanical altimeter is a circular
scale with one or more rotating pointers. Examples of dial-type altitude dis.--
plays are the three-pointer display of figure 11.1(a) and the drun.-pointcr (or
similar counter-pointer) display of figure 11.1(b). With the three-pointer .ii--
play, the long pointer rotates one revollitie'a per 1000 ft, the short pointer
one revolution per 10 000 ft, and the pointer with the triangular index one
revolution per 100 000 ft. With the drum-Fointer (or counter-pointer) disp-lay,
the pointer rotates one revolution per 1000 ft and the drum (or counter) rotatus
to indicate 1000-ft or !0 000-ft increments. Thus, for altimeters with an
80 000-ft range, the long pointer on both types of displays rotates aO times.

Since the scale of the altimeter is uniform, wherseas the -decrease in ir~.
sure with heigh-. is exponential, the pressure increment corresp~onding to a
height increment decreases with altitude (for example, the increment 1:;
76 lb/ft 2 rer 1000 ft at sea level, 19 lb/ft 2 pr10 ta 090fil

3 bf2 per 1000 ft at 80 000 ft). As a result, measurement of prtessiur_.~ alt-1
tude becomes increasingly difficult at higher altitudes. As is shown later,
this measurement difficulty is reflected in thL much larger scale *-rrors that
are allowed at higher altitudes.

As a consequence of the great scale senlsitivity of 't:e altlffeter, e.rr,)r:;
due to hysteresis and drift can be of significance. These *Žrr,:r:;, tc,;e!th-r
the errors due to aftereffect ýhysteresis at sea-lev-l L-r' ssuru) and r'.cov--r-..
(drift at sea-level Pressureý) , are illustrated in a o3escr~ition- -. a
calibraLion (fig. 11.2).

For the scale-error calithration of an altirmeter, the in.strn'!M2nt is~o.
nected to a mercury barometer and a suction pump. The barometr.-c subdiall of
altimeter is set to 29.92 (fig. 11.1(a)), and the :;y5*(.t pressuire is ad-us-'.d

.... 29.92 in. Hg. The altimeter indication at this initial test sr~in, is 'td js
then the pressure is reduced, at a rate crr:sr4)ndinq to) *3b'j-it3
the next test point (fii;. 11.2) . At each t-est *,oint, h :.*sr. -

stant for aizout 2 ninr a nd ih ins t r*.men t ~r at'<:. r ~ *

cation is noted. .4he-n the trt p-Oint at tne 1YI.i-I.M -- ::;t -. . .

reached, th-e p~reus,;.re is incre-ased to tw.> nyst-ir.-sist:.....:u
to the initial teý. c :ressure. The atmtr~:t. .

* ~~~~than the initial indication (!because of a *f~t
* -the tnitia: indication (because of rieccver-y -f-.~t..'. *V-2f . *~'

lapse. the indication returns to the initia' : :- (-1 -- .. .

The recover,. t.-rrcr is the- *_xtent f: rni _r%

As indtcated in fý,7:re 11.2, -i str.: tn.ý-
-- .~~~~ test preszzre. between the instrurient ~ia~::~t~n' n•

is iecreas~nq and when it is Lncr.Ž-a.7ing -qt.*.

- - g~~ive-n vu -iurinq pL r,:ssureý fi A .........
ment indicaýtion dr±4.zs pnar oint B.7-..
"c.lose" t;-: h*ysteres1 --

For tne cert_,:i:atio, ol an l:t.r: e t:a .-. . .-

deternMined at decrea ;inq nr-Ls3ujros ar: r-:.i*: :
toleranc zan i (f. i13 'i ned . * **-- . ... .

i7:
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scale errors (circ'lar test points in fig. 11.2) are the values used in the
"preparation of correction charts or for the scale-error corrections in air data
computers.

-- The scale-error tolerances for two types of sensitive altimeters (refs. I
-- and 2) and two types of precision altimeters (refs. 3, 4, and S) are pr(.sunted

in table 11.1. Also tabulated are the hyjteresis tolerances at two test alti-
* tudes and the aftereffect tolerance at sea-level pressure. Niote that the cali-

bration standards for these instruments do not require tests for the drift and
recovery errors. A comparison of the scale-error tolerances for the four
altimeters provides an indication of the improved accuracy that has oeen
achieved through the years.

--- Determination of the hysteresis at two test points, specified by standard
test procedures, defines only a part of the hysteresis cycle. rn tests -o leter-
mine the complete hysteresis cycles of three types of altimrter (ref. C), a
number of type C-12, C-13, and M4A-l altimeters were calibrated through';ut t:.e
hysteresis cycle. The calibrations of representative instruments of eachi altim-
eter type are presented in figure 11.3. in table 11.2, values of hysteresis

-- errors (at the standard test points) for all thu inst-ruments a.,r compared 'itn
tCe hysteresis tolerances. Also tabulated are the aftereffect errors ýnd t-Clr-
ances. These results are of interest in sh4.wing the hysteresis ind a..tre.c.
errors of the precision-type altimeter to be very much lower than the Snecifi.,'
tolerances.

In further tests of the three types of altimeter, th._1 -r:'t *.rrror -
determined through I-hour and 6-hour test periods. Thv drift errors cff a
sentative instrument of each altimeter tyee are shown in figure 11.4. These
data show the major part of the 6-hour drift occurs within a short .ier:od after
the start of the test.

Airspeed indicator.- An example of a mechanlcal-ty-•,Ž air-::.: ncat--r
tne disk-pointer instrument shown in figure 11.5. The ranq; •-f tni:; :ndi-cat-r
is 50 to 650 knots and the scale-error tolerancps thirouqh thia s:...e'J ri::'. 3r.:

given in table ll.! (from ref. 7).

The airspeed indicator is calibrated by applyisi nr"3;jr.'s to
port of the instrum, ent and measuring the diffrrence between thneie n...•u'r,.- 3..:

-- "*" "•the existing atmospheric pressure with a m.?rcury lano.)-meOr. Th._. 3ff; - --
pressures corresponding to given values of calitk;rat.-'4 aJr•r,,'i ir.:.
tables A9 and All of appendix A.

True-airspeed indicator.- Since tht, true-3irs;ee-d :'..: .... :';
of impact pressure, static pressure, and te.-perature, -in ;.rir.,n x'..--.
giVen ranqe of true airspeed must bf? designed "'•r , i:-

and temperature. Jith the indicator -f r f,:r.cnct,, f.r •x37.-1.-,
airspeed range is 450 knots, the altituic ranao-- i , s 5 J
temperature range ia -6 0° C to 409 C. A .:!hotrqraph )f ::..;tr'-.*. .
in figure 11.6.
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Wor the laboratory calibration of the in..trument, the tezFxprature probe- ii

immersed in d temperaturq-controlled bath, and tUe pressure inside the inrtru-

ment case is adjusted to a specified value of pressure altitude (rn.,:iur,!d with

a barometer). P&-essures corresponding to given values of 'al:,r t..i . -ed,
"measured with ai manometer, are then applied to the pitot i.ort ,': t-ii1iirJMo.1:t.

As the, table: of the scale-error tolerances for the tru.:-,-r-:-.,d i:,di-

cator aru too exter•sive to be included in this text, only a few •: tncu .xtr,:•:
values are liL=ted in table 11.4 to indicate the specified accuracy of ttu-

ins~trument.

.Machmeter.- An example cf a mLechanical-type Machmetr, havi:.q a r,,:i';. froei

--. 0.5 to 1.5, is shown in fiqur,- 11.7. .if the 43 t,:st voint2 r,.q'4 r.., f,,r iii-

bratie:h of this :.1ic.hmeter, the diff-ýr-:,cvs bOe-tweevn the indicate-d .1:,d t'! st a

numbers are required to meet the following tol.rances (ref. 9):

""''J. J;8:4for 32 tett :•oints
-J.-Jl)M f-r 7 t,.t pints

"'•. lM for 4 t.--st :A)i:,ts

aln%:e_ t:i,! 1L;c;ze i~Actuited vy i~mp~act i,,-ressuru atid _;tutiý r~: ur tnte

ir:itrUMU1t IJ :i1 irJated With tne itatic pressiur in tin. ;--r_-1d 2s.
,-onLtanit whi±. :ressure :osrr.uidond t, given values .)f •al ir.t.- a~r.;p.,e',
art aLi ,. : itut t. An abbreviated list )f tr.- t;t Mch :ý.i=i.-rs

Si .•;',:CU .z ,•r "t:.,: •c.,,:-vrr~,r _-,ili;ratiori s 41-i*'--n :i tiLl-- 11.5 r.• r . )

ate:•-o•f- imL indicator.- As :-,(tvd in Thapter 1I , the ratk:-o):-:-1mb ,:.di-

":at,;r i•; dig:;.- wLth a -iapillary tube that controls the rate of :low ,Jf air
-rom the st.Atic-Lrvs.•ure source into the instrument chiamer. Th 1 ,evicLe pro-

vides correct mvi--ures of vrt'.-a1 speevd when the aircraft i:; in a -iteidy climib

or d.:,scvnt. F'r the rapi!, ,:,:;u.- in vertical spe:,!d that can o,*chr ,it t :;tirt

and f~nizh u` a -linmb or 'Iescit, huwe.ver, the iudicatcd ":,%rtic.A ;pfl,:d lat.; ,:
-orrect "/dla,. T: vcr3..'m t:A.1 1,4g, s Vjrtical ,ic,:.-i,-ratio±A e..t im.5LuO'ŽZ,

incorporatea i:. lateýr .. del:; c,.eI mz:sta:ata:;eo's (,r l:.er ;aJ ) .'.rti •1-...,-e,
"- - i:,(idiiat,'r..

A;. .:Xa.. .. : a :-.i_ rat.-,- :I :.f .. :,,icau, ;.; .; -4, 1i: ; -ur.I 1 . .i ,n

d,_scri-S.: r-: r.f.*r,:Aic. 13. .:r::. .'. brat:en ": thi.; , :.' i:.ii-

catý,r a.; -,Il--,.-ii a- .- ' ::.- .r t,;.ft"..r w ith ii a .r.,: -; : A, i1t c*: ..
tiin :.; .1;.!,± to t!' ::S.iLtLr . .:...jtl':: a 4 - .. |ra *- ::,':.: t a itli-1c,

. " ' U' ; ,:r .An.i whh rat:-:_-t:;. tvhe;:, ,r:r *: r

S " ":%,ttV•'•ang ("- aiit...ie- •.md .ne2 rate_ 1:s•i~c.,te'i t:;c: ra..-, t- !.•: n. :'.." U ;

tol.ra:i.z. f r Ai: id.di:atur Iavv'.; rangi! iq o ',q :t,.n:, ar.. Si .t. n
table- 1l.o} (f-.- ref. 1'),.

.. ', ' '.-:;.' I ff..r,:no-'e; L:tw.:n mechan,: l IA:'! .-. i.: r, : :l - :.,

"" .;y;t,-S., i.A'4rf e: 'f ., r,-chan c.il a;'.;m.,n .ind )* t::.. two - -- :: , ;-.'-

te :' Are : r,.::e:mt. in t.,;iur.: 11. .
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With the mechanical instrument system, the pressure-sensing element
(cap.ule) is located in the instrument, the instrument indications are not cor-
rected for scale error or the position error of the qta-tiz-pLessure installation,
and the flight information is presented on dial-pointer displays (single or
multiple pointer, drum-pointer, or counter-pointer).

With the servoed instrument system, the pressure-sensing element (capsule)
is located in a computer (central air data computer (ref. ii)) which, can correct
for both the scale error of the capsule and the position error of the static-
pressure installation. The output signals of the computer thus reFresent cor-
rected flight quantities (pressure altitude, calibrst-d airspeed, etc.). These
computer-corrected signals are transmitted to the instrument where the flight

- •information is presented on dial-pointer displays (including the ccunter-drum-
-.. pointer display in fig. 11.10) or on vertically moving scale displays such as

those in figure 11.11.

With electronic pressure-transducer systems, the pressure-sensing element
(diaphragm or bellows) is located in the electrical pressure trar.ducer. The
signals generated in the transducer are linearized in a microproc-Lssor (computcr)
which can also apply corrections for the position error of the bta::c-pressure
installation. These corrected signals can then be presented on dial-pointer
displays, vertical scale displays, LED (light emitting diode) displays, or CRT
(cathode ray tube) displays.

As noted previously, the accuracy of servoed instrument syste.s is gr-.ater

than that of mechanical instruments and the accuracy of electronic -ressure-
transducer systems is generally greater than that of servoed instr-ment tystems.
In the following sections, the accuracies of a servoed instrument system and of
two types of electronic pressure-transducer systems are discussed.

Servoed instrument system.- The servoed instrument system is a form of
servomechanism incorporating feedback between the computer and the Instrument
(fig. 11.12). In the computer, a synchrotel is actuated by the defiections of
a capsule, while in the instrument, the pointer or other type display ir, actu-
ated (through a gear train) by a servomotor that is controlled by S-qnals gen-
erated by the differences in the electrical fields of the 3ynchroteC. in ti-e ,••m-
puter and another synchrotel in the instrument. Additional synrhr-rtels in the
computer are controlled by two-dimensional cams to generate the correctional
signals for the scale error of the capsule and the position error cf the static-
pressuee- isstallation.

The accuracy of a servoed instrument system is determined by I) -hŽ basic
accuracy of the computer (which includes the accuracy of the se..-,--:rrzr -r-
recticn), (2) the accuracy of the position-error correction, and (3) t.e accu-
racy with which the corrected signals from tne conTuter are transm:tted and
displayed in the instrument.

The basic accuracy of an air data computer stated in terms of the !rror
tolerances for each of the flight quantities is as follows:
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Altitude ±15 ft at. :iea level to ±80 ft at 50 000 ft

Airspeed ±2 knots at 100 knots to !4 knots at 500 knots

True airspeed ±4 knots throughout the range of the instru•.ent

Mach number ±0.01 at Mach 0.2 to !0.005 at Mach 0.95

Vertical speed ±2 percent of the indicated value

The accuracy with which the josi:ion error is corrected in the air data
corn)uter varies depending on the -Lope of the calibration curve. For positi•:I-
error calibrations with low slopes, the accuracy of the position-error ccrr~u-
tion is greater than for calibrations with steep slopes.

The accuracy with which the -:omputer-generated signals are tran!•mIt:t--d and
displayed on the various servoed instruments (refs. 12 through 15) is gie:.n Ly
the follouing specified error tolerances:

Altimeter !15 ft

Airspeed indicator fl knot

True-airspeed indicatcr :1 knot

Machmeter :0.001M

Vertizal-speed indicator t2 percent of indicated value

For installations incorporating servoed systems, a mechanical counterpart
of each servoed instrument is installed on the instrument panel for emergency
use whenever the servoed system becomes inope.rative because of electrical power
failure. With one type of altimeter (a servopner..a*.ic type in which the casul:
is located in the instrument), the mechanical transmission is activatvd •.." a
monitoring circuit whenever the servoed system becumes inoperative.

Electronic pressure-transducer systems.- An electrical prssure trar.!-iucv.r
is a small pressure-sensing device that produces electrical siqnals propcrtios.al
to the deflection o' a capsule, diaphragm, bellows, or other pressure-ser.sing
element (ref. 16). Depending on the characteristics of the transducer element,
the output signal can be etther digital (variable frequcncy) -r a1-al~ (-:.riai!q
voltage).

In the digital transducer described in reference 17, the pr,-ssure-s:nsinq
element is a single bellows in tne absolute-pressure transducer and two ,..o
bellows in the differential-pressure transducer (fig. 11.13). T rln:;.zer
element in these units is a quartz crystal oscillating nan which : r,:-n ,.
its resonant frequency thrcugh piezoelectric excitation. Thin th'.
reson~nt frequency witi. load applied by the bellows provido s a -!isitai -,u-,::ut
signal that is porportional to the applied pressure. When ".h..- t:ut ::u-:a.:
are linearized in a micropr:Dces.or as noted earlier, the--c.-an be- _r-.: It-e"
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either a cockpit display or a magnetic tape recorder (in flight-test applhza-
tions). The repeatability of the transducer is +0.005 percent the full-scale
pressure range, while the accuracy of the transducer system is About ±0.05 per-
cent of full scale. If corrections for the position error of t=e static- -ss.rurŽ
installation are applied, the additional error for this correcti:.n dpeŽnd•,'in

the slope of the position-error calibration curve, as in th,• case of _-ervc-.d

systems.

For analog transducers, the pressure-sensing elem-nt is a flat, circular
diaphragm that divides the transducer assembly into two chambers (fig. 11i.4).
The transducer element most commonly used ij, this type of transducer is e:±rhcQr -a
variable-capacitance or a variable-reluctance device. These ar.nd ther trar,-

ducer elements (strain gage, variable-resistance devi:,u-, etc.) arzŽ descried --.

reference 16.

Analog transducers are used primarily in flight-test recordxng syste'ms, fcr
whi. the output signals of the transducers are recorded on .tacnrtic tape-

in analog form (frequency modulation) or in digital form (analog-to-diq;tal con.-
version). For analog recording, the output signal is processed in a signal con-

trul un.it and a vcltaqe-controlled oscillator, whereas for digital recordi:ng

signal is pro,ý'essed in a signal control unit and a pulse code rrdulatcr. .he
accuracy Af dnalog recording !iystems is about *-I percent of the fall-scale

pressure range, while the accuracy of analog-to-diglt3l recordin. systems :1
about ±0.4 percent of full scale.

0 Azcuracy of Calibration Equ-.pm.nt

The accuracy with whivh instrument errors are determined 4eends fundamen-
tal]y on the accurac/ of the calibration test apparatas and the calibration te.•:t
technique. With high-grade barometers and manometers and skill•-d operators, it,
is possible to duplicate pressure measurements with a .recis,_oz: ,•f !. 01 ::.. H,;
(ref. 18). For routine calibrations, however, the aczuracy is Lrobabl: ::c , et.:r

tu.an 0.0•5 in. Hg at sea-level pressure and 0.003 in. Hg at :,ref-S-ures corrv-

sponding tu _I.ltcuaes on the order ct 70 000 ft. T-.he altitude *-rrors ,orr..-
sponding to these pressure accuracies ire 5 ft at -- ea lc-:el a:nd 5) ft at

70 000 ft.

For the te'ts of referen:'e 6, two different t:-ypes of barome-:-rs were ;•d :o

measure scale crrors and drift errors. The baromettr fzr th.- s:zal-error
was equipped with an automatic system for ncasurin r t-hei,;. -ahe '.

column, whereas the barometer for the drift tests had an auc'-ma±:: mue:nani=m f *r
maintain.ng the pressure in the system at a solect.Žd " Wx:. th•Ž cirz-

barometer, the pressures were indicated by a dig;ital : in-tcr ;r. :*n,:s -sk :ur.
foot, and the repeatability of the readings was found be .1

the sc'od barometer, the scale was graduated in incheS : r-- r--, ir-., .

accuracy of the pressure controller was found to t.. . :2. -.

incr.!ments corresponding to pressure -,curaci.s , :. -- : .

are ,iven in figure 11.15.
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TABLE 11.1.- ERROR TOLERANCES FOR FOUR TYPES OF' AL-,:.ME-"ERS3

[From refs. I to I

Test-point Sensitive altimeters Precision altimetcrs

altitude, - bb
ft bType C-12 bT C-13 bTyie AA--

Scale-error tolerance, ft

0 ±50 !50 t30 :30

5 000 ±150 ±100 :55 :55

10 000 ±175 ±150 *80 :80
15 000 ±235 :200 ±105 "135
20 000 ±300 :200 ±130 :130

25 000 ±375 :300 ±155 :155
30 000 :450 :300 :180 130

35 000 ±525 ±300 ±205 '295
40 000 ±600 ±300 :23)
45 000 ±675 -400 :255
50 000 ±750 :500 :280
60 000 :800 :800
70 000 ±1200 :1200
80 000 !1510 :1500

Hysteresis tolerance, ft

16 000 i -- :70

18 000 1 t70
20 000 :150 1:i00 :100
25 000 ± ±150 1:100 :1 0 0

Aftereffect tolerance, ft

0 ±60 j :50 1 :50 :3.

aAbbreviated list of test points.

1-U.!. Air Force types.
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TABLE 11.2.- HYSTERESIS AND AFTEREFFECT OF

THREE TYPES OF ALTIMETERS

[From ref. 6]

Altimeter type Minimum Maximum Averaqe Tolerance

Hysteresis, ft

C-12 80 160 112 IJ l

C-13 60 110 87 71
1- 0 45 25 Ico

Aftereffect, ft

C-12 25 60 41 60
C-13 25 55 33 53
MA-1 5 20 10 5:)



TABLE 11.3.- SCALE-ERROR TOLERANCES OF

AIRSPEED INDICATORa

[From ref. 7]

Calibrated airspeed, Tolerance,
knots knots

50 :4.0
80 ±2.0

150 ±2.5
250 ±3.0
300 ±4 0
550 ±5.0
650 ±5.0

a Abbreviated list of test points.
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TABLE 11.4.- SCALE-E~RROR TOLERANCE OF TRUE-AIRSPEED INDICAToOa

[From ref. 8]

Calibrated True airspeed, knots,
Altitude, airspeed, for bulb temperature of -

ft knots -600 C -400 C 00 C 400 C

0 100 --- --- -- 104 7
450 373 ± 8 390 ± 8 423 = 9 ---

5 000 100 --- --- 160 t 7 114 7
450 403 t 8 421 ± 8 .....

10 000 100 103 ± 7 108 ± 7 117 : 7
450 434 ± 9 ---......

15 000 100 114 ± 7 119 ± 7 129 ± 7
400 4 24 ± 9 444 ± 7 ......

20 000 109 126 ± 7 132 : 7 ---

350 410 ± 8 429 ± 7 ---...

35 000 100 174 t 6 182±6 ±..

z50 --- 423 ± 9 ......

aAbbreviated l.ist of test points.



TABLE 11.5.- SCALE-ERROR MLERALNCES FOR 74E %-ACHMETER

[From ref. 9]

(a) Tolerances

No. of test
Mach numbers

±0.00e4 32

-. 010M 7
-•015M 4

Total . . .. 43

(b) Test Mach numbers for scale-error calibrationa

Altitude, f Calibrated airzpepd, Test
ft mph Mach number

3 400 0.526
1100 1.445

5 000 400 .573
1000 1.41a

10 000 400 .625
900 1.378

15 000 300 .518
900 1.498

20.000 300 .570
800 1.443

35 000 200 .528
600 1.4•0

50 000 200 .7,2

450 1.476

aAbbreviated list of test points.
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TABLE 11.6.- SCALE-ERROR TOLERANCES FOR THE

RATE-OF-CIMB INDICATOR

[From ref. 10]

Altituuz! J Test altitude Tolerance,

ft rate of change.
ft/m.t/n

1 000 to 1 500 500 100
1 000 to 2 000 1000 t200

000 to 4 000 2000 -2o0
2 000 to 4 ,)..G 3000 1-300
2 000 to 4 000 4000 :400

2 000 to 4 00C 5000 ±500
15 000 to 17 000 2000 ±300
15 000 to 17 000 4000 ±400
28 000 to 30 000 2000 ±300
28 000 to 30 000 4000 ±400_______ 000________o______0______00__ ! 0 0 - 0
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Figure 11.3.- Scale errors and hy:.teresis of throte types

of altinteters. (Adapted from rtf. 6.)
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Figure 11.4.- Drift errors of three types of altimeters.
(Adapted from ref. 5.)
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Figure 11.7.- Machmeter. (Courtesy of
Kollsman Insrurgent Co.)

L-79-362
Figure 11.8.- Rate-of-climb indicator. (Ccurtesy

of Kolls-tan Instrument Co.)
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digit cotinter"(2digit drum

L-79- 363
Figure 11.10.- Counter-drum-pointer servoed altimeter.

(Courtesy of Harowe Systems, Inc.)
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InternalBalance weights

Quartz crystal

Oscillating beam

\"-elIlows

Static

pressure

(a) Absolute-pressure transducer.

Total

pressure Internal Balance weights

Quartz crystal

Oscillating beam

\\ Bc-llovs
Stdtic

pressure

(b) Differential-pressure transducer.

Figure 11.1l.- Quartz crystal digital pressure transducer.

(Cou tesy of Paroscientific, Inc.)
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Figure 11.14.- Analog pressure transducers.
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OIhMINAL PA. 1 :
UP PooR QUAL17Y

CHAPTER XII

OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF ALTIMETRY

In the description of the altimeter test procedures in chapter XI, it was
noted that altimeters are calibrated with the barometric subdial scale set at
29.92 in. Hg, the sea-level pressure in the standard atmosphere. If the baro-
metric subdial is also set at 29.92 in. Hg for operational use, the altimeter
indicates pressure altitude above sea level. This pressure altitude differs
from the geometric height whenever the sea-level pressure or temperature gradi-
ent of the atmosphere differs from the standard value. To account for these
variations in pressure and temperature, the barometric subdial can be adjusted
so that the altimeter i.ndicates either the elevation of the airport or zero
height at the airport elevation. Thus, in service operations, the barometric
subdial may be set at ona of three settings, which are assigned the following
2 signals in the Aeronautical Code:

QFE barometric subdial set at 29.92 in. Hg

QNH barometric subdial setting for altimeter to indicate elevation of
airport

QNE barometric subdial setting for altimeter to indicate zero at the
airport

The QNH settings are used by all aircraft for take-off and landing and for
the vertical separation of aircraft at altitudes below 18 000 ft (ref. 1). The
QNE settings are used by scme airline operators during landing approaches to
provide a cross-check with anothe" altimeter set to QNH. The QFE settings are
used by all aircraft for vertical separation at altitudes above 18 000 ft.

In practice, the pilot adjusts the barometric scale prior to take-off
until the altimeter indicates the elevation of the airport (QNH value). Before
landing at his destination, he resets the barometric scale to the existing QNH
value for that area so that the altimeter indicates the elevation of that air-
port when the aircraft lands. The current QNH settings are measured at the air-
port weather stations and are reported to the pilots by radio.

Barometric Scale Settings

The mechanisms that rotate the barometric scale and the pointers of the
altimeter are linked together so that adjusting the barometric scale rotates
the pointer. The correspondence between the two scales is the same as the
pressu:e-height relation in the standard atmosphere.

The interaction between the barometric scale and the altimeter pointer can
be illustrated with the two hypothetical atmospheric conditions shcwn in fig-
ure 12.1. The curve to the right in both charts represents the pressure-height
relation in the standard atmosphere. Sincc the barometric scale and the alti-
tude scale of the altimeter have the same relation, an identical curve,
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representing th..: two altimeter scales, can be thought to *,ie on top of the
atm•spheric curve. Thus the abscissa of the citarts can x, labeled bar',eitrtc
subdial scale as well as atmospheric pressure, and the ordinate can be lai'eled
altimeter scale as well as geometric height.

The curvn to the left in figure 12.1(a) r|pres-nts an -itamn:;pheric con.di-
tion in which the temperature gradient is st.1ndard and the ,ea-lvel pre:;:;ure
is 28.75 in. Hg. For this condition, the altimeter indicates 1100 ft if th.
barometric scale is set at 29.92 in. lig. Wheat the :-cale i.- ad ;usted to
28.75 in. Hg, the altimeter scale curve is moved downi until it inteorsoct:;
28.75 in. Hg on the zero-height axis. The altimeter pointer will theo indticate
zero, and the altimeter will indicate qeometric hlight throughout the ,[lti tude
ranqe.

The curve to the left in fiýure 12.1(b) depicts an atmospheric cotidition in
which the sea-level pressure is standard and the temperature gradient is bleow

standard. For this condition, the altimeter indicates zero height at ;tka level
when the barometric scale is set at 29.92 in. hq (the existitn; sea-level pre,.;-
sure). At heights above sea level, however, the altimeter indication.s are
higher than the geometric heights. For example, if the altint-r i:; takn to a
height of 15 000 ft where the existimg pressure it; 14.82 in. 119, the altimeter
will indicate 18 200 ft (as shown by the intersection of this; wrt,:;ur., with thý,
altimeter scale curve).

When the airport olevation i-s at stka hevl, the k'Ntl valtie i:; tho :.tn,n .- :
the existinq sea-level pressure. When the airport elevat ion iii .1n a.ppr,,ci,.iklo
height above sea level, however, the QNII value differs: from t'he s;ea-level pres-
sure whenever the temperature grad-ent differs from that in the -;tandard .atmo-
sphere. This difference can be illustiated by the example shown in fiquarto 12.2.
For the case shown, the airport elevation is 5000 ft, thet !Wea-level proiure iI
29.92 in. l11, and the temperature gradient is below standard. Whon an altirtnt:
at the airport is adjutted to indicate 5000 ft, the b11rtlmk'tri.- 'al, i,,li, ,ato,
28.30 in. Hg (as shown by the intersection of the altimetro :W,'ah cur0e, with
the =ero-height axis). For thi-; case, therefore,, the ba'romn'tric sutuini tI-

cates a QNII value that is difforent from th," actual ";et.,,uro.r at c'l |ev, Il.

When the barometric :;ca l it; set to tile AJI v.at:u- at an .atrport , tho. a tim-
eter should provide approximate nteasuare of ileonetr il hsilnt thru", h "ho r,,la-
tive ly small heig,1ht r.:n.,o u,'qoze i ',d to Ch0,1r ,,u.,tnd ,,bs t.is ,iurtt t ak,-o"
and landing. li an inv-:;t,;at ion to ,el t,,rmi no how .Wo,'urat,,ly tln, .tlt I :ml*t,
service aircraft 1-'0.1.ure ;,'k.rktr,- hoiqht in rout tin 'p, ' t,,n: li,.t . 2 , ,

geometric height S ot a wihd varot-,t. , a i ir-ratt (c-tvil tran:;r.,tt , vilit.itv, .xi

general aviatiotO) wer., measurest by a iround ,amt,ra at .a po,,tt ;%loi t t om::

end of the runway of a corinrciala aiitport. Til, . I, -t udei : It,- i ,.tt |* k, I ,I .I ,,o

pit altimotors ov,,r -his:% point were ob:sorved, by th" !,i!,ot:; m., d r * i ,j t!.

ground -;tat ion.

Tht.' rk.sul t:; of tlie t':;t:; :;Ihw,,d that for .iti ,av -,,a1,, i.,o',,mt ! o, ý,'i,lht

"s0 ft in the Ianditn; ,tpproach, tho ,tist r.L'ut ion o,• th, a I motor :vy:;to,:

of all of the" at rcraft had a hi aso t 41k) tt 111. a Maximum "..' ,
(94.7 percent 1 rozab Ii ty,) t 5•* f5 .b:oaut th, bh .i:; . F-or .a:n ,av.*ar,, 'i.IM ISheizht o f 440 ft ur i tig t,; ke-of * t, t.' bIlk s ,-t f tho .'rtor rit :t !tub t iotn w.I; -
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and the maximum probable error was ±207 ft. The signs of the bias values of
the two error distributions were in directions that could be accounted for by
pressure-system lag and instrument friction lag.

The QNH setting is also used on cross-country flights where altitude infor-
mation is needed for terrain clearance in mountainous areas and for the vertical
separation of aircraft below 18 000 ft. On such flights, the pilots are required
to continually reset the barometric scales to the QNH values reported by stations
along the route.

Even with altimeters set to the latest reported QNH settings, however, the
vertical separation between two aircraft may be less than the prescribed minimum.
The separation may be reduced, for example, when two aircraft approach each
other from airports reporting different QNi! settings. The separation may also
be reduced if there is a change in the atmospheric conditions after an altimeter
has been set to a QNH value. The effects of atmospheric changes depend on the
distance between the QNH reporting stations and on the variation of the atmo-
spheric pressure with time. In an analysis of these effects in reference 3, the
following conditions were assumed: a distance of 130 miles between stations, a
pressure variation of 4 millibars per hour, and a time lapse of 1/2 hour from
the time of the QNH report. At the midpoint between the stations, the altitude
error under these conditions was estimated to b3 200 ft. As noted in the study,
however, even this value might be too conservative, for errors of as much as
500 ft have been reported at the boundaries of QNH reporting stations in some
areas of Europe.

To avoid the uncertainties in the indications of altimeters set to QNH for
high-altitude and transoceanic flights, the altimeters of all aircraft operating
above 18 000 ft are set to the QFE value (29.92 ii:. Hg). With this setting, the
altimeters in the aircraft above any given point on the Earth are referenced to
the same pressure. If the reference pressure changes, the flight level of each
:f the aircraft moves up or down by the same amount, so that the relative sepa-
ration remains the same (assuming that the temperature gradient of the air is
standard). If the temperature gradient varies from the standard, the distance
between the flight levels decreases when the gradient is belowi standard and
increases when the gradient is above standard.

During flights over mountains, the difference between the indicated alti-
tude and the geometric height presents the greatest hazard when the atmospheric
temperature is extremely low, for then the altimeter ind:cation is higher than
the geometric height. To determine the altimeter error!. that night be encoun-
tered at extremely low temperatures, the geometric heights at given tlight
levels were computed for the coldest da" in the winter of 1961-62 at three air-
oorts in the northwestern United Stat~s. The temperature-height profiles for
this day at the three airports are shown in figure 12.3 together with the tem-
oerature variation in the standard atmosphere.

For each of the airport locations, the airzraft was considered to be flying
at the minimum en route altitude specified by the civil regulati'ons (2001) ft
ibove the highest peak in the region). The barometric scale was assumed to be
3et to the existing QWH value, so that the indicated altitudes we.:. measures of
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the pressure altitude above the airport. Tile geometric heiqht Z of the air-
craft was computed from

Z = E + (Hi - E)Tm-a (12.1)
Tm s

where E is the elevation of the airport, Hi the indicated altitude, and
T m,a and Tms the actual and standard mean temperatures of the air between
the airport and the flight level. The results of these computations, listed in
table 12.1, show the difference between the indicated altitude and the geometric

height, Hi - Z, to be as much as 950 ft.

The preceding discussion has considered only the effects of atmospheric
variations on the indications of altimeters set to QNH. The accuracy of the

altitude indications, however, also depends on the accuracy with which the QNI!
value is measured at the ground station and on how closely the pilot adjusts the
barometric scale to the reported value. The altitude perceived by the pilot in

turn depends on his interpretation of the altitude displayed on the instrument
dial. With the three-pointer altitude display (chapter XU), pilots sometimes
misread the displayed altitude by one or more thousands of feet. The drum-
pointer and counter-pointer displays, with digital readouts in, 1000-ft incre-

ments, were developed to overcome this kind of reading error.

Flight Technical Error

The actual flight level of an aircraft during cruising flight usually dif-
fers from its assigned flig.it level by an amount equal to the instrument system
error (defined in chapter II). Because of difficulties in constantly maintain-
ing level flight (either because of the characteristics of the elevator control
system or deficiencies in the autopilot and its altitude-hold, or height-lock,
system), the aircraft may occasionally deviate from the flight level the pilot
is attempting to maintain. These occasional deviations from level fliqht are
called flight technical error (ref. 3).

Efforts to collect stacistical information on the maqnituve and frequtncy
of the flight technical error were initiated by the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) in 1956. Additional investigations were conductd bY the
British Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation (MTCA) in 1957, the U.S. Civil
Aeronautics Administration (CAA) in 1958, the National Aeron-autics and Space
Administration (NASA) in 1961-63, and the International Air Transport Associa-
tion (IATA) in 1962, 1963, and 1965 (refs. 4 through 9).

In tile initial ICAO study, and in the later CAA ant .TCA atunid,, the: ,ihl,t
of civil aircraft were asked to keep records of all excursions of the aircra:t
from level flight as indicated by the cockpit alti.m'ters. In the:;e thro,
studies, pilct observations of ,iitittide dcviation.; were collected from ,1 wid"
variety of aLrcraft in cruisia.g flight at altitudes up to 2S ooo "t.

The pilots' re•ports were correlated in terms of the Mnianituds f. the ,!,.'i-
atia-'s and the frequency of their occurrence. The devi.|tion:; .,.re ra:ndonv
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distributed about the flight level and had values that would conform, approxi-
mately, to a normal distribution curve. The probability of the occurrence of a
deviation of a given magnitude could, therefore, be calculated. The magnitude
selected by ICAO was the maximum probable error, defined as the value equal to
three times the standard deviation (a) of the data. This maximum probable error
represents the altitude deviation that would be equaled or exceeded for 0.3 per-

* cent of.the deviations. The data collected in the ICAO, CAA, and MTCA studies
showed the flight technical error to increase with altitude and to have a 30
value of about 500 ft at an altitude of 40 000 ft (ref. 3).

In the IATA investigations (refs. 5 and 6), pilot reports of altitude devia-
tions were obtained in routine flights of commercial transports flying across the
North Atlantic Ocean at altitudes above 29 000 ft. The data from these flights
were analyzed, as in the ICAO study, to yield a 30 value which was found to be
190 ft for these particular operations. The much lower value from these tests
(compared with 500 ft found in the earlier studies) can be accounted for by the
fact that the transports in the IATA tests were equipped with autopilots with
altitude-hold systems, whereas the aircraft in the earlier tests were operated,
for the most part, under manual control.

In the NASA investigations (refs. 8 and 9), the flight technical errors
were determined trom an evaluation of the altitude traces obtained from NASA
recording altimeters. These recorders were installed in a variety of civil
transports flying both domestic and transoceanic routes at altitudes up to
40 000 ft. The altitude recordings were analyzed in terms of the altitude devi-
ation beyond which the airplane would be expected to operate for 0.3 percent of
the cruise time. Since this criterion provides an indication of the length of
time the airplane was away from its flight level, it represents a more meaning-
ful measure of collision exposure than that provided by the 3a errors.

The results of the NASA analysis are presented in figure 12.4.. The values
of the altitude deviations are plotted at the middle of each 5000-ft altitude
bracket within which the values were recorded. The deviations were all experi-
enced when the airplanes were under autopilot altitude-hold control. With the
exception of one airplane, the deviations in the altitude range below 25 000 ft
were within 160 ft. The deviations in the altitude range above 25 000 ft were
within 225 ft.

Overall Altitude Errors

The overall altitude error is the deviation of an aircraft from its
assigned altitude, that is, the sum of the altimeter-system error and the flight
technical error (fig. 12.5). A number of attempts have been made to estimate
the overall altitude errors of aircraft (refs. 3, 4, 6, ani 10 to 13) to see
whether these overall errors provide adequate clearance within the prescribed
vertical separation minima (1000 ft for altitudes up to 29 000 ft and 2000 ft
for altitudes above 29 000 ft (ref. 1)). For the altitude range from 2q 000
to 40 000 ft, assessments have also been made to see whether the overall alti-
tude errors would permit a reduction in the separation minimum from 2000 to
1000 ft. As shown in the following discussion, the validity of these
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assessments depends on the accuracy of the values assigned to the altimeter-
system and flight technical errors and on the procedure by which these errors
are combined.

In an early assessment of the errors of aircraft operating in the 29 000-ft
to 40 000-ft range (ref. 10), the overall altitude error was determined by com-
bining the altimeter-system and flight technical errors by statistical summation.
With this procedure for combining the errors, the maximum probable value (30) of
the overall altitude error was determined as three times the square root of the
sum of the squares of the standard deviations of the individual errors. The
value of the altimeter-system error was derived from a survey of the available
data on the instrument and static-pressure errors of the aircraft in service at
the time of the study. An analysis of these data showed the two errors to be
normally distributed, to increase with altitude, and to have maximum probable
values at an altitude of 40 000 ft of 250 ft for the instrument error and 265 ft
for the static-pressure error. The maximum probable value for the flight tech-
nical error was the 500-ft value determined in the studies discussed in the
previous section. From these three values, the maximum probable overall alti-

tude error was calculated to be 3 + 3 ) + (500 or 618 ft. This

618-ft value was considered to represent the deviation that would be equaled or
exceeded by 0.3 percent of the aircraft assigned to a flight level of 40 000 ft.
For aircraft flying adjacent flight levels, the overall altitude errors of the
aircraft on the two levels were calculated by combining two of the 618-ft values

by statistical summation. This calculation, 3 ( 3) + + , which can also

be expressed as 618,F, yields a value of 874 ft, which was then considered to
represent the loss in vertical separation that would be experienced by 0.3 per-
cent of the aircraft assigned to the two flight levels. When this separation-
loss figure was increased by 50 ft to account for the vertical dimensions of the
aircraft, the actual separation for an assigned separation of 1000 ft was 76 ft.

A more conservative approach to the vertical separation problem would
require that the maximum prcbable overall altitude errors of the aircraft on
adjacent flight levels be less than one-half of the vertical separation minimum,
or 500 ft for an assigned separation of 1000 ft. This approach was taken by
IATA in its assessment of the altimeter and flight technical errors in refer-
ence 6. The altimeter-system errors for this study were determined experimen-
tally during the same tests, discussed in the previous section, that the flight
technical errors of commercial transports were measured over the :North Atlantic
in the altitude range abova 29 000 ft. In these tests, the combined altimeter-
system errors of two aircraft were determined from a comparison of the geometric
and indicated altitudes of aircraft on adjacent flight levels. The indicated
altitudes were measured with the cockpit altimeters, while the geoe-tric alti-
tudes were measured with radar altimeters. The results of the tests showed the
combined altimeter-system errors to have a normal distribution with a maximum
probable value (3W) of 510 ft. From this value for two aircraft, the maximum
probable value for one aircraft was calculated to be 510/14, or 363 ft.
overall altitude error for one aircraft was then determined as the statistical
sum of this 360-ft value and the maximum probable value of the flight technica:
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error (190 ft) which had also been measured in the IATA tests. The resulting

error, 3 3 ) + (M or 408 ft, is thus 92 ft less than one-half the

1000-ft separation minimum.

While the vertical separation problem is a major part of the collision
*avoidance problem for aircraft flying at adjacent flight levels, the longitudinal

and lateral separations of the aircraft must also be taken into account in 3ny
assessment of collision risk. A mathematical model for estimating collision
probabilities is described in references 14 and 15. An assessment of thispodel
and of other methods of evaluating collision risk is contained in reference 16.
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TABLE 12.1.- INDICATED ALTITUDES AND GEOMETRIC HEIGHTS FOR

LOW-TEMPERATURE ATMOSPHERES AT THREE AIRPORTS

QNH station a Hi, ft z, ft Hi -Z, ft

Seattle, Washington 12 000 11 225 775

Great Falls, Montana 13 000 12 150 850

Spokane, Washington 14 000 13 050 950

aAltitude indicated by altimeter with baromet:ic subdial set

to Q.H.
bGeometric height computed from equation (12.1).
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Figure 12.1.- Two hypothetical pressure-height variations in the atmosphere.
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CHAPTER XIII

OTHER A-•TITUDE-!IEASURING .LrTHODS

Thus far, the only altitude-measuring method that has been discussed is

based on the measurement of atmospheric pressure and the pressure-height varia-

tion in the stanr.;td atmosphere. Because of the exponential decrease of pres-

sure with heiS'it in this atmosphere and the decreased accuracy of the pressure

altimeter at altitudes above 50 000 ft, a variety of other methods have been

investigatea tor measuring altitude at high altitudes (refs. I and 2). A number
of low-range altimeters have also been investigated for measuring height above

the terrain during landing approaches. For a discussion of both the high-range
and low-range methods, the various altimeters are grouped according to the
following classification:

Measurement of height above the terrain

Radio and radar altimeters
Laser altimeter
Sonic altimeter
Capacitance altimeter

Measurement of altitude (pressure or density) above sea level

Density altimeter
Limited-range pressure altimeter
Hypsometer

Measurement of height above sea level

Cosmic-ray altimeter
Gravity meter

Magnetometer

Of all the altimeters in the foregoing list, only the radio and radar
altimeters have beun developed for operational use in service aircraft. The

limited-range pressure altimeter has been used in flight tests of an experi-

mental airplane, while the hypsometer has been used in radiosondes, rocketsondes,

and balloons. The remaining altimeters have been develcped as experimental
models to test the feasibility of the altitude-measuring principles.

Radio and Radar Altimeters

Measurement of height by radio and radar ait:meters is accomplished Iy
transmitting a radio-frequ.ncy wave from the aircraft to the ground and measur-

irg some characteristic of the reflected wave.

With radio altimeters, a continuous wave, modulated in either frequency Sr

amplitude, is transmitted from the aircraft, and the return signal is comparcd
with a sample of the instantaneous ;ignal being transmitted. Tn the frcqu..n:'-
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modulated type, the difference between the frequencies of ttie tr.•nsmitted and
received signals, which is a function of the modulation rate and time, provideS
a measure of the height. In the phase-comparison-type altimeter, the phase
relation between the transmitted signal (which may be either frequency cr ampl-
tude modulated) and the received signal provides a measure of the signal transit
time and, thus, of height.

The accuracy of radio altimeters is gener-ally ±2 ft fcr heights up to
40 ft and ±2.5 percent of the height for heights above 40 ft. The height ranqg
is usually limited to 3000 ft because the errors become excessive at greater
heights.

Wi2.h the radar altimeter, the radiation is transmitted as a series of dis-
crete pulses, and the distance between the aircraft and the ground is determined
by measuring the time for the reflected wave to be received at the aircraft.
Since the accuracy of the instrument depends on the width of the transmitted
pulse and on the accuracy of the time measurement, measuremerts at low heights
require ultrashort pulses and extremely precise time measurements. For this
reason, the lower limit of the range of radar altimeters is generally at least
500 ft above the ground.

The accuracy of radar altimeters is ±(25 ft + .2F percent of the height)
and the height range is 500 ft to 60 CJ0 ft. To provide height measurenents
below 300 ft, some manufacturers have developed radio-radar altimeters in which
the radio altimeter operates from 0 to 3000 ft and the radar altimeter frcm
3000 ft to 60 000 ft.

The accuracy and the maximum range of radar and radio altimeters depend nct
only on the characteristics of the .nstrument but also on the nature of the
terrain below the aircraft. With the exception of very smooth and dense sur-
faces (such as calm lakes and paved rumway surfaces), the re4lection of the
transr'tted wave from the terrain is diffuse rather than spe*.ulc (mirror
reflection). This diffused scattering of the wave results in a lobz in power
of the reflected wave which, in combination with the power lost by the absorp-
tion of wave energy by the terrain, limits the maximum altitude capability of
the altimeter.

The accuracy of the height indications can also be affected when the trans-
mitted signal is captured and reflected by the terrain neav-st the aircraft.
Thus, when the aircraft is flying in the vicinity of mounzain.3, the altimeter
may measure the distance to some part of the nearest hill.

radar and radio altimeters have a high order of accuracy and are valuable
instruments for indications of terrain clearance. They would he unsuitable for
the vertical separation of aircraft at high altitudes, however, because -hey
measure height above the terrain rather than above sea level. Furthirmcre,
the accuracy of the radar at an altit.de of 50 000 ft is not siglnificaiitiy
better than that of the best of the present-day computer-corrected pressure
altimeters.
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Laser Altimeter

A laser-i,-pe & Iime-ter has recently been developed for measuring height
above the terrai.n at altitudes up to 3000 ft 'ref. 3). The laser system con-
sists of a pulsed laser transmitter and receiver and a timing device to measure
the transit time of the pulse to the ground and back to the receiver.

The experimental model described in reference 3 has been flight-tested over
various types of terrain (farmland, wooded areas, and open bodies of water) at
altitudes up to 2000 ft. Recordings of the ground profiles indicated good sig-
nal return over well-defined terrain, but some uncertainty in the height measure-
ments over wooded areas where the laser pulses did not always penetrate the
foliage to the ground level. In addition, discontinuities in tne recorded data
occurred over surfaces with low diffuse reflectivity, such as asphalt paving.

Sonic Altimeter

Sonic altimeters measure height above the terrain by transmitting a sound
wave from the aircraft and measuring either (1) the time for the ground-
reflected signal to be received at the aircraft or (2) the phase shift of the
reflected signal. Because of the relatively low speed of sound, altimeters
utilizing sound transmission are limited to low altitudes and low speeds. Forone pulse-type altimeter, the altitude limitation is 300 ft and the aircraft-
speed limitation is 150 knots.

Ts e reliability of sonic altimeters is very dependent on the character of

the terrain below the aircraft. In flight tests of a pulse-type altimeter over
a soft terrain such as grassland, for exampla, the pninter of the indicator
fluctuated through a wide amplitude. Even over haid surfaces such as a concrete
runway, pointer fluctuations occurred at altitudes above 100 ft because of the
weak signal return at those heights.

Capacitance Altimeter

Since an aircraft anc the Earth can act as the two plates of a condenser,
the capacitance, which varies with the distance between the two plates, can be
used as a means of measuring the height of the aircraft above the ground. In
one application of this method (ref. 4), use was made of the principle that the
capacitance between two insulated conductors is altered by the proximity cf a
third conductor. Thus, two insulated electrodes can be mounted scme distance
apart on an aircraft, so that the caoacitance between the electredes provides a
measure of the distance between the aircraft and the ground. The change in
capacitance with height is greatest when the aircraft is close to the ground and
decreases rapidly az the height of the aircraft increases.

In the development of the capacitance altimeter reported in reference 4,
flight tests were conducted with various types of electrodes installed on the
wing tips or on the underside of the fuselage of a variety of aircraft. The
results of the tests showed that the altitude range over which reliable height
indications could be obtained was generally less tnan 200 ft.
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Density Altimeter

A number of devices have been investigated for the measurement of air
density on radiosondes, aircraft, and missiles. In one system, air from an air-
sampling sensor is brought into a chamber where the density of that air is
determined by (1) measuring the breakdown potential between two electrodes,
(2) measuring the change in resistance of a heated wire resulting from the cool-
ing action of the air, or (3) ionizing the air by means of a heated or radio-
active cathode and then measuring the resulting ionic current. In another sys-
tem, a beta- or ultraviolet-ray emitter on the forward part of the aircraft
ionizes a portion of the air immediately ahead of the aircraft; the backscatter
produced by the ionization of the air is then measured by a detector located
near the emitter.

The altitude range of density-type altimeters begins at an altitude of about
50 000 ft, because at lower altitudes, the measurements are adversely affected
by the presence of water vapor in the air. The use of a density altimeter as
an operational instrument, therefore, would require an auxiliary pressure altim-
eter below 50 000 ft. Furthermore, since the accuracy of the density altimeterS
that have been developF_ ij no greater than that of the pressure altimeter, the
density altimeter offers no advantage over present-day operational syL:tems.

Limited-Range Pressure Altimeter

With the limited-range pressure altimeter, the aneroid is a so-called
collapsed, or nesting, capsule that is designed to start its deflection at some
high altitude. In one design of this type of instrument, the lower limit of
the operating range was 50 000 ft. Thus, like the density altimeter, the use
of a limited-range pressure altimeter would requi- an auxiliary pressure altim-
eter at the lower altitudes. The accuracy that can be achieved with the limited-
range pressure altimeter is greater than that of the pressure altimeter in the

- range from 50 000 to 80 000 ft, but is no greater than the accuracy of the
digital-type transducer system described in chapter XI.

Hypsometer

The operation of the hypsometer is'based on the principle that the boilinc
point of a pure liquid is a function of the atmospheric pressure acting on the
surface of the liquid (refs. 5, 6, and 7). The atmospheric pressure can thus ze
derived from measurements of the temperatur,- just above the surface of a boilinc
liquid. The attractive feature of this instrument is that. the boiling point of
most liquids is approximately a logarithmic function of pxessure and, thus,
varies in an approximately linear manner with altitude.

- In its simplest form, the hypsometer consists of an insulated containur
which is open to the atmosphere, an evaporative liquid which boils at some
reduced pressure, and a temperature-measuring element located in the vapor aboo-:
the surface of the liquid. In a more advanced form, a condenser, surrounded
with a coolant, is attached to the liquid container in order to reflux the vapcr0 back to the container. This type has the advantage that the level of the
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evaporative fluid remains approximately constant and thereby insures mcre ccn-
sistent measurements of the vapor temperature. It has the additional advantage
of having a longer operating time for a given quantity of fluid because vapor
is not lost as rapidly as with the simplified type.

The accuracy that can be achieved with a hypsometer depends on the degree
to which the vapor-liquid equilibrium is maintained, on the stability c; the
temperature-measuring element, and on the accuracy of the thermometer. Since
the best accuracy that can be achieved is no greater than about 0.5 percent of
the indicated altitude, the accuracy of hypsometer systems is considerebly lower
than that of the pressure altimeter.

Cosmic-Ray Altimeter

Measurement of altitude by means of cosmic rays is possible because the
intensity of the cosmic rays in the atmosphere increases in an approximately
linear manner with height through an altitude range from about 15 000 ft to
100 000 ft. Measurements below 15 000 ft are unreliable because of the marked
decrease in the variation of cosmic-ray intensity with height near the Earth.

A cosmic-ray altimeter utilizing two groups of five Geiger counters to
detect the concentration of the cosmic radiation is described in reference a.
The outputs of the Geiger counters, which provide a statistical measure of :he
radiation, are registered on a galvanometer which is calibrated in ter•-s of
altitude. In flight tests of a model of this instrument through an altitude
range up to 30 000 ft, the altitude indications agreed with those of a pressure
altimeter to within ±500 ft at altitudes above 15 000 ft.

The use of cosmic rays for the measurement of altitude would be limited by
the fact that the cosmic-ray intensity at a given height varies markedlv with
latitude. A cosmic-ray altimeter would also be affected by the large -ariations
in cosmic radiation that accompany solar flares and magnetic storms.

Gravity Meter

Measurement of gravity can be used as a means of deriving altitude because
the acceleration of gravity decreases with height in a linear manner (for alti-
tudes up to 100 000 ft) and because the gravitational-height relation .s essen-
tially invariant (along a line above any given point on the Earth).

The change in the acceleration of gravity from sea level to 100 C'0 ft in
thn middle latitudes, however, is only about 0.Clg. With one airborre grav-ty
meter (ref. 9), the best accuracy that could be attained was about 10'-g, which
is equivalent to a height error of about 100 ft.

Also, the accuracy of the height measurements would be deterriined to a
large extent by horizontal gravity gradients. The gradient betwe2n the equator
and the pules, for example, is about 0.005g, or an equivalent height :reent
of about 50 900 ft. Horizontal gradients also occur because of gravit-ti4ona
aromalies due to local variations in the donsity of the Earth. Over -z:ne
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regions of the Earth the gradients :an ke as mu.h as 10- 5 g, or 100 ft, per mile
(ref. 10). Although the gradients cue to anomawlies are attenuated with height,
the effects remain severe even at aporeciable ;alti:-.des. The tests of refer-
ence 9, for example, showed that, in a level fligh: run at 12 500 ft cver a
mountainous area, a gravimeter recorded -! change of 10- 4 g, or 1000 ft, over a
distance of about 30 miles.

The measurements of a gravity meter are also affected by accelerations
resulting from (1) changes in the aircraft attitude, (2) aircraft response to
air turbulence, (3) maneuvers, and (4) airspeed with respect ro the Earth's
rotation. The accelerations resulting from flight -hrough turL,jlent air a.id
from vertical-plane maneuvers can, of course, be vel large with respect t3 the
O.Olg increment corresponding to the 100 000-ft al--itude range. The accelera-
tions which result from the speed of the aircraft -wth respect to the Earth's
rotation are in the form of centrifugal and Corio"is accelerations which, for
some flight conditions, can be quite large (ref. 2).

Magnetometer

The magnetometer measures the total field int-isity at any given point
within the Larth's magnetic field. Since the magne.=ic field strength decreasjs
with distance above the Earth, the magnetometer has been investigated as a
possible means of measuring height (ref. 11).

The measurements of a magnetometer, however, ",uld be atfected byr the
variation of the vertical rate of change of intens--ty with latitude (due to the
convergence of the lines of force at the poles). Mis change in intensity with

height varies from about 6 gammas per 1000 ft at tze equator to about 10 gammas
per 1000 ft at the poles. Thus, for the 3-gamma a---uracy of the magnetometer
described in reference 11, the error in the height measurement would vary f.-oem
about 500 ft at the equator to about 300 ft at the poles.

The measurements of a magnetometer would als: ze affected by errat' - -;aria-
tions of the field intensity over certain portions 3f the Earth. Periodic
variations, which occur with the solar cycle, can ]e as much as 80 gazias at
the equator while being negligible at the poles. A-eriodic variations, asso-
ciated with aurora and magnetic storm activity, c=- be quite severe. The effec--
of the aurora can cause changes of as much as 100 mammas at the poles while
being negligible at the equator, whereas magnetic storm activity can accc-zlt
for fluctuations of as much as 200 gammas.
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APPENDIX A

TABLES OF AIRSPEED, ALTITUDE, AND MACH NUMBER

Some of the tables in this appendix present the independent variable in
two parts: large increments in the left column and smaller increments along the
top row. In table Al, for example, -the pressure at 1100 ft is 28.7508 in. ng.

The following tables are presented:
Page

TABLE Al.- STATIC PRESSURE - in. Hg for H in geopotential ft ...... .. 225

TABLE A2.- STA'IIC PRESSURE - lb/ft 2 for H in geopotential ft ...... .. 227

TABLE A3.- DENSITY - lb/ft 3 for H in geopotential ft ............ .. 229

TABLL A4.- TEMPERATURF - OF for H in geopotential ft ... .......... .. 231

TABLE A5.- TEMPERATURE - 0 for H in geopotential ft ............ .. 233

TABLE A6.- COEFFICIENT OF VISCOS:TY - lb-sec/ft 2 for H in
geopotential ft ...................... ............................ 235

TABLE A7.- SPEED OF SOUND - mph and knots for H in geopotential ft . . . 236

TABLE A8.- ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY - ft/sec2 for H in
geopotential ft .................... ............................ 237

TABLE A9.- IMPACT PRESSURE - in. Hg for Vc in mph ... ........... .. 238

TABLE AlM.- IMPACT PRESSURE - lb/ft 2 for Vc in mph ... ........... ... 240

TABLE All.- IMPACT PRESSURE - in. Hg for Vc in knots ... .......... .. 242

TABLE A12.- IMPACT PRESSURE - lb/ft 2 for Vc in knots ... .......... .. 244

TABLE A13.- TRUE AIRSPEED - knots for H in qeopotential ft ....... ... 246

TABLE A14.- STATIC PRESSURE - nun Hg for H in geopotential m ...... 247

TABLE Al5.- STATIC PRESSURE - Pa for H in geopotential m ....... .. 248

TABLE A16.- DENSITY - kg/m 3 for H in geopotential m ... .......... 249

TABLE A17.- TEMPERATURE - °C for H in geopotential m ... .......... 250
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TABLE Al.- STATIC PRESSURE p (OR p') 14 INCHES OF MERURY (C C) FOR VALUES OF

PRESSURE ALTITUDE N (OR INDICATED ALTITUDE H') IN GEOPOTENTIAL FEET
([res ret. Al] ORIGINAL ,AG T

OF POOR QUALITY

H 0 100 200 300 430 SOC 600 700 800 900

-- -1 000 31.0185 1 3.%

O 30.0295 30.1381 30.2471 30.3563 30.4059 30.575/ ",a.68
5 9  

30.7q65 30.9073

0 29.9213 29.8133 29.7056 29.5983 29.4913 29.3846 29.2782 29.1721 29.0663 28.9608
1 000 28.8557 28.7508 28.6463 28.5421 28.4382 28.3345 28.2312 28.1262 !28.0255 27.9231
2 000 27.8210 27.7193 27.6178 27.5166 27.4157 27.3151 27.2149 27.1148 127.0152 26.9158
3 000 26.8167 26.7179 26.6194 26.5211 26.4232 26.3256 26.2280 26.1312 26.0345 25.9380
4 000 25.8438 25.7460 .25.6504 25.5551 25.4600 25.3653 25.27(.9 25.1767 25.0828 24.9892
5 000 24.8959 24.8029 24.7101 24.6177 24.5255 24.4336 24.3420 24.2506 24.1595 24.0687
6 000 23.9782 23.8880 23.7980 23.7093 23.618q 23.S298 23.4409 23.3523 23.2640 23.1759
7 000 23.0881 23.0006 22.q133 2? 0:.4 122.7397 22.6532 22.5,70 22.4811 22.3955 22.3101
8 000 22.2250 22.1401 22.0555 21.9712 121.8871 21.8033 21.7197 21.6364 21.5534 21.4706
9 000 21.3381 21.3059 21.2238 21.1421 121.0606 20.9794 20.0)84 20.8177 20.7372 2('.6569

10000 20.5770 20.4972 20.4178 20.3385 20.25% 20.1808 20.1024 20.0241 19.9461 119.8684
11 000 19.7909 19.7137 19.6367 19.5599 19.4834 19.4071 19.3311 19.2553 19.1797 19.1044
12 000 19.0294 18.9545 18.8799 18.8056 18.7315 18.6576 18.5839 18.5105 18.4374 18.3644
13 000 18.2917 18.2192 19.1470 18.075o 18.0032 17.0317 17.8603 17.7893 17.7184 17.6478
14 000 17.5774 17.5072 17.4373 17.3f75 17.2981 17.2288 17.1597 17.0909 17.0223 16.9540
15 000 16.8858 16.8179 :6.7502 16.6a27 16.6154 16.5484 16.4816 16.4150 16.3486 16.2824
16 000 16.2164 16.1507 16.0852 16.C.199 15.9548 15.8899 15.8252 15.

7
63d 15.6966 15.6325

17 000 15.5687 15.5051 15.4417 1:.3785 15.3156 15.2528 15.1903 15.1279 15.0658 15.0038
18 000 14.9421 14.8806 14.8193 14.7562 14.6973 14.6366 14.5761 14.5158 14.4557 14.3958
19 000 14.3361 14.2766 14.2173 14.1582 14.0993 14.0406 13.9821 13.9238 13.8657 13.8078

I1
20 000 13.7501 13.6926 13.6353 13.5782 13.5212 13.4645 13.4079 13.3516 13.2954 13.2395
21 000 13.1837 13.1281 13.0727 13.0175 12.9625 12.9076 12.8530 12.7985 12.7443 12.6902
22 000 12.6363 12.5826 12.5291 12.4757 12.4226 12.3696 11.3168 12.2642 12.2118 12.1595
23 000 12.1075 12.0556 12.0039 11.9524 11.9010 11.8499 11.7989 11.7481 11.6974 11.6470
24 000 11.596%7 11.5466 11.4967 11.4469 11.3974 11.3480 11.2987 11.2497 11.2008 11.1521
25 000 11.1035 11.0552 11.0070 10.9589 10.9111 10.8634 10.8159 10.7685 10.7213 10.6743
26 000 10.6275 10.5808 10.5343 10.4879 10.4417 10.3957 10.3499 1C.3042 10.2587 110.2133
27 00C 10.1681 10.1230 10.0782 10.0335 9.98889 9.94450 9.90026 9.85619 9.81227 9.76851
28 000 9.72491 9.68147 9.63818 9.59505 9.55208 9.509261 9.46660 9.42413 9.38174! 0."?5
29 000 9.29750 9.25561 9.21388 9.17229 9.13086 9.089581 9.04845 9.00747 o.96665; 8.92597

30 000 8.88544 8.84506 8.80483 8.76475 8.72481 8.68502 8.64539 8.60589 8.566541 8.52734
31 000 8.48829 8.44938 8.41060 8.37199 8.33351 8.29517j 8.256981 8.21893 8.181)21 8.14326
32 000 8.10563 8.06815 8.03081 7.90360 7.95654 7.919611 7.88283 7.846191 7.8C967 7.77330
13 000 7.73707 7.70097 7.66501 7.62919 7.59350 7.55794 7.52253 7.48724 7.452n9 7.417:8
34 000 7.38219 7.34744 7.31283 7.27834 7.24399 7.209771 7.17568 7.14172 7.107a91 7.07419
35 000 7.04062 6.97386 6.90762 6.84189 6.776671
36 0001 6.71195 6.64775 6.58415 6.52116 5.458781
37 000 6.39699 6.33579 6.27518 6.21515 6.155•69
38 000 6.09680 6.03847 5.98071 5.92349 5.86682;
39 000 5.81070 5.75511 5.7C005 I 5.64552 5.59151;

40 000 5.53802 5.48504 5.43257 - .3V06G' 5.32912;
41 000 5.27814 5.22765 5.17763 :5.128101 5.74
42 000ý 5.030451 4.98233 4.4?466 4.88746 4.84-7i
43 0001 4.794391 4.74852 4.10310 4.65811 4.61::4'
44 0001 4.569411 4.52569 4.48240 4.439511 4.39?74,
45 0001 4.354981 4.31332 4.27205 4.23113i 4.18:1
46 o00! 4.15061 4.11091 4.07158 4.032631 3.394.5
47 000 3.95584 3.91800t 3.88051 3.8433 3.46
48 )00 3.770201 3.73414 3.6.941 3.66303 .

49 0001 3.593281 3.55891] 3.5:486 I3.44114i 3.457-4
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TABLE Al.- Concluded

0 200 400 600ft

50 000 3.42466 3.39190 I 3.35945 3.32731 3.29548
51 000 3.26395 3.23273 3.23180 3.17117 3.14083
52 000 3.11079 3.08103 3.05155 3.U2236 2.99344
53 000 2.96481 2.93644 J2.90635 2.88053 2.85297
54 000 2.82568 2.79865 I 2.77187 2.74535 2.71909
55 000 2.6)308 2.66731 2.64180 2.61652 2.59149
56 000 2.56670 2.54215 2.51783 2.49374 2.46988
57 000 2.44625 2.42285 2.39967 2.37672 2.35308
58 000 2.33146 2.30916 2.287C6 2.26519 2.24351
59 000 2.22205 2.20079 2.17974 2.15889 2.13823

60 000 2.11778 2.09752 2.07745 2.05758 2.03789
61 000 2.01840 1.99909 1.97996 1.96102 1.94226
62 000 1.92368 1.90528 1.88705 1.86900 1.85112
63 000 1.83341 1.81587 1.79850 1.78129 1.76425
64 000 1.74737 1.73066 1.71410 1.69770 1.68146
65 000 1.66538 1.64944 1.63366 1.61803 1.60256
66 000 1.58723 1.57206 1.55703 1.54216 1.52742
67 000 1.51284 1.49840 1.48410 1.46994 1.45591
68 000 1.44203 1.42828 1.41467 1.40119 1.38784
69 000 1.37463 1.36154 1.34858 1.33575 1.32304

7o 000 1.31046 1.29800 1.28567 1.27345 1.26135

71 000 1.24938 1.23751 1.22577 1.21414 1.20262
72 000 1.19122 1.17992 1.16874 1.15767 1.14670
73 000 1.13584 1.12509 1.11444 1.10389 1.09345
74 006 1.08311 1.07287 1.06273 1.05269 1.04274
75 000 1.03290 1.02314 1.01349 1.00392 .994453
76 000 .985074 .975787 .966589 .957481 .948461
77 000 .939529 .930682 .921922 .913248 .904656
78 000 .096148 .887722 .879377 .871114 .862931
79 000 .854826 .84/799 .838851 .830979 .823183

m0 000 .815462 .807816 .800243 .792744 .785317
81 000 .777962 .770677 .763463 .756317 .749241

82 000 .742233 .735293 .728419 1 .721612 .71487o
83 000 .708192 .701579 .695029 .688543 .682119
84 000 .675756 .669454 .663213 .657031 .650910
85 000 .644846 .638841 .632893 .627003 1 .621169
86 000 .615390 .609667 .603999 .598385 .592824
87 000 .587317 .581862 .576460 .571103 .5658C9
88 000 .560560 .555361 .550212 .54511! .540060
89 000 .S35056 .530101 .525192 .520330 .515515

90 000 .510745 .506021 .501342 .496707 .492117
91 000 .487570 .483066 .478605 .474187 .469812
92 000 .465475 .461182 .456928 .452716 .44G543
93 000 .444410 .440316 .436261 .432244 .422265
94 000 .424324 .420421 .416554 .412724 .4783':
95 000 .405172 .401449 .397762 .19411 3924')Z

96 000 .386908 .. 33358 .3'42 .7 6- .3
97 000 .369490 .3E6105 .362751 .353429 .3561,9
98 000 .352879 .349655 .346451 .343-83 .34-A44
99 300 .337035 .333955 .33.)04 .327882 .3243;8

110 000 .321922
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TABLE A2.- STATIC PRESSURE p (OR p') IN P PER S•U•.IU FOOT FOR JALUES OF

PRESSURE ALTITtME H (OR INDICATED ALTITUD HI) IN GEOPOTENIAL FEET

[Defti fro ret. A 1]

0 100 200 300 400 0 6 700 000 900

-1 000 609.8
- 0, 2123.87 12131.55 2139.26 i2146.99 2154.74 2162.50 2170.29 2178.12 12185.96

0 2116.22 2108.58 2100.96 2093.38 ;2085.81 2078.26 2070.74 2063.23 2055.75 12048.29
1 000 2040.85 2033.43 12026.04 2018.67 :2011.33 2003.99 1996.69 1989.40 1982.:4 :1974.89
2 000 1967.67 1960.48 ;1953.30 1946.14 1939.01 1931.29 1924.80 1917.73 1910.68 1903.65
3 000 1896.64 1889.66 1882.69 1875.74 1868.81 1861.91 1855.03 1848.16 1841.32 1834.50
4 000 1827.69 1820.92 1814.16 1807.42 1800.69 1793.99 1787.3L 1780.65 1774.01 ;1767.39
50O401760.79 1754.21 1747.65 1741.12 1734.60 1728.10 1721.62 1715.15 1708.71 .1702.29
6 000 1695.89 1689.51 1683.14 1676.80 1670.48 1664.17 1657.89 1651.62 1645.37 1639.14
7 000 1632.93 1626.75 1620.57 1614.42 1608.29 1602.17 -596.08 1590.00 1583.95 !1577.91
8 000 1S71.90 1565.89 1559.90 1553.94 1547.99 1542.06 1536.15 1530.26 '1524.39 1518.53
9 000 1512.70 1506.89 1501.08 1495.30 (1489.54 1483.79 1478.06 1472.36 1466.66 .1460.98

10 000 1455.33 1"49.69 1444.07 1438.46 !1432.88 1427.31 1421.77 1416.23 1410.71 140S.22
11 00011399.74 1394.28 1388.83 1383.40 11377.99 1372.59 1367.22 1361.85 1356.51 1351.18
12 000 1345.88 1340.58 1335.30 1330.05 11324.81 1319.58 1314.37 1309.18 1304.01 1298.84
13 000 1293.70 1288.57 1283.47 1278.3* 11273.30 1268.24 1263.19 1258.17 1253.16 1248.16
14 000 1243.18 1238.22 1233.27 '1228 34 1223.43 1218.53 1213.64 1208.77 1:03.92 1199.09
15 000 1194.27 1189.47 '1184.68 1179.90 11175.14 1170.41 1165.68 1160.97 I-:36.27 1151.59
16 000 1146.92 1142.28 1137.65 1133.03 ;1128.42 1123.83 1119.26 1114.70 1111.16 1105.63
17 000 1101.11 1096.62 1092.13 1087.66 :1083.21 1078.77 1074.35 1069.94 11065.55 1061.16
Os 000 1056.80 11O52.45 1048.11 1043.79! 1039.48 1035.19 1030.91 1026.65 11022.40 1S18.16
19 000 1013.94 11:09.73 1005.54 1001.36 997.190 993.C381 988.901 984.7771 98'.668 976.573

20 000 972.492 968.426 964.373 960.334 956.303 952.293 948.290 944.308! 940.333 936.38')
21 000 932.433 928.501 924.582 920.6781 916.788 912.905 909.044 905.1891 901.356 897.530
22 000 893.j17 889.919 886.136 882.3591 878.603 874.855 871.120 867.4001 863.694 859.995
23 000 856.317 852.647 848.990 845.348j 841.713 838.098 834.491 830.8981 827.313 823.748
24 000 820.191 816.647 813.118 809.596w 806.095 802.601 7"9.114 795.6491 792.190 788.746
25 000 785.308 781.892 778.483 775.081. 771.701 768.327 764.968 761.6i5 758.277 754.953
26 000 751.643 748.340 745.051 741.769i 738.502 735.248 732.009 728.777! 725.559 722.348
27 000 719.151 715.96i1 712.793 709.6311 706.4761 703.337 700.2061 697.0911 693.985 690.890
28000 687.8061 684.-34 681.672 678.621 675.582 672.554 669.5371 666.531! 663.535 660.551
29 000 6S7.577 654.,14 651.663i 648.721, 645.791 642.871 639.962' 637.0641 634.177 631.3001

30 000 6,:8.,33 625.5771 622.7321 619.897? 617.073 614.258 611.4561 608.662! 605.879 603.106
31 000 600.344 597.5931 594.8501 592.119i 589.397 586.686 583.9851 581.294 578.61:- 575.942
32 000 573.280 570.6301 567.9891 565.357f 562.736 560.124 557.5231 554.930 552.348 549.776
33 000 547.214 544.660 542.1171 539.584! 537.059 534.544 532.040G 529.5441 527.058 524.582
34 000 5:2.114 319.657 517.2091 514.7691 512.3401 509.920 507.509 505.1071 502.714 500.331
35 000 497.956 493.235 488.550 483.901 479.288
36 000 474.711 470.1701 465.672 461.217 456.805
37 000 452.435 448.106; 443.820 439.174 435.369
38 000 431.203 427.078 422.993 418.946 414.938
39 000 413.9 407.037!: 403.143 399.2a6 395.466

40 000 391.6431 38'i.q36: 384.225 380.5491 376.91:6
'41 000 373.303 369.7j2' 366.194 362.691 359.221

42 000 355.785 352.381! 349.010 345.671 342. 364
'43 000 339.089; 335.8451 332.632 329.4501 326. '?3

!44 00 323.1771 320.084. 317.023 313.99n 31-.M0
45 J50 308.011t 305.065, 302.146 299.-551 Z46.192
46 000 :)3.5:'7 !9-7. 749! 87.967
47 300 -79.7a1 277.105; 274.454 17,1.82#; :69..-9
'48 05C :6.652 264.102i 2b1.574 :59.C721 -254.S?4

349 000151.08! 2949.300 -.. 6.17m -S4.55l
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TABLE .2.- Concluded

H l 0 200 6400 a 03

50 000 242.213 239.896 237.601 235.328 233.:77
51 000 230.847 228.639 226.451 224.285 222.139
52 000 220.014 217.910 215.825 213.760 211.715
53 000 209.690 207.683 205.697 203.729 201.780
54 000 199".850 197.938 196.044 194.168 192.311
55 000 190.471 I 188.649 1 186.844 185.057 183.ZS6
56 000 181.533 179.797 178.077 176.373 174.685
57 000 173.014 171.359 169.720 168.096 166.488
58 000 164.895 163.318 161.755 160.208 158.875
59 000 157.157 155.654 154.165 152.690 151.229

60 000 149.783 148.350 146.930 145.525 144 '32
61 000 142.754 141.388 140.035 138.696 137.369
62 000 136.055 134.753 113.464 132.187 130.M23
63 000 129.670 128.430 127.201 125.984 i24.79
64 000 123.585 122.403 121. '2 120.072 118.323
65 000 117.785 116.659 115.5 4 3 114.437 113.343
66 000 112.259 111.186 112.123 109.071 1C8..29
67 000 106.997 215.976 104.965 103.963 1C2.371
68 000 101.989 ;101.017 1C3.054 99.1008 98.1566
69 OJO 97.2224 1 96.2966 95.38C3 94.4725 93.5736

70 000 92.6839 91.8026 ?3.93C6 9,.0663 89.2105
71 000 88.3639 i 87.5244 Ei.6941 aS.2715 85.2567
72 000 84.2505 33.4513 82.66:5 61.8776 ;1.1017
73 000 80.3336 79.5733 73.82-1 78.0739 7.3356
74 000 76.6043 75.8800 75.1628 74.4528 -.7490
75 000' 73.0531 72.3628 71.6803 71.0034 70.3339
76 000 69.6705 69.0137 68.3632 67.7190 67.2810
77 000 66.4493 65.8236 65.2040 '.4.5906 63.9829
78 000 63.3811 62.7852 62.1950 61.6106 61.3318
79 000 I 60.4586 59.809 59.3287 58.7720 5I.2206

80 000 57.6745 S7.1338 56.5981 56.0678 55.5425
81 000 55.0223 54.5071 53.9969 53.4914 5-.3910
82 000 52.4953 52.0045 51.5123 51.3369 5).5601
83000 50.0877 49.62001 49.1568 48.6980 48.2427
84 000 47.7937 47.3479 46.9065 46.4693 46.0364
85 000 45.6075 45.1828 44.7621 44.3455 41.3329
86 000 43.5242 43.1194 42.7186 42.3215 41.4282
87 000 41.5387 41.1529 40.7728 40.3924 4. .175
88 000 39,6463 39.2786 38.9144 28.5537 33.1964
89 000 .77,8425 37.4920 37.1448 36.8009 3E.4604

90 000 36,1231 35.7889 35.453 35.1302 1 4.3056
91 000 34.4840 34.1654 23.8499 33.;374 33.22'9
92 000 32.9213 32.6176 12.3168 32.0189 3:.7237
93 000 31.4314 31.1419 31.8551 13.5712 3-.2396
94 000 30.0108 29.7348 Z9.46:3 :9.1904 :2.-221
95 000 28.6563 28.3930 18.1Z2 7.,8739 2.818u
96 000 27.3645 27:1135 86.3648 Z6.6184 :.A.744

97 000 26.1326 25.8932 25.6530 Z5.421: Zz.1863
98 000 24.9578 24.7294 :4.5-32 :4.2791 :'. 2571
)9 0oo 23.8372 23.6194 :3.4:36 Z1.1898 "".Y731

100 000 22.7683
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ORIINA-,,L PAGE !1"

TABLE AJ.- DEJSITY ,:J POUND0S PE? CUBIC �00YT FV0 '.;ALIUES W

PRES5117,. AL'I'J'jE H IN MOPOTE:•TXAL PrFE

-r .. .. ~r f. A ll

"H 0 o loo 00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

0 0.0'76474 0.076251 0.076028 0.075805 0.075583 0.07536 '0.7Sl41 •.074920 0.'974700;. ý74480:
1 000 .074261 .074013 .073825 .373647 .073390 .3731741 .072S57 .C72742 .0725Z',; .07231)

000 .072098 .071884 .071671 .071456 .071246j .0710341 .070823 .0706121 .0?042j .:779. ,

3 000 .069983 .069774 .069566 .069358 .Of .50- .168943 .068737 .068531 .O683251 .- )6812-,
4 000 ob.916 .067712 .067508 .067125 .067102 .164900 .,'*6696 .066497 .. 6696.
5 000 .065846 .065696 .065497 .065299 .065101 .0649031 .'44706 .0645091 .rA43131 .:64117!
6 000 .063922 .063727 .063532 .063339 .063145 .062i52 .0627S9 .062567i .0623761 .)629'4!
7 000 .061993 .061803 .061613 .061424 .061235! ._i610461 .0611858 .0367670' .360481 .36029'.
8 000 .060110 .059924 .359739 .059554 .0S9369 .0%9185I .059001 .1588181 .,5 . .0 ,453!
9 000 .0S6271 .0S6089 .OS7906 .07727 .057-47 .0$73I71 ._5718A .057.391 .05643") .0S(S52

10 000 .056475 .0S6297 .05612i .0SSM44 .05S?(8 .055593 .055418 .055243! .. ss.oJ .9

11 000 .054721 .054548 .054376 .054203 .040324 .(53860 .05368- .053519! .753349 .153171,
12 000 .053010 .052841 .052673 .0525.51 .0523371 .052170 .052003 .518371 .,51(71, .515:5
13 000 .051340 .051175 .051011 .0'0847l .0SG681I .0505201 .050357t .n501951 .05",33 . )49S71
14 000 .049710 .049549 .049389 .3492291 .04907]i .'J489101 .-AR752. .0485si .048435 . ;48"7'
15 000 .048120 .047964 .047P07 .047651 .0474961 .0473403 .047185 .047 31 .'47',4i7
16 000 .046570 .046417 .046264 .0:6112 .0459611 .045809 .0456581 .045•08 .0453517 .452",'

1 17 000 .045058 .044909 .044760 .044•.l2I 044464' 144316 .0441691 . )44022 . 74 I,7(, .437Z •
lb 000 .043584 .043438 .043293 .043149 .043005i .042861 .042717: .041574 .342431!
19 000 .042147 .042005 .041864 .0417231 .0415821 .041442 .041302 .041163 .041034 .040N885

20 000 .040746 .040608 .040471 .040333 .0401961 .040060 .039923 .039787 .03"*52 1 33517 I

21 000 .039382 .039247 .039113 .038979 .0388461 .038713 .038S80 .038448 .13ý-116: .I1S54
22 000 .038052 .037921 .0377.1 .037660 .0375301 .037401 .037271 .037143. .03"014 .

23 000 .0367S8 .036630 .036SO3 .036376 .0362491 .036123 .03S9%71 .035672! .13 57 4.;.,
24 000 .035497 .035373 .035249 .035125 .0350021 .034879 .034757! .3346341 .33451. .

25 000 .034270 .034149 .034028 .033908 .0337881 .033668, .3335491 .033433 . ."131.

26 000 .033075 .032957 .032840, .032723 .032606i .0324901 .032374! .032254. . . .'
27 000 .031912 .031798 .0316841 .031570, .031456: .- 313431 .)31_33! .3:17 .,,--5 --.
2:8 0001 .030781 .030670 .0305591 .030448 .030338; .030227- .ý3$119 .030.,08 . .0-0.,
23b =Zo .029681 .0295731 .)2946S .0293571 .029250 i.029143' .7129036i .015929 . -ZA

30 000 .028611 .0285061 .028401' .1282961 .028192 .028388' .0:79r4 .127980 .;ý"

31 000 .027S71 .0274691 .0273671 O0272A5 1 .27164 .02762: .j2691, 3:661 . .I
32 000 .026561 .026461' .026362w .0262631 .326164 .326064: .5"6 . .25"" ...- ' -"
33 000 .025578 .025482! .0253851 .3252891 .025193 .125096: . i5.03 . f24.-'.
34 000 .024624 .024530! .0244371 .. 24343: .024250 .024157 .3240,-' .. 23'73
35 000 .023697 .0

2 3
515j .023334 . 23154

36 000 .022798 .0225981 .022382 .7221",
37 000 .021746 .021538 1 .021332 .721127
38 000 .020725 .020527 .020330 .02"10,
39 000 .019753! .019564 .019376 .0191v,

40 000 018826; .016646 .018467 .- 14291
41 300 .017942j .317771 .017601 .'17432

42 003; .0171001 .316937 .01675
43 3000 .0162981 .016'420 .0153,87 .015835 . -
44 000! .015533 .•315384! .01523, .01091-

145 300i .314804i .014662 ! .01452' . 3-i . :4.4-
46 000: .014139! .013974.1 .13841 .1 37"

147 )00G .)13447: .-,13319, .013191 . 1..0:5. . .

48 3-0 "312-961 .:12694 )I. " 5%2 .1524z
49 000 .7121• s. . .-i, 14 1 11382-
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APPENIDIX A

TABLE A).- Con-lu~d~,d

H 0 400 60

so 000 0.011642 0.0.11530 15.)11421) 0.111311 X111202
51 01)0 .211095 .)109919 .111044 .-A15790 .0 1)77
52 000 al1)575 . 01^473 .110373 .110274 .01017F
53 000 .310078 .3099820 10098865 009791,y . .39.698;
54 000 .0096055 .0095136 .)01)42-6 Z934 .1092411
S5 000 .0291547 .0090671 1.0049804 -084 .),bt'9
56 000 .0087251 .0086416 .0G85591) .2004771 .0083960
57 030 .0083157 I.0062361 -00-- - .,-,80793 .:)0111020
SO 000 .007C.254 .0073496 .0077745 .3077001 1.007626S
59 000 .0075535 .00748 13 .0074097 .1;07338$18 O.o72686

60 000 .0071991 .00?1.302 J3070620 .3069944 6-S
61l 000 j.0068612 .0067956 1*.067306 I.3066662 .306rA '.3362 00', .006539) .3)6767 03641471 001-3-534 01-A2926
63 000 I O362324 20O617628 .0061137 .20060552 .17059913
64 000 .0059399 I.'"588 31 .0058268 . "257711 . 3057159
65 000 1 056? .067 2554 .0',5003 S .54 112
66 000 .0053926 1.0053396 .'054871 -0352351 . 3351836
67 000 ZOS1327 .1050823 .)-)S3323 )1)49829 .13410340
68 030 .00486356 . 348376 .)247902 11)47412 -.23 #67
69 000 .00465,'7 f")46051 .0045600 J . 45154 . ',4371;'

70 000 .C044274 .0343841 23043412 1 -4-.93b 0104-1567
71 000 .0042151 .ý3241740 .0IA1332 1:3040920 .30:0529
72 000 .0040133- .0039742 .0039354 . 0OM97i .,j^345S90
73 000 .0038214 .0037842 .0037473 .0037106 .0336747
74 000 .003638S .00346035 .0015685 1 .)S35338 PC 34944
7S 000 .0034654 .0034318 COI)3qS4 .103 3i,54 A 303327
76 000 .0033004 I.003-2684 .3n32367 .' :323253 . 3ý3174-'

1 77 000 .0031434 .0031130 .00310828 .)333530) .031234
78 000 .0029942 I C129652 .302936.5 .3029081 .'8'
79 000 .0028521 ."02,3246 - 32717 3 . "237723 ."4

do8 000 N'2771I.26r8 .06649 . ..3v)
I81 0001 .3r25wS .0025b 3r1 .5'Z 5iI 25144

82 030 . 024".! ;.-"244:5 4 :*:1,9, .

83 000 F .3)-1 .j1ý)'273 .3323050:)
14 000 . 322232 . "'32177 .2 :31 64 . '1- 1
HS 000 0 3214~ 21134 .3235 . 3
6 6 000 G.'*0231 j-')141 . :19144
117 3.00 .32141cl,2 J..;1,147 .1 3 14
F88 300 . '19474 . "I, 181:3 .1

#1 330j ýIw' 3 .2,1 51 -i 15: .14-

~2 33 15 5 ~,j.1 . 17,

";1:613 .''494 . 71l'-
Y) I~jI ';' -11"

:2 .3C91 .I ;4 -, 73h: 1 A6 37 ..
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A4.- TEMPERATURE t IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT FOR VALUES OF

PRESSURE ALTITU DE H IN GEOPOTENTIAL FEET

[From ref. All

H. 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 8ou 900

0 59.000 58.643 58.287 57.930 57.574 57.217 56.860 56.504 56.147 55.790
1 000 55.434 55.0771 54.721 54.364 54.007 53.651 53.294 52.938 52.581 52.224
2 000 51.868 51.511' 51.154 50.798 50.441 50.085 49.728 49.j71 49.015 48.65d
3 000 48.302 47.9451 47.588 47.232 46.875 46.518 46.162 45.805 4S.449 45.092
4 000 44.735 44.3791 44.022 43.666 43.309 42.952 42.596 42.239 41.882 41.526
5 000 41.169 40.8131 40.456 40.099 39.743 39.386 39.029 38.673 38.316 37.960
6 000 37.603 37.2461 36.890 36.533 36.177 35.820 35.463 35.107 34.750 34.393
7 000 34.037 33.6801 33.324 32.967 32.610 32.254 31.897 31.541 31.184 30.827
8 0C0I 30.471 30.1141 29.757 29.401 29.044 28.688 28.331 27.974 27.618 27.261
9 0001 26.905 26.5481 26.191 25.835 25.478 25.121 24.765 24.408 24.052 23.695

10 000 23.338 22.9d2i 22.625 22.269 21.912 21.555 21.199 20.842 20.485 20.129
11 000 19.772 19.416 13.05- 18.702 18.346 17.989 17.633 17.276 16.919 16.563
12 000 16.206 15.849 15.493 15.136 14.780 14.4231 14.066 13.710 13.353 12.997
13 000 12.640 12.283 11.927 11.570 11.2131 10.8571 10.500 10.i44 9.787 9.430
14 000 9.074 8.717 8.361 8.004 7.6471 7.2911 6.934 6.577 6.221 5.864
15 000 5.508 5.151 4.794 4.438 4.081 3.725 3.368 3.011 2.655 2.298
16 000 1.941 1.585 1.228 .872 .515 .158 -. 198 -. 555 -.911 -1.268
17 000 -1.265 -1.981 -2.339 -2.695 -3.051 -3.408 -3.764 -4.121 -4.478 -4.834
18 000 -5.191 -5.547 -5.904 -6.261 -6.617 -6.974 -7.331 -7.687 -8.044 -8.400
19 000 -8.757 -9.114 -9.470 -9.827 -10.184 -10.540 -10.897 -11.253 -11.610 -11.967

20 000 -12.323 -12.6801-13.036 -13.393 -13.750 -14.106 -14.463 -14.820 -15.176 -15.533
21 0001-15.889 -46.2461-16.603 -16.959 -17.316 -17.672 -18.029 -18.386 -18.742 -19.099
122 000 -19.456 -19.8121-20.169 -20.525 -20.882 -21.239 -21.595 -21.952 -22.308 -22.665
23 000 -23.022 -23.378 -23.735 -24.092 -24.448 -24.805 -25.161 -25.518 -25.875 -26.231
24 -301-26.588 -25.9441-27.3C1 -27.65, -28.014 -28.371 -28.728 -29.084 -29.441 -29.797
25 0001-30.154 -30.511!-30.867 -31.224 -31.580 -31.937 -32.294 -32.650 -33.007 -33.364
26 000 -33.720 -34.0771-34.433 -34.790 -35.147 -35.503 -35.860 -36.2161-36.573 -36.930
27" 000 -37.286 -37.6431-38.030 -38.356 -38.713 -39.069 -39.426 -39.7831-40.139 -40.496
28 000 -40.852 -41.209;-41.566 -41.922 -42.279 -42.636 -42.992 -43.3491-43. 705 -44. 362
129 000 -44.419 -44.775!-45.132 -45.488 -45.845 -46.202 -46.558 -46.9151-47.272 -47.621

33 030C -47.985 -48.341 -48.6)3 -49.055 -49.411i-49.768 -50.124 " 04i1- -5
'31 000 -51.5511-51.9086-52.264 -52.261 -32.9771-53.334 -53.691 -54.0471-54.404 1

31 300 -55.117i-55.474'-55.8--31-56.187 -56.544i-56.900j-57.257!-57.613t-r7.÷73t-5•.3.7-
33 300 -58.6831-54.040o-59.397i-59.753 -60.llm-60.466 -60. 823i-6.3 0•1190 .5 36 -;..-

.34 3301-62.2491-62.606,--62.93 1-63.319 -63. 6761-64.033 -64. 389-64.746'-65.1J2 -1,5.4"
•35 0100 ,-65.816• -6 .5 -i-7.24-! -67.')55'-:,6

36 000 -. 338-2 1
36 390

6.•5 - o ,2 1 3I
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A4.- Concluded

H. 0 200 400 600 800ft

65 000 -69.599
66 000 -69.490 -69.380 -69.270 -69.161 -69.051
67 000 -68.941 -68.831 -68.722 -68.612 -68.520
68 000 -68.392 -68.283 -68.173 -68.063 -67.954
63 000 -67.844 -67.734 -67.624 -67.515 -67.405

70 000 -67.295 -67.185 -67.076 -66.966 -66.856
71 000 -66.747 -66.637 -66.527 -66.417 -66.308
72 000 -66.198 --66.088 -65.978 -65.869 -65.759
73 000 -65.649 -65.540 -65.430 -65.3Z3 -65.210
74 000 -65.101 -64.991 -64.881 -64.771 -64.662
75 000 -64.552 -64.442 -64.333 -64.233 -64.113
76 000 -64.003 -63.894 -63.784 -63.674 -63.564
77 000 -63.455 -63.345 -63.235 -63.126 -63.01.3
78 000 -62.906 -62.796 -62.687 -62.577 -62.467
79 000 -62.357 -62.248 -62.138 -62.028 -61.919

80 000 -61.809 -61.699 -61.589 -61.480 -61.370
81 000 -61.260 -61.150 -61.041 -60.931 -60.8211
82 000 -60.712 -60.602 -60.492 -60.382 -60.2731
83 000 -60.163 -60.053 -59.943 -59.834 -59.724
84 000 -59.614 -59.505 -59.395 -59.285 -59.175
85 000 -59.066 -58.956 -58.846 -58.736 -58.627
86 000 -58.517 -58.407 -58.298 -58.188 -58.078
87 000 -57.968 -57.859 -57.749 -57.639 -57.529
89 000 -57.420 -57.310 -57.200 -57.090 -56.981
89 000 -56.871 -56.761 -56.652 -56.542 -56.432

90 000 -56.322 -56.213 -56.103 -55.993 -55.883
91 000 -55.774 -55.664 -55.554 -55.445 -55.335'
92 000 -55.225 -55.115 -55.006 -54.896 -54.786
93 000 -54.676 -54.567 -54.457 -54.347 -54.238 I
94 000 -54.128 -54.018 -53.908 -53.799 -53.6891
95 000 -53.579 -53.469 -53.360 -53.250 -53.140!
96 000 -53.031 -52.921 -52.811 -52.701 -52.592
97 000 -52.482 -52.372 -52.262 -52.153 -52.043
98 000 -51.933 -51.824 -51.714 -51.604 -51.494
99 000 -51.38S -51.275 -51.165 -51.055 -50.346

3O 100 -50.836
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APPENDIX A ()RIGINAL PAGE ISOF PooW QUALITY

TABLE A5. - TEMPERATURE t IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE FOR VALUES OF

PRESSURE ALTITUDE H IN GEOPOTEN71AL FEET

"[From ref. Al]

ft 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900

0 15.000 14.802 14.604 14.406 14.2081 14.009 13.811 13.613 13.4 1 5f 13.217
1 000 13.019 12.821 12.623 12.424 12.226 12.028 11.830 11.632 11.434 11.236
2 000 11.038 10.839 10.641 10.443 10.245 10.047 9.849 9.651 9.453 9.255
3 000 9.056 8.858 8.660 8.462 8.264 8.066 7.868 7.670 7.471 7.273
4 000 7.075 6.877 6.679 6.481 6.283 6.085 5.886 5.688 5.490 5.292
5 000 5.094 4.896 4.698 4.500 4.302 4.103 3.9GS 3.707 3.509 3.311
6 000 3.113 2.915 2.717 2.518 2.320 2.122 1.924 1.726 1.528' 1.330
7 000 1.132 .933 .735 .537 .339 .141 -. 057 -. 255 -. 453 -. 651
8 000 -. 850 -1.048 -1.246 -1.444 -1.642 -1.840 -2.038 -2.236 -2.435 -2.633
9 000 -2.831 -3.029 -3.227 -3.425 -3.623 -3.821 -4.020 -4.218 -4.416 -4.614

10000 -4.812 -5.010 -5.208 -5.406 -5.634 -5.803 -6.001 -6.199 -6.397 -6.5951
11 000 -6.793 -6.991 -7.189 -7.388 -7.586 -7.784 -7.982 -8.180 -8.378 -8.576
12 000 -8.774 -8.973 -9.171 -9.369 -9.567 -9.765 -9.963 -1C.161 -10.359 -10.557
13 000 -10.756 -10.954 -11.152 -11.350 -11.548 -11.746 -11.944 -12.142 -12.341 -12.539
14 000 -12.737 -12.935 -13.133 -13.331 -13.529 -13.727 -13.926 -14.124 -14.322 -14.520
15 000 -14.718 -14.916 -15.114 -15.312 -15.510 -15.709 -15.907 -16.105 -16.303 -16.501
16 000 -16.699 -16.897 -17.095 -17.294 -17.492 -17.690 -17.888 -18.086 -18.284 -18.482
17 000 -18.680 -18.879 -19.077 -19.275 -19.473 -19.671 -19.869 -20.067 -20.265 -20.463
18 000 -20.662 -20.860 -21.058 -21.256 -21.45A -21.652 -21.850 -22.048 -22.247 -22.445
19 000 -22.643 -22.841 -23.039 -23.237 -23.435 -23.633 -23.832 -24.030 -24.228 -24.426

20 000 -24.624 -24.822 -25.020 -25.218 -25.416 -25.615 -25.831 -26.011 -26.209 -26.407
21 000 :-26.605 -26.803 -27.001 -27.200 -27.398 -27.596 -27.794 -27.992 -28.190 -28.388
22 0001-28.586 -28.785 -28.983 -29.181 -29.379 -29.577 -29.775 -29.973 -30.171 -30.,369
23 0001-30.568 -30.766 -30.964 -31.162 -31.160 -31.558 -31.756 -'1.954 -32.153 -32.351
24 0001-32.549 -32.747 -32.945 -33.143 -33.341 -33.539 -33.738 -33.936 -34.134 -34.332
25 000 -34.530 -34.728 -34.926 -35.124 -35.322 -35.521 -35.719 -35.917 -36.115 -36.313
26 000 -36.511 -36.709 -36.907 -37.106 -37.304 -37.502 -37.700 -37.698 -38.096 -38.294
27 0001-38.492 -38.691 -38.889 -39.087 -39.285 -19.483 -39.681 -39.879 -40.077 -40.275
28 0001-40.474 -40.672 -40.870 -41.068 -41.266 -41.464 -41.662 -41.860 -42.059 -42.257 1
29 0001-42.455 -42.653 -42.851 -43.049 -43.247 -43.445 -43.644 -43.842 -44.040 -44.238

3C 000 -44.436 -44.634 -44.832 -45.0301-45.228 -45.427 -45.625 -45.823 -46.n21 -46.219
31 000 -46.417 -46.615 -46.813 -47.0122 -47. 2 10 -47.408 -47.606 -47.804 -48.002 -48.200i
32 0000-43.398 -48.597 -48.795 -48.9931-49.191 -49.389 -49.587 -49.785 -49.983 -50.181
33 000!-50.380 -50.578 -50.776 -50.9741-51.172 -51.370 -51.568 -51.766 -51.965 -52.163
34 000!-52.361 -52.559 -52.757 -52.9551-53.153 -53.351 -53.5!0 -53.748 -53.946 -54.144
35 0001-54.342 -54.738 -55.134 -55.531 -55.927
36 000-56.323 I
36 090

to -56.500 1 i
65 8001 _ _
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TABLE A5.- Conclur.•d

H,t 0 200 400 600 800

65 000 -56.444
66 000 -56.383 -56.322 -56.261 -56.200 -56.139
67 000 -56.078 -56.017 -55.956 -55.896 -55.835

68 000 -55.774 -55.713 -55.652 -55.591 -55.530
69 000 -55.469 -55.408 -55.347 -55.286 -55.225

70 000 -55.164 -55.103 -55.042 -54.981 -54.920
71 000 -54.859 -54.798 -54.737 -54.676 -54.615
72 000 -54.554 -54.493 -54.432 -54.372 -54.311
73 000 -54.250 -54.189 -54.128 -54.067 -54.006
74 000 -53.945 -53.884 -53.823 -53.762 -53.701
75 000 -53.640 -53.579 -53.518 -53.457 -53.396
76 000 -53.335 -53.274 -53.213 -53.152 -52.091
77 000 -53.030 -52.969 -52.908 -52.848 -52.787
78 000 -52.726 -52.665 -52.604 -52.543 -52.482
7S 000 -52.421 -52.360 -52.299 -52.238 -52.177

80 000 -52.116 -52.055 -51.994 -51.933 -51.872
81 000 -51.811 -51.750 -51.689 -51.628 -51.567
82 000 -51.506 -S1.445 -51.384 -51.324 -51.263
83 000 -51.202 -51.141 -51.080 -51.019 -50.958
84 000 -50.897 -50.836 -50.775 -50.714 -50.653
85 000 -50.592 -50.531 -50.470 -50.409 -50.348
86 000 -50.287 -50.226 -50.165 -50.104 1-50.043
87 000 -49.982 -49.921 -49.860 -49.800 -49.739
88 000 -49.678 -49.617 -49.556 -49.495 -49.4--4
89 000 -49.373 -49.312 -49.251 -49.190 -49.129

90 000 -49.068 -49.007 -48.946 -48.885 -48.824
91 000 -48.763 -t8.702 -48.641 -48.E30 -48.519
92 000 -48.458 -48.397 -48.336 -48.276 -48.215
93 000 -48.154 -48.093 -48.032 -47.971 -47.910
94 000 -47.849 -47.788 -47.727 -47.666 -47.605
95 000 -47.544 -47.483 -47.422 -47.361 -47.300
96 000 -47.239 -47.178 -47.117 -47.056 -46.995
97 000 -46.934 -46.873 -46.812 -46.752 -46.691
98 000 -46.630 -46.569 -46.508 -46.447 -46.3F6
99 000 -46.325 -46.264 -46.203 -46.142 -46.g81

100 000 -46.020
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TABLE A6.- COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY 0 in POUND-SEC2LDS PER SQUARE FOOT

FOR VALUES OF PRESSURE ALTITUDE H IN GEOPC4TIAL FEET

(From ref. Al]

H, U, H, 2,
ft lb-sec/ft 2  ft lb-sec/ft 2

0 3.7372 x 10-' 36 090

1 000 3.7173 to 2.9691 x 10-7

2 000 3.6971 65 800
3 000 3.6769 66 000 2.9704
4 000 3.6567 67 000 2.9740
5 000 3.6365 68 000 2.9774

6 000 3.6163 69 000 2.9809
7 000 3.5958
8 000 3.5752 70 000 2.9844

9 000 3.5547 71 000 2.9879
72 000 2.9914

10 000 3.5342 73 000 2.9949
11 000 3.5134 74 000 2.9984
12 000 3.4926 75 000 3.0018

13 000 3.4717 76 000 3.0053
14 000 3.4509 77 000 3.0088
15 000 3.4301 78 000 3.0123
16 000 3.4090 79 000 3.0157
17 000 3.3878
18 000 3.3667 80 000 3.0192

19 000 3.3452 81 000 3.0227
82 000 3.0261

20 O0U 3.3238 83 000 3.0296
21 000 3.3027 84 000 3.0331
22 000 -. 2809 85 000 3.0365

23 000 3.7595 86 000 3.0400
24 000 3 .2:07 87 000 3.04:5
25 000 3.2160 88 000 3.0469
26 000 3.1942 89 000 3.0504

27 000 3.1721

28 000 3.1%01 90 000 3.0538

29 000 3-1280 91 000 3.0573
92 000 3.0607

30 000 3.1060 93 000 3.0641
3a. 000 3.0837 94 000 3.0676

32 0O• 3.0614 95 000 3.0710
33 00( 3.0389 96 000 3.0744
34 OOC 3.0164 97 000 3.0779
35 00(1 2.9938 98 000 3.0813
36 000 2.9711 99 000 3.0847

___ 100 000 3.0882
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TABLE A7.- SPEED OF SOUND a IN MILES PER HOUR AND KNOTS FOR VALUES

OF PRESSURE ALTITUDE H IN GEOPOTENTIAL FEET

[From ref. All

H, a, a, H, a, a,
ft mph knots ft mph knots

0 761.22 661.48 36 090
1 000 758.60 659.20 to 660.05 573.57
2 000 755.97 656.92 65 800
3 000 753.33 654.62 66 000 660.23 573.73
4 000 750.67 652.32 67 000 660.70 574.13
5 000 748.01 650.01 68 000 661.16 574.53
6 000 745.35 647.69 69 000 661.62 574.93
7 000 742.67 645.35
8 000 739.98 643.03 70 000 662.09 575.34
9 000 737.29 640.68 71 000 662.54 575.73

72 000 663.01 576.14
10 000 734.58 638.33 73 000 663.47 576.54
11 000 731.86 635.97 74 000 663.93 576.94
12 000 729.13 633.60 75 000 664.39 577.34
13 000 726.40 631.22 76 000 664.85 577.74
14 000 723.65 628.84 77 000 665.32 578.15
15 000 720.89 626.44 78 000 665.77 578.54

16 000 718.12 624.03 79 000 666.24 578.95
17 000 715.34 621.62
18 000 712.55 619.19 80 000 666.70 579.34
19 000 709.75 616.76 81 000 667.16 579.75

82 000 667.62 580.14

20 000 706.94 614.32 83 000 668.07 580.54

21 000 704.12 611.86 84 000 668.53 580.94
22 000 701.28 609.40 85 000 668.99 581.34
23 000 698.44 6j6.93 86 000 669.45 581.74
24 000 695.58 604.44 87 000 669.91 582.13
25 000 692.71 601.95 88 000 670.36 582.53
26 000 689.83 599.44 89 000 670.82 582.93
27 COO 686.93 596.93
28 000 684.03 594.41 90 000 671.2%3 583.32
29 000 681.11 591.87 91 000 671.73 583.72

92 000 672.19 584.12
30 000 678.18 589.32 93 000 672.65 584.51
31 000 675.24 586.76 94 000 673.10 584.91
32 000 672.28 584.20 95 000 673.55 585.30
33 000 669.31 581.61 96 000 674.01 585.70
34 000 666.33 579.02 97 000 674.471 586.10 ,
35 000 663.33 576.42 j 98 000 674.92 586.49
36 000 66).32 1 573.80 99 000 675.37 586.88

100 ?CO 675.22 597.-28
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•)R1GIXA\I, PA•.. :
APPENDIX A OF POUR QUA..:;

0F 32.1, 000.--

TABLE AS. - ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVFITY q IN FEET PER SECOND SQUARFD

MOR VALUES OF PRESSURE ALTITIDE H 1.4 GEOPOTENTIAL FEET

(From ref. Al]

H. ec2 H2

ft f/e2ft ft/sec
2

0 32.174 s0 000 32.020

1 000 3.171 51 000 32.017
2 000 32.168 52 000 32.014
3 000 32.165 53 000 32.011
4 000 32.162 54 000 32.008

5 000 32.159 55 000 32.005
6 000 32.156 56 000 32.001
7 000 32.152 57 000 31.998
8 000 32.149 58 000 31.995
9 000 32.14S 59 000 31.992

10 000 32.143 60 000 31.989
11 000 32.140 61 cot 31.986
12 000 32.137 62 000 31.983
13 000 32.134 63 000 31.980
14 000 32.131 64 000 31.977
15 000 32.128 65 000 31.974
15 000 32.125 66 000 31.971
17 000 32.122 67 000 31.96b
i1 000 32.119 18 000 31.965

19 000 32.115 69 000 31.96l

20 000 32.112 70 000 31.958
21 000 32.109 71 000 31.955
22 000 32.106 72 000 31.952
23 000 32.103 73 000 31.949
24 000 32.100 74 000 31.946
25 000 32.097 75 000 31.943
26 000 32.094 76 000 31.940
27 000 32.091 77 000 31.937
28 000 32.088 78 000 31.934
29 000 32.085 79 000 31.931

30 000 32.07& 80 000 31.929
31 000 32.078 81 000 31.925
32 000 32.075 82 000 31.922
33 000 32.072 83 000 31.918
34 000 32.069 84 000 31.915
35 000 32.066 85 000 31.912
36 000 320000 86 000 31.909
37 000 32.060 87 000 31.906
38 000 32.057 , 88 000 31.903

39 000 32.054 89 000 31.900

40 000 32.051 90 000 31.897
41 000 32.048 91 000 31.894
421 000 32.045 1 oo 31.891

43 000 3.341 300 i.
44 000 3Z. 038 S 94 000 31.885
45 000 i.s5 • 010 31.882
46 000 32.032 96 300 31.378
47 000 32.029 97 100 31.875
48 CO0 3:.026 38 101 31.872
49 OCO 3'.0'3 99 000 31.869

10 ) 31.?66
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A9.- IMPA-TL PRESSURE qc loo qc) IN I.1HES OF MVERCIRY (0° C) FOR 'VALUES OF"

CAL'BkATED AIRSPEED VC (OR IN0DICATED AIRSPEED '11) IN MILES PEk HOUR

(Ptro ref. A2]

u;.h a 2 , 3 4 S 6 9 8

O1 .0000 0.000030 O.00014A 0.000323 0.000574 0.000901 0.001299 0.0017681 0.002313 0.002%321
10i .003611 .004377 .005203. .0061041 .007088 .0081361 .009258 .010451! .011708, .'13'49!
201 .014461 .015939 .0175011 .019129 .020825 .022594, .0244401 .026358, .328347' .,3,41230t.332S391 D347/51 .33`/025, .039392, -.041806i .0443041 .046"69 .349S081 .O52Z28! ,55,

40 .0578711 .0608.6 .063816; .0668661 .0700341 .073256 .076551 .7"20: .0833581' W7686
:.190464 .094126 .397851 .1016521 .1055353 .109485 .113509 .117603' .1217711 .7.'.;16

60i .130231 .134712 .139179 .1437091 .148323! .152-999 .157751 .162574; .167472, .1.4443,
7/0] .177/4961 .102606 .1878041 .1930641 .1984111 .20381,8 .209302 .2146591 .2204371 .22• 1:)6 ý

.o23197 .237832 .243'7511 .2497S61 .255824i..261976 .26819 .2744891 .28053 .287298s.29.A12 .300397 .3070581 .3138021 .3206068 .3274881 .334454 1 341485 .348592 .355773

100 .363029 .370347 .377756 .385239 .392785! .4004061.4081111 .415888' .4237361 .431659
1101 .439657 .447733 .455874 .464097 .472391 480772 .489213 .4977311 .506328, .515 098
120 .523742 .;32566 .541464 .550443 .5594801 56860bl .57779q7 .5870701 .5964141 .6355f37`
130 .615334 .624912 .634564 .644292 .654085 .6639651 .6731,14 .683940; .6940391 .4.7277
140 .714481 .724804 .735210 .745698 .7562631 .768941 .77?6o0 .788395 .7992571 .43:19,1

150 .821216 .832311 .843483 .854734 .8660501 .8877456 .898931 .9004801 .9121171 .327,251
160 .935611 .947472 .959413 .971424 .983524! .995699 1.10795 1.02028 1.33268 1. 745:6
173 1.05772 1.07036 1.08307 1.09586 1.10873 1 1.12168 1.13470 1.14782 1.16130 1.174:6 I
180 1.18760 1.20103 1.21451 I.1'209 1 2417S 1.255 1.26927 1.28319 1.29716 I.1. ,
190 1.32533 1.33953 1.35382 189 138263 1397 1.41176 1.42645 1.44121 1.45, E.5

200 1.47097 1.48597 2.50106 1.51622 1.53146 1.54679 1.S6219 1.57768 1.593324 !.;,:i89
2113, 1.62461 1. 64742 1.6563U 1..ý7229 1.68813 1.70445 1.72066 1.73695 1.15133 71. 8"220 1.78631 1.80294 2.81964 1.83642 1.85328 1.87022 1.48725 1.90435 1.92155 ". i3!30 1.95617 '1 7362 1.99114 Z. 0874 2.02643 2.04419 2.06:34 !.9-0438 1. 983 '

40 2.13429 2. 15-:55 2.17090 1.18933 2.20785 2.22645 -'..4514 2.26290 2.28276 2 3
2S0 2.32071 2.ý 7883 2.35902 2.37829 2.39765 2.41710 2.43662 j 2.45624 2.47549 2.435 2
26OI 2.51558 2.53555 2.55558 .. 57571 2.*59592 2.61622 2.63659 2.65706 2.67762 -. 64m-^6
270 2.71899 2.73980 2.76070 2.78168 2.80276 2.82392 2.84516 2.86650 2.88792 2. )'-43
280 2.93102 2.95271 2. 7448 2.99634 3.01828 3.',4n32 3.06244 3.08464 3.11615 3.17}31
29,) 3.15181 3.174136 3.19703 3.21976 3.24260 3.26552 3.-8853 3.31163 3.33481 3.3!i09

3001 3.38145 3.47411 3.42845 3.45209 3.47582 3.49%63 3°523S4 3.54754 3.57161 3.5?S81
3101 3.62008 3.64444 3.6,890 3.69343 3.71807 3.74279 3.76761 3.79253 1 3.31752 3.34462
323 3.86781 3.89338 3.91845 3.94392 3.96947 3."9512 4.02087 4.046-70 4.'7"62 4. 9'365

3301 4.12477 4.15397 4.17728 4.203f7 4.23016 4.25674 4.28343 4.31020 4.33777 4. 4?_"
340 4.39109 4.41824 4.445491 4.47282 1 4.50027 4.52780 , 4.55544 4.58316 4.61!98 4.
350r 4.66691 4.69502 4.72323 4.75153 4.77)93 1.80843 4.a3733 4.86572 4.89452 4. )221
360! 4.95238 4.48147 5.01064 5.23992 5.)6931 5.09878 5.12835 5.15803 5.1,7•37) 5.268
370; 5.24764 5.277,72 5.30788 5.33a16 5.36853 5.39899 5.429,7 5.46024 5.44110 3 .5"i37
NJ31 5.55285 5.50392 5.6151- 5.64638 5.67775 5.7.3923 5.74380 5.77249 5.S3428 5.i!617
390' 5.86816 5.90025 5.93244 5.%475 5.)9715 .32%5 6.06227 6.3984, 6. 1:-" 'E.>•-'

4OJ! 6.11373 6.224E6 6.2601' 6.29343 6.32688 6.36043 6 39407 i 6.42783 16.4-1, -. 4 =-,6
4 413i 6.52974 6.-5393 6.59823 6.63260 .64671) 6.'7171 6:73642 6.77124 6.4..17 1 .41::
4Z'): 6.87615 6. •1. 6.946)6 6.98243 7. 018007. 3539 7. 3894W 7.12531 7.1-143 '

43)' 7..33-5 7.2-'79 7.3-655 7.34310 7.17978 7.41656 7.4S344 7.4 -;4C 7.52757
4o3, 7.60213 7.63-54 7.97711 7.71480 7.75258 7.,)j48 7. 284, 7.6-f60 7.7435 -.
453i 7.98146 4.,2)22 ,3.75891 8. 0772 4.11663 8.!-566 8.214:1 9.25407 8.. Z'345 -. ?1234

I 4 03 4. 37254 3.4-226 -. 45279 4.492n5 1.13212 S.,229 ;.612:61 -3.65302 8..56 ,.'421

47t 8.77496 S.61547 -. 356.4 s.,9800 4 A.)3924 1. ?Q 360 9.22274 9. , 368 9.1,-543 -.'4'23
487 9. lu919. 23127 . .27346 0..1578 9.358-1 4.43377 3.44345 4.48625 1.5 -17 .. s::
490, P.61537 ý.65866 .7)2:7 9.74560 9.78926 q.6 3333 3.4i'49j i 9.327)5 4.,65 0 I" i.4

500 10.'-536 I 1 3 17.14Zt i:).877 17.2326 1",277'" l. 3:27 1 1.647 1'.4134 1.4"'')I5131._,4• lI:.55:,', '3'.5V,2 I1".6423 17•.•434 .j,7'47, 17.'l 61 :.2"6lI'.
7

;3:". ~

S1. :,,4 '1.1. S1; 1. .62;! 1.1396 11.1-7 !11 4., •11.23 i11.''71 -!.44"1
•.,i.4444 11.4327 1.5412 11.5898 11.634. ;11..-. 11.7365 11.. ~ .- 34'

347, 1.:..• .3f . •,.' :12.733•4 !12.;43 312.3'34 ' 12.i' . • '2.5 *2 , --. ,.31.2.4,687 '12.4-'4 •2.53- '" ."31,) .2.441" 12.-.*J 12.-45' 32.'•-'9 12.'44• "2.-"

5'1-. *J 17. '57 13.7562 .13.1129 '13.1,10 '13.2., 3..-4 .1i.231 13., .-

I1 4. 2 . "3 :4. - 4.1995 ,1 14.3.61 14.1->• '14.41.-. 14.4"4. :4.':-

It,.41.4. 24.-4" t.; 4.-540 j'4152 14.-"- 14.,-,-5
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APPENDIX A

()p••.:.
ABLE A9.- Concluded O R P QUALIT

vc,
mph 141 5 6 .78

600 15.1613 15.2195 15.2778 15.3363 15.3950115.4538115.512815.57l9 15.6312115. 6061
610 15.7502115.8099 15.8698 15.9298 15.9900 16.0503 16.1108 16.1715 16.2323116.2933i
620 16.3S44 16.4156 16.4771 16.5387 16.6004 16. 623 16.7244 16.7866 .16.8490 16.9116
630 16.9743 17.0371j 17.1001 17.1633 17.2267 17.2902 17.3538117.4176 1

7
.

4 8
16f 17.5458 1

640 17.6101 17.6746 17.7392 17.8040 17.8690 17.S3411999 l 649 189.1305 18.19631
650 18.2622 18.32a4 18.3946 18.4611 18.5277 1J3.5945 18.6615 18.7286 18.7959118.8634

660 18.9310 18.9988 19.0668 19.1349 19.2032,19.2717 19.3404 19.4092 19.4782,19.5474
670 19.6167 19.6863 19.7560 19.8258 19.8959 19.9661 20.0365 20.1070120.1778 20.2487
680 20.3198 20.3911 20.4625 20.5341 20.6059 20.6779 20.750120.8224 20.8949 20.4676
690 21.0405 21.1136 21.1868 21.2602 21.3338 21.4076 21.4816121.5557 121.6300 21.7046

700 21.7793 21.8541 21..9292 22.0045 22.0799 22.1555 22.2313122.3o73 22.3835 22.4Sv9
710 22.5364 21.6132 22.6901 22.7672 22.8446 22.9220 22."97123.0776 23.1557 23.2339
720 23.3124 23.3911 23.4699 23.5489 23.6281 23.7076 23.7872 23.8670 23.9470124.3272
730 24.1076 24.1881 24.2689 24.3499 24.4311 24.5125 24.5940124.6758 24.7578 24.8399
740 24.9223 25.0049 25.0877 25.1706 25.2538 25.3372 25.4207125.5045 25.588S 25.6727
750 25.7571 25.8417 25.9265 26.0115 26.0967 26.1821 26.2677126.3.35 26.4396 26.52581
760 26.6122 26.6989 26.7-61 26.8731 26.9604 27.047927.1356 27.223b27.3116 27.40001

770 27.4885 27.5772 27.6661 27.7553 27.8446 27.934112E.0239i28.1138128.2040 28.-9431
780 28.3848 28.4756 28 5665 2.3.6577 28.7490 28.8405 28.9323129.0242 29.1163129.2086i
790 29.3011 29.3939 29.4868 29.5799 29.6732 29.7667 29.8603129.9542,30.0483 30. 1425

So0 30.2370130.3316 30.4264 30.5214 33.6166 30.7120130.8076i33.9034j3-'.9994131-/955ý
810 31.1918131.2884 31.3851131.4820 31.5791 31.6763 31.7738i31.8714 31.9.92 1:.7?72
820 32.1654132.2638 32.3624 32.4611 32.5600 32.6511 32.7584:32.8579,32.9575 33.3574
830 33.1574133.2576 33.3579 33.4585 33.5592 33.6601 33.7612;33.8625 33.9639 34.0655,
840 34.1674 .4.2693 34.3715 34.4738 34.5763 34.6790 34.t819 34.8849 34.9581 35.3195
850 35.1951135.2988 35.4027 35.5068 35.6111 35.7155 35.8201135 .9249136.029936.1350'

860 36.24C3 36.3458 36.4514,36.5572 36.6632 36.7694 36.8757136.982237.0889 37.1357;
S70 37.3027 37.4099 37.5173 37.6248 37.7325 37.84C4 37.9484138.0566 38.1649 3E.2735!
880 38.3822 38.4910 38.6001 38.7093 38.8187 38.9282 39.0379 39.1478 39.2578 39.3680

890 39.4784 39.5PS9 39.6996 39.8105 39.9215 40.0327 40.1441140.2556140.3673,40.,792~

900 40.5912i40.7034 40.8157 40.9283 41.0409141.1538 41.2668141.3799,41.4933141.6069-
910141.7204141.8342 41.9482 42.0624 42.1767 42.2911 42.4057A42.5205 42.6355'4:.7506
920 4Z.8659142.9813 43.0969 43.2126 43.3286143.4446 43.5609 43.6772143.7938143.0135

930,44.3274144.1444 44.Z616 44.3790 44.4965i44.6141144.7320144.8499144.9681145.;64
9401 45.2049145.3235,45.4422145.4612145.6803145.7995 45.9189j46.0385'46.1581 46.2761
950a46.3981!46.5183146.6386146.7591146.8798 47.0006147.121614'.2427147.3640147.4654
960 47.6070147.7288147.8506 47.9727l48.0949148.2173148.3398I46.4625148.5853 46.7' 3
970 48.8315:48.9547143.0782 49.2018i43.3256i49.4495!49.5735143.6977149 8221A4..3467
980150.3713150.196215O.3211 50.4463150.5716S50.6970;50.8226120.9484'51.27431 3:.;:03

990151.3265151.4529 51.5794 51.7061 51.8329 51.95982.4

1000 52.970•52.24 52.8529 52.9810•.10,4i53.n79:53.•65l34953!53622i57533
1101053..82554..119.54.1414 54.27.154.4310154.5309'54.661!54.7914i54.921.8•5..524
10201.5.1831;55.3140 55.445C 55.5762!55.7976,55.8370:55.97)7 . 56.234- 5;.?r65
1030 56.49P7!56.6311 56.7636156.8963.57.0291;57.162157.295Z 57.4285157.56519 5-.54
1040157.8292157.9630 58-470158.231'z3.3655 58.4399 58.6345j54.7Th313ý.)142 .39
1050159.1744W59.3098'59.4452159.54895-.7167 59.656 59.52 8760.124?6X.613.%.3374
1060:6C.5344160.671' 60.3362160.3453i61.5826 61.2Z0*61.35E1.49521.']7;.
1070161.3091162.0474i62.1%58 62.3244.5:.463162.6020..s2.741: .Z.66D1'63.:I946.5•

1080 63.2985,63.4382163.578i!63.713i163.8583 33.3916,A4.1391JE4.-7•:-4.42!4"A4.z;3;
1090164.7023164.8435164.3"49i65.1"-3 65. " 5 " ""0'

1100 66.1208i
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APPENDIX A

TA6L8 A1•.- :MXPAa F1kESSI;kE • va I :.; 1,..n 1323' 772AiE E r,- t'31 A.':i £"

Z:AIJ8RA7123 AIRSPIE2 (,R Z,I;,CA7MZ :!I.t
1  

j71l2E27 (? V,,t23p

[rro .... A. ,I

S0 1 " 3 4 5 7 4 9

0I o o-oo-l16 0103691 0.0229551 0.040631q 0.0E3inI o.o091844 0.,158, 0.16W, t 0.207
30 25S427 .3 all03 .3680103, .411708 .501332, .S753934 .AS475 .119195 .4280761 .92:-, i 1.c227 1..70% .37 1.15290 1.47269 1.547% 1.728S) lIA641a 2.-049) Is.1
32 2.30139 2.;S777 2.61864 2.7k536 2.95678 3.13348 3.31484 3.50149 3.69301 2.1l5

1 4.C 21a 4.31058 4.51347 4.73059 4.95322 '.14113 5.41413 5.65242 5.WA557 6.1444

51) 6.39417 6.65720 j 6.92066 7. id842 7.46411 7.74345 4.)28(14 6.31758 8.61237 8.912.
n3: 9.21782 9.52763 9.0435P 10.1640 17.4903 17.6211 11.15?7 11.4983 - 1.,447 12.19w.
7l7 12.5536 12.3151 13.2826 13.6547 I 14.0328 14.4152 14.5032 15.1'1 t 15.5942 15.996

all 16.4068 16.8210 , 17.23A 11.6643 18.0934 13.5285 18.9685 19.4135 19.8637 27. 31W
3'0 23.7832 21.2460 21.7170 22.1940 22.6753 23.1620 23.6547 24.1520 24.654,, 25.1I,2.

1301 25.6756 26.1933 26.7172 27.2465 i 27.7802 28.3192 28.8641 29.4141 21.%6'2 30.5291
1101 31.0953 31.6664 I 32.2423 32.8230 33.4104 34.0032 34.6001 35.2026 35.8106 36.424E
12`3 37.0423 37.6463 38.29S7 38.9300 39.5699 40.2153 40.8654 41.5212 42.1821 42.848M
133 43.5202 44.1976 44.8803 45.5683 46.2609 46.957 47.6633 46.83725 49.7867 49.847±
140j 50.5325 51.2626 51.9986 52.7434 53.4876 54.2395 54.997 55.7602 56.5284 57. 3SF

no 58.0815 58.8662 59.6564 60.4521 I 61.2524 6..591 62.8707 63.6876 64.5175 65.338'
1i3t 66.1722 6

7
.j111 67.8557 o8.

7
051 69.5609 70.421. 71.2882 7z.1603 73.'372 73.92:"

17l, 74.8063 75.7324 . 76.6016 77.5062 75.4162 79.3321 50.2531 81.1816 82.113.) 83 7-
1931 93.9943 34.)441 85.8971 86.8582 -7.6141 86. 7M6 89.772, 30.7550 41.742" 32.73'

3) )3.7355 94.7401 95.7508 %.7666 97.7885 'A.8161 99.6486( 130.887 I1.31 1 72.8 II

1 A4.336 105.)97 1..-.164 137.236 i ,98.315 1:9.3.9 111.488 .11.583 112.ti3 113.S'.
114.4O0 116.723 11 144 118.274 113.409 12..549 121.696 :.22.848 :24.776 is.it
126. 339 127 515 124.645 123..83 131 ý77 132.274 133.478 134.688 ':35.)74 137.1-5

.3'; 138.353 133.587 140.826 142.,71 14-.'.22 [44.573 145.841 147.139 148.3813 14 4.663
7I3. W53 152.A42 153.' 39 154.843 ISs. 153 57.463 158.7390 16'.117 "#1.451 242. 731

164.135 165.4C7 166.8-4 168.218 169.577 177.?52 172.333 173.727 " 75.114 "7.1 S1
1,77.1b 177. ±37 18'1.7, " 182.17'3 1653.599 !95.2.5 146.476 47.424 ".)4. " 4.4 37

7 12.374 133.776 195.254 196.738 198.228 199. 725 21.228 :72.737 2Z4.-51 275.775
Z l 7.-;07 208.834 210.374 211.919 213.472 215.737 216.14S 218.165 "19.42 :21. 32

222.315 224.511 226.114 227.722 229.317 23`.958 232.565 234.213 235..4 .37.5:5

3-17 239.157 240.417 242.481 244.153 245.831 247.516 249.277 7.904 252.608 254.3143

312 256.2)35 257.757 259.487 .'61.222 262.945 -'64.714 266.463 264.231 :069.4"9 271.774
321 273.156 275. 343 277.137 2,4.939 280.746 282.560 284.381 246.20"8 2P8.741 289.A47
337 291.729 2#3.S42 295.443 297.110 299.183 37..43 332.O5` 3l4.844 3-6.745 318. 652
3-7 31-.565 312.435 311.412 316.miA4 31-..287 321.234 322.1')9 324.143 ?2:6.117 ..28. :92
3371 337. 773 A32..61 334.756 336.05t 33@.,66 34-7. 782 342.1:5 !44.134 34C.2'! 348.213
367 35S.263 352.320 354.384 356.455 158.531 567.618 '62.773 56.8•8 Av6.'1 169.726

377 371.146 373.;73 375.406 377.D48 379.695 381.851 384.713 3P6.182 io8.3536 31t5. ý4.
34) 392.73. 334. 33Y 397..134 399.347 .,1.564 413.792 406.)25 47,.266 4:.5.14 41:.7-
33. 415.732 417.-7; 413.579 421.364 42Ž 155 426.454 428.711 431.774 433.3ý4 435.724

4", 4 31. '59 443.472 442.753 445.117 
4 4 7

.47t 449. i44 452.228 454.616 4!.'11 3 4".41.4

41' 461.a24 464.242 466. o6 469.a99 471.53' 47-. 476.442 4 '3. 934 41Aa 4. 4..
42•, 486.336 448.63: 4)..332 4)3. 441 4b-. ." 4 .ll 7".413 3T1.352 ' 6.4' 9

311.616 514. -. 6.764 ci3.350 521.)44 2724.. 153 5 71
44, 537.471 547.318 32.374 345.4139 54h.131. i5"'.S 55' .6-A1 ¶3 .37 ' , 4' 5'.

4 5" ý64.513 567..47 563..976 57.. %3 575.473 S, 1.2 S. 77' 4 09
5,2.154 544. ,•7 5 -7.764 J-l.61 603.445 .i.1!7 6:'

422.421 4.• I ,23.01,- 626.413 623*.322 632.236 '7.I•4 , •. -'8.; • . 4 3 ,-l.-*-4'.364)~1~ )2,3 175.4 65.1 6.7 6 it -.671! -7 -4. 1-,

4 6431.159 643.1 "8C. 191 689.26) 6.92.157 .8 8.. A. 5 8 7-,1. C,71

•.•, 711.65 714.213• 717.363) 720.536 723.711 . ]7".:64 733 .7 .
, 742. 044 !46.2 5 749.431 C52.6A7 '55.451 ''. .. .. . ..-. , t.. -

775.%26 77.754 7.2.391 5 3 794.793 -4:A5' 7..5.2.
-'4.41h 42.37 316.267 419.7-.5 423.153 .552 . ..

•- 4. 37.• "47.2-41 '512.7 ,4 •2 .'. 754.74 -4," °:.b5 3 .4'1-'2.3:4 2* 4. " ~ "4"
;, -73--4 113.2:4 i46.833 *3*$1 4i. )47 - I.

03'. .. a 7~:' 27 '4. g9
4  

7' 0 *' 1443 351 --
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ORIGINAL PAGI. 1
APPEMIX A OF POOR QUAIXfl

,ABLE AlO.- Concluded

mphl 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3

600;1072.30 1076.42 1080.5411084.681088.83 1092.99ii097.1611101.34l1105.53'139.73
61011113.95 1118.17 1122.41 1126.65 1130.91 1135.18!1139.46 1143.75!1148.05:1152.36i
620!:156.68 1161.02'1165.36 1169.72 1174.09 1178.46i1182.85 1187.2511191.67 1196.09i
63t .200.53 1204.97!1209.43 1213.90 1218.38 1222.87!1227.37 1231.8811236.4111240.95
64041245.49 1250.0611254.63 1259.2111263.91 1268.4111273.03 12T,.66 1282.3011216.95
650 1291.62 1296.301300.98 1305.68 1310.40 1315.1211319.86 1324.60 1329.3611334.13
660 1338.92 1343.71!1348.52 1353.3411358.17 1363.0211367.87 1372.74 1377.6211382.51
Si0 1387.42 1392.3311397.16 1402.2111407.16 1412.12 1417.10 1422.09 1427.10 1432.11
68oi1437.14 1442.18S1447.24 1452,3011457.38 1462.47i1467.5711472.69 1477.8211482.%
69011488.12 1493.2811498.46 1503.6611508.66 1514.08j1519.31 1524.55 1529.81 1535.01

700 1540.37 1545.66,1550.97 1556.29 1561.63 1566.98 1572.34 1577.7111583.10i88.50I
710 1593.92 1599.34 1604.79 1610.24 1615.71 1621.19 1626.68 1632.1911637.7111643.251
720 1648.80 1654.3611659.94 1665.53 1671.13 1676.75 1682.38 1688.0211693.68 1699..,I
730 1705.04 1710.74i1716.45 1722.18 1727.92 1733.67 1739.44 1745.23 1751.0211756.83
740 1762.66 1768.5011774.35 1780.22 1786.10 1792.00 1797.91 1803.84 1809.7811815.731
75011621.70 1827.68!1833.68 1839.69 1845.72 1051.7611857.81 1863.88 1869.9711876.07
76011882.18 1888.3111894.48 1900.64 1906.81 1913.00 1919.20 1925.42i1931.6511937.8a9
770.1944.16 1950.43 1956.72 1963.02 1969.34 1975.68,1980.02 1988.38! 1994.7612001.15!
78012007.55 2013.9712020.40 2026.85 2033.31 2039.7812046.27 2052.77.2059.29,2C65.82,
79012072.36 2078.92i2C%85.49 2092.0712098.67 2105.2812111.91 2118.55 2125.2012131.361

600P,12138.54 2145.24:2151.94 2158.67 2165.40 2172.15 2178.91 2185.6812192.4712199.271

81012206.08 2212.91;2219.75 2226.60 2233.47 2240.3512247.24 2254.14'2261.0612267.99!
82012274.94 2281.90f2288.87 2295.95,2302.85 2309.86!2316.88 2323.91 2330.96,2338.,2
83012345.09 2352.1862359.28 2366.39 2373.52 2380.6S :387.80 2394.971 2402.14j2409.13 1

840i2416.53 2423.74:2430.96 2438.20 2445.45 2452.7112459.99 2467.2812474.58)2481 S3
85012489.22 2496.5512503.90 2511.26 2518.64 2526.02 2533.42 2540.8312548.26 2555.69
86012563.14 2570.6012578.07 2585.55 2593.05 2600.56 2608.08 2615.6112623.16 2630.71
87012638.28 2645.8612653.45 2661.06 2668.68 2676.30 2683.94 2691.6012699.26 2706.941
880 2714.62 2722.32 2730.04 2737.76 2745.50 2753.24 2761.00 2768.77 2776.56 2784.35I

890 2792.16 2799.9812807.80 2815.65 2823.50 2831.36 2839.24 2b47.13 I2855.03262.14

900 2870.87 2878.80 2886.74 2894.70 2902.67 2910.6512918.64 2926.65 2934.66.2542 5ý
910,2950.73 2958.78 2966.84 2974.9112982.99 2qQl.0912 9 9 9 . 2 0 3007.32 3015.4513323".5
920 3031.74 3039.90 3048.08 3056.2713064.46 3072.67!3080.89 3089.13 3097.37J3105.621

930 3113.89 3122.17 3130.46 3138.76 3147.07 3155.3913163.72 3172.07 3180.42 3188.791
94013197.17 3205.56!3213.96 3222.3713230.79 3239.2213247.67 3256.13.3264.59132.3.071
95013281.56 3290.06 3298.57 3307.09 3315.63 3324.1713332.73 334..30$3349.87:3358.46
960!3367.06 3375.67 3384.29 3392.93 3401.57 3410.2313418.89 3427.5713436.:513444.95
970 3453.66 3462.3813471.11 3479.86 3488.61 3497.3713506.15 -514.9313523.73j3532.541
980 3541.36j3550.la!3559.02 3567.87 3576.73 3585.61!3594.49 3603.3813612.2913621.201
990 3630.13,3639.0713648.02 3656.97 3665.94 3674.92 368391 3692192I3701.93 3-710.951

1000j3719.98 3729.0313738.08 3747.15 3756.22 3765.3113774.41i3783.523 3792.64
101013810.9138jU.06 3829.22 3838.39 3847.57 3856.77,3865.97 3875.19 3884-4113891.65

102313902.89 3912.15 3921.42 3930.70 3939.- 13949.2813958.59 3967.91 3977.2413986.591
103013995.94 4005.33t4014 .67 4024.06 4033.45 4042.864052.27 4061.70j!071.13i4380.5.3
1040,4090.04 4099.5314108.'8 4118.4714127.97 4137.4814147.00 4156.53f4166.07i415.62!
105O14185.18 4194.75 4204.34 4213.9314223.5314233.15'4242.77 4252.41 4262.35;4271.1-
1060W4281.374291.05j4300.i3 4310.43,4320.14 4329.8S'4339.58(4349.32!4359.07 4368.83
1070:4378.6014388.3814398.'7 4437.97 4417.78 4427.60.4437.431 4447.2714457.13'4466.94'

1 o8 i0 4 47 6 .86! 4 4 86.74144q•.6,' 4536.54 4516.45 4526.38 .4536.31 4546.Z6;4556.:1.4566.•i
400576.1514596.14;4596.13 4636.14l14616.161462(,.16.4636.22 14646.-7141.56.3I,6.-
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APPENDIX A

TAB.E All.- [:4PACT FRESS"'E 4,: ( ) 14 r.CHl 'F xE.CrY A fR R.s

2:A.LlkATE) A.ISPEE:J "'z. (3 1:D42AT0 A-.RSEEL ";:::"

[From ref.

O .. tl t 0 1 a 3 6 7 *

0 0 0.0000511 o 0013.891 0.000428 0.0007631 3.301•4 0.00172; 3.002146 .733167 3.3ý3A•5
.0 .004784 .005790 .006-)1, .Uc80s5 .309383i .31-766 .312253 .'13as3 . ;2576 .317263

20 .C39153! .0221118 .323171i .025331 .027581, .0297i .33137% .J343j• . .:'sl . :4'2;4
30 .0431086 .046031 .04;247 .052165 .055375;, . 05&.e- .)62C07 .26559 ). 12!7 .- 2867
40 .076655i .080548 .0845281 .08606' .n92777. .397:47 .101412 .175,3703 i*. 43- i:5:9:
50 .119841! .1246911 .129%40 .134682 .139822, .145;521 .150381 .155815 . l1 1 347 .166456
63 .17267?i .178492 .184417 .130422! .196526; .202": .209039 .215413 .231929 .- i8521
70 .23%205! .2420001 .248888 .255866' .262945; .27::20; .2;7-0a ..84773! .2?2241 .299611
90 .3074831 .3152471 .323108 .3310671 .3391191 .347:311 .35553ý .3638871i .37:134 . . n-,
)0 .3895331 .398282 .407121 .416067, .425139i .434.501 .441493 .452S25 .46-257 .471,6

:30 .4811241 .491160 .50)993 .5109,31 .520931 .531:1 .541317 .5563, .•276 5
"10 .5832251 .593949 .60-:783 .6157081 . 62674 .637-55' .649',85 .560413' _A7.1840 .vo337z
120 .6949961 .7067311 .718562 .7304831 .742511t . 3 .768: .779212. .76"1651
":30 .81682•1; .8295611.84:403 .855344: .868384 . 11:8- .8947h- .+)8125! .•2l56 .. 35i2'
340 .94877'h * 9625313 .9763941 .990364: 1.30442 1.'1 = 1.)3)86 '.74723 A.26170
:50- i.09097 1.10575 1.12063 1.13563 1.15072 1.16.=D-'f 1.1 1.2 I I.13663 :..1213
.60 1.24347 1.25929 1.27521 1.29125 1. 3738 A.3 1. : 39 49 1.35,41 :.14 , L. l 3
":70 1.4064C 1.42327 1.44025 1.45733 1.4745-2 1.44-ý- 1.5)921 ' .5-f,71 -. 54432 I. 1 "5
:80 1.57987 1.59780 1.61584 1.63398 1.65Z23 1.6z-. 1.64 C9 1.73,l3 :.72-32 1.-45,7

S:90 1.76400 1.78330 1.80211 1.62133 1.84rG6 I.26"m ) . 1.491]3 .3:ý35 1. 369J

_20 1.95891 1.97900 1.99920 2.%1151 2.133992 2. '.M818 1.;3 3 1269
-13 2.16473 2.18593 2.20722 2.22964 2.i2S0f6 2.7- 2.29334 2.li31 , .32735 2.2544
220 2.38162 2.40392 2.42634 2.448d7 2.47151 2.494-'6 i 2.51713 2.54311 -.5632Z 2. i64 I
233 2.60972 2.63315 2.65670 2.68036 r2.70412 2.' %' 2'.75202 2.77o14 2.8"337 2.6241

Z40 2.84918 2.87375 2.89845 ' 92325 2.94818 2.99838 . ;:•365 3. 4=04 1. 5745
.50 3.10015 3.12590 3.15176 3:17773 3.2.381 3.23 :3 3.25636 3.29281 *.3:937 .. 3f-5
.60 3.3(-184 3.3S977 1 3.41680 3.441,6 3.47124 3.4 ÷.:4 3.5261S 3.55378 '.-;154 3.- `41

-70 3.63741 3.66553 3.69377 3.72212 3.750- 3.771.1 3.80792 3.P367P e.r.574 3. v--4=3
-380 3.32404 3.)5337 3.98283 4.31241 4.24212 4. 4.1018' 4.1317 4.:-:216 4..-25'
:90 4.22293 4.25351 4.28421 4.31503 4.34547 4.3---,. 4.40825 4.43957 4.47132 4.57-';"

I30 4.53433 4. 5,i13 4.59609 4.63017 4.66238 4.694-3 4.7271,e 4.7,S78 47"3 52 4.472.
310 4.81834 4.,' P146 4.92-46-3 4.i5d26 4. -•9156 S. :3i-- +5. ,. 5._"-Z 84 -=.1-6,37, • ,1;

=20 5.1952 5.- ,-971 5.26425 5.-29892 S3 3 t 5.42375 . ' .--
130 5.54535 5.5-111 5.61699 5.6530 .5A4.414 7 4 5.7' , .7 934 -.C.26 5.1.137
i40 5. 5.083 5.9459Z 5.1t315 6.351 •.35801 i.• 9--- 6.1334 . 35 -. 939 247.i

,5s 6.28593 6. 32438 6.3629)8 n.40173 6.44061 6. 4-ý 3 6.$1•4 * 411 .. 7755 zr. I I"60o 6.67667 6.71. 7 6.75874 *.7.690 ,.a3719 6. 4 
6

.,12 . - ,.,981 7.:.:42

373 7.:41 3 7.12 .17: 7.231 7.Z4914 7.'." . 331)4 7.37412 .4-43 7.45•'7
10 7.57151 7.54457 -. 5717 7.63321 7.6734'- 7.7-- 7.7A3;7 3j -. 11 773 -.

90I'3,7~ '.4~ .6d94 .3 .23

40 .39.3?4R9 4 43375 3.47A68 8.52274 4.56-97 4..67i' 1 -. 66rl A. 56
410 4.84955 8.9 9i a .94434 *..?915 •.'3 . .35° .1' " 3244 .2 -.3

32.0 .3 :75 9.37 4ý 9.42769 I 4.47641 4.5.526. 6.355 ..
33 3 1.125-1 9.92708 9.97791 17.. 21 10.06% '1 .1:4 I A'"..........45 1. -4

440 13.3384 Ir. j4l 13. 4428 - .4353 *.C :.4d. 1c.6 - i -.3;* 33
45• II). '75 *''72 13.9753 11.295 1!.:•3'1 1.1• l1.l l.- .. 2 il::

477• 11"'•" 12 ':3 2:. 918 21.24.' .-.. Z77 .... - 1... •1. 12.3•: .• 3 2•"

4y) I13.:5
7 7  

1 ...-. 13.'.. .-
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APPENDIA A

TABLE All.- Conclu_..d

0 1 2 I 3 4 5 7-F ,"Knots ;

500 13.7756 13.8385 13.9015 .3.9647 14.0281114.09171 14.1555i14..195 14_2816 14 .348
510 14.4126 14.4773 14.5423 1 4 . 6 074!1 4 . 6 7 27 14.7183 14.81,40 14.8699 14.s361 15.-,-24I
520 15.0689 15.1356 15.2026 15.2697 15.3170115.4:45 15.4122115.5402'15.6.083 15.C7.6
530 15.7451 15.8139 15.8828 15.9519:16.0213 16.0O08 16.16%6116.2305 I6.3007 1 . 711
540 16.4417 16.5125 16.5835 16.6547 16.7261 16.7177 16.8695116.941617.3138117. 63
550 17.1s90 17.2319 17.3050117.3783 17.45117.s256 17.5s6 17.6737 17.7481 1.-24,
560 17.8976 17.9726 18.0479118.1234,18.1191118.2750 1 183512 18 427c 14.5041 1;j.=- -y
570 18.6560 18.7352 18.8127118.8904.18. 683'19.0465,19.1248119.2334 I..2.823.1 . 61

580 19.4406 19.5201 19.5999i19.6798 19.7600 19.643S 19.9211!20.002: 2.831' .- 45
59O 20.2461 20.3279 20.4099t20.4922 20.5748 20.6575120.7415120.8238 2,:.9072, ?,39

600 21.0749 21.159121.243521.3282;21.4131 21.4;,42
1
21.536121.6693 21.7551 .1...43

610 21.9276 22.0142122.101)122.168222.2755122.3431I22.451l,22.5391 Z;.6274 . j

6a:, 22.8048 22.8939 22.9833!23.0729'23.1627I23.2528i23.3432;23.433r 23.524h .
630 23.7171 23.7087 23.m90f 23.962h 24., 7 5 I .4.!P79124.26-8i:4.3543'4.4474
640 24.63i1 24.7293 24 8238.z4.9186 25.0136125.1:89125.2S44 225.3,03 •.39194'ý.4";'7
650 25. 589ý 25:6862125:7834 25.9809 25.9786;26. -65 

2 6
.1

7 4
41_6.Z733

66G 26.57C5 26.6702:26.7701126.8703 .6.,707 27.3T14 27.17-4177.27 .7.3753 17.4771
670 27.5792 27.6815127.7842127.8871 27.?-1028.Q937 2b.1.74;;.3;13 .-. 435 -
680 28.614a 28.7198 28.kizSI528.3306 2"..364 29.3425 129.4; .554 i.-.4622
690 29.6767 29.7843

1
29.8922J30.3003 30.1386.30.2:73130.351•. 3.4,'53 Y-54 -.; w

700 30.76412 30.8743 30.9847131.0953 31 '162131.E.73131.4n.. 31.54r,3 3'.6522: 1'
710 31.8786 31.9872132.1021 1 32.21SU132.3285132.44211 3. .9 32 !:. 7-'32.4 '- -h
720 33.0135 33.1285I33.243e 33.3593 33.4

7
5W)33.5t12 333.- 3 - . .

730 34.1744 34.2391, 34.4094134. 5272 34.64S3134.7-E36134.. 86 35 . ',)1)".12') 7, ..
740 35.3587 3S.4785 135.5984• 35.7186 35.,39 SP 35.9536 36.eI 36 . 2 '516 6.Q2291 !..4444
750 36.5662 36.6882!36.8104!36.93Z9 37.:555137.1"85I37.35:• J7.424'" -.-54RS !7.-3-3
760 37.7944 37.9206:38.1451:38.1698 38.3347' 38.4:•36 38.54S.- ..7,'3 ..
770 39.04 i9 39. 17€ .q.3021 33 .4 39. -561 39., ;35 39. .17 , $ -.? 4 e' .
780 40.3235 40.4",22 40.5811 40.71^2 40.239S, 4. ' 41. . 4:. ý", I
790 41.61+9 41.,507 41.6818 42.313' 42.244542.2-452 . 4..4,_ 4... 4.

800 42.93-7aJ43.0708 .43.-04,;43.3371 43.471) 43.6:44,43.73i, 43.,7,. 44 44..4°-.

810 44.2773144.4121 44.3474 44..eQ f 44.,266 44.'1.-.45 .'- 4.-." ". :. -
820 45.63-3145.7744 45.3118 46.3434 46.'172 46.1 52,46.4.-4 .-45 4.
830 147.01z4 47.1576 47.2971 47.4367 47.-'766 47.7":;7 47.;,S;'1 47. 1P74 4-. 4-1
840 48.42:1 48.5614 48.7129 46.d4446 46.26%66 4 .. 6749.._X .43.423'. ..

-3 f 49,.(.349.9.7 2 1.-.173 ..4;3.- I . - .'-" ".:..

870 52.74-615.895 53.-42', 5t. 13-,4 -3.-C3 5,1.44-5 5. " .--. -.
!3 F'4.21:4154.37'1 54.5-'i3 54.6;7.! 44'.-• . s.

")9') 55.7355.844 4

413 58.73?-5;5.A.,5 5 59.: .63 C.-.4 -*41). ý '-3 . -. . . .

1 20 '6:). 51` 356 iý . .

330 5S1.34".63.34 %.566 -. 41". .--
341 E73.-4" A .7 .1 3., 6. e 4. ' . -2 -. - .. .- 4.

95-.- .65. .. w. 65.".. . -. N... --

4S43



APPENDIX A

-. **-.. .- ?A&Z A12- INIAC: FICSUkI (OR M~ 4 1 MP'Jfl435) PEI' S7TAfLJ 5 C24.

.3;.:a Th. AIhRPEED 7, (r3R I=ICAIt. AIF--..O 1. '/I rrM'"

[Fomt4. All

V 0 I 1 3 4 ' 7 S 3knots;

0 a xao.ii0598 1 '13332 •.030262; 3. 053964' 1.0844s-7. L1. -- 21"' . ..6. .-)c.4
10 .331313 * .40948', .44736s! .571832: .663"46 .76141S. .- ,-6591 .'P37 vi .1 -4 !3
20 S1.354 ; 1.49363 1 1.63860( 1.79159 1.95073 _ .11685 2.._i54 .. co99 .4 '
33 3. 04."31 3.25559 3.4A8430 3.6894,1 .91•648 4.1499"W 4.1 115 4..389% 4."-.48 ". -!..
40 5.4211.54 1 69686 ' 5.31631 : �,.2667S 6.56175 6.86374 .:'249 t%48781 ?.,1:3. ,.1."13

50 8. 4757 8.a1891 3.16893 9.52552 9.88908 1.2590 1V). .35. 11. lZ02 1.1115 2.-2.1
60 12.2129 1' .641 13. ,431 13.4678 13.a*5 "4.33 34 14.-%45 15.-1rA i
70 16.6152 17.1158 17.6'1Z j 16.964 18.571 S •. 104,, 19.-,:l t. 140'g .
80 21.7471 ;2.2963 .2.2:522 .45.4151 :56' .45 0 S. 7 24

ý0 2.50 Z.W 2.91 -.. 6 3 Z. 3664 42. 7.2* 313. 3

100 34.3493 14.7379 35.4331 36.1357 36. 450 37. 163" i8.s.-- b5 .J 152 . ,
113 41.2141 42.3078 .,2.'743 43.5467 44. '6t9 45.1131 45.-:773 46.7285 4.5167 4- .1

123 43.1544 40. 844 i7.f2IZ S'. f,0;43 52..5150 53. ;73T 54. .-36 -!.. ,-.

13ý 57.77,10 19.1-7 49!Z: 61.4.5S *2.3371 63..444 :4.-12 -4-. •
140 67. 1235 i 1).7%Z A.. it., 7;. 147 1:.24 74 3* .Sf 5: 4. W5 - , ....
150 77. 15A '6.20567G 27 6%.3187 al61.6,61, ý2.46:?1 ;11.'414 .4.61331 7:44 -
160 87.9"2 69.065. 40.1011 41.3253 )2.456 ' j.A147 #4.75 =.. '34 " 54 "
170 99.40E% 130.662 101.863 1213..71 1A4.-67 1:5.5.1 L;6. -. ;1 .7. 74 -- 4 .4--

18O 111.738 113 006 114.282 l05. 56S ,11A.856 118.155 114.460 2:.. "4 1- . 4
190 1124.7 61 126.10% :127.456 {128.816 1133.113 031.557 132.1-39 0*.. 3313 . '.

200 1is.S46 1319.9•6 141.31 % 1.8fl 144.2"76 145.728 147.187 14.55 '5 .s 3 '
2.0 153.33 3154.602 :156. 18 157.623 11,9.145 160 C/5 62.3 .. ,.59 t'-. 5# -.-

220 '168•443 70.020 '171.626 173.199 174.W0 *16.41: 178. 227 V? ?.

230 144. 576 , 286.-' 33 187.866 169.572 1i1.-52 .42. 4i2 194.64' . 44 -

1.201.51I :23.2.3 .4.396 .6.753 'A .913 210.2d4 212. 1.4 Z 51 ..
253 ' .92 '...83 j 21 . 912 2-4. 749 4:6.sm 226.448 -3.-2 .1 4
Z.;2 237.84! :30.146 .41.657 243.5". 245..S:7 :47.445 -4.3, --s. -4.
27. -257.260 iP. 24 2 .61.. Z'. .25 65. 66 :67.2R. 26.. -2.
2'43 277.533 -. 79.',07 81.6S .8.82 .S5. 4 -67-,' W . :. .1 vs

292 298.e72 -. 4.83. 3.'.26 "5.1 " 7. :-4 3392.2 U. .:3. t4

3;232.4 32.4 352. 3247 3.99753 1321. )C 34. :3.. ..
.12 343.612 345. *54 346.3-4 3..ts 3-35 .:34 355.41, 35-.-.1 6 .' -

321 3';.443 ;69).977 3%. 32.: 3l'.&7 377.235 1 -4.7.A 39: 1,7.-4.7 3
3311 fz 31.2 134.73 ,*.... ;).1 . '1 4)4., Y 2:. 4:.C 4.. .
34C 4!7..-),9 4.".. 5 1 4. = 1 25. 4.e.14Ž 431.122 4':. -4 4, .4-h 4 ..- * .-.. -.
35: 444.57.6 4'4.. 455... ,... 4.. 4... ..... . . . - -..

S47.4.3A2 47. 49 4-7-74 4- ,. 713 4,3.. 4,6.4. le-..., 4..... .
se8l i,3n;. :s.731 1:'.7-5 :2Aw6 51'. - .

49 16..5 Z4- 4. t
7

41. .5.6446 '4 .-

44: A..4 - r- - .- "4 . .4 ..... .

24-. 14 . . ti
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TABLE A12.- Concluded

0nots 0 2 3 4 75 6

10 1 974.29. 978.741 983.199 92".6691 992.154 996.651 1001.16 1005.6911010.2311014.78
510 1019.35 1023.93 1028.52 9103.13 '1037.75 1042.3a 1047.03 1051.6691056.17'1061.56
S20 1065.77 1070.49 11075.22 1079.97 1084.753 1049.53 1094.29 1099.1011103.91:1108.75
530 1113.59 1118.46 1123.33 1128.22 !1133.12 11138-44 1142.98 114./,92 1152.891115"7.871
540 1162. 86 1167.a6 1172.88 1177.92 11182.97 11184-4 1193.12 1198.21 1203.32'1208.451

550 1213.59 1218.75 1223.92 1229.10 1234.30 11239.52 1244.75 1250.0I11255.26,123c.54l
560 1265.83 1271.14 1276.46 1281.80 j1287.15 1292.52 1297.91 1303.34it308.73i1314.161
S70 1319 61 1325.G? 1330.55 1336.05 11341.56 1347.Ca 1352.63 1358.1911363.7.6 1369.35.
580 1374.96 1380.58 1386.22 1391.88 1397.55 1403.:.4 1408.94 1414.67 1420.4011426.16
590 1431.93 1437.71 1443.52 1449.34 1455.17 1461.03 1466.90 1472.78 1478.69,1484.61

600 1490.55 1496.50 1502.47 1508.46 1514.47 1520.49 1526.33 1532.58 1538.6611544.75
610 1550.86 1556.98 1563.13 1569.29 11575.46 1581.66 1587.87 1594.10.1600.35;1606.62
620 1612.90 1619.20 1625.52 1631.86 1638.21 1644.5a 1650.97 16S7.3811663.81'1670.25
630 1676.71 1683.19 1689.69 1696.21 1702.75 1709.30 1715.87 1722.4611729.07!1735.70
640 1742.35 1749.01 1755.69 1762.40 11769.12 1775.86 1782.61 1789.3911796.19!1803.00'
650 1809.84 1816.69 1823.56 1830.45 .1837.36 1844.29 1851.24 1858.21,!865.20j1872.21
660 1879.23 1686.28 1893.35 1900.43 1907.54 1914.66 1921.80 1928.97 1936.1511A,43.35
670 1950.57 1957.81 1965.07 1972.35 1979.64 1986.96 1994.29 2001.65 2009.0212016.41
680 2023.82 2031.24 2038.69 2046.15 .2353.64 2061.14 2068.66t2076.2012083.7512091.33
690 2098.92 2106.53 2114.16 2121.81 :2129.47 2137.15 2144.85 2)52.57ý2160. 312168. 06

700 2175.83 2183.62 2191.43 2199.25 2207.109 2214.'5S 2222.83 2230.73 2238.64 2246.57
710 2254.51 2262.48 2270.46 2278.45 12286.47 2294.50 2302.55 2310.62 2318.7012326.80
720 2334.92 2343.06 2351.21 2359.38 2367.56 2375.76 2382.98 2392.22 2400.47i2408 741
730 2417.03 2425.33 2433.65 2441.98 12450.33 2458.70 2467.019 247:.49 2483.91 2492.34
740 2500.79 2509.26 2517.74 2526.24 2534.75 2543.29 2551.83 2560.40 2568.98 2577.57
750 2586.19 2594.82 2603.46 2612.12 2620.83 2629.49 2638.20 2646.92V2655.66 2664.41
760 2673.19 2681.98 2690.78 2699.60 12708.44 2717.29 2726.1612735.04,7243.9412752.875
770 2761.78 2770.72 2779.69 2788.66 12797.65 2806.66 281S.6 12824.722833.718 2842.34
780 2851.93 2861.03 2870.14 2879.27 12888.42 2897.58 2906.72915.95:2915.16 2934.!9
790 2943.62 2952.87 2962.14 2971.42 12980.72 2990.34 2999.3613008. 7" ,3018.07:3027/.4

800 3036.83 13046.23 3055.65 3065.09 13074.54 3084.20 3093.4813102.97:3112.48i3122.: 1
810 3131.54 3141.10 3150.67 13160.25 ;3169.65 3179.46 3189.09,3198.73 3208.3413"-i.B6
820 3227.75 32337.45 3247.17 3256.90 3-266.-65 3276.41 3286.18'3259.97 3305.7a13315.69
830 3325.43 13335.28 3345.14 3355.02 '3364.91 3374.82 3384.7413394.68'3404.6313414.-9
840 3424.57 3434.56 3444.57 J3454.60 13464.E3 3474.i9 3484.75'i3494.83 3504.9313515.714850 3525.16 3535.30 3545.45 3555.62 !3565.82 3575.39 3581.20:3596.433606.673616.-.

860 3627.79 363"7.47 ;3647.76 3658.07 '3668.41 3678.73 13689.09 369.45 3719.64 37:2._3
870 3730.64 3741.06 13751.50 13761.95 :3772.42 3782.90 13743.39 383.I3i 3814.42 3824.?6
880 3835.51 3846.07 j3856.65 :3867.24 3877.z5 3888.47 3899.11'3909.75 3920.42:3931.-9
890 3941.78 13952.49 3963.21 3973.94 3984.09 3995.45 140016.22 4017.7. 4027.81 4^39-3

900 goo " "¶ 4060.30 '4071.16 4382.03 !4092.32 4103.i2 !4114.73 4125.-6P4136.64,.
910 41.58.32 4169.51 ;4180.50 ,4131. 5' ý4202.54 14213.58 i4224.63 4235.A,9 4246.77
920 4268.97 14280.09 .4291.23 i4332.37 4313.-4 4324.71 i4-,35.9-1 4147.11 43-1.0" .. 55
930 4380.80 14392.06 '4403.33 :4414.61 44-5.71. 4437.22 :4441.55 4459.8i9 4471.Z4 4482.-rl
940 4493.99 14555.39 14516.79 ;4528.2: 4539.;.5 4551. 11 4582.5' 4574.:4 45P5.53'45.7..3
950 4608.55 46O.00 !4631.62 4643.1,3 4654.-S 4- 6 .• 4677:.43 44.89..4 47:1.'- 4'22.-1
960 4724.46 23.13 1447.31 4759.5: 4771.. 7 :4?2.73 i4774.1 4as,8.4: 4819.:" 48Z. .4
970 14841.73 14853.53 ;4865.34 4.?77.17 4'8,9.; '490r.i7 J471-.73 4,24.6S2 4.?36..
980 14960.34 4977.28 :4384. - .1 44.

990 ,5080. 0 5 92.36 :5154.45 :5:16.54 5i:8..5 514:.78 5152.'. %1.5.I; -

~1;00 -S23:.59

2 4



APPENDIX A

TASLE A13.- TRUE AIRSPEED V IN KNOTS FOR VALUES OF CALIBRATED

AIRSPEED Vc IN KNOTS AND VALUES OF PRESSURE ALTITUDE H

S.... . .II GMrOTENWTLx FEET-

[Comutation of V based on standard temperature at each altitude]

VCR

kts

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

ft

0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.0 900.0 1000
5 000 107.7 215.0 321.6 427.4 532.2 635.8 740.3 847.3 955.2 1064

10 000 116.2 231.6 345.4 457.2 566.8 674.5 785.0 900.5 1018 1136
15 000 125.8 250.0 371.5 489.4 603.8 716.3 835.2 960.9 1089 1218

20 000 137.2 270.5 400.1 524.4 643.4 763.0 892.4 1030 1170 1310
25 000 148.7 293.4 431.5 562.0 686.6 816.2 958.0 1109 1263 1418

30 000 162.4 318.9 465.9 602.6 735.4 877.5 1034 1201 1370 1541
35 000 178.0 347.4 503.5 646.9 791.6 948.7 1122 1307 1494 1682

40 000 199.1 385.6 553.7 708.9 871.5 1049 1245 11454 )666 1878
45 000 223.7 429.1 610.0 782.4 967.0 1169 1392 11629 1869

50 000 251.0 476.4 671.6 865.7 1076 1306 1559 11827
55 000 281.3 527.3 740.3 960.3 1199 1460 1747

60 000 314.9 581.8 817.9 1068 1340 1636 1961
65 000 351.8 640.4 906.0 1191 1499 1835

70 000 394.8 709.9 1013 1338 1690 12073
75 000 440.3 785.3 1130 1501 1901

80 000 489.4 870.3 1263 1684 2139
85 000 540.2 962.9 1408 1885

90 000 596.2 1071 1576 2111
45 000 656.2 1193 1766

100 300 722.2 1330 1979
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TABLE A14.- STATIC PRESSURE p (OR p') 1.l MILLIMT•ERS OF MERCURY (00 C) FOR VALUES OF

PRESSURE ALTITUDE H (OR INDICATED ALTITUDE H') IN GEOPOTENTIAL METERS

[From ref. All

"0 100 200 300 1 400 Sao S00 700 800 900

-1 000 854.538
-0 769.054 778.19S 787.424 796.741 806.147 815.644 825.230 834.908 841.677

0 760.000 751.032 742.LS, 733.354 724.643 716.015 707.470 699.009 690.629 682.l331
1 000 674.114 665.978 657.921 649.943 642.043 1634.222 626.478 618.810 611.219 603.703

2 000 596.263 598. "9 581.604 574.385 1567.239 560.165 553.162 546.231 539.370 532.579
3 0001525.857 519.204 512.620 506.103 499.654 1493.271 486.954 480.703 474.518 468.390
4 000 462.339 456.346 450.416 444.548 4-8.742 1432.998 427.314 421.692 416.129 410.626

5 000 405.182 399.797 35..470 389.200 383.988 1378.832 373.732 368.68" 363.700 -358.766

6 000 353.886 349.061 344.2a9 339.569 334.903 :330.288 1325.72S 321.213 316.752 j312.341
7 000 307.981 303.669 299.407 295.193 291.027 1286.909 282.838 278.814 274.837 i270.906

8 000 267.020 263.180 259.384 255.633 251.926 248.263 244.643 241.066 237.531 1234.038

9 000 230.587 227.177 223.a09 220.481 217.193 213.944 210.736 207.566 204.435 201.343

10 000 198.288 195.271 192.291 189.349 164.442 183.573 180.738 177.940 175.177 172.448

11 000 169.7S4 167.098 164.484 161.911 159.377 156.884 154.430 152.013 149.635 147.294

12 000 144.990 142.721 140.488 138.290 136.127 133.997 131.901 129.837 127.806 125.806
13 000 123.838 121.900 119.Q93 118.116 116.268 114.449 112.658 110.896 109.161 107.453

14 000 105.772 104.117 102.488 103.885 99.3064 0 97.7527 96.2234 94.7179 93.2361 91.7774

15 0001 90.3415 88.9281 87.5368 86.1672 84.8191 83.4921 82.1859 80.9001 79.6344 7 78.3885

16 0001 77.1621 75.9549 74.7665 73.5968 72.4454 71.3119 70.1963 69.0980 6.,1
7
0 6 66.9528

17 0001 65.9053 64.8742 63.8593 62.8602 61.8767 60.9087 59.9557 54.0177 58.0944 57.1855

18 COO 56.2909 55.4101 54.5432 53.6899 52.8499 52.0721 51.2091 50.4080 49.6193 48.3430

19 000 48.0788 47.3267 46.586i 45.8574 45.1399 44.4337 43.7385 43.0542 42.3806 41.7176I

20 000 41.0649 40.4226 39.7906 35.1688 38.5570 37.9550 37.3627 .6.7799 36.2064 35.6421

21 000 35.086; 34.5406 34.0031 33.4741 I 32.9536 32.4414 31.9375 31.4415 30.9536 30.4733

22 000 30.0008 29.5358 29.0782 28.6279 28.1848 27.7487 27.3196 26.8973 26.4817 26.0727

23 000 25.6703 25.2742 24.8844 24.5008 24.1232 23.7517 23.3861 23.0262 ,2.C7; ! 22.3235

24 400 21.9804 21.6428 21.3105 20.9835 20.6616 20.3448 20.0330 19.7261 19.4240 1 9.1218 I

25 000 18.8341 18.5461 18.2627 17.9F37 17.7090 17.4387 17.1726 16.9107 16.6530 16.3992
26 000 16.1495 15.9036 15.6616 15.4234 15.1889 14.9581 14.7309 14.5072 14.2871 14.07",4
27 000 13.857; 13.6470 13.4403 13.2367 13.0364 12.8392 12.6450 12.4539 1:.2657 12.0685
28 000 11.89e1 11.7186 11.5418 11.3678 11.1965 11.0279 10.8618 10.6984 10.5375 1).3790
29 000 10.223: 110.0694 4.91825 9.769391 11.62281 9.478511 9.33643 9.19654 i..n5461 -:I32

30 000 8.78Q431 J__
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TABLE AlS.- STATIC PRESSUR* p (OR p') IN PASCAL5 FOR VrALUES X PRESS*JRE AL-77?2E %

(OR I!IDICATED ALTIT•E HI , IN GP•0PTEIIAL W.EAS

r.rom reo. Al]

0 100 200 300 400 S6 70 8z0 900

-10 ouo113 929.
102 932. 103 751. 104 981. 106 223. 107 477. 0 4 113 022. 111 312. 614.

0 101 325. 100 129. 9 9 45.3 97 :72.5 9 611.: 99 460.8 94 Kz:.6 93 193.5 92 ' 0.76.] 0 977.%
I 000 89 874.5 88 789.7 87 713.5 86 #31.9 85 598.. 84 96.0 83 5.3.5 82 901.3 81 489.2 40 487.:
2 000 79 495.2 78 913.1 77 540.9 76 -;78.4 76 625.6 74 682.5 73 -44.9 72 824.8 71 ;p: 0.0 .1 04.6
3 000 70 108.5 69 221.5 68 343.7 67 474.- 66 615.1J 65 764.0 64 9:"..9 FA 088.5 63 :63.8 Q2 447..

000 61 640.2 60 841.1 60 050.5 59 268.1 o .- i..1 57 -28.3 S6 .6 56 222.. 55 4-9.3 S4

5 000 54 019.9 53 301.9 42 591.6 58 889.1 51 194.1 50 506.8 49 8l,.9 49 154.4 4 4,9.3 47 831.5
_ 6 000 47 181.0 1 46 937.6 45 901.4 45 272.2 44 690.0 44 034.8 43 4ý;-.4 42 824.9 42 -33.2 4 '42."

7 000 41 060.7 40 48S.9 39 917.6 39 399.8 38 800.4 38 291.4 37 -. 17 172. 36 ,41.9 . 117..
a 000 39 599.8 39 087.8 34 581.7 34 081.6 33 587.4 33 099.0 32 *-1.4 312 139.4 31 ., 4.2 .1 1 '02.5S
9 000 30 742.4 30 287.8 29 838.7 29 395.0 28 996.6 28 523.6 28 :'-A.8 27 671.-- 27 -55.8 t :143.5

13 000 26 436.2 26 034.0 25 636.7 25 244.4 24 S97.0 24 474.3 24 .-%.5 23 721.4 21 3S5.0 992 91.:
11 000 42 6?2.3 22 277.9 21 929.4 21 586.3 21 248.6 20 916.1 20 S6,9. 9 23 266.a 19 M98.7 23 637.6
12 000 11- 12.4 19 027.9 18 730.2 18 437.2 18 148.8 17 864.8 17 W49..3 17 310.2 17 :39).4 1. 772..
13 000 11 1.0.4 16 292.1 15 397.8 15 747.5 15 501.1 15 258.6 IS :'.9 : -4 784.) 14 553.6 14 325..
14 000 14 101.8 13 861.1 13 664.0 13 450.2 13 239.8 13 032.6 12 ;". 7 I12 628.7 12 4.3.5 12 -36.

1S 000 12 044.5 11 8S6.1 11 670.6 12 488.0 11 308 3 11 131.4 10 •3. 10 785.9 11) 4 0.7 . 451.
16 000 10 287.4 10 1269 9,801 9 912.10 96580591 9 507.48 9 314.731 9 212.!: 9 :6. 1••. 8
17 000 8 786.66. 1 649.191 8 513 871 8 1-80.67 8 249.95 8 120.49 7 3!.441 7 868.;- 7 -1;.28R: -;:4-
13 000 7 904.829 7 387.411 7 271:83 7 198.06 7 046.07 6 435.83 6 a:.32i 6 720.!! 6 (.:5.36 5 11.-?
19 000 6 409.991 6 309.70 6 210.981 6 113.81 6 018.16! 5 924.01 5 z-:.32' 5 740.-5 5 ,1,.24. ý61.-6
223 0001 5 474.871 5 389.24 5 304.981 5 222.08! 5 140.Sll 5 :40.25 4 •..28 4 . 4 •27- 1 451

21 000 4 677.87? 4 60.234: 4 533.37! 4 462.85, 4 393.45! 4 325.17 4 !:.98e 4 11.'- 4 ". " ,6.
22 0001 3 999.78' 3 937.78. 3 876.781 3 416.74 3 757.66 3 69.53 3 -42.31 566.: 3:.61 476-.

* 23 .,301 3 422.42 " 369.61 3 317.651 3 266.50 3 216.17 3 166.17 3 -7.88 26)..: 3 22.54 6."
-4 0001 2 930.48! 2 185.47 Z -41.17 2 797.56' 2 754.65! 712.41 2 4t.44 - 624.-: 2 -. b9 . 550.

,5 0001 2 511.21 2 472.62 Z 434.o2 2 397.62 2 361.71 2 324.4- 2 -".50 - 2154.3- 2 2.21 .
26 0001 2 153.:a 2 120.31 : Z88.4 2 56.28 .2 025..2 1 ?-94.2 5 1 9.- 34.-4 1 5.-
'7 000 1 847.45! I 819.4S 1 7$1.89, 1 764.75 1 738.04 1 711.75 1 .•..86e4 66.3!4- 1 -35.20 3 .
24000 1 586.-9 1 562.35 1 518.781 1 SAS.59 1 492.75 1. 477.26 I 44n.1 1 2 4'6.3 1 4:4.48 -q . -
29 000 1 362.%- 1 342.48 1 12.32 1 302.4i 1 -082.94 1 263.7n I Z4.76

3) 000 1 171.'6 _ _ _
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TABLE A.i6.- DENSITY p IX ILOCGRAMS PER CUBIC ETER M0R VALUES :

PRESSURE ALTITUDE H IN GEOpoTENTIAL .ETES

[Frocktef. All

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 1 800 900
U I

0 1.2250 1.2133 1.2017 1.1901 1.1786 1.1673 1.1560 1.1448 1!.1336 1.1226

1 000 1.1116 1.1008 1.0900 1.0793 1.0686 1.0581 1.0476 1.1372 11.0269 1.0166
2 000 1.0065 .99641 .98641 .97648 .96663 .95886 .94716 .93754 .92799 .91852
3 000 .90912 .89980 .89055 .88137 .87226 .86323 .85427 .84538 .83656 .82781

4 000 .81913 .81052 .80198 .79351 .78511 .77677 .76851 .76031 .75218 .74411

5 000 .73612 .72818 .70232 .71251 .70478 .69711 .68950 .68195 .67447 .66705
6 000 .65970 .65240 .64517 .63800 .63089 .62384 .61636 .60993 .60306 .59625
7 000 .58950 .58261 .57618 .56960 .56308 .55662 .55022 .54387 .53758 .53135

8 000 .52517 .51904 .51297 .50696 .50100 1 .49509 .48924 .48343 .47769 .47119

9 000 .46635 ,460W .45522 .44973 .44429 .43890 .43356 .42827 .42304 .41785

10 000 .41271 .40761 .40257 .39757 .39263 .38772 .38297 .37806 .37333 .36859

11 000 .36392 .35822 .35262 .34710 .34167 .33633 .33106 .32589 .32079 .31577
12 000 .31083 .30596 .30118 .29647 .29183 .28726 .28277 .27834 .27399 .2r,970

13 000 .26548 .26133 .25724 .25322 .24925 .24535 .24152 .23774 .23402 .. 3036
14 0OC% .22675 .22331 .21971 .21628 .21289 .20956 .20628 .203.J6 .19988 .19675

15 000 .19367 .19064 .18766 .18472 .18183 .17899 .17619 .17343 .17072 .16805

16 000 .16542 .16283 .16028 .15778 I.15531 .I5288 .15049 .14813 .1458. .14353

17 000 .14129 .13908 .13690 .13476 .13265 .13058 .11453 .12652 .12454 .12259
18 000 .12068 .11879 .11693 .11510I .11330 .11153 .10978 .10806 .10637 1'4-1

19 0001 .10307 .10146 .099871 .098309 .096771 .095257 .093766 .09229ý .090r55 .51 9434

20 000 .088035 .086618 .,85224 .083854, .082506 .181180 .0798771 .078394 .1773331

21 000 .074873 .073674 .072494 .071333 .070192 .369069 .0679651 .1661- .3650111 . 74 1
22 000 .063727 .062711 .161711 .060728 .059760 .058809 .0578731 .*356995- .156C47 .'55S6
23 000 .054280 .053418 .05Z570 .051737 .050916 .050109 .04*315! .348534 .347766 . 47311

24 000 .046267 .045536 .044816 .044109 .043412 .342727 .0423541 .34139_- .14C37) .-- 7

25 000 .039466 .036945 .038234 .037633 .037141 .036459 .33z387 .73I3:K .)34-7- n
26 000 .033688 .033160 .032641 .032130 .331628 .031133, .037646 .53'16a . .
27 000 .028777 .023281 .027886 .027452 .027r,24 1 .026604 .92.'ý - .5'51 .4

28 000 .024591 .0242171 .0238411 .023471 .023107 .322749 .- 2:*3 .3026 : .)2178.. ... 7..
29 000 .021042 .022717, .0203971 .020082 .019771 .019466 .031?166 .31 8-: .)850jo1 1294

30 000 .018012 .3)1735 .J174621 .017193 .116929 .3166691 .1i6413 .)161f: .O1:5I .'_____

'e
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TABLE A17.- TEMPERATURE :1.14 DEGREES CENTIGRADE FOR VALUES OF

PRESSURE ALTITLIDE H IN GEOPOTENTIAL METCRS

[From ref. All

H, 0 100 200 300 400 5a0 600 700 Soo 1 0

0 15.000 14.350 13.700 13.050 12.400 11.750 11.100 10.450 9.8001 9.1s')
1 000 8.500 7.850 7.2001 6.550 s.900i 5.250 4.600 3.9501 3.300 2.6_,)

2 000 2.000 1.350 .700 .050 -. 600 -1.250 -1.900 -2.550 -3.200,3.a8501
3 000 -4.500 -5.150 -5.ROC -6.450 -7.100 -7.750 -8.400 -9.050 -9.70010.3531
4 000 -11.000 -11.65n -12.300 -12.950 -13.600 -14.250 -14.900 -15.550 -16.200 -16.850 1

5 000 -17.500 -18.150 -18.800 -19.450 -20.100 -20.750 -21.400 -22.050 -22.700 -23.350O
6 000 -24.000 -24-.650 -25.300 -25.950 -26.600 -27.250 -27.900 -28.550 -29.200 -29.8500
7 000 -30.500 -31.150 -31.800 -32.450 -33.1CO -33.750 -34.4cc ,5.0501-35.700,- 3 6 .350j
8 000 -37.000 -37.650 -38.300 -38.950 -39.600 -4...250 -40.900 1.550 -42.200 -42.850a
9 000 -43.500 -44.150 -44.800 -45.450 -46.100 -46.750 -47.400 -48.050 -48.700 -49.350

10 000 -50.000 --50.650 -51.300 -51.950 -52.60 -53.250 -53.900 -54.550 -55.200;-55.s50I
11 000 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.5500-56.-5',D

12 000 -56.5b0 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.5O0j
13 000 -56.500 -56 500 -56.500 -56.50;)1-56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.5;00
14 000 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.-=:O;

15 000 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.530'
16 000 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -55- 5DO
17 000 -56.500 -A6.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56. -53 .50 '
18 000 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500t-s.5 'o0
19 000 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.500 -56.5001-56-.50 -56.:-:,o

20 000 -56.500 -56.400 -56.300 -56.200 -56.100 -56.000 -55.900 -55.8001-55.700 -55.-z
21 000 -55.500 -55.400 -55.300 -55.200 -55.100 -55.000 -54.900i-54.800 -54.7')0j-54 -".• 0O
22 000 -54.500 -54.400 -54.300 -54.200 -54.100 -54.000 -53.900 -53.800 -53.7')0 -..- :o
23 000 -53.500 -53.400 -53.300 -53.230 -53.2001-53.000 -52.900 -52.800;-52.700 -5-.• DO
24 000 -52.500 -52.400 -52.3001 -52.200 -52-..:C,-52.000 -51.900 -51.800i-51.700 -5i.-A Y2

25 000 -51.500 -51.400 -51.3001-51.2001-51.100 -51.000 -50.900 -
26 ouv -50.500 -50.400 -50.300 -50.200 -50.100 -:0.000 -49.900 -49.800:-49.7)0)-4.•.2'

j27 000 -49. 500 -49.400 -49. 300 -49..;00 -49.100 -49.000 -48.900 -48.800 i-48.7)0') -.- : 0
28 000 -48.500 -48.400 -48.300 -48.:03 -48.100 -48.000 -47.900-47.800O-47..0 .- 0'
~29 00 -7500 -47.400 -47.3100 -47.ZOO -47.100 -47.000-4.90468:46l -z.r-

30 ooo 0 6 o[)OI.o -46.100-46.000 -45.900
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TABLE A1B.- COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY U IN PASCAL-SECGNDS TOR

VALUES OF PRESSURE ALTITUDE H IN GEOPOTENTIAL METERS

[From ref . Al]

H, 1,H 1
m Pa-sec m Pa-sec

0 1.7894 x 10-5 15 000 1.4216 x 10-5
500 1.7737 15 500 1.4216

1 000 1.7578 16 000 1.4216
1 500 1.7419 16 500 1.4216
2 000 1.7260 I '1 00 1.4216
2 500 1.7099 17 500 1.4216
3 000 1.6937 18 000 1.4216
3 500 1.6775- 18 500 1.4216
4 000 1.6611 19 000 1.4216
4 500 1.6447 19 500 1.4216

5 000 1.6281 20 000 1.4216
5 500 1.6115 20 500 1.4244
6 000 1.5947 21 000 1.4271
6 500 1.5779 21 500 1.4298
7 000 1.5610 22 000 1.4326
7 500 1.5439 22 500 1.4353
8 000 1.5268 23 000 1.4381
8 500 1.5095 23 500 1.4408
9 000 1.4922 24 000 1.4435
9 500 1.4747 24 500 1.4462

10 000 1.4371 25 000 1.4490
10 500 1.4394 25 500 1.4517
11 000 1.4216 26 000 1.4544
11 500 1.4216 26 500 1.4571
12 000 1.4216 27 000 1.4598
12 500 1.4216 27 500 i.4625
13 000 1.4216 28 000 1.4652
13 500 1.4216 28 500 1.4679
14 000 1.4216 29 000 1.4706
14 50C 1.4216 29 500 1.4733

1 30 000 1.4760
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TABLE A19.- SPEED OF SOUND a IN KILOMETERS PER HOUR AND KNOTS

FOR VALUES OF PRESSURE ALTITUDE H IN GEOPOTENTIAL METERS

[From ref. All

H, a. a, H, a, a,
m km/hr knots m km/hr knots

0 1225.06 661.48 15 000 1062.25 573.57
500 1218.13 657.74 15 500 1062.25 573.57

1 000 "211. 1; 653.98 16 000 1062.25 ,73.57
1 500 1204.15 650.19 16 500 1062.25 573.57
2 000 1197.10 646.38 17 000 1062.25 573.57
2 500 1190.01 642.56 17 500 1062.25 573.57
3 UO0 1182.88 638.70 18 000 1062.25 573.57
3 500 1175.70 634.83 18 500 1062.25 573.57
4 000 1168.48 630.93 19 000 1062.25 573.57
4 500 1161.22 627.01 19 500 1062.25 573.57

5 000 1153.90 623.06 20 000 1062.25 573.57
5 500 1146.55 619.C9 20 500 1063.48 574.23
6 000 1139.14 615.09 21 000 1064.94 575.02
6 500 1131.69 611.06 21 500 1065.92 575.55
7 000 1124.18 607.01 22 000 1067.14 576.21
7 500 1116.63 602.93 22 500 1068.36 576.87
8 000 1109.03 598.83 23 000 1069.58 577.53
8 500 1101.37 594.69 23 500 1070.79 578.18
9 000 1093.65 590.53 24 000 1072.01 578.84
9 500 1085.89 586.33 24 500 1073.22 579.50

10 000 1078.07 582.11 25 000 1074.44 580.15
10 500 1070.19 577.85 25 500 1075.65 580.80
11 000 1062.25 573.57 26 000 1076.86 581.46

_ 11 500 1062.25 573.57 26 500 1078.07 582.11
12 000 1062.25 573.57 27 000 1079.27 582.76
12 500 1062.25 573.57 27 500 1080.48 583.41
13 000 1062.25 573.57 28 000 1081.68 584.06
13 500 1062.25 573.57 28 500 1082.89 584.71
14 000 1062.25 573.57 29 000 1084.09 585.36
14 500 1062.25 573.57 29 500 1085.29 586.01

30 000 1086.49 586.E6
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TABLE A20.- ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY g IN METERS PER SECOND SQUARED

FOR VALUES OF PRESSURE ALIMTUDE H IN GEOPOTENTIAL METERS

[From ref. Al]

H, g, H, g,
m m/sec 2  m m/sec 2

0 9.8066 15 000 9.7604
500 9.8051 15 500 9.7589

1 000 9.8036 16 000 9.7573
1 500 9.8020 16 560 9.7558
2 000 9.8005 17 000 9.7543
2 500 9.7989 17 500 9.7525
3 000 9.7974 18 000 9.7512
3 500 9.7959 18 500 9.7496
4 000 9.7943 19 000 9.7481
4 500 9.7928 19 500 9.7466

5 000 9.7912 20 000 9.7450
5 500 9.7897 20 500 9.7435
6 000 9.7881 21 000 9.7420
6 500 9.7866 21 500 9.7404
7 000 9.7851 22 000 9.7389
7 500 9.7835 22 500 9.7373
8 000 9.7820 23 000 9.7358
8 500 9.7804 23 500 9.7343
9 000 9.7789 24 000 9.7327

9 500 9.7774 24 500 9.7312

10 000 9.7758 25 000 9.7297
10 500 9.7743 25 500 9.7281
11 000 9.7727 26 000 9.7266
11 500 9.7712 26 500 9.7250
12 000 9.7697 27 000 9.7235
12 500 9.7681 27 500 9.7220
13 000 9.7666 28 000 9.7204
13 500 9.7650 28 500 9.7189
14 000 9.-635 29 000 9.7174
14 500 9.7620 29 500 9.7158

30 000 9.7143

0
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TABLE A21.- IMPACT PRESSURIE q% iOR q<) IN . I4ETZRS OF -XP--U;.Y 10° C) FOR VALLE5S

OF CALMATE.D AiRSPIEM vý tCR IDr'ICATED A:9SPE, V,;:.

L[rvex-d from r.!. A2)

m1 h 4 5 6 7 9 9

0 3 3.001 : 3.03 0.006 J.009 0.013 i.317 0 .!23' 3.;29
10 .03' -343 .351 D060 .069..G080.091 .102 .11S .128
20 .1421 .156 .172 leal .41 .222 .2", .254)k .278 .298
30 .3191 .341 .363 .386, .410 .4 34! .4601 .485 .- 12 .I39
40 .5671 .596 .625, .656, .6871 .718: .750: .783! .'17 .a5l
so .887 .922 .959. .9961 1.034, 1.073 1.112. 1.152 1.191 1 235
60 1.277 1.320 1. 3641 1.406! 1.453i 1.499! 1.545 1.592 1.640 1.689
70 1. 738! 1.788 1 "839 !'.891' 1.9431 1.996 2.1349: 2.1{C4 2.159 -. 21S

80 2.2711 2.328 2.386 2.445! 2.504, 2.564 2.625 2.686 2.749 2.812
90 2.8751 2..940 1.005 3.0701 ,. 137 7 3.2 3.2721 3.341 3.410 3.49 0

100 3.5511 3.6221 1.694 3.7671 3.841, 3.915: 3.990 4.066 4.143 4.220
113 4.2.981 4.3771 4.456 4.536, 4.617- 4.698. 4.781' 4.864 4.M47 S.032
120 5.117, 5.203, 5.289 5.377" 5.465S 5.5531 5.643; 5.733) 5.24 5.915130 6.0081 6.101 6.194 6.289i 6.384! 6.480, 6.577, 6.674

140 6.971 7.0711 7.172 7.2741 7.3761 7.479* 7.583i 7.688! 7.7931 7.899
150 8.006 8.1131 b.222 8.3311 8.4401 8.551, 8.662ý 8.7741 8.8866 9.000 ,
16.3 9.114 9.2281 ).344 9.460k 9.577• 9.6951 9.913! 9.912 10.352 10.173
170 10.294 13.4161 10.539 13.6621 10.787' 10.9121 11.0371 11.164. 11.2911 11.419
180 11.547 11.6771 11.807 11.938f 12.064 12.202; 12.335, 12.468 12.603; 12.738
190 12.874 13.0111 13.148 13.2861 13.425S 13.565S 13.705, 13.8461 13.988; 14.131I I
200 14.2741 14.418 14.563 14.7091 14.855ý 15.002 15.150' 15.298. 15.447! 15.597

15.748! 15.899t 16.052 16.205k 16.358 16.5131 16.688 16.824. 16. 80' 17.138
-20 1.2961 17.455t 17.614 17.775 17.936 18.098! 18.260 18.424 18.5688 18.753
210 18.9181 19.0841 19.251 19.419! 19.588 19.757' 19.927, 2 0. 93 20.270' 20.442
240 -3.6151 20.7891 20.963 .1.1391 21.315 21.492' 21.669 21.847 22.327: 22.226
:5, 22. 3871 22.5691 22.750 22.9331 23.117 23.301 23.486, 23.672 23.959, 24.146
Z63 24.234t 24.4231 .4.6133 .4.803, 24.994 25.186 25.379 25.572 25.7671 25.96Z-
2"7'1 26.1S7' 26.3S4 I 26.5511 -6.749 26.948 -17.147; 27.348: :7.54? :775 2.953

28: •.156[ 28.361 2.6 2.71 28.978, 29.185, 29.393, 29.6^.1l 29.811' 30.021

303 32.3851 32.6041 32.8:5 ?3.046i 33.268. 33.490i 33.7141 33.938[ 34.16,834.8

310 34.615I 34.842• 35.0701 35.2"1• 35.,29ý 35.7591 IS.990i 36.2221 36.45S ý 36.68"
32 69337.1S8 37.394i 37.6301 37.868 38.108, 38.34S' 38.585! 3 -82, ':)0

330 39.3091 39.552, 39.795, 4.3.0401 40.285 40.531 40.778: 41.026 41.2741 41.524!
343: 41.774 42.025i 42.276! 4Z.529; 42.782 43.036 43.291- 43.546 43.8033 44.960.
35"2 44.318 44.577i 44.8361 45.097; 45.358 45.620, 45.883 46.1461 46.411 4(,.676
63 . 46.942, 47.2081 47.476! 47.744t 48.314 48.284. 48.555 48.86 j 49.C99 4).372
37% 49.646 49.921, 50.196. 5., 3. 5•'3.75C 51.328- 51.337 51.567 I 51.867 52.144
'r" 52.4111 52.714 ý,2.998 53.2E2' 54.568 53.854 ,4.141 54.49 54.1 7
391 55-97i S5.5988~.4,5.j 56.4.,7 Sv.', 57.:S- 57 .,',5744 57.-47
4C1 58.245; 58.545 59.845' 59.146' 5-.446 59.751 60.ý54 f0. 38 5. 67!.64 E3.971r

4-, 61.277 61.585 -,1.893 62.203 62.513 62.924 63.136 6..44.3 ' 63.762 64.076 .

42ý 64.391: 64.737 A5.124 6!..242 65.661 65.4Al AA. 431 E6.6.1 6'6.?43. 67.2661
43: 67.5899 67-913 54.229 64.565 68.9%. 69.22.3 69.548 69.6-9 17..28 73.539'
44, 70.6 71. 1 4 1.538: 71.87: 72.228 ?2.544 72.891 13.2: 3..5" 71.398
45: ?4.-38: 74.580 74.'"22, 7-.:65, 75.639 75.954" 76.320 7f.647 '71.94 " 71.342 i
4- 77.67 1 78.541 7d.392 79..744 7-). 97- -. 450 79.835 80.1.- i3'•3 .16 97.8•9'
47 1 3j.:31. 31.4.9)3 1.-49 32.31): 82.671 -3.333 83.396 83.?A0 S4.125 a4.4ý1

4.3. 34.R57, i.:25 S5.593, i5.962, 86.333 ?6.774 87.:75 87.448, 9'.-22 68.196.
44: 39.5%. ,j. )48 14.125 49.71) 9..98Z •0.462 90.843 "1.214' 91.4-7 91.99ý0

5:: 12.375 J..763 93.146, 33.53, 43.421 94.313 ?4.699 35. -0 1 ý5.481 95.874
S -..167 ý.61 77..56, --. 45Z 47.843 *9.24" 48.64- 9. 46 3-91.447 ?9.8485'••.•." :..•5 :;2.:6'6 1.46 131.97 1:'2.27 1:2.64 223."9 '1:3.57 173.31

1. ". 4• ."1 1:.33 1.9.76 11".I1 :10.60 111.3 :::.;6 1U.-4 112.32
8: 117.'5 •.76 :3.61 114. 4 114.49 114.31 1115.15. 1:/.2: 1:6.•4
l,'- .4 3-.~ 2.4-: 1•.96 :.31 11'.'5 327.75 1:.5 12:.

" ." ,. ." .4• 12i. s2.3 : 2.5 Q23. Z -2.-3 13.-.25
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TABLE A21.- :onti.n't,3-

kzm•• o I , 2 3 4 5 t 7 j B

600 135.45 135.93 136.41 136.89 137.37 137.866 138.34 138.83 139.311 134.80
610 140.29 140.77 141.261 141.75 142.24 142.74 I 143.23 t 143.73 144.22 144.72

620 145.22 145.72 146.22 1 146.72 147.22 147.721 148.22, 148.73 149.23 149.74

630 150.25 150.76 151.26, 151.78 152.29 152.80, 153.31 153.83 154.34 154.86

640 155.38 155.90 156 42 IS5.94 157.46 157.9" 158.51, 159.03 159.56 .60. .8

.650 160.61 161.14 161.G7 162.20 162.73 163.27 163.80 164.34 164.87 165.41
660 165.95 166.491 167.03 167.57 168.11 168.66 169 20 169.75 170.29' 170.84

670 171.39 171.94 1 172.49 173.04 173.59 174.15 174.70 175.26 175.82- 176.37

680 176.93 177.49 178.06 178.62 179.18 179.75 180.31 180.88 181.45' 182.021
690 182.59 163.16 i183.73 164.30 L84.88 ISS.AS 186.03 186.61 187.18 187.-6

700 188. 35 188.93 189.51 190.09 190.68 191.27 191.85 192.44 193.03 193.62
710 194.21 194.81 195.40 196.00 196.59 197.191 197.79 i 198.39 198.99: 199.591
1 72a 200.19 )200.79 231.40 20Z.01 202.61 203.22 203.83 204:44 205:05 205.66
730 206.28 206.89 207.51 208.13 208.75 209.36 209.99 210.61 211.231 211.85
740 212.48 213.11 213.73 214.36 214.99 215.62 216.251 216.89 217.52 218.16

750 218.79 219.43 270.07 220.71 221.35 221.99 222.64 223.29 223.93; ".4.57
760 225.22 225.87 226.52 227.17 227.82 228.48 229.13 229.79 230.45 31.10

770 231.76 232.48 233.09 233.75 234.41 235.08 235.75 236.42 I 237.08 237.75

780 238.43 239.10 239.77 240.45 241.12 241.80 242.48 243.16 243.84 I 244.52
790 245.21 245.89 246.58 247.26 247.95 248.64 249.33 250.02 250.72 251.41

800 252.10 252.80 25.3.50 254.20 254.90 255.60 256.30 257.01 257.71: 258.42
810 259.12 259.83 1 260.54 261.25 261.97 262.68 263.40 264.11 264.83' 265.55

820 266.27 266.99 267.71 268.43 269.16 269.89 270.61 271.34 272.071 272.80
830 273.53 274.27 275.00. 275.74 276.48 277.22 277.96 278.70 279.44 ! 280.181

840 280.93 281.67 282.42 283.17 283.92 284.67 ztvi.4- 2? 9- t' 2%.93 1 287.69
850 288.45 289.21 289.97 290.73 291.49 292.26 293.02 293.79 294.56 295.jz

860 296.10 296.87 297.64, 298.41 299.19 299.97 300.75 331.53 302.jl 303.01
870 303.87 304.66 305.44 306.23 307.02 307.81 308.60 309.40 310.191 310.98
882 311.78 312.58 313.38i 314..8 314:98 315.79 3:6.59 317.40 318.2

0
i 319.01

890 319.82 320.64 321.45 322.26 323.08 323.90 324.7. 125.53 1 326.35 327.18

900 328.00 328.83 329.65 330.48 331.31 332.14 332.97 333.81 334.64 335.48
910 336.31 I 337.15 337.99 338.84 339.68 340.52 341.37 342.22 343.06 343.91
920 344.77 345.62 346.47 347.33 348.18 349.04 349.90 350.76 351.63 352.49
930 353.36 354.22 355.09 M35.96 356.83 357.70 358.50 359.45 360.33 361.21
940 362.09 362.971 363.85 364.73 365.62 366.51 367.39 368.78 369.18 370.07

35.3 30.7 8.81 82723 3: 7534:553.4 386.38 378.7: 388.07
950 370.96 371.86 372.76 373.65 374.55 375.45 376.36 377.26 378.17 379.07

960 379.98 I 380.89 381980 382.72 383.63 384.55 38S.4 386.38 387.30 38.22
970 389.15 390.07 391-0( 391.93 392.85 393.79 394.72 3S5.6S 3.5g 397.52

980 398.46 399.40 400.34 1401.29 402.23 403.18 404.12 405.07 406.02 406.97
990 407.93 1 408.88 1 409.84 410.80 1411.45 412.72 413.68 414.64 415.61 416.57

1000 417.54 i 418.51 1419.48 420.46 ; 421.43 422.41 423 39 4,4.37 425.35 426.33

1010 i427.31 1428.30 429.29 430.27 431.26 432.2U 413.25 434.24 1435.24 436.24
1020 437.24 1438.24 439.24 1440.25 1441.25 442.26 443.27 444.28 !44!.2? 446.31
1030 447.32 :448.34 449.3 450. 48 451.40 452.42 1453.45 454.48 1455.51 456.54
1040 457.57 458.60 459.64 460.67 461.71 462.75 463.79 464.81' 465.88 466.93

1050 , 467.97 469.-2 470.07 471.13 1472.18 473.24 474.29 475.35 :476.42 477.48
1060 478.54 479.61 480.68 481.75 !482.82 483.09 484.96 486.04 487.12 488.:)0

1070 489.28 490.36 491.44 492.53 493.62 494.71 495.80 496.89 497.79 499.08

1080 500.18 501.28 502.3! 503.49 5-04.59 505.68 i 506.80 507.91 509.03 510.14
1090 5S11.2S 1512.37 513.49 514.61 515.73 516.86 517.98 519.11 520.24 521.37

1100 522.50 523.64 j ,24.77 525.91 527.05 528.19 3 530.48 j 531.62 532.77
1110 533.92 135..I 1 536.23 537.38 538.54 539.70 540.86 -42.02 543.19 544.35
1120 545.52 5--.69 547.86 549.03 1550.21 551.38 1552.56 553.74 554.93 556.11

1130 1 557.30, 558.48 559.67 560.86 562.06 5E3.25 ; 564.45 564.65 566.85 568.05,
'140 54;ý.25 570.:6 ;571.67 :572.a8 574.09 1575.30 576.52 , 577.73 578.95 580.17
1150 581.39 Sd2.62 583.84 S85.17 586.30 587.53 588.77 ;5-0.•C 5)1.24 592.481
1 :0 ! 593.7: 594.36 1 596.21 597.46 598.71 i 599. 5 601.21 %,02.46 6n3.72 604.99

117, i676.24 607.50 608.76 i610.03 611.30 '612.57 613.84 615.11 1616.39 1617.67
1180 1618.:95 620.-2 621.5: 622.80 624.-8 625.?" 626.66 ,627-.6 -629.:5 630 55
11H30 1631.85 133.'5 634.45 63S.75 1637.06 18. 37 . 639.r. 164,).39i 642.31 1643:62

e Z55
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TABLE A21.- Concludied

0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8

1200 644.94 646.26 647.59 648.91 650 . 4  61 56 652.:S' 654.23 
6 5 .54

6  
656.901

1210 1 658.24 659.58 660.92 662.26 663"61 664.96 666.-1: 667.663 669.62! 671.70
1220 671.73 673.09 674.46 675.82 677.19 678.56 679.-3i 681.30 682.6a 684.05

1230 685.43 686.81 688.20 689.58 690.97 692.36 693.:1 95.14 696.54 697.04

1250 713.44 714.86 716.28 717.71 719.13 720.56 721.?Ql 723.431 724.8wt 726.30
1260 727.73. 729.18 730.62 732.07 733.51 734.#6 736.411 737.86 739.32 740.77
1270 742.21 743.69 745.15 746.61 748.081 749.55 711 ::1 ;g.4, ,•., 755.44
1280 756o92 758.40 759.88 761.36 7 '! ,4.33 765. Z• 767.31 768.801 770.30
1290 771.79 773.29 774.79 770.- 777.79S 779.30 780.Ei; 782.32! 783.83' 785.34

1300 786.85 788.37 i89.89 791.41 792.931 7W4.45 795.19 797.51 799.34 800.57
1310 802.10 80

2
.o3 805.17 806.71 808.25 SS9.79 811.13; 812.88 814.431 815.98

1320 817.531 $19.08 820.63 822.10 823.75 225.31 826.27; 828.43 830.00 831.57

1330 833.]5 834.71 836.28 837.85 839.43 841.01 942.5at 844.171 845.75 847.33
1340 84P.92 850.51 852.10 853.69 855.28 656.88 658.43i 860.07 861.68 863.28

1350 e,4.88 866.49 868.09 869.70 8"1.31 672.93 874.541 876.16 877.78 879.40
1360 881.02 882.64 884.26 885.89 887.52 889.15 890.-S! 892.421 894.05 895.69
1370 897.33 898.97 900.61 902.25 903.S0 955.54 907.!:, 908.84 910.501 912.15

1383 913.80 915.46 917.12 918.78 920.-5 922.11 923 .- i 925.441 927.11: 928.78

1V90 930.45 932.13 933.80 935.48 937.26 931.84 94j.S:: 942.211 943.89 945.58

1400 947.27 948.96 950.661 952.35 954.`5 9-5.74 957.44- 959.141 960.851 962.55

1410 64.26 965.96 967.67 969.38 971.12 972.81 974.5: 976.241 977.96! 79.E.

1420 381.41 983.13 984.86 986.58 968.31 93" 04 991.76 993.51 995.24 996.98
1430 998.72 1000.46 10C2.20 1003.9411005.69 1007.42 1009.9I1010.94 1312.6911014.44
1440 1316.20 1017.95 1019.71 1021.4711023.23 1025.05 1026.7-=1028.53 1030.2911032.06

1450 1333.83 1035.bl 1037.38 1039.16 1040.93 1042.71 1044.4i 1046.28 1048.0611049.85
1460 1051.63 105?.42 1055.21 1057.00 1059.801060..59 1062.31!1064.19 1065.9911067.79
1470 1369.59 1071.40 1n73.20 1075.01 1076.82 1037.63 1080.44"1082.26 1084.07 1085.89
1480 1387.71 1089.53 1091.35 1093.17 1095.00 1096.83 1098. ji1100.48 1102.3211104.15
149r hlO5.98 1107.82 1109.66 1111.50 1113.34 1115.18 1117.C::1118.87 1120.72 1122.57

1500 1124.42 1126.27 1128.12 1129.98 11-1.83!1133.69 1.35.51 1137.41 1139.2 .1141.14
1510 U143.00 1144.87 1146.74 1148.61 1150.4q:1152.35 1154.-- 1156.11!1157.981159.18
1520 1161.75 1163.63 1165.., "67.40 1169.2911-71.18 1173.:- i74.96:1176.85.1178.75
1530 1180.64 1182.54 1184.4411186.34 1188.Z4'11?S.151!192.'5 1193.96 1195.87.1197.78
1540 1199.69,1201.61 1203.52 1205.44 1201.36 12:9.28 1211.2: 1213.12;1215.04;12:6.974
1550 1218.9011220.83 1222.76 1224.6911226.E2 1228.56,1230.47 1232.43 1234.37 1236.31

1563 1238.25 1240.20 1242.14 1244.09 1246.",1247.99:1249.94 1251.89 1253.85 1255.30
1570 1;.7.76.1259.72 1261.6811263.64 1265.6:>'1267.57 1269.54 1271.50 1273..:7- 1275.44
1580 1277.42 1279.39 1281.37:1283.34 1285.3Z 1287.3011289.2; '.91.27!1293.25 1295.24
1590 1237.221299.21 1301.20 1303.20 13C=.!913:7.18130o.:1 1311.leI1313.16 1315.13i

1600 1317.18 1319.'9 1;21.19 i3Ž3.2011325.21 132'.22"!329.22 1331.2411333.25 1335.27
1610 1237.29 1339.31 1341.33 1343 3511345.37:134-.0i 1349.42 1351.45!1353.48 1355.51
1620 i357.54 1359.57 1361.61 1363.65 1365.66 1367.72 1369.7ý 1371.81i1373.85 1375.9C

1630 1177.44 1379.99 1382.04 1384.0911326.151161.20!139c.2= 1392.30 11394.37 1396.43
1640 1298.49 1400.56 1402.62 1 1404.C? 1(146.1 14 a .82:141-,.a 1412.9711415.04 1417.;-

1650 1419.19 1421.:7 1423.35 1425.43 114.-.5 14 -. 59!1431.6 :433.76 1435.85 1437.•4
1460 ýi440.03 1442.12 1444.12j1446.311144a.4: 14='.51'1452.6: :454.711456.81 1458.?2

1670 1461.02 1463.'3 1465.2311467.35:1461.46 147:.57 1473.;1 :475.30:1477.9Z 14•0.?3
1680 1422.15 1484.g8 1486.4011488.52:14?7.65 149-.75 1414. K -477.24.1499.17 15 !.31
'•90 1523.42 1505.57 1507.7111509.65'1522.3? 1514.2 1516.2 = 18.42 172-1.56 1522.71

256 4 .S6 "__

2560
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TABLE A22.- Continued

k/r 3 4

I 2
600 18 059 IS --3 18 197 18 251 183 31-5 16 3791 11 444 Ii F, 3
610 18 703 18 7, 1, 18l 834 18 d99 Is1#6 35 19 3'0 !9 ,, s, 1'..i 11 2., 4
620 19 361 19 4Z7 19 494i 19 560 19 f27 I'l ý.4 19 •.1 :o .' t 1 . -'4
630 20 031 20 399 20 167 20 235 ,253 033 20 372 24 443 -. J •i.
640 20 715 20 765 20 654 20 423 --") 993 .1 26 ,1 12 ." - . .;1 4
650 21 413 21 464 21 554 21 6.25 21 69ý6 21 79,7 -1 3h ~ 18 2 -1
660 224 I-5 22 1 .2? '63I 22 341 22 413 22 4"6 .2 55 2- '3 2 . 7 4 .2
6700 22 50 22f 22 997 I23 0 23 144 23 218 -3
680 21 5b9 23 6;4 23 739 23 814 .3 ;69 23 964 .4 ., 4 .-
690 24 34- 24 42) 24495 " '4 4h ý4 7:5

00 25 111 25 1,6 25 :66 I 25 344 'S 422 25 52 - S S76

71) 25 isgi 25 1-2 26 5. 2t' 131 :6 '1' - t, 293l-,;,- .4
720 26 690 ,G26 72• 56 51 6 432 ý7 0)3 Z7 394 -7 17" -7

1 730 27 501 27 5.;5 27 t66 27 748 -7 ;3' 27 113 Z7 P
74'4 28 32a f4 -4222 84s52 :s;74 - 6-3 -a 747 ;i33 ,
"753 9 729 29 259 34 9 5 511 2' 5. :
76030 4 7 .. 41 --1 2. - 7 114 4, ..v -.

77) 3)13,p4 33 oj!--6 31 ~ .1#-4 1 1 i4 4'
.., ol0 31 7b, )1 4 1,7 31 4,. .7 17 -.!7
7b. 32 i4 - 2 47 3 ; .57 .1 4 -- 4

I)'I 3 ., 3 -J4 .4 34 . -ta 4

830 if,46d M434 6 67k-' :686 ý t
.1.37 454 37 !53 3. . .3 3. .7 4 S .1 - S3 . . .

Os) 3E456 3, 38- S# If 37 •1 -- -3--
4.,~ .19 47. .39 .'79 . 2 . . - - . , , -7 4 3 -

1870 4; 513 4", t,8 4, -' 4, d; 6 4- f3 41 -!4. 144 41 :r 1 4'2
F8h0 41 41 -.74 4-1 7;11 42 ' t7 41 J4 4g 1 . ..- 2'

'0 424 -I 43 - 42b5f. 44 ;C 43,4 44 -4 44 4 4 .

i3.1 4-;4 45 5,4A

42 4'. V.- 4~~4 4 . 7 4. 4- 4. 4.

. . -

47 47• --k 4~mm l 4. 4nlm 4;-l -;T- '
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TABLE A22.- Concluded

5 -I I 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9

120'; 85 965 86 1611 86 338 86 514 86 6911 86 8681 87 046i 87 223' 87 4311 87 57.
1210 87 7581 87 9361 88 115 88 2951 88 474 8 654 88 834' 89 014 89 195 9 376,

U20 89 557 89 738; 89 920 90 1021 90 2841 90 4671 90 650 90 833 91 )161 91 "G0l
1230 91 383 91 5681 91 752 91 9371 92 122 92 307? 92 492. 92 678 92 464) 93 05j1
1:40 93 2371 93 424 93 6119 93 7981 93 996 94 174i 94 362i 94 550 94 7391 94 92R,

1250 95 1171 95 307 95 4961 95 6861 95 877 96 0671 96 2.,81 96 443 96 640 96 8321
1260 97 024' 97 2161 97 4081 97 6011 97 733 97 9871 98 180' 98 374 93 567 98 7614
1270 98 956 99 1511 99 3461 99 5411 99 736 99 9321100 1-:0,'00 3..4 10, 5201100 717i
1280 100 914 101 111'101 309ý101 5061101 704 101 9.33; 102 101102 29,j 10: 4481102 6961
1290 102 8971103 097 103 297"103 4971103 697)103 8981104 099;104 300,104 5021104 703!SI I8so 12210 :,~z6 326 106 11,• •
1300 104 9051105 1071105 310 105 513 105 7151105 9191106 519106
1310 136 938;107 142 17 347 107 552 107 758:107 '58108 169!1108 .75)106 5IN l. 108 7a;,
1320 i V8 945-109 202 109 409 109 6161109 8241110 032.110 240,110, 447111 "5711 If 86.
1 130 111 075:111 2851111 494 111 704,111 9141112 I1 1 1:1 335,112 546,11. 2
1340 313 1i40113 392 113 6041113 816:114 0281114 2411'14 454 114 (,-,71114 *ih8'115 j.3
135C 115 3:8 115 5221115 7361115 95i.116 166;:116 381 116 596 116 blll 117 12717 4
1360 117 459.117 6761117 892,118 109;11,4 32E.118 544. Ild 761 118 97) H1 1,7 1l'i 4.f

137% 119 634,12V 852 129 0712.10 -290: 509 120 729 .22) 94) 121 1(, 1
1380 11 431 122 052(122 273,,122 494 122 716 122 '13a 123 16.. 123 31. H_ .(5 1-3 -. _7
1390 124 -53:124 2741124 4371124 721.124 ')45!125 1,', 125 3')3,121ý 618 116- $4.I.6 oL2 6  I-
1400 126 293ý126 518 126 7441126 970.127 196!127 422.1:7 ,44127 875 12' )2S 12H1410 128 5571128 785 129 0121129 2401129 469!129 6971129 9-.f 1301 155 131 h4. 13') ,A'4

1420 130 843,131 0731131 303!131 534:131 7641131 995 1!- 2`26 132 457'13. ,.vI8'132 '.

1430 133 152 133 3841133 616 133 k48:134 0811134 3141134 547.134 7H'I, 1. )14' 143,
1440 ;135 432'.135 7:,1 135 950,136 185 136 420 136 655 13'If 9 13 7 125 137 •. I*.1 17 5.-
1450 :137 833!.38 070;138 306!138 543 .18 780 130 '17 139 214 1'3. 4"4. It. 1 3.".
1460 140 Z-6 140 445!140 6'83:140 322 141 161 141 4,1 141 -,4 : !41 14. ' 14 -.
1470 142 ;E)O 142 8414143 132.143 323 143 5(J.143 1.5 144 47 44
1480 145 .:7 .4, _153145 5,2 145 745 145 )6rs 1'4., 1 .: 4- 47- , 34. ,. I 147 . -

144 0 147 452 147 47 .147 3142 14• 187 14-1 43, 148 ,7T 14$ 1.-4 14ý - 4: 7

1501 149 :.)1150 157 11) 4:j4 15; 651 1S4 151 4,. HI -; ill *:4 -

""•151 152 ?014'152 637 157 I-i6 153 135 11 -t5 151 , -- 104 II; ,
•- 1511 154 ,7 155 i3s 1 3 , 1 ' . .,. " * 4- I': ,' !. . . "

" .5 5, :- :'46 I" 1. , -7 l -5 - - . 1 '.: . 4 45", - ..1 __4

155. 1-•2" "..-162 7' 3 l-, H Oz I :"63 ,3 1..1 7 -4 - .' . 4 .. 4 . . 4 - -

S, 72 ", :75 •46 1'• 4 . .- 7 5 -4 *i -' 4 .,. . 4 .4 4 - •:- " '

-:1 • " 7..., 17 1 ,-7 I - 3 " :7; 41 ': • . 71 *.- ." 1 '' - " " ;4 " " - • .-

.. . 47-. 7- "?.-- -. . . . . .

.. 7.-.*. ý71 1.-. . ....

.,'. "-."..... .........7 :4

",. . "" • 4 " " - 7 " "- ." .o,• 4" * * '. . . ". -. . . . . -; .- . .

*.9. • .. 4 3 .. .4 - . ".' .4 . -"-. .4 " " " .

. 7- . . . . . . .
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TABLE A23.- :.'.PA,.r PKESS.W-; q, (OR q.) IN K!LLV.ETE.S '-t ";1-Y I,)" j') (J)"

VALUES Ok :ALIBRATED AIRSPEED V, (OR INLI:AT:J -

[srtv~d from rat. AZ

' I . '4

V 0L 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
knots ~ I2Oi

j o .0o i ao.eoSt 0.o11 0. u19 0. "10. 0.)44 ).' Ub,

10 .1221 .1471 .175, .205 .2;8i ._74' .311 .351i .3,4 .439

20 .486 .5367 .569' .643! .701 .760, .8221 .8.,7 . ,'4 1.1)213

30 1.095 1.169! 1.246; 1.325; 1.404 1.4)01 1.577 i 1 .. 5

40 1.947 2.046: 2.147: 2.250i 2.356 2.445i 2.576; H

5) 3.044 3.167 3.213 3.4211 3.511 3. 44' 3.820' 3. 4. 1)9, .41

60 4.3861 4.534 4.6841 4.8371 4.9921 5°'49) 5.309 5 .4% 1. 1-7 )4

70 5.974 6.147! o. 322 6.499' 6.67 ) 6.- 61; 7.246 1 7_, . 4. -. 7.,15

80 7.8101 J. 207: 8.207; 8.409- 8.614 8.H211 9.030 ; .45 " .r74

9o 9.8941 1,.116 i 10.341 10.568, 10.77.9I 11..3) 11. -640 15- .74 1
124 477; 1 1 i13.749 141. 2-

10. .8 , 13.7491 14Z.475 14.2"7 14.544
I11 14.814. 15,.186. 15. 3t,. 1 '.,ý39i 15, I191 Ib.,I. l b,1 497; 'i,. 774 - -+S 1-,.•7

12.3 17 653; 17.151 18.251 1i.'•4! I-..,..{ l...,dI V4.479 . .1 - .

13) 2o.747 2.371 21.397. 21.725: 22.357! 22.;)1: 22.727' . .4r74

14) 24. 99! 24.448: 24.6--)- 25.1551 25.5121 25.-721 26.234 1 6f,. 5,f -n. ,,,7 "7.!17

1-2 27.710:2-b.86 28.464 28.8451 23.2181 29.-.14; 30..)5 3 .3 31.Y.4 .. I"?- "' 11.I -;

I1. 31.8d4' 31.386. 32.39') 32.797! 33.217j 33 '..'3 34. 15- - 4.4 1 4.4
7
1 !'.2i'.

17" 35.7223 I,15 1i 36.58.) 37.016 37.452: 37.- 2.; 38.313 3, . 7 .2-. i. 7'

183 40.),28{ 4d.5a4 41.342 41.503' 41.4661 42.4331 42.992; 41 J-; 47.3.4, 44. !251O 44.805i45.2881 45.773146 A. 146.752 47-461 47.742" 4,1.-2 4 .'4,
200 49.7561 53.266; 50.779 51.295 51.8I 3.3 54.44

21) 54.-)84, 55.522: 56.,0631 5..b07j 57.1531 57. 3- 58.255 '. ".- 5--4. )2.
2-1) 60. 49 31 61. ]60 6 1. '-9! 62.202, n'. 77,7 i 63. !54 1 63. 135 .14. 5; : .1, ,i., I

23) 66.2871 G,£.d82 67.48)ý 68..fl; 68.615! 69.- -2" 69.)C)I 7).114 1 71.74,

'4 7 72.16 72.?93 73.6.211 74.2513 74.884 75.r2d 76.j5 -

"" 78.744; 73.3)8 80.255 , )..714: 43.37- 82. 43 8/.11 3.3 "4. , ,r4. •

26: 85.416; 86.1)3 , 86.787 17.476' g8.1.)" " -. 4 . ". I-- .i.* 7
2". 9-. 330 93.K24' 43.A2 :4.542 r. *,: 2, '.'12~1 .... ,

,9311..-7 1;'..4 :1.1., :.*17., 114.4. '1,.4 :24,. 7 . , "- . .' i. .

• . . .. . . .. . ... . . .... 12.'4. -... -.. • .. .
31. 123.4; 1-4.)4 L.S5 5 " .15. i 16. "2 % 1"

2.4 15.,6 118.. .1 H. .1... W. 1 7 . .

34 15. 0, 131..3 1 1 .'. ... 4 " . . 4. •

' 1.,,,, - .-- 3 -". . - .I. . . . . 2• ' . .

; :4)..-. ' . . . '. -. . i . .. ; " .- ."" - ;

15. 15'. C. ".

2 6



APPENDIX A

TABLE A23.- Concluded

kot." 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 4  7 .. L.'

500 349.90 351.50 353.10 354.701 3 6 .32 1 357.93 359.55 361.18! 36-1.81 364. 44
510 366.08 367.731 369.38 371.03i 372.691 374.35 376.02 377.70t 379.38t 381.'6
520 382.75 384.45 386.15 3a7.65 389.56! 391.281 393.00 394.72 396.45 39-.31.
530 399.93 4 1.

6
7 403.42 405.18 406.94; 408.711 410.48 412.26; 414.04 415.63

540 417.62 419.42i 421.22 423.03 424.841 426.661 428.49 430.321 432.15 433.9
550 435.84 437.69 439.5) 441.41 443.28i 445.15: 447.03 448.91 450.80 452.73.
560 454.60 456.51 458.42 460.34 4S2.261 464.19' 466.12: 468.06! 470.01. 471.a6
570 473.91 475.88 477.841 479.82 48J.80 483.78! 485.771 4s,7.,77 4!89.77 491.79
580 493.79 495.81 497.S4 499.87 501.90! 503.95j 506.00 508..51 510.11 512.2;
590 514.25 516.331 518.41 520.50 522.60 524.73' 526.81! 528.92i S31.04 513.17

"600 535.301 53744 539.59:541.74 543.89 546.061 548.221 550.4 5521.5 554.77
610 556.96' 559.16 561.371 563.58 565.80 568.02 570.251 572.49i 574.741 5736. )9
620 579.24 581.511 583.78 586.051 588.33 590.62 592.92; 595.:21 5 9 7 . 5 3 599. '4
630 602.16 604.49' 606.82 6.9.161 611.51 613.861 616.:2 618.59 - 2 .).6 t' 3.64;
640 625.731 628.1-. 630.531 632.93 635.35 637.771 640.19 642.]31 .r-4S.)7 647.52
650 649.97 652.431 654.90 657.371 654. 8-. 66-°3.4 664.84; 66.4 . A0.i: i-1. !
660 674.901 677.42 679.97 682.51 685.061 687.61 690.18 ' .•,5.33 ;697.=.21
670 700.51 733.111 705.72 "73.33 710.95 713.58 716.11 718.ýý; - 'I.% 714.'
680 726.82 729.481 732.16 ",34.841 737.53 740-'2 742.91, 74•..3 14,; ;4 751. 6i
690 753.79 756.52 759.26 762.01 764.76 . 77.28; 773. ., - d" 83 .

700 781.411 704.21: 787.31 799.82 -792.641 795.46 798.29; -i7. 1'.
10 609.67 812.531 815.39 818.26 821 .14 84.03 826.92 32.72 4 3.3-'

720 838.54 841.47 844.39 847.33 853.2-7 953.21 856.16 859.1" -i6' • ,c6.;s
730 8b.131. 971.011 874.03 876.99 879.99 883.00 886.01 889.52 9'. S5 -95. 'd
740 898.11( 901.151 904.20 907.25 910.311 913.3? 916.44 91-1:,.5) 9.'.6).
750 928.781 931.881 934.99 938.12 941.21 944.33 947.46 950.5) .53.77 I56.8

760 960.03 963.18' 966.35 969.51 972.69 975.861 979.05 982. 4 m85.4 " 9ms.I 4
770 991.84 935.06 9938.27 1301.50 1004.72 30r7.9611011..)3 1014.46. 17.7 11 -Q2). -6
780 1024.22'1027.49 1030.76 1034.04 1037.32 1040.61!l043.91 1047.'1'j. 50.5.2 ,5'.-l
79C 1357.15:10,63.47,1063.30,1 67.13 1070.47:107].82110T7.1731 3. .' ' 47._

900 1090.62; I,234.00-1997.38 I*ll3.77 111)4.261L7. 1119. 7111.;..,]. - -
81) 1124.64!1"-'8.07;1131.50 11134.')5 llig.39111-;1.851 15 .d I4 ." '. .• 115 ."-

820 1159.1911162.67.,1166.16 1169.6611173.16;117;66 11-3171183.. ?.,7
833 1194.2711.17.80'.1201.5 l 14. 8 !11 38. -511212.,)1 12115.57 1"1. "

843 1229.87!1213.46 1237. 16 1.:4'). 5'1'44. 6j1247.ST7 '5i.48 1.1.I 1..
85. 1-266. JO! 11-,6).64.12, i -d7 1...•.
.•. 13J2.64 ;.33131.. :23.7 117.4413.1i.5 1324.37 .3.
37 2 i39.79,1.-.3.53 1347...- III'..41154 13 '55,-lk...3 "5.
-38- 1377.451.1.24.13m5.5 1 513 )-!.f4,13 4.4714;.2 1.; 14. ."4 .-

89: 1415.6-' i4..46 1423.;I 7 1431.0 -, 144.:.

i.*1 1454.29 1454.1, 14o.. R .. 14 4 -- - 17-. - .-

.f3: 15,..2737.L. 1142.21 :14 14 1 17.2,1-: . •

W J : tý 15 .. -1 4- .3 16.: 3=5 4 1-4..4- 5 . °• 1 "-, 4. - , 1- . .. .-
94: :t, 3.5. 7 !-43.21 I .,.-. ., .5 1 . . -o.4 i-... !.4-.... .-.

. 4.. . . 5 17.. . . .. . . . '. -. , -. -. , --..-

• 78-24.41 !-7 .'.:• 1- 1".- 1";1 -- :-... -•4 . -- .'



APPENDIX A

TABLE: A24.- IKPACT PRESSURE qý (OR €•.) l:JI PA.SZ,.ý YCR '.'A.L-'• .F

CALIBRATED AIRSPEED V, (OR INO)ICATED AIRSPM• 7,1) 1 K:4C----

I- idmrN fzml get. J621

0 0 0.16i 0.65 1.441 2.59 4.05! s.84 7-. ,4' •.,- 1:-,
;0 16.21 19.621 21 341 2741 17, 36.481 41.50, 46.461 .21. 5 m .•..'
20 fiA.86 71.501 78.451 185.78" 93.40, 101.351 109.62 11'.7. I-.;4 I jf-. 3
10 145.97! IS5.S61 166.09 176.641 L87. 51 198.71' 2101:24 _2-;* 34._" ý14E .-
40 259.60| 272.7SI 286.23 300.04: 114.17: 328.63 341t.42 35i. 511 -.73.17: 3hý. -4,
Sri 405.831 422.25! 43 o0 4S6.071 471.47i 491.20- 50).:6 52. 1 46.35 5ýý. ;11
60 584.761 604.46i 624.4 644.*84! 665. 52' 6,66. 53, ;07.". e 7, • -41 751. 5; 77;_ ._0

70 796.521 1 S9.50! 1842.82 8•. 461 640,44; 914.7S ý39. is ý4 -•, ;. =389.651 1 ')IS,. 3
so 10 041.2 1067.5 1 094.2 1 12L.1 1 148.4 1 176.0 -•2C4. 0 1 232-.-• 1 :60..) 1 2sý.' ,
90 1 319.1 1 348.7 1 378.7 1 408.9 1 439.6 1 470.5 1 S0,1.6 1 5-3!.4 "565.4 1 S )7.-

100 1 63u. 3 1 663.2 1 696.5 1 730.2 1 764.1 1 79J8.4 9 33.1 1 66,.! 1 - 1,)3. 4 1 •3-.
110 1 975.0 2 011.1 2 048.0 2 005.0 2 122.3 2-160O.0 198•.3 2 Z..4 , 75. 1 2 1'4.
120 2 M5. 5 2 393.2 2 433.3 2 473.7 2 514.4 2 555.5 Z 59.r9 2,•L. _._ .'.
130 2 7S,4.0 2 809.2 12 852.7 2 896.5 2 940.6 2 965.2 7(.:)•C. 3 '.. ,:. 31,.~
140 3 ;:12.9 3 259.5 13 306.4 3 353.7 3 401.3 3 449.3 497.6 3 •44.! 3 575.-i 3 ý44.7
150 3 694.4 3 744.4 3 794.9 3 845.6 3 896.7 3 948.2 4 300.3 4 5-. 4 104.7 4 15-.t

160 4 210.8 4 24. 4 318.3 4 372.6 4 427.3 4 482.2 4 537. 4. -•. -Ws -4.4 4 7"' .
170 4 762.6 4 819.7 4 877.2 4 935.0 4 991.2 5 351.4 :" 10._: 5 :.: "_=•. •.
180 5 350.0 5 410.7 5 471.8 5 S33.2 5 595.3 5 657.2 -:719.- 5 5-..: :••• • :.
190 5 973.5 6 037.9 6 102.6 6 167.7 6 233.1 6 298.9 365.1 6 431.7" • 496 .'• : '.

200 6 633.5 6 701.6 6 770.0 6 8•7 6 907.9 C 977.4 047.3 -, I'7_5 -188.Z 25..
210 7 330.6 7 402.3 7 474!.4 7 S41.9 I 6 C9.8 7 6-,?. 1 7766.? 7 ?W -.4.? 7 915.1 ! 7 IS.-
220 8 065.0 8 140.6 9 216.5 8 292.8 8 34,9.5 8 446.5 4 524.03 1'.' 4 • t fa.• ý $1 " .5

Z30 8 637.S 8 914.9 8996.6 9 076.7 9 157.2 9 238.1 .•319.1 9 4ý1•.1 483.i 9 )•,••.
240 9 648.4 9 731.6 9815.2 9 89-3.3 9 983. : 110 f•* : ' 154 1• 1; ' 2k 10 4-:
250 10 44 058 1 673 10 76L 110 849 i10 938 2 027 11 ill ;-20 11 -o
260 Ill 388 11 479 :11 S70 11 662 '11 755 ill 848 :1 941 12:4 ,1. 12 -
270 112 318 12 413 ý 12 SO$ 12 G;; 12 701 12 798 92•95 1 _ ý-I =• 41 1• 1
280 .13 280 13 387 '13 487 113 587 '13 (88 !13 789 8'" 90 13 _95" !4• 4"-
290 114 330 -14 404 114 50q '14 612 14 717 14 a22 Iz4 I) '=- :4 "12 ' .

300 15s 355 '15 463 115 571 is5 680 ,is 789 is 6-'s :6 3P. C : 1 .3 1- ,= :.t 4-
310 16 452 ; 16 564 116 677 i16 790 16 903 j17 '117 -_7 13Z I' ; : • : -
320 17 5")3 i17 711 i17 827 ;17 944 ,18 Of,2 118 ISO 1 :' 91) 1-"'- - 5- '.-
33 1• id 9 is 910 i11) 021 .19 143 19S 166 19 368 "SI1, 1' 7:•• - ; -•'4
340 20 :)9 20 135 :0 261 ,20 388 ,20is 20 642 , 7 2-. _ - . -
350 21 :36 21 417 :21 54? 2 1 679 21 81) 21 942 205 .. 2 - 24-
360 :2 6L0 221 145 221 G8l .23 017 23 1.53 2 3 2,• . 2 • .. ."- •
370 2"3 9a2 24 1.22 '24 Z63 24 403 Z4 545 24 -'6 '4 213' "4i: - '• ...
380 ý25 t3C; '5 548 2S 693 25 8J9 25 tý&: 2A 112 261 _'72. 2•4" :' " ;
J90 216 8"; 1 27 ",3 27 174 27325 .27 4 7Z. i7 #N 7 • 2 o., -- s•-

47,1" 3• 45 -6 :.• ,1 %)5 Z9 d61 ,29 4, 175 1• 3: •,' 4
'1 ,9 •'/3 3;2• 3) 289 •3 45i 9 •: 33 774 - *7 " ""- " -' 4 "

4ýý 31 )34 "11 ; - 9_'6 32_ .'92 3: 12( _' 4.7 •2 5• " -.. _ -' =! . 4
43- 33 ,2?4 3-.1 4;ý 13 617 33 -RI) 3 3 5+= 4 !• " ' a •, ; ? 4 .' 4 -
S-:1 35 "' 3ý 2t-6 35 364 35 54' 35 %= 35 '•• .- : ' " .:; " - - -

450 .36 1•' .h'44 37 167 37 150 37 3"• -77It " • - -" . '
4bý 3d1 ,51 3; r' 'J 39 . -18 3-3 '17 3÷4•." ]3 - 7 I9", .• " '

4 j. . :5", 4" 75.• 4• "3440 41 14 3 41 5!-) 41 •'35 4; "'.' " "" 4 - 4- -
4 -4 -!2 4 - 7 4.1 32P. 43 13-, 43. •' 4; S3 N ,. 4 ,"' 7.-• ,;: 44 :
4• . 44 ) 4 -44 4 .:1 45 1 4S -; 4 e 4." . • 4 . , -



APPENDIX A ORIGINAL PAGE I'S

TABLE A24.- Concluded OF POOR QUALITY

0 1 2 3I
0 1 2 6 7 8 9knots

500 46 650 46 862 47 076 47 290 47 505 47 720 47 ? 48 153 48 370 48 5881
510 48 807 49 026 49 246 49 466 49 688 49 910 1 50 579 50 804
5'0 51 029 51 255 51 482 51 709 51 937 52 166 52 a--S. 52 625 52 85619 3 5087

530, 53 319 53 552 53 785 54 020 54 254 54 490 54 --6i 54 963 55 201. 55 4391
540 55 67A 55 918 56 158 56 3991 56 641 56 884i 57 2.27 57 3711 57 6161 57 861
550 58 107 A8 354 58 601 58 850 59 099 59 3491 59 -. i 59 450 60 102 AO 355
560 60 608 60 862 61 117 61 373 61 629 61 886 62 :44! 62 403 62 662 62 922
570 63 183 63 445 63 707 63 970 64 234 64 499• 64 7-S4! 65 030 65 2971 65 565
580 65 833 66 103 66 373 66 644 66 915 67 187! 67 A,1. 67 735 68 009; 68 285
590 68 561 68 838 69 1161 69 395 69 674 69 954 70 -151 70 517 70 8001 71 083

600 71 368 71 653 71 9391 72 225 72 513 72 801f 73 :91i 73 381 73 67,, 73 9631
610 74 255 74 549 74 843 75 138 75 434 75 730 76 28a 76 326 76 6251 76 925
620 77 226 77 528 77 830 78 134 78 438 78 743 79 :49 79 356 79 66!1 79 972
630 80 281 80 592 80 903 81 215 81 528 81 8421i 82 "S 82 472 82 788 83 1061
640 83 424 83 743 84 063 84 3841 84 706 85 028 85 :52 85 676 86 86 328
650 86 655 86 983 87 312 87 6421 87 973 88 305 86 1aF 88 972 89 306i 89 6421
660 89 978 90 316 90 654 90 1931 91 333 il 674 92 - 32 359 92 7131 ')3 4;1
670 93 394 93 740 94 088 94 436J 94 786 I5 1361 95 .j7 35 833 %6 1921 96 5461
680 96 900 97 256 97 613 97 4701 98 328 98 68 99 :43 99 409 99 770 10o 1331
690 100 497 100 861 101 2261101 592 101 960 102 327'102 rA 103 065 103 436 103 8071

700 104 179 104 552 104 9261105 3011 105 676 106 053106 Z30 106 808 107 187 107 566'
710 107 947 108 328 108 710 109 093 109 477 109 861 110 :47 110 633 ILL 020 Ill 4081
720 ILL 797 112 186 112 376 112 968 113 359 113752 114 "46 114 540 114 935 115 331
730 115 728 116 125 116 524 116 92ý 117 323 7 72118 .4 118 527 118 9301119 3341
740 1119 738 120 144 12C 550 120 957 121 365 121 773122 .A2 122 592 123 0031123 415
750 :123 827 124 240 124 654 125 069 125 484 125 900 126 '17 126 735 127 1541127 573,750 1132 . 2 5 196114 0 3
760 '127 993 128 414 12 835129257129681130105130 29 130 954 131 380'131 807.
770 1132 235 132 -&63 133 092 133 522 133 952'134 3841134 -461135 248 135 682136 116E
780 :136 551 136 3871137 423 137 860 13d 2981138 737!139 76 139 616 140 057!1J0 4,9;
"790 140 941 141 3a4 141 828 142 272 142 7171143 164143z:3144 058 144 506-144 354!

800 .14S 404 145 8541146 305 146 757 147 2091147 662;148 ::.7 148 5711143 026:149 492
810 149 939 150 3971150 855 151 314 151 7731152 233i52 #,4 153 156 153 618115.4 ;2
820 '154 545 155 :10 155 475 155 941 156 4081156 8751157 .4-I157 81ý I 29 11 -,i-7=830 159 222 159 6,4 160 166 160 6391161 113161587162 62l1625 4 363014.16349i

840 163 969 164 4481164 9271165 4071165 887166 3691l66 --1'167 333 167 817 1.-R ,I
850 168 785 1693 71 169 75717) 24V1170 7 3 1171 219 171 - 8172 198 172 688173 17
860 173 670 174 1631174 656175 149 175 644:176 179176 i414177 1311177 6Z8 17R 1:5
870 178 624 179 1231179 6231183 123,180 6241181 126181 = 1 182 1311182 635,183 -
880 183 645 184 151184 6571185 1641185 6721186 181186 "0 ',t87 2o 187 710 l.ib 1
890 180 733 189 246 189 759119 2731190 78811891 303 191 3192 3351192 152 !13ý73

900 93 889 8194 1281195 4491195 970136 4921) 97 "4137 -'7}198061
310 199 111 199 6371200 1631200 691 231 218:01 747 202 -:,232 8,$Z 03 336 22)3 967
920 .'04 399204 )'32:205 4651 25 9991206 233-37 !)68 2D7-'08 .!,92o93 677 A Z i,)

930 -09 753121D :321210 832.211 372!211 9131212 455 21- -. 7 213 540'214 "94 214 .- ,

940 215 173 215 7:):216 •65 216 912 217 353)_217 908 ý1& 0E 21- "06 2I $56 .5 2 -

350 220 65• 221 ."'221 76312:. 316222 870223 4-25 22! -91-'24 536 :Z1 93 2_ .
360 226 208 226 67 227 326227 i.4 961228 446 229 ',08 .7 - r' 132 3,)3 6.52"i =•
370 231 823 23: 3 8!.3. 35412'3 51,234 .387 234 654 Z3- -. 235 -2 2. 3.1 23'
980 237 502 238 ;74,238 946 2i 214!23) 7)2 -43 3,: 24 .41 f:.:- 42
-90 1'43 246 243 "3 444•2 -44 orl-,45 51246 1413 4- - 7 ,- 2.

* ~ 3 -4 ;S3_ _ _ _ _ __



APPENDIX A

TABLE A25.- TRUE AIRSPEED V IN KNOTS FOR VALUES OF CALIBRATED

AIRSPEED Vc IN KNOTS AND VALUES OF PRESSURE ALTITUDE H

IN GEOPOTENTIAL METERS

[Computation of V based on standard temperature at each altitude]

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1209

0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.01 900.0 1i:;
2 000 110.2 220.0 328.8 436.4 542.8 647.8 753.7 863.2} 973.3 1
4 000 122.1 243.0 361.4 477.0 589.6 700.1 815.4 973.211061 1136
6 000 135.8 269.2 398.2 522.1 640.b 759.9 988.6 1025 1165 13-5
8 000 152.0 299.5 439.8 571.9 698.2 830.7 975.9 1131 1288 1447

10 000 170.9 334.5 486.6 626.9 765.9 916.1 1082 1258 1438 1.1-a
12 000 196.2 380.4 546.8 700.3 860.4 1035 1228 1434 1642 1=-51
14 000 228.5 437.6 621.1 797.1 986.2 1193 1422 1664 1911
16 000 265.7 501.3 704.8 911.3 1135 1380 1650 1936
18 000 308.3 571.2 802.4 1047 1312 1601 1919

20 000 356.6 648.1 917.7 1207 1520 1862
22 000 412.7 739.1 1058 1402 1773
24 000 475.1 845.0 1224 1630 2069
26 000 543.5 969.1 1418 1896
28 000 618.0 1115 1644

30 000 700.7 1285 1909 i

0 264



APPENDIX A

TABLE U6.- RATIO OF IMPACT PRESSURE TO STATIC PRESSURE qc/p (OR <./p') FOR

VALUES OF MACH NUMBER M (Wi INDICATED MACH NUMBER M)

[From ref. A3] o, N

M 0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.0 0.008 0.o .0090.100 0.00702 0.00716 0.00730 0.00745 0.03759 0.00774 0.00789 0.00804 0.00819 o.C0834
.110 .00850 .00865 .00881 .00897 .00913 .00929 .00945 .00962 .00987 .00945
.120 .01012 .01029 .01046 .01063 .01080 .01098 .01116 .01134 .01152 .01170
.130 .01188 .01206 .01225 .01244 .01263 .01282 .01301 .01320 :01339 .01359
.140 .01379 .01399 .01419 .01439 .01459 .01480 .01500 .01521 .01542 .01563
.150 .01584 .01605 .01627 .01648 .01670 .01692 .01014 .01736 .01758 .01781
.160 .01804 .01826 .0184? .01872 .01895 .01919 .L1942 .01966 .01990 .02014
.170 .02038 .02062 .02086 .02111 .02135 .02160 .02185 .02210 .02236 .02261
.180 .02286 .02312 .02338 .02364 .02390 .02416 .02443 .02469 .02496 .02523
.190 .02550 .02577 .02604 .02632 .02659 .02687 .02715 .02743 .32771 .02800

.200 .02828 .02857 .02886 .02914 .02944 .02973 .03002 .03032 .03061 .03091

.210 .03121 .03151 .03182 .03212 .03243 .03273 .03304 .03335 .03366 .033?9

.220 .Oa429 .03461 .03493 .03525 .03557 .03589 .03621 .03654 .33686 .0379

.230 .03752 .03785 .03819 .03852 .03886 .03919 .03953 .03987 .04022 .34-56

.240 .04090 .04125 .04160 .04195 .04230 .04265 .04301 .04336 .34372 )44-,

.250 .04444 .04480 .04516 .04S53 .04589 .04626 .04663 .04700 .04738 047-5

.260 .04813 .04850 .04888 .04926 .04964 .05003 .05041 .05080 .15119 5. 515d

.270 .05197 .05236 .05275 .05315 .05355 .05395 .05435 .05475 .05515 .359ý6

.280 .05596 .05637 05678 .05719 .05761 .05802 .05844 .35886 .35927

.290 .06012 .0s,054 o6097 06140 .16182 .06225 .06269 ..36312 .J6356 if-?9

.300 .06443 .06487 .06531 .06575 .06620 .06665 .06709 .06754 D6719 .)6A45

.310 .u6890 .06936 .06982 .07027 .07074 .07120 .07166 .07213 .)7259 .073;.6

.320 .07353 .07401 .07448 .07496 .07543 .07591 .0763q .07687 .o7736 .17784

.330 .07833 .07882 .07931 .01980 .08029 .08079 .08128 .08178 .08228 .08278
.340 .08329 .08379 .08430 .08481 .08531 .08583 .08634 1 .08665 .18737 C979
.350 .08841 .08893 .08945 .08598 .09050 .09103 .09156 .09209 .392'Q3 . ;-3!6

.360 .09370 .09424 .09478 .09532 .09586 .09641 .09695 .09750 .39835 .;:986o

.370 .09916 .09971 .10027 .10083 .10139 .10195 .10251 .11308 .1)34,; .1-421
.380 .10478 .10535 .10593 .10650 .10708 .10766 .10821 .10882 .1)141 .1 "l

.390 .1105,3 .11117 .11176 .11235 .11295 .11354 .11414 .11474 .11534 .11--5

.400 -.11655 .12716 .!.77 .11,38 .11899 11966 .12322 .12084 .12146

.410 .12272 .12I.2 1'395 .12458 .12521 .12584 12647 12711 127-4 .1-34

.420 .12902: .1'-66 13331 .13095 .131.0 13225 .1329) .13355 .13421 .14,

.430 .1355-' .13613 .13-85 .13751 .13818 13F94 13y51 .14 18d j14 p3gt,.

.440 .14221 . .4283 14357 .14425 .144)1 14562 I t14",3 .14641 4 .. -3

.453 .14907 .L4377 15147 .:5117 .15147 .152- .1532P .25>4 .537' .2

.46J .15612 I .15a4 15755 .15122 .154h 15 , .16344 1-,117 I .

.470 . 16336 3 .f4I 1648 ..,,557 .16631 1;,7 A. 1•779 .'54 . 1N-3 -

.489 .17137 .17154 7J .:7 I5 .138iI _1747 .17533 .17,1

.490 8-)5 .1 91:' 1-, 45 1+1,7-' .1815) 1-32 3q • 34•85 ..- 4-,3 , -4

.. 00 .. 1.2 .1. "* .1 
7 4

0 . 4-458 .1641) ' 1 4•3•l 1, 1" 14 1'

.1'' 1 -*42 ".1 3 . 15A4 ?(,6;, .1 3744 .1 ~1 -. 1 - . "-1
.52 . '42 .2 '32i. 14.1•) .2 "412 . 2a)57 ... 6,'' . -4 _•_ . , : .

• 4) 11•44 .231,, .21_5 .22'• .22142 .2l51 _1247 .14 .:" .1-

.25 . 4 14 .2W')4 .:3, .2311 4 .2 4 -.'r4 ."... - .

.5.)' .4372- .23-17 _3' .24ý)2 .243.4 .441-. 4 . - 4 .
. 4:.,45• .4744 .24•36 .24:12 .2•.26, .Ja12:.1 ..'2: .." . .' -'

... .. ... .. .. ... .. ..
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A26.- Continued

.4 0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 10.005 0. .Our, 0. )07 3.c,% 4.>

C.600 0.27550 0.27650 0.27751 0.27851 0.27952 0.28053 0.28154 0.28255 0.2-357 1.2"'ý.
.610 .28561 .28663 .28766 .28869 .28972 .29075 .29178 .29282 .29386 .2949
.620 .29594 .29699 .29804 .29909 .30014 .30119 .30225 .30331 .30437 .3,)54-
.630 .30650 .30757 .30864 .30972 .31079 .31187 .31295 .31403 .31512 3162i
.640 .31729 .31839 .31948 . 3

2058 .32168 .32278 .32388 .32499 .32610 .32-1
.650 .32832 .32944 .33056 .. 3168 .33280 .33393 .33505 .33618 .33732 .3384'
.660 .33959 .34073 .34187 .34301 .34416 .34531 .34C46 .34762 .34877 .3499-
.670 .35110 .35226 .35343 .35460 .35577 .35694 .35812 .35930 .36048 .3616.
.680 .36285 .36404 .36523 .36642 .36762 .36882 .37002 .37122 .37243 .3736-.
.690 .37485 .37606 .37728 .37850 .37972 .38094 38217 .38340 .38463 .3856.

.700 .38710 .38834 .36958 .39083 .39207 .39332 .39458 .39583 .39709 .3983

.710 .39961 .40088 .40214 .40341 .40469 .40596 .40724 .40852 .40980 .4111-

.720 .41238 .41367 .41496 .41626 .41756 .41886 .42017 .42147 .42278 .4241

.730 .42541 .42673 .42805 .42937 .43070 .43203 .43336 .43469 .43603 .4373-

.740 .43871 .44005 .44140 .44275 .44410 .44546 .44682 .44818 .44954 .45,39

.750 .45228 .45365 .45503 .45640 .45778 .45917 .46055 .46194 .46333 .4647

.760 .46612 .46752 .46893 .47033 .47174 .47315 .47457 .47598 .47740 .479k.

.770 .48025 .48168 .48311 .48454 .48598 .48742 .48886 .4903j .49175 .4*3L

.780 .49466 .49611 .49757 .49903 .50C50 .50197 .50344 .50491 .5o639 .5076-

.790 .50935 .51084 .51233 .51382 .51531 .51681 .51831 .51981 .52132 .522i

.800 .52434 .52586 .52737 .52689 .53042 .53195 .53347 .53501 .53654 .538;

.810 .53962 .54117 .54272 .54427 .54582 .54738 .54894 .55050 .53207 .553ý-S.823 .55521 .55679 .55836 .51994 .56153 .5b312 .56471 .56630 .5679,) .569ý

.830 .57110 .57271 .57432 .57593 .57754 .57916 .58078 .58241 .58904 565,

.840 .58730 .58894 .59058 .59222 .59387 .59552 .59717 .59883 .60049 .6021

.850 .60382 .60549 '.60716 .60884 .610') .612201 .61388 .61557 .61726 .618,*

.860 .62066 .62236 .62406 .62577 .62748 .62920 .63091 .63263 .63436 .636

.870 .63782 .63955 .64129 .64303 .L4477 .64652 .64827 .65003 .65178 .653c

.880 .65531 .65708 .65885 .66062 .66240 .66418 .66596 .66775 .66954 .671>-

.890 .67314 .67494 .67674 .67855 .68036 .68218 .68399 .68582 .68764 .6894

.900 .69130 .69314 .69498 .69682 .69867 .70052 .70237 .70423 .71609 .737-

.910 .70982 .71169 .71356 .71ý44 .71732 .71920 .72109 .72)98 .724i8 ..- i-

.920 .72868 .73059 .73250 .73441 73633 .73825 .74017 .74210 .7440, .45

.930 .74790 .74984 .75179 .75374 .75569 .75765 .75961 .7A157 .7-354 .-.3

.940 .76749 .76946 .77145 .77343 77542 .7774-' .77941 .7814: .7P342

.950 .78744 .78945 .79147 .79350 .79552 .7)755 .79959 .801t,3 .)3.-7 . '-

.960 .80776 .80982 .81187 .81394 .1600 .81807 .82314 .8222 .243: .-- >

.970 .82847 .83056 .83266 .83476 .83686 .83997 .841.8 .8431' .453 1

.980 .84956 .65169 .85383 .85597 8581' .86025 .86241 .864•. .8.,

.990 .87135 .87322 .87539 .87757 87975 .881Q4 .88413 .+632 .3So52 .-

I.300 .89293 .89514 .89735 .89957 .90j81 .90402 .90625 .70?.39 .91 )73 .31-
1.110 .31521 .91746 .91972 .92198 .92424 .Q2s51 .92874 .8)3,'1 t3333 .3'
1.-23 .43790 .)4019 .94248 .)4478 .34738 .949-8 .5•9 .54"1 . 1 .
1.03D .36397 j .9633) .96563 .96796 .97)30 .172i,5 . 75'0 .77735 .-

1.040 .908442, . 8679 .?8916 .99153 .99391 . - 6) 9 .9 78. -.- 8 1 .. ' - .I
1.350 1.30825 '.-,1366 " 130r, 1'.'1547 1 I'ý 789 1.'2 ! 1 .1 T I.• 15 .'-75m; 3

1.360 1.3::45 1.13489 1. ,3734 1.3378 1.42-4 1. '4469 i. 47- . .
1.370 1.35732 .3594; 1. '61)7 1.-6446 1.?6.94 1.'- n44 i. )-1.3 .- 44{ :.....-.
1.38: 1.38194 M .56445 I -t,97 1.3894,) . Y3211 1.'4•4 1.7 I.)1 .... r..

2.6390 16.i722 1.1')7 1.1123 .. 11487 I 1143 1.11 1.: :..

S~266



APPEINDIX A ORIGINAL PA..u:
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TABLE A26.- Continued

.'00f 0 0.005 0 0 0.108 G

1.1OC 1.13285 i1.13543 1.13801) 1.14060 1 . 1 4 3 2 0 1. 14 5 7 9 1 1.148391 1.15099i 1.25360 1.15621
1.110 1.15882 1.16144 1.16406! 1.16668 1.16930 1.17193 1.17457 1.17720, 1.17984 1.18249
1.120 1.18513 1.18778 1.190441 1.19309 1.19575 1.19842 1.20108 1.20375 1.20643 1.20910
1.130 1.21178 1.214471.21715, 1.21985 1.22254 1.225241 1.22794 1.23064 1.23335 1.23606
1.140 1.23877 1.24149 1.24421; 1.24693 1.24966 1.252391 1.25512 1.25785 1.26059 1.26334
1.150 1.26608 1.26883 1.27159 1.27434 1.27710 1.27986i 1.28263 1.28540 1.23817 1.29095
1.160 1.29372 1.29651 1.29929: 1.30208 1.30487 .30767 1 1.31047 1 313271 1131607 1.31888
1.170 1.32169 1.32450 1.32732; 1.33014 1.33297 1.33579, 1.33862 1:34146 1.34429 1.34713
1.180 1.34998 1.35282 1.35567i 1.35852 1.36138 2.36424 1 1.36710 1.36997 1.37284 1.37571
1.190 1.37858 1.38146 1.384341 1.38722 1.39011 1.39300 1.39590 1.39879 1.40169 1.40460

1.200 1.40750 1.41041 1.41332 1.41624 1.41916 1.42208 1.42500 1.42793 1.43086 1 1.43380
1.210 1.43674 1.43968 1.44262 1.44557 1.44852 1.45147 1.45442 1.45738 1.46035 1.46331
1.220 1.46628 1.46925 1.47223 1.47520 1.47818 1.48117 1.48416 1.48715 1.49014 1.49313
1.230 1.49613 1.49914 1.50214 1.50515 1.50816 1.51118 1.51419 1.51721 1.52024 1.52326
1.240 1.52629 1.52933 1.532361 1.53540 1.53844 1.54149 1.54454 1.54759 1.55064 1.55370
1.250 1.55676 1.55982 1.562891 1.56596 1.56903 1.57210 1.57518 1.57826 1.58135 I1.58444
1.260 1.58753 1.59062 1.59372 1.59682 1.59992 1.60302 1.60F13 1.60924 1.61236 1.61548
1.270 1.61860 1.62172 1.62485 1.62797 1.63111 1.63424 1.63738 1.64052 1.64367 1.64681
1.280 1.64996 1.65321 1.65627 1.65943 1.66260 1.66576 1.66893 1.67210 1.67527 1.67845
1.290 1.68163 1.68481 1.68800 1.69119 1.69438 1.6975a 1.70077 1.70397 1.70718 1.71038

1.300 1.71359 1.71681 1.72002k 1.72324 1.72646 1.729691 1.73291 1.73614 1.73938 1.74261
1.310 1.7458 1.74991.75234 1.75559 1.75884 1.76209 1.76535 1.76861 1.77187 1.77513
1.320 1.77840 1.78167 1.78495 1.78823 1.79151 1.79479 1.79807 1.8)136 1 2.30465 1.8a795
1.330 1.81125 1.81455 1.81785 1.82116 1.82447 1.82778 1.83109 1.83441 1.33773 1.84105

1.340 1.84438 1.84771 1.85104 1.85438 1.85772 1.86106 1.86440 1.86775 1.87110 1.87445
1.350 1.87781 1.88116 1.88452 1.88789 1.89126 !.89463 1.89800 1.90137 1.90475 1.90813
1.360 1.91152 1.91491 1.91830 1.92169 1.92508 1.92848 1.93186 1.93529 1.93870 1.94211
1.370 1.94552 1.94893 1.95235 1.95577 1.95S20 1.96263 1.16606 1.96949 1.97293 1.97636
1.380 1.97981 1.98325 1.98670 1.99015 1.99360 I 1.99706 2.00052 2.00398 2.00744 2.01Z,91
1.390 2.01438 2.01785 2.02133 2.02481 2.02829 2.03177 2.03526 2.03875 2.04224 2.04574

1.400 2.34924 2.05274 2.05624 2.05975 2.06326 2.06677 2.07029 2..07380 2.0-7733 21.08085
1.410 2.38438 2.08791 2.09144 2.09497 2.09851 2.10205 2.10560 2.1.3914 2.11269 2.11624

1.420 2.11980 2.12336 2.12692 2.13048 2.'3405 2.13762 2.14119 2.14476 ..14834 2.I_192
1.430 2.15551 2.15909 2.16268 2.16627 2. •.987 2.17346 2.17706 2.13067 2.18427 '. l
1.440 2.19149 2.19511 2.13872 2.20234 2.23597 2.20959 2.21322 2.21685 2-.22048 2.22412
1.450 2.22776 2.23140 2.23505 2.23869 2.24234 2.24630 2.24965 2.25331 ..25697 2.2&64

1.460 2.26431 2.26798 2.27165 2.27532 2.27900 2.28268 2.28637 -2.29005 ".29374 2.Z-744
1.470 2.30113 2.30483 12.30853 2.31223 2.31594 2.31965 2.37336 2.32737 2.33079 2.33451
1.480 2.33823 2.34196 2.34569 2.34942 2.35315 2.35689 2.36C63 2.36437 2.36312 2.3-.07.
1.490 2.37562 2.37937 2.38313 2.38688 2.39065 2.39441 2.39816 2.43195 2.405722.4952

1.500 2.4'37 2.41706 1 2.42084 2.42463 i 2.42842 2.43221 2.43600 2.43980 2.44363 2.44743
1.513 2.45121 2.45502 2.45883 2.46264 2.46646 2.47028 2.4741 2.47,93 -.. 48176 2.4355)
1.520 2.48942 2.41326 2.4971: 2.50094 , 2.51478 2.50863 2.51248 2.51633 Z. 52')19 5.:.5
1.530 2.52791 2.53177 2.53564 2.53951 2.54338 2.54725 2.55113 5.55 01 -. 55869 .

1.540 12.56667 2.57t56 2.57445 2.57835 Z.58225 2.58615 2.59005 - .5ý396 59p5372.6'1•
1.550 2.60570 2.60962 2.61354 2.61747 2.62139 2.6253- 2.69z5 2.-.ý3314 .63

7
13 ;.

1.560 2.64501 2.648a4 2.652-0 2.65,S86 2.A6,81 12.66477 2.66e373 _.72 . :.67h6 2.-%'2
1.570 -2.68459 :.68856 2.. r 254 2.6.652 2.77053 2. ... 2.7847 -. 12. ",45 2. N34
11.53012.72445 2.72845 2.345 2.73 6 2.7404(, 2.74448 ".74ý0 -. -. .

1.5iO 2.76457 2.76860 2.7"63 2. 2.7%30 2.77474 .i 2.Z•. .Z- -



APPENDIX A

TABLE A26.- Continued

M i 0 0.001 :.002 0.-03 0.004 0.005 0.06 0.007 .008

1.600 2.80497 2.80903 2.31308 2.81714 2.82121 2.82527 2.82934 2.83341 2.43749 2.-.4-1
1.610 2.84564 2.84972 2.35381 2.857901 2.86199 2.86608 2.87017 2.87427 2.87837 :.8:24
1..ono 2.s8658 2.82069 2.]39480 2.89892 2.90304 2.90716 2.91128 2.91540 2.91953 2..-,23;
1.630 2.92780 2.93193 2.13607 2.94021 2.94436 2.94850 2.95265 2.95681 2.96096 2.9651
1.640 2.96928 2.97344 2.97761 2.98178 2.98595 2.99012 2.99430 2.99848 3.00266 3.006F
1.650 3.01103 3.01522 3.31941 3.0236. 3.CZ'81 3.03201 3.03621 3.04042 3.04463 3.)48-

1.660 3.05305 3.057271 3.36149 3.C6571 3.06994 3.07417 3.07940 3.08263 3.08687 3.,391:
1.670 3.09535 3.09959 3.10384 3.10809 3.11234 3.11659 3.12085 3.12531 3.12937 3.133'
1.680 * .13791 3.14218 3.14645 3.15073 3.15501 3.15929 3.16357 3.16786 3.17215 3.1764.
1.690 3.18074 3.18503 3.18933 3.19364 3.19794 3.20225 3.20b56 3.21083 3.21519 3.219i

1.700 3.22383 3.22816 3.23248 3.23681 3.24115 3.24548 3.24982 3.25416 3.25850 1.262-
1.710 3.26720 3.27155 3.27590 3.28026 3.29462 3.28898 3.29335 3.29771 3.30208 3.3064
1.720 3.31083 3.31521 3.31959 3.32397 3.32336 3.33275 3.33714 3.34154 3.34593 3.35"'
1.730 3.35473 3.35914 3.36355 3.36796 3.37237 3.37679 3.38120 3.;8562 3.39005 3.3944
1.740 j 3.39890 3.40333 3.40777 3.41221 3.41665 3.42109 3.42553 3.42998 3.43443 3.338,
1.750 3.44334 3.44780 3.45226 3.45072 3.46119 3.46566 3.47013 3.47460 3.47908 3.482-
1.760 3.48804 3.49253 3.49701 3.50150 3.50600 3.51049 3.51499 3.51949 3. 52400 3.528r
1.770 3.53301 3.53752; 3.54204 3.54655 3.55107 3.555•3 3.56C12 3.56465 3.56918 3.573-
1.780 3.57825 3.582781 3.5673? 3.59187 3.59642 3.60G96 3.60552 3.61:)07 3.61463 3.61'r:
1.790 3.62375 3.6283Vf 3.63288 3163745 3.64202 3.64660 3.65118 3.6557f6 3.66034 3.6 6 4-

1.800 3.66952 3.674.1L 3.67870 1 3.68330 3.63790 3.69253 3.6971) 3.70171 I 3.70V-32 3.71--
1.810 3.71555 3 720'17 3.72479 3.72941 3.734C4 3.73867 3.74,30i 3.74793 3.75257 3.757-
1.820 3.76185 3

.
7 6

6- i
9  

3.77114 1.s77579 3.7i044 3.78510 3.7897S 3.7)442 3.79908 3.303-

1.830 3.80841 3.81V08 3.81776 3.82243 3.82711 3.83179 3.83648 3.84117 3.84585 3.35C:
1.840 3.85524 3.85994 3.86464 3.86934 3.87405 3.87876 3.38347 3.86816 3.89297 3.93,7.
1.850 3.90234 3.90706 3.91179 3.91652 3.9-125 3.92598 3.93072 1.3.93546 3.94020 3.944
1.860 3.94970 3.95445 3.95920 3.96396 3.96871 3.97347 3.97824 3.98300 3.98777 3.992-
1.870 3.99732 4.00210 4.00688 4.01166 4.01644 4.02123 4.02602 4.03081 4.03561 4.4C-4
1.880 4.04521 4.05001 4.35482 4 35963 4.06444 4.06925 4.07407 4.07889 4.08371 4. 0887
1.890 4.09336 4.09819 4.11, 302 4.13786 4.112-70 4.11754 4.12238 4.12722 4.13207 4.13.'°

1.900 4.14178 4.14663 4.15194.161 4.16 4.17495 64.17583 4.13077 4.135

1.910 4.19046 4.19534 4.-100.13 4.2:511 4.2":-0 4.21490 ".21979 1 4.-0469 4.22959 4.-34'
1.920 4.23940 4.24431 4.24922 4.25414 4.25905 4.26397 4.26990! 4.27382 4.27875 4.283.
1.930 4.28861 4.29355 4.29848 4.31342 4.3-"37 4.31331 4.31;26 4.3232' 4.32.817 4.33--
1.940 4.33808 4.34304 4. 34801 4.35298 1 4.35795 4.369•92. 36789 4.37207 4.377F5 4..3•,32Z -
1.950 4.38782 4.39281 4..39780 4.4)279 4.4.779 4.41278 4.41779 4.42273 4.4:73') 4.432
1.960 4.43782 4.44280. 4.44785 4.45287 4.45799 4.46Z91 4.46794 4.4729T 4.478-O3 4.483
1.970 4.48808 4.49312 4.49816 4.51321 4.53816 4.51331 .51.836 4.52342 4.5284k; 4.53>3

.1.980 4.53860 4.54367 i 4.54874 4. 55381 4.5:5889 4. 5i,3 6 4. 56E_•4 4.57413 4.57921 4.5z4
1.990 4.58939 4.59448 4.59958 4.6A,468 4.60978 4.61483 3.619 4.6251-. 4.632Z1 4.937

2.000 i4.64044 4.64556 4.65
0
68 4.55581! 4.66093 4.666-6 4.671--: 4.67633 4.'63147 4 .. '-ii

.010 4.69175 4.6)690 4.7-205 4.7-721 4.7,:'35 4.7 17-5 1 4.72723 4.7329 4. _3-
2.020 4.74333 4.74850 4.7,5368 4.7,i685 4.7;;4 ;3 4.719_2Z 4.7-44) 4.77959 4.7•i4- 4.--•
2.030 4.79517 4.10037 4.30557 4. 3177 .4.158 4. 6.29 14.: 640 4.831ý1 4.336,3 4.z4-

2.040 4.84727 4.i5249 4.35772 4.3-62.95 4. :93•1.8 4.71 4 ;36. i6 3:;4 4.3 4.98914 4. 4
Z. 05. 4.89963 4.)0488 4.)31014 4. 1539 4.9-' 5 4. )2591 93117 4.)3644 4.-4171 4. ?4.

.6) 4.95226 4.)5753 -. 3)281 4. .. 109 4. 03 .9 4.-.78r7•7 4. 925 4.39454 4.

"-.370 5.)0514 5.-:1145 5.01575 5.216 5. :3? 5.).;8 r.-37 5.4232. 5.34"4 . -..
:.080 5.05829 5.-'632 -A.:6195 :.-429 :. "2 .>4 . 5. 335,5

90 5.111773 5.117I, . 1 -'242 i .'-78 s 5.-4 5.i-.I '' 5.41492, .. 1.-,

268
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APPENDIX A 2'.

TABLE A26.- Continued

1.001 ).0021 ).203 .014 .75 0.006 0.007 01 ) ;.a oSio . I°' °°'
2.1001 5.16538 5.17076 5. 7 614 S.8153 5.18692 5.1 23 5.1 9770 5.20310 5.20650 S. 139)1
2.110" 5.2193: 5.22472 5.23013 5.23554 5.240*° 5.24637 5.25180 5.25722 5.26265 S-680

7.
2.120' 5.27351 5.27894 5.28438 5.289811 5.29526 5.30070 5.30615 5.31160 5.31705 5.322531
2.130 5.32796 5.33342 5.33889 S.34435 5.34982 5.35529 5.36076 5.36624 5.37172 S.377201
2.140i 5.38268 5.33817 5.39366 S.399151 5.40464 5.41014 5.41564 5.42114 5.42664 5.43215i
2.150 5.43766 5.44317 5.44869 5.45421 5.45973 .46525 5.4707 5.47630 5.48133 5.48737:
2.160, 5.49290 5.49844 5.50398 5.50953 5.,1517 5.52062 5.52617 5.53173 5.53728 5.54284!
2.170! 5.54841 5.55397 5.55954 5.56511 5.57068 5.57625 5.58183 5.58741 5.59300 5.5-8!:3!
2.1801 5.60417 5.60976 5.61535 5.62095 5.62655 5.63215 5.63775 5.64336 5.64697 ý.55450
2.190 5.66019 5.66581 5.67143 5.67705 5.68268 5.68830 5.69393 5.69957 5.70520 5.7106.4

2.200' 5.71648 5.72212 5.72777 5.73342 5.73907 5.74472 5.75038 5.75604 5.76170 5.76736
2.210 5.77303 5.77870 5.78437 5.79004 5.79572 5.80140 5.80708 5.81276 5.81845 5-a2414!
2.220 5.82933 5.83553 5.84123 5.84693 5.85263 5.85834 5.86404 5.86976 5.87547 5.38115
2.230 5.88690 5.89262 5.89835 5.90407 5.90980 5.91554 5.92127 5.92701 5.93275 5.93849

.2.240 5.94423 5.94998 5.95573 5.9614F 5.96724 5.97299 5.97875 5.98452 5.99028 99605
2.2501 6.00182 6.00760 6.01337 6.0191i 6.12493 6.M3071 6.03650 6.04229 6.34808 .- 538•
2.2601 6.05967 6.06547 6.07127 6.077"8 6.08_89 6.79870 6.09451 6.10032 6.10614 i-.111961
2.270 6.11778 6.12361 6.12944 6.13527 6.14110 6.!4694 6.15279 6.15862 6.16446 i..17031
2.280 6.17616 E.18201 6.18786 6.19?72 6.19958 6.20544 6.21130 6.21717 6.22304 -. 2289!
2.290 6.23479 6.24066 46.24654 6.25243 6.25831 6.26420 6.27009 6.27598 6.28122 "7•'.717

2.300! 6.29368 6.29958 6.30549 6.3L140 6.31731 6.32322 6.32914 6.33506 6.34:98 ;.3469-
2.310; 6.35Z33 6.35876 6.36469 6.17063 6.37657 6.38251 6.38845 6.39439 6.40234 4062.!
2.31.0' 6.41225 6.41820 6.42416 6.03012 6.43608 6.44205 6.44802 16.45399 6.45996 ;.46594
2.330 6.47192 6.47790 6.48338 6.43987 6.49586 6.5;185 6.50785 6.51384 6.51?84 5565
2.340 6.53185 6.53786 6.54387 6.54988 6.55590 6.56192 6.56794 6.57396 6,57999 ;..5861C
2.350 6.59205 6.59808 6.60412 E.61015 6.61620 6.62224 6.62829 6.63434 6.64039 -E.64644
2.360 6.65250 6.65856 6.66462 ,,.67069, 6.67675 6.68282 6.68890 6.69497 6.7031,35 -.70713
2.370i 6.71321 6.71930 6.72539 6.73148! 6.73757 6.74367 6.74977 6.75587 6.76197 t ".768C83
2.3801 6.77419 6.78030 6.78641 6.79253 6.79665 6.80477 6.81090 6.81702 6.82315 ;;..82421
2.390! 6.83542 A84156 6.94770 6.85384 6.65999 6.6613 6.97229 6.87844 6.85459 .. 89T5I
2.4C0 6.396912;1.90308 6.90924 6.91541 6.92158 6.92776 6.-3333 6.94011 6.94630 i.9524,
2.410 6.95867 1 .96486 6.97016.97724 6.98344 6.98964 6. 995F4 7.30205 7. --, -6 )-.9144!

2.420 7.02068 -. 0.690 7.03311 7.J3934 7.04556 ,7.'5178 7.'571 7.16424 7.37248 -. 3767--
7.08295 7.08920 7.09544 -. 1016) 7..- , 1,4 7.1141') 7.12 7.1267 7.1323)6 -. 1392/

2.440, 7.14549 -. 15175 ".15832 -.16432 7.17357 7.27685 7.18313 7.18941 7.13570 -. 201-a.
.4 7.22828 -. 1457 .2-2.87 7.23347 7.Z3977 7.2429 7.25239 7.'= .571 6

2.46,) 7.27133 -. 27765 7.28097 7.29030 7.29663 7.33296 7.30929
-.47I 7.33464 -. 34099 7.34734 7. 35369 7.36A04 7.36642 7.37-25 -. 37912 7 .3ý546 3'
2.4801 7.39821 .414459 -. 4.96 -. 41734 7.4Z372 ".43,13 7.43644 -7.44Z87 .44 a26 -. 45c
2.492, 7.46205 7.46844 7.47484 7.46125 7.48765 7.494-6 '7. ;7 -4. .5 98 -. 173-. 1

2.500 7.52614 -. 53256 7. 3899 7.54541 7.551S4 -. 55828 7.56471 7.57115 .56 .538 44
2.513 1 7.59'749 '.59694 7. A73 39 1 -. 60984 . 61630 A. "76 7. -' ?. 6356;8 7.6415
2.52ý 7.65510) -. C6157 7. ,690ý -. 67453 7.6;3131 -.. 875' 7.69 ' . 73048 -. 7'637 1
_.531 7.71996 7.72647 7.73297 7.73943 77.9 -.-6z' -.71i 7. 7653 -5 -. 77--
'.54, 7.735:9 ".71162 ".7?915 -3.469 -. i122 -. ;1775 "r.249 7.83-84 -. ;3-38 .433

12.55, 7.85-48.9573 7.i35) -4715 . .837 -.6,•,4 7. 59641 -. -'?9-
. 7. )1613 -. )2-71 7. .1920 ". 35d7 7.?'246 -. ?4935 7. ?55=.4 Y. 4822 -. 3

I.55"" 7.332-3 " )-R 4 ".9525 11. %316 88. 84 8. 5 . 217" ý z-
.8.42 i.75483 4.-,1.46 7.681, 1. 3'4 ~.~38 .,9' j.ý, ...

")j. .3.11z7 4 .z .-1 •. -. 8 --143. "3.54-4 -i .z-

S16E9



APPENDIX A

TABLE A26.- Cnc:nu.ed

o.M1l .0,2 0.003 0.004 0 "05 0.::6 o0.307 ".o '

.600  8.131311 8.187991 R.19468 8.20136 8.208051 S.21475 8. Z:441 8.228141 -.23484' 3."-;
11-610 8.248251 8.254",6 8.261671 8.26838 8.2751,i ;.18182 8.0554ý 8.2921",; Pill99; 3,3
2.620 S.31545 8.3221, 1.32891i 3.33566 8.342411 '.4915 8.25530j 8.362651%.169401 -. 90
2.630 8.38191 8.38968 3.396441 8.40320 8.4099-1 :.41674 .4_3521 8.41^29, 6.437lu7i 8..4
2.640 8.4S:64 4.45742 8.464211 8.47100 S.4716 434531 8. 39! 6.43819, 6.5:590: i.5:
2.650 8.51a62 S 8.52543 8.532241 8.5306 8.54561 6.55270 2.35-•31 8.566361 5.57319j 9. 5
.2.660 8.58685 8.59369 8.600531 8.60738 8.614ZZI 8.62107 8.46'792 1 

8.634781 8.64163! 8.64:
12.670 8.65535 8.66222 d.669086 8.67595 8.68286Z -8.68970 8.& 7 d. 70345 1 3.71334 8.77.
12.680 8.7Z411 8.731- R.737891 8.74.473 8.751C45i 1.75858 S.'z54.4 8.77239 8.779301 8.7-

6 8.79312 8.80034 8.t06961 8.81388 8.827:-- L.-.:7731 3..4666 8.a4159 a.848521 8.6-

2.700 8.86240 8.86934 1.76291 8.8832) 8. 8901. i.63713 8. -4091 8.31105 -3.91;,)1, 8.'.
2.710 8.93193 8.93890 6.9458 7

1 8.95284 8.959i.Z 3•.6680 8.;73781 8. -?a-761 f.987751 8.3-
3.720 9.00173 9.00872 9.015721 9.02271 9.0297,1 -. 33672 9.:4373 9.1350731 .05775' 9.Ct2.730 9.07118 9.07880 9.085820 Q.092n4 9.09967 :'.090 9.21393 9.12097 7.12800 1..1.

2.740 9 142091 9.14913 9.15618: 9.16323 9.170281 3.17734 9.1-4401 9.19146 3.1-35-1 -. Z
2.750 9.21266 9.21973 9.22680' 9.23388 9.24096 ).24804 9.-5512 9.2621 2 .261301
.2.760 9.1284 9.29058 9.29768, 9.30478 9.31163 ).31900 9.28611, 9.333221 9.34333 1.34
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APPENu:X A

TIJLE A28.- COWJERSION FAC'ORS. ZQUIVALZ,.7S. AND F.,ULAS F4 :.s. C' ,y

UNITS A.ND THE I~Z~rr-AT-C:!L SYSTEM :L F "z:.:TS (sI)

L:ron

I foot (ft) J. 1-41 1- ,

1 .;tatud'•v mil.,:l;,4 : .'lt r-. 2.

. jtch (in.) .2-

Speed
I tt s(,'S().

I :azle/hour (--mph) I.. ".3 ; ;f... , "

l ..-ot 1. .--- f r I :.r;

Acce l.rat x n

1 ft/!;%-z - . -4 : .- -

MassS~~~~~~~~I S. uq14'; .:,r-:',,

I Pound (-b) J., 4 2.. )-A

Force
I px:und (lb) 4.44222 -.- w .

Pressure
I ib/ft 2  

- .
I inch• r .rc-iry (~in. Ilq) 3 . - ...- ; *1 --

..,'er..s I ty•

I -;I'a, 

."

1 - 3

x- . , .

"I" : J i•: 41tU

i •. .•3- ft "47 -- •. : • .- . : .



APPENDIX A

ORIGINAL i..- :.
OF POO iR QUA i

TABLE A28.- Continued

(b) Equivalents (primary constants and atios..neric :rop!,rtiesj

Quantity U.S. Customary Units I! :!,.t[;

po 2116.22 lb/ft 2  1 jI 325 'a

.9.9213 in. 11gj

0.076474 Ib/ft
3

0.0023769 sluq/ft3 I.2250 k. m

t 59. 0°" F!5. ' "
0

TO 518.67' 26,.I" 1 :

1.2024 10-
3.737- • 10-7 l -:.c't

g 32.1741 ft/'cc- .,

a 1116.45 ft,;-;,2c 14 .t 4 7.-0l
761.22 mph ..- .r

661.48 knot.r

aW 28. -644 (dim .. n:iI , ,. : --. ...

Rh 154-.31 31 - L (I m ) - - :. , ---... '

S~53. ;.52 ft-11,"A1; mo 1•.

1716 .5 ft - i 11, 4-

aF.rr altitud.-s up -o 290 ,)00 .7,"



TABLE A28.- C-n•-iuded

(C) Formulas

Formu.ls for - U.S. Customary I-nitsa SI "'it;

R ,,
Q R ": (/Wo"

N (Owtwin ) m-k, .

Pa (pascal) :4/m 2 
- kg/m-sec 2

J (joule) :;-r r -k.;.c-

aThe formulas for the gas constant:. Rand R .i

Customary Units also apply to the metric (qv.,s) .v.;t,.......
i* =847.819 mn-kq/°K-nmol, R 29.271 '°K-knol , 1::>
R = 287.05 n 2 -kg/°K-knol-3ec2.
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

Part I - Static-Pressure Errors and Flicht 2uantities

In this section, sample calculations are presented for the determination of

(1) the position error !In by two of the flight calibrati-:i methods described

in chapter IX, (2) values of calibrated airspeed V'c, pressure aititude H, and

Mach numbLr M from the indicated values of these quantities and a given value

of Ap, (3) the lift coefficient CL from given values of ".p, the measj,;r.!d
impact pressure qc" and the measured static p*.*essure p', and (4) true a.r-

speed V from given values of calibrated airspeed Vc, pressure altitu,!,-- i,

and ambient temperature t.

Determination of Position Error ;'.p

Two calibration procedures, the pacer-aircraft method and the ,round-

caut:ra method, are used to illustrate the determination of .'.4 (i.e., i" - •-

With the pacci--aircraft method, the value of p is derived from the caliLrated

installation on the pacer aircraft, while with t!,e qround-,_amera m-.Ithod, -
value of p at :he flight level is calculated from measurements of p j:.d T

at the grou.d and the assumption cf a standard temperature qradi,_-nt uL to tou

flight level.

Pacer-aircraft method.- For the calculation of ".p by this method, -t i.;

assumed that the alzimcter indication in the test aircraft is 29 600 ft -ni hat
the corrected altimeter indication in the pacer aircraft is 30 O0 ft. Ut-~m
table A2 of appendix A, the static pressure p' at 29 601) ft is 631.962 1• ';t2.

and the static pr--,ssre p at 30 000 ft is 628.433 Ih':t . Th.:..it-
of the test aircraft is then

.-p = p -p (P..)

= 639.962 - 628.433 = 11.529 lb/ft2

For altitude incrments no greater than about il)r) ft, tht.-..,..

can also be durived from equation (3.6), ,i.re cx;.res.:,d a.

_p go - ý"- 7 g "r.'H (91)

where i.H H -H ii 29 600 - 30 300 = -400 ft ind - ,!:ut" ...

midpoint be'twe,-tn H' and If. From table AS of i:,x:.uIz A, ti- .1Z:

for an altitude increment of 400 ft is essuntiall ' 1.). Frý-m *Abl.Ž A3,
density at the midr~oint (29 806 ft) is ).02on323 3 . ,uýatim ,I,,

the value of . is then

".. (-.028823)(-400) = 11.529 lb/ft2

O 2'73
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Ground-c.amera method.- For the calculation of -p by this method, Lt
assumed that (1) the pressure pl of the aircraft installation is measurec
an absolute-pressure recorder (in contrast to the statoscope used in the tu
deszribed in chapter IX), and (2) that for the elevations in figure 9.10,

Ec = Er and hc = hr*

It is further assumed that hc is 1000 ft, that the height of the air
AZ above hc is 400 ft, and that the pressure mea.sured by the absolute-
pressure recorder at the flight level is 1973 lb/ft 2 . The pressure p and
temperature T at the ground (at hc) are 2000 lb/ft 2 and 500o R. From
table A2 of appendix A, the standard pressure Ps at 1000 ft is 2040.85 IL
from table A4, the standard temperature Ts dt 1000 ft is 515.1040 ;,; and
table A3, the standard density d s at 1000 ft is 0.074261 lb/ft 3 and the
standard density T5  at 1200 ft is 0.073825 lb/ft 3 . From equation (3.1),
density o at hc is

- -7PTs

SpsT

0.0742611 20G N .74973 lb,'0t3
I _2040.85, 500 -)-.493lft

From equation (9.29), t.,e density ;m at the midpoint (1200 ft) is

7M = 7 - (S - s,m)

= 0.074973 - (0.074261 - 0.073825) z 0.374537 lb,ft

From equation (9.28), the pressure increment ;pc currespondinq to a
increment .Z iz

",Pc = 'm .Z

= (-0.074537) (400) = -29.8 lb/ft2

From this F;ressure increment and the vxistinq |,r,:.:zr.Ž (2Th) :b' 4t

ground (hc), the value of p) at z = 1400 ft is

= =.rhc "Pc
C

= 2000 - 29.8 :- 197%,.' lb/ft-2

For the ;aue of p of this example, t;h ".

installaticn is then

" = p, - p

1973- 1970.2 2.8 lb/ft 2
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Calculation of 1c and AVc, H and AH• and 4 and '.M

For these calculations, the indicated airspeed Vi, indicated altitude H',

and indicated Mach number :4' measured by the co-kpit instrumerts Atre QorrQcted
for the position error Ap of the aircraft installation to yield valuvs of "'!..
H, and M. The values of the errors, AVc•, •H, and ..'4 corres',ndinq to tbe
value of Ap are also calculated.

It is assumed that Vi is 390 knots, 11' is 30 000 ft, M' is 0.79,
and Ap is 8 lb/ft 2 . From table A12 of appendix A, the impact pressure qý
at 300 knots is 320.694 lb/ft 2 ; and from table A2, the static pressure p'
at 30 000 ft is 628.433 lb/ft 2 .

Calculation of Vc and Alc.- From equation (9.20),

qc = qc + Ap OF Pe.A PAL j . (9. 20)

= 320.694 + 8 - 328.694 lb/ft
2

From table A12 of appendix A, the calibrated airspeed " : corre.:pondi:nq to
value of q. is 303.5 knots. From equation (5.9), the airspeed Žrror is

.'Vc = Vi - 1!(5. ?(

= 300 - 303.5 = -3.5 knots

Calculation of 1i and 'U.- From equation (2.2),

p = p' - -'-p S4,,

= 628.433 - 8 = 620.433 lb/ft2

From table A2 of appendix A, the altitude 'I corresponding to thits val'ie .
is 30 281 ft. From equation (5.8), the altitude error is

AH = H' - H

= 30 000- 30 ?81 = -281 ft

Calculation of " and ...M.- In chapter III, it "a• -hown tn-at I.. I.
functizn of qc/p. For values .f :4 and p', rer.-fcr, a n
of qc4 *"p (eq. (9.20)) and p - "p (eq. (B4)). Th-:;,

qc 320.694 4 8S= = 0 . 5 2 9 8
p 628.431 -

23
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From table A26 of appendix A, the value of .i correspcndinq to this q,/p
is 0.804. From equation (5.10), the Mach number error is

A-M = MI - M

= 0.79 - 0.804 = -0.014

in the preceding examples, the signs of AV., ":'. and ".:*I are ill nc':
tive, when the sign of .'p is positive. It is also trt_ that wnoa .*.p is
negative, AVc, All, and AM are positive.

In the preceding calculations, the values of "VC, .*.H, and ..M have
expressed in terms oZ errors in the measured quantities. In many aircraft
manuals, however, these errors are expressed ii. ter=s of corrections with s-
opposite to those of the errors. An example of a flight-manual correction
for the airspeed and altitude errors of aii airplane installation is iresient
figure a1.

Calculation of CL

As stated by -quation (5.2), the lift coefficient CL is expressed i:.
terms of the d..namic pressure q, the aircraft weight 4, and the wing are,ý
by the following equation:

CL q-

From eq.ation (5.3), the dynamic pressure q is determined from values of
and "- as follows:

q = 0.7pM2

For the followinq computation of CL, it is assllmed that Vi = 260 knots;,
H' = 25 000 ft, ".p l lb/ft-, W 172 300 L-, an:d S 24,),) f•2 .
table A12 of awpendix A. the value of ;c at ';, k:.c- is 237.341 ib, it-.

From,toquation •9.20), the value of :c is

237.841 + 6 = 243.841 lb/ft-

From table A-- the :'iluc of :)' at 25 330 ft iA 7r5. "'h IL' t2.
valuu of r) 1ý3

85.3"8 - 6 = 779.308 i1 't-

282
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243.84
The value of q,.'p is then 779.308 = 0.3129. From table A26, the ,,alue cf.

for this qc/p value is 0.636, so that the v.lue of A2 is 0.4045. From
equation (85), tne value of q is

q = (0.7)(779.308)(0.4045) = 220.7 lb/ft 2

ORIGIN'AL P.-Ld2 Is
From cquaticn (5.2), the value of CL is then OF POOR IGNLP. I&I

172 000
CL = (220.7) (2400)

Calculation of V

In this example, the true airspeed V is calculated for a calibrated
airspeed Vc of 300 knots, a pressure altitude H of 35 000 ft, and an a-mbient
temperature of -600 F. From table A12 the value of qc for 300 knots is
320.694 lb/ft 2 . From table A2 the value of p at 35 000 ft is 497.956 l'/ft 2 .

320.694
The value of q./p is then 4 0.64402. From table A26 the value cf M

correspcnding to q./p = 0.64402 is 0.87357. From equation (3.27), the speed
of sound a in knots is

a = 29.045F (4.27)

where the unit of T is OR. From table A28, the value of T for t = F
is

T = -60 + 459.67 = 399.670 R

The value of a is then

a = 29.045 J399.67 = (29.045)(19.992) 580.67 knots

From equation (3.21),

The value of ." is then

"V ().87357)(580.67) 507.2 knots

28-
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Part 1: - Pressure increments in the International System of inits

In this secti.n, equaticns (3.3) and (3.4) are applied to determine Stat.

pressure incr.)Žn.ents in SI Units. With both equations, the pressure increment

".p for a hoight increment -'.Z of 400 m is computed and compared with values

in tabL'o Ai5. Note that for 0 to 400 meters thOe values of g,-,t,T in .... ts

of Z are the same as those in terms of H.

Equation (3.3) is

'p = -g, :.z

From table A16. the value of L at 200 m is 1.2017 kq.'- 3. From table iI of

reference Al of appendix A, the value of - at 200 m is 9.8060 m/sec-. Th#,:.i

for -'Z = 400 m,

Ap = (-9.8060) (1.2017) (400' = -4714 kg/m-sec 2 (Pa)

Frc table AIS, the value of .'p as derived from the differential form of

equation (3.3, is. the samee, i.e., 96 611 - 101 325 = -4714 Pa.

Equation (3.4) can be written as

-- @
rom table 11 of reference Al of ;App,,ndix A, the value ot 4 at 200 m i:

1.8060 m/sec1. From table A15, the value of o at 200 m is 98 945.3 Pa

(kg/m-sec 2 ). From table A28, the value of R is 0.28,05 x 10 3 J/°K-kmol-

f'rom table A17, the value of L ,at 200 m is 13.700 C. From table A28. the

value of T is 13.70 + 273.15 = 286.85° K. Then, for .. Z - 400 m,

S(-).8060) 98 945.3 ( 4 00) ý -;713 kc/m-sec2 (Pa)'.p= (9.860)(287.051 (286.85)

From table A!S, the value of .%p is esscntially the same, that is,

•6 611 - I11 325 =-4714 Pa.

ThWi other form of .Žquation (3.4) can be written .1

"P - -
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The values of p, t. and T remain the same. From table A28, the value of
is 29.271 m-kg/ 0 K-kmol. Then, for AZ = 400 m,

-98 945.3
(29.271)(286.85)(400) = -4714 kg/i-sec2 (Pa)

As in the previous cases, the value of Ap from table A15 is -4714 Pa.

Part III - Pressure-System Lag and Leaks

In this section, sample calculations are presented for the determination
of (1) the airspeed and altitude errors due to the pressure lag of a static-
pressure system and (2) the altitude arror resulting from a leak in that system.

CalculaLion of Airspeed and Altitude Errors Due to Pressure Lag

In this example, the airspeed and altitude errors of a static-pressure
system are determined for an irdicated airspeed of 300 knots in a climb of
12 000 ft/min at an altitude of 30 000 ft. The system consists of four cockpit
instruments (having a combined volume of 100 in 3 ) connected to a 50-ft lcngth
of tubing 3/16 in. (0.188 in.) in inside diameter (I.D.). From equation (10.3),. the lag constant A is

128uLC (10.3)
rd 4p -GINAL PAGE IS

I )P' POOR Q

From table A6 of appendix A, the value of jL at Ib& ft is
3.136 x 10-7 lb-sec/ft 2 . From table A2, the value of p at 30 000 ft is
628.433 lb/ft 2 . The value of C in cubic feet is 0.05787, the value of d
in feet is 0.01567, and the value of L is SO ft. From equation (10.3), the
lag constant A at 30 000 ft is ther

128(3.106 x 0-7) (50)(0.05787) = 1.0 sec

3.1416(0.01567)4(628.433*,

From equation (10.2), the pressure drop Ap is

Ap = A dp (10.2)
dt

From table A2 of appendix A, a 100-ft increment at 30 000 ft corresponds to a
pressure increment of 2.86 lb/ft 2 . Since the rate of climb is 12 000 ft/min
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(or 200 ft/sec), dp/dt is (2)(2.86) or 5.72 (lb/ft 2 )/sec. From the value
of A of 1.0 sec, the value of Ap is

Lp = (1.0)(5.72) = 5.72 lb/ft
2

From table A2 of appendix A, the altitude increment at 30 000 ft corresponding
to a pressure increment of 5.72 lb/ft 2 is 200 ft. Thus, the altitude error fcr
a rate of climb of 12 000 ft/min at 30 000 ft is 200 ft. From table A12 of
appendix A. the airspeed increment at 300 knots corresponding to a pressure
increment of 5.72 lb/ft 2 is 2.5 knots. Thus, the airspeed error for a rate of
climb of 12 000 f:/min at 30 000 ft is 2.5 knots.

To determine whether the conditions of this example meet the requirement
for laminar flow as stated by equation (10.6), the pressure drop per foot must
be determined. Since the pressure drop Ap is 5.72 lb/ft 2 and the length of
tubing is 50 ft, the pressure drop per foot is 0.1 (lb/ft 2 )/ft. From
table 10.1, the limiting value of Ap/L for laminar flow in 0.188-in. I.D.
tubing at 30 000 ft is 2.3 (lb/ft 2 )/ft. Thus, since the Ap/L value of this
example is only 5 percent of the limiting value, the flow can be considered
laminar.

Calculation of Altitude Error Due to a Leak

For this example, it is assumed that the instrument system is the same as
that used in the lag calculations (namely, four cockpit instruments connected
to a 50-ft length of 3/16-in. I.D. tubing). It is also assumed (1) that in a
ground test of the system at a test pressure corresponding to an altitude of
40 000 ft, the system was determined to have a leak rate equivalent to a rate
of change of altitude of 100 ft/mn and (2) that the leak is located in the
cockpit.

To determine the altitude error that would be caused by this leak, it is
assumei that the aircraft is at an altitude of 30 000 ft and that the cabin
pressure corresponds to an altitude of 5000 ft. The pressures for this flight
condition and the pressures involved in the ground test of the system are
shown in the diagrams in figur; B2.

From equation (10.7), the lag constant A, of the leak is

= PTro -PT~a)(PT~o , PT'a) (10.7)lZ=\ dp/dt /\Pc + Pa/

From table Al of appendix A,

PT,o at sea level is 2116.22 lb/ft 2

PT,a at 40 000 ft is 391.683 lb/ft 2
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Pa at 30 000 ft is 628.433 lb/ft
2

PC at 5000 ft is 1760.79 lb/ft
2

Also from table A2, the pressure increment corresponding to an altitude incre-
ment of 100 ft at 40 000 ft is 1.88 lb/.t 2 . The pressure rate dp/dt corre-
sponding to a leak rate of 100 ft/min is thus 1.88 (lb/ft 2 )/min or
0.0314 (lb/ft 2 )/sec. The lag constant of the leak is then

(2116.22 - 391.683 \2116.22 + 391.683 5
= 0.0314 )(1760.79 + 628.433/

From equation (10.8), the pressure error Ap, due to the leak is

A
Apt = X, + X(Pc - Pa) (10.8)

For a system lag - of 1.0 sec at 30 000 ft, the value of Ap, is

AP 5 1.0 (1760.79 - 628.433) = 0.02 lb/ft 2

From table A2 of appendix A, the pressure increment corresponding to a 1-ft
increment at 30 000 ft is 0.028 lb/ft 2 . Thus the altitude error corresponding
to a Ap 1 of 0.02 lb/ft 2 is less than 1 ft.
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0c Indicated airspeed Calibrated airspeed - Airspeed correction

-10

0 Pressure altitude, ft

0 -5

04

120 140 160 180 230 220 240 260 280 300 320 340

Calibrated airspeed, knoLs

Indicated altitude - Pressure altitude - Altitude correction

-350 - - -1

-300Pressure altitude, ft

-200

'-5

0W
120 140 160 180 200 22-0 240 260 280 300 320 340

1ndicated airspeed, knots

Figure Bi.- Flight-manual correction charts for the airspeed and altitude
errors of the static-pressure installation of an airplane. These
correction charts are used to determine the indicated airspeed and
indicated altitude at which the airplane should fly to achieve a
desired calibrated airspeed and pressure altitude.
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INDEX

Acceleration due to gravity, 12, 219
tables, 237, 253

Accelerometer method, 131
Adiabatic temperature rise, 18
Aerodynamic compensaticn, 109

installations, 110
tubes, 110

Aftereffect, 172, 187
Air

density, 11, 12
gas constant, 12
mean molecular weight, 12
pressure, 1, 11, 12
ratio of specific heats, 14, 15
speed of sound, 14, 18
temperature, 12, 13, 18, 19
viscosity, 166

Air data computer, 175, 176
Airspeed

calibrated, 15, 50
corrections, 282, 288
equations, 14, 15
equivalent, 16
errors, 50, 57, 281
indicated, 16, 50, 137
tables, 238-244, 254-262
true, 1, 14, 16-18-

Airspeed indicator, 4, 173
calibration, 173
tolerances, 182

Altimeter, 4, 172
calibration, 172
settings (barometric scale), 199
tolerances, 180
types, 172, 176

Altitude
corrections, 282, 288
equations, 12
errors, 50, 57, 58, 281
geopotential, 12
indicated, 50
pressure, 1, 12, 199
t-Ables, 225, 227, 247, 248

Angle of attack, 27
Angle of sideslip, 79
Angle of yaw, 27
Atmosphere, standard, 11

equations, 12
properties, 13
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Barometers, 1.77

Barometric scale, altimeter, 172, 199
QFE setting, 201
QNE setting, 190
QNH setting: 200

I•llows. 3, 176, 196
Bernou:i 's equations

ccmpra.sible flow, 14
inco•pressible flow, 47

Blocking effect, 59, 60, 75, 79

Calibrated airspeed, 15
equations, 15
tables, 238-244, 254-262

Calibrations
instrument, 172-174
static-pressure installations, 75-80, 121-143
static-pressure tubes, 59-62
total-pressure installations, 121
total-pressure tubes, 25-29

Capacitance altimeter, 217
Capsules

aneroid, 3, 8
differential-pressure, 3, 8

Collar, static-pressure tubes, 59, 60
Compensated static-pressure tubes, 109
Compressibility, 14

factor, 16
Computer, air data, 175
Conversion factors

pressu:e units, 275
U.S. Customary and Intern.tional Systems, 276

Corrections, airspeed and altitude, 282
Cosmic ray altimeter, 219

Density
altimeter, 218
equations, 11
tables, 229, 249

Diaph-ragms, 3, 177, 197
Drift, 172, 173, 187
Dynamic pressure, 14

equations, 14, 49
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Equivalent airspeed, 16

Errors
airspeed, 50, 57, 281
altitude, 50, 57, 58
instrument, 5, 6, 171-177, 204
instrument system, 6, 203
Mach number, 50, 58
position, 49, 75
static pressure, 5, 49
temperature, 5
total pressure, 4

Field
flow, 47, 48, 52
induced velocity, 136, 156
pressure, 47, 48, 52

Fli'vht calibration methods, 121-139
Plight technical error, 202, 213
Flow

compressible, 14, 48
field, 47, 48, 52
incompressible, 14, 47

Free-stream
static pressure, 4, 48
temperature, 4, 18
total pressure, 4, 14, 47, 52

Fuselage vent
configuration, 79
errorn, 100-102
installation, 79

Gas constant
air, 12, 277
universal, 12, 277

Geometric height, 12, 199
Geopotential altitude, 12
Gravity meter, 219
Ground camera method, 129, 139

Height, geometric, 12, 199
HYLsometer, 218
Hysteresis, 172, 187



Impact pressure, 5, 14
equations, 5, 15
tables, 238-244, 254-262

Indicated airspeed, 16
equation, 137
tables, 238-244, 254-262

Installation error. 49, 75
effect of lift copfficient, 76, 77, 80
effect of Mach number, 76, 78-80

Installation, static-pressure, 75
design considerations, 82
fuselage nose, 75
fuselage vent, 79
vertical fin, 78
wing tip, 77

Instruments, 4, 171-177
mechanical, 3, 171
servoed, 175
transducer, 176

Instrument errors, 5, 6, 171-177
Instrument scale error, 5, 171, 172, 187, 188
Instrument system error, 6, 203, 204
International System (SI) of Units

conversion factors and equivalents, 276
tables, 247-264

Kiel total-pressure tube, 27, 33

Lag
acoustic, 165
constant, 166
due to leak, 168, 286
equations, 165, 166
pressure, 165, 285

Laser altimeter, 217
Leaks, pressure system, 168, 286
Lift coefficient, 49, 282
Limited-range pressure altimeter, 218
Local static pressure, 47, 52, 54
Local velocity, 47, 52

Machmeter, 4, 174
calibration, 174
tolerances, 184

Mach number, 1
error, 50, 281
equations, 17
indicated, 50
tables, 265
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MN.netometer, 220
Manometer, 177

Mean molecular weight, 12, 277
Xi-.roprocessor, 175, 176

Lifice, static-pressure
axial location, 59
radial configurations, 61
size and shape, 48, 62, 74

Overall altitude error, 203

Pacer e-rcraft method, 125
Phototheodolit.-, 128
Pitot-static tubes, 3, 7, 48, 53
Pitot tubes, 3, 7, 25, 31

shielded, 27, 33, 35, 36
swiveling, 27, 33, 121

Position error, 49, 75
effect of lift coefficient, 76, 77, 80
effect of Mach number, 76, 78-80

Prandtl pitot-static tube, 26, 60, 66
Pressure

altimeter, 172
altitude,- 1. 199
conversion factors, 275
dynamic, 14, 49
field, 47, 48, 52
free-stream, 4
impact, 5, 14, 15
static, 1, 5, 12
total, 1, 4, 14, 47

QFE barometric setting, 199, 201

QNE barometric setting, 199
QNH barometric setting, 199, 200

Radar
altimeter, 215
phototheodolite, 128, 17;8
tracking, 128, 142

Radio alti-meter, 215
Range of insensitivity

static-pres.-ure tubes 61
total-pressure tubes, 26

Rate-of-climb indicator, 4, 174
calibration, 174
tolerances, 185
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Ratio of specific heats, 14. 15
Recording tfermometer method, 133
Recover�, 172, 187
Recovery factor, 18
Reynolds number, 69, 166

Stale error 5, 171
Servoed instruments, 175
Shock wave, 48

effect on static-pressure measurement. 76, 78
effect on total-presaure measurement, 25
total-pressure loss through, 26

Sonic altimeter, 217
Sonic speed method, 137
Speed course met. od, 137
Speed of so'ind

evat~cns, 14, 18
tables, 236, 252

Standard atmosphere, 11
equations, 12
properties, 13

btandard deviation, 142, 143, 303
Static pressure

error, 5, 48, 49, 59, 75
free-stream, 5, 48

- :nsfU.lafidns; 7S - -

local, 47, 52, 54
measurement, 47
tables, 225-227, 247, 248
tubes, 59-62

Static-pressure installations, 75
calibration procedures, 121, 143
design considerations, 82
effect of lift coefficient, 76, 77, 80
effect of Mach number, 76, 78-80

Static-pressure tubes, 3, 7, 48, 59
compensated, 109
design considerations, 60
effect of angle of attack, 61, 62
effect of Mach number, 59, 60

Statoscope, 140, 157
Strut, static-pressure tube, 48, 53, 59, 60

Tables
acceleration due to gravity, 237, 253
airspeed, 238-244, 254-262
altitude, 225-227, 247, 248
coefficient of viscosity, 235, 251
conversiun factors, 275, 276
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density, 229, 249
impact pressure, 238-244, 254-262
Mach number, 265
speed of sound, 236, 252
static pressure, 225-227, 247, 248
temperature, 231, 233, 250
true airspeed, 246, 264

Temperature
adiabatic rise, 19
error, 5
equations, 5, 19, 133, 138
free-stream, 4
gradient, 13
probe, 4, 9, 23, 190
tables, 231, 233, 250
total, 19, 133, 138

Theodolite, 129
Tolerances

instrument, 171, 180, 182-165
installation, 81
leak, 168

Total pressure
error, 4
equations, 1, 14, 47
free-stream, 4, 47
loss through normal shock wave, 26
measurement, 25 -. . . . . . . .

Total pressure installations
calibration procedures, 121
design considerations, 25

Total pressure tubes, 3, 7, 25, 31
desiga considerations, 29
effect of angle of attack, 26-29
effect of Mach number, 25
shielded, 27, 33, 35, 36
swiveling, 27, 121

Total temperature, 19
equations, 19, 133, 138

Total-temperature method, 138 A ......
Tower method, 127
Tracking-radar method, 128, 139
Tracking-radar/pressure-altimeter method, 130
Trailing-anemometer method, 134
Trailing-bomb method, 124
Trailing-cone method. 125
Transducer, 176, 177, 196, 197
Transducer, pressure, 176

analog, 177, 197
digital, 176, 196
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True airspeed, I

equations. 14, 16-18
tables, 246. 264

True airspeed irdicator, 1, 4, 173
calibration, 173
tolerances, 183

Tubes
compensated static-pressure, 109

pitot, 3, 7, 25, 31
shielded total-pressure, 27, 33, 35, 36
static-pressure, ?, 7, 48, 59
swiveling, 27, 33, 121

total-pressure, 3, 7. 25, 31

U.S. Customary System of unius
conversion factors and equivalents, 276

tables, 247-264

Velocity
free-stream, 47, 52

induced, 136, 156
local, 4), 52

Vent, fuselage

configuration, 48, 79
errors, 100-102
installations, 79

Vertical speed indicator, 4, 174
Viscosity, 166

tables, 235-251
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